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Description of the College:
History and Demographics

A Brief History of Cabrillo College

Santa Cruz County voters approved the formation of a junior college district in 1958. The following year, a newly elected Board of Trustees named the new college in honor of the Portuguese explorer Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo. Instruction began in the fall of 1959 in temporary facilities in Watsonville. Since that time, the college has provided affordable, high-quality education and job training opportunities for more than a half million area residents. Cabrillo graduates are part of the community working as doctors, lawyers, nurses, teachers, journalists, dental hygienists, police officers, licensed childcare providers, musicians, archaeologists, artists, engineers, computer programmers, mathematicians, chefs, writers, scientists, small business owners and corporate executives, among others. For many people in the community, Cabrillo College represents the only affordable option for learning new skills that will help them achieve personal and professional success.

Cabrillo College has long enjoyed the support of its community. This is reflected by the continuing passage of bond proposals over the years to finance Cabrillo’s growth and development. In 1960, 77 percent of the population voted to approve a proposed $6.5 million bond issue to finance the construction of a permanent campus in Aptos. Construction began in 1961, and by the fall of 1962, 2,000 students were enrolled. To further finance expansion, 81 percent of local residents voted to approve a proposed bond issue in 1965. In 1973, the voters approved the passage of a local matching bond. This permitted the purchase of 20 acres of land on the ocean side of Soquel Drive and the construction of four new buildings.

By the late 1990s, it was evident that such support was needed again. Campus buildings, 40 years old, were in need of repair and improvement. Resources were needed to further expand the Watsonville Center. Perhaps most importantly, the campus was serving more than twice as many students, day, evening and weekend, as it was built to serve. In an era when most bond elections around the state were failing, Cabrillo asked local voters to support an $85 million bond proposal in June of 1998. It passed by 74.5 percent, and was followed by another $118.5 million bond proposal in 2004, which passed by 61.9%. These funds allowed the college to add a world-class Horticulture Center at the top of the upper campus, build two major parking structures and a new Student Activities Center, rebuild the lower athletic fields, create an Arts Education Classroom Center which includes a music hall and theater, and build a Health and Wellness Center with Allied Health programs in one building and a wellness center in another.

The College has long valued making higher education accessible to underserved communities within its service area, and in 1987 a center was opened in downtown Watsonville to increase the college participation rate of residents in the southern part of the county, a primarily Latino population. In 1993, the former Watsonville Post Office was remodeled to house the Center and in 2001, the site was expanded with an adjacent 3-story building that brought the total square footage to 44,000. In 2012, the Solari Green Technology Center was opened to complete the campus. Students may complete all General Education requirements for AA degrees and certificates at the Watsonville Center, located at 318 Union Street in Watsonville, CA, so more than 50% of many certificates and degrees may be completed at this site.
As part of the 1996-1997 College Master Plan, it was determined that the college should develop an education center in the north county area to improve access for residents of Scotts Valley and San Lorenzo Valley, and the Scotts Valley Center was opened in a leased facility in 2007 following years of communication with community members and evaluating potential sites.

Other significant changes at the college since 2007 include:

- Replacing all key college governance positions: President and all three Vice Presidents;
- 20 new managers (out of 33), and 38 new contract faculty (out of 202);
- Moving Matriculation from Instruction to Student Services;
- Creation of the Honors Transfer Program, serving more than 200 students annually;
- Establishing a single, integrated source of data for the College;
- The designation of the College as a Hispanic Serving Institution;
- Developing more than 20 AA-T and AS-T degrees to facilitate student transfer to the CSU system;
- Dramatic increase in the use of online services for registration, financial aid, and instruction: over 10,000 students now use an online component in face-to-face as well as Distance classes;
- New Academic Integrity policy and Academic Honor code;
- Completion of all the capital construction projects from the bond measures of 1998 and 2004, as well as the Facilities Master Plan of 1999, and most importantly,
- Moving to the proficiency level of student learning outcomes and extending outcomes-based planning to all levels of the college.

Significant issues affecting colleges statewide also impacted Cabrillo, such as the development of the AA-T and AS-T degrees. As Cabrillo College has entered its second 50-year period after 2009, the college continues to advance on many levels to better serve the community of learners of Santa Cruz County. The college continues to be fortunate to enjoy enormous support among the members of our diverse and rapidly changing community.
**DEMOGRAPHICS**

**Population Participation Rate**
Cabrillo College enjoys a great deal of community support. The Santa Cruz County community participation rate is substantially higher than the State average. Residents of all ages are included in the population numbers below.

### Population by Age Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 &amp; under</td>
<td>48,588</td>
<td>48,110</td>
<td>47,590</td>
<td>47,519</td>
<td>47,451</td>
<td>47,570</td>
<td>47,854</td>
<td>48,210</td>
<td>48,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 17</td>
<td>10,270</td>
<td>10,371</td>
<td>10,592</td>
<td>10,628</td>
<td>10,427</td>
<td>9,959</td>
<td>9,499</td>
<td>9,167</td>
<td>9,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 20</td>
<td>13,290</td>
<td>13,227</td>
<td>13,204</td>
<td>13,157</td>
<td>13,197</td>
<td>13,356</td>
<td>13,318</td>
<td>13,117</td>
<td>12,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 24</td>
<td>17,708</td>
<td>17,574</td>
<td>17,228</td>
<td>16,921</td>
<td>16,360</td>
<td>16,060</td>
<td>15,890</td>
<td>16,017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 30</td>
<td>22,230</td>
<td>23,194</td>
<td>24,427</td>
<td>25,496</td>
<td>26,001</td>
<td>25,999</td>
<td>25,223</td>
<td>24,545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 40</td>
<td>39,386</td>
<td>38,927</td>
<td>38,307</td>
<td>37,947</td>
<td>37,799</td>
<td>37,791</td>
<td>37,799</td>
<td>38,017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 50</td>
<td>42,375</td>
<td>42,075</td>
<td>41,907</td>
<td>41,876</td>
<td>41,726</td>
<td>41,673</td>
<td>41,744</td>
<td>41,836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 60</td>
<td>33,228</td>
<td>34,327</td>
<td>35,500</td>
<td>36,712</td>
<td>37,504</td>
<td>37,690</td>
<td>37,769</td>
<td>37,845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 &amp; up</td>
<td>31,715</td>
<td>32,137</td>
<td>32,487</td>
<td>33,052</td>
<td>33,952</td>
<td>35,506</td>
<td>37,134</td>
<td>38,712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annual Enrollment by Age Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>02-03</th>
<th>03-04</th>
<th>04-05</th>
<th>05-06</th>
<th>06-07</th>
<th>07-08</th>
<th>08-09</th>
<th>09-10</th>
<th>10-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 &amp; under</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 17</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>1,321</td>
<td>1,578</td>
<td>1,642</td>
<td>1,701</td>
<td>1,664</td>
<td>1,589</td>
<td>1,215</td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 20</td>
<td>4,899</td>
<td>4,981</td>
<td>5,005</td>
<td>5,108</td>
<td>5,056</td>
<td>5,423</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>5,987</td>
<td>5,809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 24</td>
<td>4,123</td>
<td>4,030</td>
<td>3,971</td>
<td>4,103</td>
<td>4,011</td>
<td>4,236</td>
<td>4,470</td>
<td>4,416</td>
<td>4,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 30</td>
<td>3,054</td>
<td>2,841</td>
<td>2,851</td>
<td>2,838</td>
<td>2,904</td>
<td>3,098</td>
<td>3,302</td>
<td>3,312</td>
<td>3,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 40</td>
<td>3,477</td>
<td>2,999</td>
<td>2,896</td>
<td>2,738</td>
<td>2,758</td>
<td>2,813</td>
<td>2,851</td>
<td>2,599</td>
<td>2,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 50</td>
<td>2,997</td>
<td>2,596</td>
<td>2,530</td>
<td>2,535</td>
<td>2,547</td>
<td>2,563</td>
<td>2,358</td>
<td>2,090</td>
<td>1,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 60</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>1,488</td>
<td>1,609</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,795</td>
<td>2,023</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td>1,689</td>
<td>1,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 &amp; up</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Population Participation Rate (per 1000 population) by Age Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>02-03</th>
<th>03-04</th>
<th>04-05</th>
<th>05-06</th>
<th>06-07</th>
<th>07-08</th>
<th>08-09</th>
<th>09-10</th>
<th>10-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 &amp; under</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 17</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 20</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 24</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 30</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 40</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 50</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 60</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 &amp; up</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* PPR = (Enrollment/ Population) * 1000


Enrollment data from Data Warehouse.
Ethnicity
Santa Cruz County has become increasingly diverse over the past decade. Demographic changes observed in Cabrillo student population reflect changes occurring in California, Santa Cruz County, Cabrillo’s district population, as well as wider service area.

Headcount Projections by Ethnicity

Sources: Data Warehouse, Census reports, State of California, Department of Finance, Population Projections for California and Its Counties 2000-2050, by Age, Gender and Race/Ethnicity.
Transfer Success

Cabrillo students' enrollment at 4-year private colleges and universities in California, and at public and private 4-year institutions Out-of-State

Source: Cabrillo students were matched with National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) Student Tracker enrollment data. Transfers are counted when the first four-year-institution enrollment record comes after the student has accumulated at least 12 units at Cabrillo.

Accountability Reporting for Community Colleges (ARCC)

Cabrillo College is deeply engaged with the process of understanding and improving the student success metrics from the Accountability Report for Community Colleges (ARCC). The ARCC Report provides a system-level profile and trend of overall student progress and achievement. Cohorts of first time freshmen are tracked for six years. Presented below is the percentage of students in those cohorts who transfer to a four year institution, receive a degree or certificate, or acquire sufficient credits to be eligible to transfer within six years. An update of the ARCC framework will used in the new accountability system developed in response to the Student Success Task Force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabrillo</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer group (average)</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td>55.7%</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State rate</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>51.2%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The peer group is a set of colleges that the Chancellor's Office has determined have similar demographic profiles to Cabrillo College. The state rate is the average of all California community colleges.
Student Progress and Achievement Rate (SPAR)


Enrollment History at Cabrillo College

*Source: Data Warehouse (Enroll: Student), and Fall 2012 Census.*
## Enrollment by Semester of Full-time & Part-time Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMESTER</th>
<th>Full-Time</th>
<th>Part-Time</th>
<th>Average Units per student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2001</td>
<td>3,621</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>11,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2002</td>
<td>3,412</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>12,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2002</td>
<td>3,901</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
<td>11,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2003</td>
<td>3,798</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>12,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2003</td>
<td>3,955</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
<td>10,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2004</td>
<td>3,769</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>11,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2004</td>
<td>3,926</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>10,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2005</td>
<td>3,718</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>11,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2005</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>11,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2006</td>
<td>3,636</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>11,637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2006</td>
<td>3,944</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>11,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2007</td>
<td>3,599</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>11,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2007</td>
<td>4,216</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>11,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2008</td>
<td>4,073</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>12,309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2008</td>
<td>4,751</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>12,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2009</td>
<td>4,623</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>11,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2009</td>
<td>4,952</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>11,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>4,831</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>10,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2010</td>
<td>5,027</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>10,705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2011</td>
<td>4,809</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
<td>10,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>4,879</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>9,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td>4,691</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>9,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>4,600</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>9,216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Warehouse

Full time = enrolled in 12 or more units
Enrollment History at Watsonville Center/Area


Cabrillo Fall Student Headcount Projections

Projected fall headcount is based on projected county population growth, projected high school graduating class size, and Santa Cruz County unemployment levels. A Prais-Winsten weighted least squares equation was run in Stata 8 MP to create the student headcount forecast. This statistical technique properly handles the autocorrelation associated with a time series. The projection assumes that fees will increase to $46 per unit in Summer 2012, creating downward pressure. Sources: Data Warehouse (1993–2011); Department of Finance, California Public K-12 Graded Enrollment and High School Graduate Projections by County, 2011 Series. Sacramento, California, October 2011 (most recent available); Department of Finance County-level Demographic projections; and Claritas population and employment projections.
Santa Cruz County Public High School Graduates at Cabrillo

Enrollments of graduating seniors from local high schools continue to be strong as a percentage of the graduating class.
Sources for enrolled at Cabrillo: Student-reported high school of graduation retrieved from the Research Data Warehouse. Only secondary schools named by one or more Cabrillo students as high school of origin were included in the report.

Mean and Median Student Age

The median age of Cabrillo College’s students has declined somewhat since 2000, from then, age 25, to age 24.1 in 2012.

Source: Data Warehouse.
A more balanced mix of male and female students has coincided with the drop in the
Median age of our students.
Source: Data Warehouse (Enroll:: Student) since Spring 1993.

Staff/Faculty Demographics

The diversity of Cabrillo College’s staff has increased as the diversity of Cabrillo’s
District population has increased.
Staff/Faculty Demographics, continued

Gender

- Female: 61.4%
- Male: 38.6%

Source: Data Warehouse

Job Categories

- Faculty, Adjunct: 42.4%
- Faculty, Tenure/Tenure...: 24.0%
- Clerical/Secretarial: 11.8%
- Technical/Paraprofessional: 12.8%
- Professional (Non-Faculty): 0.0%
- Skilled Crafts: 0.6%
- Service/Maintenance: 4.5%

Source: Data Warehouse
Organization for the Self-Evaluation

Early Planning

Formal preparation for the 2013 Self Evaluation began in fall 2010 with the establishment of the Accreditation timeline and confirmation by the President’s Cabinet of then-Vice President of Instruction and Accreditation Liaison Officer Renée Kilmer as Accreditation Co-chair. The selection of Rory O’Brien as the faculty Accreditation Co-chair was made in May 2011 by the Faculty Senate and Cabinet. The faculty co-chair accepted responsibility as the coordinator of the teams who would be researching and writing the Self-Evaluation and as the primary writer/editor of the report. The ALO co-chair’s responsibility was to co-edit of the Self-Evaluation and write the parts of the Self-Evaluation that were not specifically addressing the standards.

Formation of Teams

It was agreed that the college would form eleven teams, each one focusing on a major division of each of the four standards, and each team would be responsible for gathering information to be used in each of the eleven sections of the Self-Evaluation. Standards teams would be co-chaired by individuals representing a balance of faculty, staff, and administration. In addition to the co-chairs, each team was to include at least one representative from the staff, faculty, students, and administrators, and solicit feedback from the Governing Board for Standards 1A and 4B. The Accreditation Co-chairs worked with the Faculty Senate and other components within the shared governance structure to select the Standards Co-chairs by July 2011, and in August 2011 there was a Flex kick-off activity to start soliciting members for the teams. Teams met during September and came together on the 30th of that month for a Self-Evaluation Training Accreditation Workshop. A complete list of co-chairs and team members follows this narrative.

Accreditation Steering Committee

It was decided that, following the model of the 2001 and 2007 Accreditation processes, the College Planning Council (CPC) would again serve as the Accreditation Steering Committee. The CPC is a representative body that is composed of representatives from all of the college’s constituent groups. It functions as the principal advisory committee to the President on policy matters requiring broad institutional input prior to recommendation to the Governing Board, such as college master plans and all budgetary and resource allocation matters. Membership of the CPC includes the college’s President and the three Vice-Presidents, the Faculty Senate and Student Senate presidents, the faculty union and classified union presidents, two managers, two classified members, and three faculty members. The CPC holds two public meetings per month and was scheduled to review the various drafts of the Self-Evaluation both internally at its meetings and among the various governance groups that the members of CPC represent.
Statistics, Surveys and the Accreditation web presence

The working partnership between the Planning and Research Office (PRO) and the Information Technology department (IT) was central and essential for the development of the Self-Evaluation. The major survey instruments to be used in the Self-Evaluation were designed and administered by PRO, as well as a public website for Accreditation information. IT set up internal working sites for each of the Self-Evaluation teams to use in corresponding with each other, in addition emails and meetings. The College Fact Book produced and updated annually by PRO contains an extensive selection of the College’s quantitative data, and served as an important resource for the teams as they assembled their evidence. Every year PRO supplies survey data for all programs undergoing the program planning process in addition to updating the Fact Book, providing essential information for the College and the various agencies that the College reports to. In fall 2011, PRO staff administered the 2011 Faculty and Staff Surveys and the Student Climate Survey, gathering opinions on a myriad of topics relating to the college. Results were scored on a five point Likert Scale (1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree), and reported in a manner that points out statistically significant changes in responses over three cycles of surveys.

Writing and Editing the Self-Evaluation

Throughout the 2011-12 academic year, section teams met to discuss the standards, gather data, and produce a report that addressed how Cabrillo College was and was not successfully meeting the standards as prescribed by the ACCJC. Standards co-chairs also met with Accreditation co-chairs once or twice a semester to assess progress, address questions, and offer assistance and guidance. Standards Co-Chairs were encouraged to use the questions listed for the standards in the ACCJC Guide to Evaluating Institutions to guide their descriptions. Each team produced an outline of their narrative by December 2011, which was reviewed by the Accreditation Co-chairs and returned the following month. The first draft of the Description section of each standard was completed in March 2012, and reviewed and returned in April. After this point, Renée Kilmer needed to transfer ALO duties due to an extended medical leave, and Rachel Mayo was selected by the Instructional Administrators Council and confirmed by Cabinet as the new ALO. She continued to work with Rory O’Brien as they met with the Standards Co-Chairs to continue the Self-Evaluation process, offering suggestions to section teams on how to more explicitly address the questions in the Guide. The second drafts summarized the findings of each of the section teams and were submitted in July, reviewed and returned prior to the August flex week meeting with team members. All team members met once again in October to clarify the edits that were needed for the final drafts, which were submitted in December. At this point, the Accreditation Co-Chairs started working on a draft for CPC review.

The edited draft of the Self-Evaluation and an Executive Summary was taken to CPC for review at their January 16, 2013 meeting. These drafts were posted online on the internal College intranet, and team members and CPC had an opportunity to provide feedback regarding both by the end of February, at which point the Accreditation Co-
chairs incorporated the suggested edits and opened the drafts for the all-College review until the end of March. The Executive Summary was taken to the March Governing Board meeting and an open College and Community forum was offered on March 21st to gather input in person. A complete first draft was taken to the May Governing Board meeting, with a second reading in June of the final version for approval and submission to the ACCJC.

A Note on the Self-Evaluation as a Work in Progress

Cabrillo College has been formally working on this Self-Study since 2010. This has been both a strength and weakness of our efforts. On the one hand, the college has benefited from having multiple opportunities to reflect carefully about the form and content of the reports. On the other hand, the college in 2013 is not the same place as it was two years ago, when teams first started to work on the Self-Study. Within the last year, there has been turnover in the offices of the President and the Vice President of Instruction, as well as two long-term governing board representatives. In addition, surveys from fall 2011 often do not reflect recent changes in the College’s culture.

Updates of events, policies, or new data have been incorporated in the report have through April 2013 to provide the visiting team with the most accurate and current information possible. Standard teams have continued to meet during the 2012-13 academic year to update their descriptions, evaluations, and plans. Teams have continued to suggest editorial changes as the drafts have been altered by the Self-Evaluation’s principal authors (the Self-Evaluation Co-chairs), the input from public forums and governance groups in the Spring of 2013, the Accreditation Steering Committee (the College Planning Council), and the Governing Board.

It must be noted that many of the original plans that were proposed by the various teams were reviewed and made public during the 2012-13 academic year. The college’s leadership and governance groups immediately set out to address some of the areas identified for improvement in the original plans presented in early drafts of the Self-Evaluation. Therefore, the plans themselves have been updated as the college has moved to address some of the needs and plans articulated in early drafts of the Self-Evaluation. Plans that were on schedule for completion before September 2013, such as improvements in processes in several areas, were deleted from the Self-Evaluation final draft.

Thus, the Accreditation Self-Evaluation has already been the catalyst for certain changes and improvements at the College. The Self-Evaluation is indeed a work in progress, informed by broad participation across the college community and pointing to ever-improving efforts to serve the interests of students.
Accreditation Timeline

2010-11
- Establish Self-Evaluation committee structure
- Develop initial timeline
- Review mission statement
- Develop survey instruments
- Establish steering committee (CPC)
- Develop budget
- Appoint Self-Study, Standard, and Section Co-chairs
- Revised mission statement approved by Governing Board in July

Fall 2011
- Recruit 11 section teams to research and respond to the standards
- Training of Standard and Section Co-chairs
- Teams begin research
- Conduct student, faculty, and staff surveys

Spring 2012
- Publish and distribute survey results
- Teams write first and second drafts of standard descriptions, evaluations and plans
- Accreditation Co-Chairs and SLO coordinator review drafts and provide feedback
- New ALO attends ACCJC trainings
- Teams submit second drafts by July

Fall 2012
- Accreditation Co-Chairs and SLO coordinator review drafts and provide feedback
- Standards teams collect evidence and submit final drafts
- Self-Study Co-Chairs review drafts and prepare Executive Summary for CPC and Governing Board

Spring 2013
- CPC and Governing Board review Executive Summary
- Produce posters for new Mission statement and distribute around College
- Begin development of website
- Post drafts for the public on the college website
- Hold public forum
- Write Introduction and General Information
- Review of the Self-Evaluation by the Cabrillo Governing Board
- Approval of Board (June)
- Organize evidence

Fall 2013
- Print and mail Self-Evaluation to ACCJC and Visiting Team (August)
- Gather documents
- Finalize website
- Set up Team Room
- Prepare college – Accreditation focus during Flex week
- Team visit: Oct. 14-17
Steering Committees

**College Planning Council 2011-12**
- Charlotte Achen (Student)
- Dennis Bailey-Fougnier (Administrator)
- Jill Gallo (Staff)
- Diane Goody (Staff)
- Paul Harvell (Faculty)
- Steve Hodges (Faculty)
- Renee Kilmer (Administrator)
- Brian King (Administrator)
- Victoria Lewis (Administrator)
- Michael Mangin (Faculty)
- Graciano Mendoza (Administrator)
- Dan Rothwell (Faculty)
- Barbara Schultz-Perez (Faculty)
- Stephanie Stainback (Staff)
- Kathie Welch (Administrator)

**College Planning Council 2012-13**
- Dennis Bailey-Fougnier (Administrator)
- Jill Gallo (Staff)
- Diane Goody (Staff)
- Cedar Green (Student)
- Paul Harvell (Faculty)
- John Hendrickson (Administrator – starting February 2013)
- Steve Hodges (Faculty)
- Brian King (Administrator – through January 2013)
- Victoria Lewis (Administrator)
- Michael Mangin (Faculty)
- Graciano Mendoza (Administrator)
- Alta Northcutt (Staff)
- Dan Rothwell (Faculty)
- Barbara Schultz-Perez (Faculty)
- James Weckler (Administrator – starting January 2013)
- Kathie Welch (Administrator)

**2010-2013 Accreditation Co-chairs**

**Accreditation Liaison Officer:** Renee Kilmer (fall 2010-spring 2012); Rachel Mayo (summer 2012-fall 2013)

**Self-Study Co-chairs:** Renee Kilmer & Rachel Mayo (Administrators – see dates above) and Rory O’Brien (Faculty)

**Student Learning Outcomes coordinator:** Marcy Alancraig

**Researchers:** PRO Staff: Craig Hayward (through spring 2012), Rick Fillman, and Judy Cassada
Self Evaluation Team Members

1A: Mission
Co-chairs: Alex Taurke (Faculty) & Stephanie Stainback (Staff)
Members: Beatriz Perez (Staff)  Laura Dickie (Faculty)
          Steve Hodges (Faculty)  John Graulyt (Administrator)

1B: Improving Institutional Effectiveness
Co-chairs: Dale Attias (Staff), Michael Booth (Faculty) & Kristin Fabos (Administrator)
Members: Rick Fillman (Staff)  Pamela Sanborn (Faculty)
          Tobin Keller (Faculty)  Christy Vogel (Faculty)
          David King (Faculty)  Shelley West (Administrator)
          Pamela Poandl (Staff)

2A: Instruction
Co-chairs: Michael Mangin (Faculty) & Wanda Garner (Administrator)
Members: Marcy Alancraig (Faculty)  Carol Hoffman (Faculty)
          Sarah Albertson (Faculty)  Carolyn Jackson (Faculty)
          Dale Attias (Staff)  Onnie Killefer (Faculty)
          Enrique Buelna (Faculty)  Robin McFarland (Faculty)
          Jennifer Cass (Faculty)  Dustin McKenzie (Faculty)
          Laurie Colombani (Staff)  Lisa Meyer (Faculty)
          Mark DeSmet (Faculty)  Diego Navarro (Faculty)
          Olga Diaz (Staff)  Isabel O’Connor (Administrator)
          Carlos Figueroa (Faculty)  Pam Sanborn (Faculty)
          Jean Gallagher-Heil (Faculty)  Michael Strunk (Faculty)
          Laurie Hedin (Staff)
          Steve Hodges (Faculty)

2B: Student Support Services
Co-chairs: Margery Regalado (Administrator) & Barbara Shultz-Pérez (Faculty)
Members: Tama Bolton (Administrator)  Mayra Rocha (Student)
          Sesario Escoto (Administrator)  Debra Spencer (Faculty)
          Jessica Gonzalez-Durham (Student)  Margaret Tam (Staff)
          Jay Jackson (Faculty)  Marcy Wieland (Staff)
          Veronica Leon (Faculty)  Michael Wille (Faculty)
          Katie Marlow (Student)  Anna Zagorska (Faculty)
          Rudy Puente (Faculty)

2C: Library and Student Learning Services
Co-chairs: Georg Romero (Administrator) & Victoria Bañales (Faculty)
Members: Joyce Flager (Faculty)  Jeanette Richey (Faculty)
          Rhea Leonard (Faculty)  Dan Rothwell (Faculty)
          Tera Martin (Faculty)  Stephanie Staley (Staff)
          Beth Regardz (Faculty)
3A: Human Resources
Co-chairs:  Dave Reynolds (Faculty) & Barbara Shingai (Administrator)
Members:  Glenn Dixon (Staff)  Alta Northcutt (Staff)
           David Douglass (Faculty)  Sondra Ricar (Faculty)
           Diane Goody (Staff)  Becky Sulay (Staff)

3B: Physical Resources
Co-chairs:  Joe Nugent (Administrator) & Gary Marcoccia (Faculty)
Members:  Harry Bidleman (Administrator)
          Binh Cheung (Staff)
          David King (Faculty)

3C: Technology Resources
Co-chairs:  Dan Borges (Administrator), Francine Van Meter (Faculty) &
            Wade Gil (Staff)
Members:  Dale Attias (Staff)  Brad Krein (Faculty)
          Gerlinde Brady (Faculty)  Lena Mason (Staff)
          Rosemary Brogan (Faculty)  Marcelo Nogueira (Faculty)
          Barb Durland (Faculty)  Ed Parrish (Faculty)
          Matt Escover (Faculty)  Ray Rider (Administrator)

3D: Financial Resources
Co-chairs:  Graciano Mendoza (Administrator) & Ray Kaupp (Faculty)
Members:  Terri Evans (Staff)
          Masina Hunnicutt (Administrator)

4A: Decision Making Roles & Processes
Co-chairs:  Sarah Doub (Staff) & James Weckler (Administrator)
Members:  Jason Camara (Faculty)
          Phillip Carr (Faculty)
          Sandi Moore (Staff)
          Conrad Scott-Curtis (Faculty)
          Melinda Silverstein (Administrator)

4B: Board and Administrative Organization
Co-chairs:  Debora Bone (Faculty) & Rachel Mayo (Administrator)
Members:  Lori Amato (Staff)
          Cheri Barkey (Faculty)
          Dominique Hansen (Staff)
CERTIFICATION OF CONTINUED INSTITUTIONAL COMPLIANCE WITH ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

1. Authority

Cabrillo College’s authority to operate as a degree granting institution is the continuous accreditation by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, an institutional accreditation body recognized by the Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation and the United States Department of Education. This authority is noted on the page immediately following the title page of the College Catalog.

2. Mission

Cabrillo’s educational mission is clearly defined by the joint Mission and Vision statements, approved and published by the Cabrillo College Governing Board in June 2011 consistent with its legal authorization. The joint statement is published online, in the Schedule of Classes and Catalog. It affirms the institutional commitment to achieving student learning, the core learning expectations at the college, and is appropriate to a degree-granting institution of higher education as well as the constituency it seeks to serve. The mission is included in all major planning documents, and the inclusive college-wide process for its review is undertaken every three years.

3. Governing Board

A seven-member Board governs the Cabrillo Community College District, a single college district. Trustees are elected to the Governing Board for four-year terms from each of the seven districts within a tri-county area – Santa Cruz, Monterey, and a small portion of San Benito Counties. No member of the Board of Trustees shall have any financial interest in any contract or purchase order made by the Board (BP 1090). The terms of the trustees are staggered to provide continuity. The student body elects a student trustee who serves a one-year term on the Board, and who votes on college business (except for closed session issues) in an advisory capacity. The Governing Board holds monthly meetings open to the public with notices and agendas widely posted in advance. In order to be accessible to members of the large tri-county area, the Board holds one annual meeting in June at the Scotts Valley Center and one in August at the Watsonville Center. The agenda contains an oral comments section for community comment. The College Faculty Senate, the faculty union and the classified unions all provide reports to the Board on a regular basis.

4. Chief Executive Officer

The Superintendent/President of the college is selected by the Governing Board. The current interim Superintendent/President was appointed by the Governing Board in January 2013 with full-time responsibilities to the institution and the requisite authority to
administer board policies. The Commission was informed of the change concerning the interim appointment and will be informed when the permanent appointment is completed.

5. Administrative Capacity

The administration is adequate in number, experience and qualifications to provide appropriate administrative oversight.

6. Operational Status

Students are enrolled in a variety of courses that lead to two-year degrees, certificates of proficiency, specializations, skills certificates and transfer.

7. Degrees

The majority of Cabrillo College’s offerings are in programs that lead to degrees as described in the College Catalog, and a significant number of students are enrolled in these courses. Degree opportunities and transfer courses are clearly identified in the College Catalog.

8. Educational Programs

Cabrillo College’s educational programs are consistent with its mission, are based on recognized fields of study, are of sufficient content and length, and maintain appropriate levels of quality and rigor for the degrees and programs offered. Basic skills programs in reading, writing and math help students develop the proficiencies necessary to advance to college-level curricula or to qualify for entry-level employment. Those with limited English proficiency may enroll in ESL courses. Cabrillo has 50 academic departments that offer courses and programs serving transfer-oriented students. These departments offer 56 A.A. degrees. In 2011-2012, 630 A.A. degrees were awarded by these departments. Cabrillo has approximately 20 departments/programs that offer occupational certificates and degrees. These departments offer 36 Associate in Science degrees and 38 Certificates of Proficiency and 68 Skill Certificates. In 2011-2012, 374 A.S. degrees, 226 Certificates of Achievement, and 226 Skill Certificates were awarded. Associate in Science degrees generally require 60 semester units including 21 units of general education. Certificates of Proficiency require a minimum of 30 units. Skills Certificates require fewer than 18 units of course work.

9. Academic Credit

Academic credit is based on Title 5 – 55002.5 of the California Administrative Code.

10. Student Learning and Achievement

Cabrillo College defines and publishes program student learning and achievement outcomes in the College Catalog, in occupational brochures, and in instructional planning
documents that are reviewed and updated every six years. Course learning outcomes are published in each course syllabus. Regular and systematic assessment ensures student achievement of these outcomes, regardless of where or how programs are offered.

11. General Education

General education courses have the required breadth to promote intellectual inquiry. These courses include demonstrated competence in writing and computational skills and serve as an introduction to major areas of knowledge (Title 5 – 55806). The quality and rigor of these courses is consistent with the academic standards appropriate to higher education. The general education component of programs is consistent with statewide standards.

12. Academic Freedom

The institution’s faculty and students are free to examine and test all knowledge appropriate to their discipline or area of major study as judged by the academic/educational community in general. The College’s policy on Academic Freedom (BP3710) states that “the college protects and encourages the exchange of ideas which are presented in the spirit of free and open dialogue,” and that “Academic freedom encompasses the freedom to study, teach and express ideas, including unpopular or controversial ones, without censorship, political restraint or retribution. Academic freedom allows for the free exchange of ideas in the conscientious pursuit of truth.”

13. Faculty

Cabrillo College has 202 (spring 2013) full-time instructors and 386 adjunct faculty teaching at the institution. The College is currently in the process of hiring 9 additional full-time instructors. The names, degrees, and years of employment of full-time faculty are listed in the College Catalog. The faculty serves approximately 13,000 students per semester by providing them with quality programs in transfer curriculum, Career Technical education and in the mastery of basic skills. Faculty responsibilities include development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of learning, and are stated in the Faculty Handbook and in the contract between the Cabrillo Community College District and the Cabrillo College Federation of Teachers.

14. Student Services

Cabrillo College provides appropriate services to students and develops programs that meet the educational support needs of its diverse student population, supporting student learning and development within the context of the institutional mission. The college provides services in the following areas: Admissions and Records, Articulation, Cabrillo Advancement Program, Bookstore, Children’s Center, Counseling, Disabled Student Programs and Services and Learning Skills, Food Services, Integrated Learning Center (Watsonville), Library, Extended Opportunity Programs and Services, Fast Track to Work, Financial Aid and Scholarships, International Student Services, PUENTE and
other Learning Communities, Student Affairs, Student Employment and Student Health Services, Transfer and Career Center, Veterans Affairs, Inter-Collegiate Athletics, Tutorials, the Writing and Reading Centers, Open Access Computer Labs, Math Learning Center, MESA, STEM Center, Stroke Center, and the Cabrillo College division of the Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s Office.

15. Admissions

The college’s admissions policies are consistent with its mission and conform to parameters outlined in state law and college regulations. They are published in the College Catalog, the Schedule of classes, and on the Cabrillo College Web Site. To enroll at Cabrillo College, a student must satisfy the published requirements.

16. Information and Learning Resources

Cabrillo College provides specific long-term access to information and learning resources and services to support its educational mission and instructional programs wherever and in whichever format they are offered. These resources and services are provided for and delivered by many different divisions, departments, and centers, but in general they primarily are the responsibility of two areas: the Robert E. Swenson Library and the Information Technology Department.

Cabrillo’s resources include a library collection of over 70,000 items. Within the library, information sources are accessed from over 100 technology stations, equipped with computers, monitors and VCRs, or other information technology setups. All Cabrillo staff, students and faculty have access to computers, e-mail, and the Internet. The library has wireless capacity as do many other buildings and sites on campus. Students also have access to 110 computers in the CTC-Aptos and 34 in the CTC-Watsonville. There are over 1,000 additional computers in labs that are restricted to certain programs, classes, or departments.

17. Financial Resources

Most of the financial resources of the college come from the State of California. Additional funding is obtained from federal, state, and private sources. All funds coming to the college are carefully tracked and documented. The college maintains adequate reserve levels for contingencies and for expansion. The college maintains conservative financial management policies and practices that ensure continued fiscal stability for the foreseeable future.

18. Financial Accountability

The college is audited on an annual basis by an independent audit firm. The firm is selected by evaluating the scope of their experience, the size of the firm and their ability to provide backup personnel and a wide range of expertise. References are carefully evaluated. The audit firms employ *Audits of Colleges and Universities*, published by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. The Governing Board reviews the audit findings, exceptions, letter to management, and any recommendations made by the contracted audit firm. The college demonstrates compliance with Title IV federal requirements.

19. Institutional Planning and Evaluation

Student Learning Outcomes are systematically evaluated and made public through Institutional Planning documents posted online. The Student Success Scorecard is posted on the College home page, making public in which ways the College is achieving its purpose. The Planning sections of the Self-Evaluation demonstrate the wide-ranging basic planning for the development of the college, as does the 2012-2015 College Strategic Plan (CSP). The results of goals, strategies and outcomes of the CSP are reviewed by all components of the college on an annual basis to make decisions regarding improvement through an ongoing and systematic cycle of improvement. The institutional planning process considers evidence of student achievement of educational goals to improve institutional structures and processes, and for decisions regarding resource allocation and management.

20. Integrity in Communication with the Public

Cabrillo College displays in writing and practice the model of institutional integrity. The mission statement of the college is clearly articulated in the college's catalog as well as in the College Master Plan. The college catalog, the district schedule of classes and the college's web site also provide the public with current information on degrees and curricular offerings, student fees, financial aid, refund polices, admissions policies, transfer requirements, hours of operation and appropriate contact information such as phone numbers and specific web pages where needed. The names and academic preparation of the faculty and administration are listed in the back of the Catalog. The names of the Governing Board members are also listed.

The college works with the local media to ensure publication of important dates and activities of interest in various community and media calendars (e.g. Governing Board Meetings, Accreditation Public Forums, lectures and workshops, performances, lunch/dinner at the Sesnon House through the Culinary Arts & Hospitality Management program). The college also does a certain amount of direct mail to provide information and reminders about various activities, such as school performances or the start of registration.

21. Integrity in Relations with the Accrediting Commission

The Governing Board of Cabrillo College provides assurance that the College adheres to the eligibility requirements and accreditation standards and policies of the Commission in its policies (Board Policy Manual, Section 1: Bylaws of the Governing Board) and actions and in its validation of this Self-Evaluation. The institution complies with Commission requests and directives, and describes itself to all accrediting agencies in identical terms with complete, honest and accurate disclosure.
CERTIFICATION OF CONTINUED INSTITUTIONAL COMPLIANCE WITH COMMISSION POLICIES

Policy on Distance Education and on Correspondence Education

Development, implementation, and evaluation of all courses and programs, including those offered via distance education or correspondence education, must take place within the institution’s total educational mission.

- Cabrillo College policies and procedures have been developed to ensure the DE program is working within the institutional mission. This includes the Distance Education Faculty Handbook, curriculum procedures, Distance Education Committee, and the Distance Education Plan.

Institutions are expected to control development, implementation, and evaluation of all courses and programs offered in their names, including those offered via distance education or correspondence education.

- Cabrillo College’s Distance Education Committee has developed a Distance Education Faculty Handbook, curriculum committee processes for distance education, faculty evaluation process per contract, and recommended self-evaluation process for faculty and courses. The DE Committee processes recommendations and best practices through the Academic Senate and the shared governance process. In addition, the Distance Education Program participates in regular Chancellor’s Office surveys evaluating student satisfaction, retention, and success.

Institutions are expected to have clearly defined and appropriate student learning outcomes for all courses and programs, including those delivered through distance education or correspondence education.

- Cabrillo College’s Distance Education Program has administrative unit outcomes, and a 3-year program plan approved by the Board. Each individual course contains student learning outcomes developed during the curriculum approval process.

Institutions are expected to provide the resources and structure needed to accomplish these outcomes and to demonstrate that their students achieve these outcomes through application of appropriate assessment.

- Cabrillo College assesses the distance education program administrative unit outcomes through program review and program satisfaction surveys.

Institutions are expected to provide the Commission advance notice of intent to initiate a new delivery mode through the substantive change process.
At Cabrillo College, distance education courses are reviewed each spring to determine whether 50 percent or more of any degrees or certificates are offered through distance education.

Institutions are expected to provide the Commission advance notice of intent to offer a program, degree, or certificate in which 50 percent or more of the courses are via distance education.

At Cabrillo College, there are currently 3 degree programs approved by the Commission for offering via distance education.

Institutions which offer distance education must have processes in place through which the institution established that the student who registers in a distance education course is the same person who participated every time in and completes the course and is awarded academic credit.

At Cabrillo College, the Distance Education Department has developed a student authentication policy and made it a part of the Distance Education Faculty Handbook. The college has a student authentication policy in place. (BP/AP 3700) Cabrillo provides secure student authentication to the student network, online courses, and related resources. A single authentication process provides students access to the campus network and the learning management system.

**Policy on Institutional Compliance with Title IV**

During the course of the Commission’s eligibility review, there will be a review of loan default rates and negative actions taken by the U.S. Department of Education regarding compliance of the institution with the requirements of Title IV of the HEA. In addition, the Commission will review information provided by the U.S. Secretary of Education when notified of negative action taken by the U.S. Department of Education regarding responsibilities under Title IV of the HEA. The Commission will determine if the information calls into question compliance with its Accreditation Standards and wherever any follow-up is needed. Excessive default rates in the student loan program may be cause for a special report or site visit.

Cabrillo College recognizes that federal regulations require that first time borrowers of Direct loans receive entrance counseling. During entrance counseling, which is conducted at www.studentloans.gov, the student is informed how the master promissory note works, emphasizes the importance of repaying the loan, describes the consequences of default, and shows borrowers sample monthly repayment amounts. Cabrillo College collects contact information about borrowers during the file completion process in order to facilitate future contact if needed. This ensures more knowledgeable, responsible borrowers, and results in fewer defaulters as well.
• Cabrillo College provides exit counseling to students who are leaving their program of study. Exit counseling is done at the website: https://studentloans.gov/myDirectLoan/index.action. Cabrillo College views exit counseling as an effective way to prevent defaults and understands that it is often the last opportunity that borrowers have to work with someone at the school regarding their loans. Exit counseling provides in-depth counseling that focuses on fully explaining repayment plans and choices that fit the borrowers’ needs. It also is an opportunity to clear up any misconceptions our students may have about their loan obligations and reemphasizes the consequences of default.

• Cabrillo College recognizes that timely and accurate enrollment reporting to NSLDS or the guarantor is required by regulation and promotes school and student success. Cabrillo College also believes that there is a correlation between late or inaccurate enrollment reporting and loan defaults. Accurate reporting activity ensures that borrowers receive their full grace period, and further ensures that contacts from the loan servicer such as correspondence and telephone calls occur in the appropriate timing and sequence. Cabrillo College’s Default Management plan assures timely and accurate reporting of changes in enrollment status as is required. Cabrillo College adheres to the required schedule of reporting changes in enrollment status and tries to always expedite timelines.

**Policy on Institutional Advertising, Student Recruitment, and Representation of Accredited Status**

Educational programs and services offered shall be the primary emphasis of all advertisements, publications, promotional literature and recruitment activities, including electronic format.

• Cabrillo College utilizes the college catalog and the schedule of classes as outreach tools. These items are available in both printed and electronic formats. Both of these publications are focused primarily on course and education program information along with regulatory and enrollment information related to educational programs.

In institutional catalogs and/or official publications describing career opportunities, clear and accurate information shall be provided on: national and/or state legal requirements for eligibility for licensure or entry into an occupation or profession for which education and training are offered.

• Cabrillo College lists occupational programs in the college catalog that contain licensure information and career opportunities, such as Nursing and other programs in Allied Health.
Policy on Institutional Degrees and Credits

An accredited institution conforms to a commonly accepted minimum program length of 60 semester credit hours or 90 quarter credit hours awarded for achievement of student learning for an associate degree. Any exception to this minimum must be explained and justified.

- Cabrillo College conforms to the commonly accepted minimum semester program length of 60 hours.

An accredited institution must have in place written policies and procedures for determining a credit hour that generally meet commonly accepted academic expectations and it must apply the policies and procedures consistently to its courses and programs.

- Cabrillo College has and applies written policies and procedures for determining a credit hour that meet generally accepted expectations. (BP/AR 3020)

Programs in which credits and degrees are awarded based solely on successful student demonstration of expected competencies, and not through credit or clock hours, are defined as direct assessment programs.

- Cabrillo College has no direct assessment programs.

Policy on Institutional Integrity and Ethics

An accredited institution will uphold and protect the integrity of its practices.

- Cabrillo College protects the integrity of its practices through the mission, values, Board policies and compliance with Education Code.

An institution applying for eligibility, candidacy, or extension of candidacy, accreditation or reaffirmation of accreditation, provides the Commission with information that is readily available.

- Cabrillo College complies with all Commission reporting requirements.

The institution assures the clarity, accuracy and availability of information provided to all persons or organizations and related to its mission statement, its educational programs, all student services, and tuition and fees. The institution reports accurately to the public its accreditation status.

- Cabrillo College publishes information related to its mission statement, educational programs, student services, accreditation status, tuition and fees via the college catalog, the college schedule and online.
The institution has policies to ensure academic honesty, accuracy in the hiring process and policies and procedures that provide due process protection. These policies are reviewed regularly, posted on the Cabrillo College website, and are widely available to the institution and to the public.

- A process for reviewing District policies is in place and regular review of policies occurs through the shared governance process.

The institution demonstrates integrity and honesty in interactions with students and prospective students in all academic, student support and administrative functions and services.

- Cabrillo College’s Principles of Community ensures the professional and respectful behavior of all employees and areas of service.

The institution provides information about its accreditation status, its transfer of credit policies, and whether successful completion of its courses qualify students to receive, to apply, and/or to take licensure examinations.

- Cabrillo College’s accreditation status is posted on the college website and included in print publications such as the catalog and class schedule. Transfer-of-Credit policies and information on licensure examinations are included in the college catalog in both print and electronic versions.

The institution established and publicizes policies ensuring institutional integrity that contain clear statements of responsibility for assuring integrity and describe how violations of integrity are to be resolved.

- Cabrillo College publicizes policies ensuring institutional integrity through the college catalog and the Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook, both made widely available online and in print to all students, staff and faculty. BP 3710, Reporting of Fraud and other Governmental Activities, and BP/AR 5530, Disciplinary Procedures Policy, all describe how violations of integrity are to be resolved.

The institution cooperates in preparation for site visits, receives the team with a spirit of collegiality and complies with the Eligibility Requirements, Standards, and Commission policies.

- Cabrillo College holds accreditation activities as a priority and ensures that the campus is prepared for all accreditation requirements throughout the year.
Policy on Contractual Relationships with Non-Regionally Accredited Organizations

When an institution contracts certain functions to a related entity, the institution is responsible to the Commission for presenting, explaining, and evaluating all significant matters and relationships involving related entities that affect accreditation requirements.

- Cabrillo College has contracts with non-regionally accredited organizations in the Contract and Community Education Program. These certificates do not award units or financial aid.

If an institution is part of a district/system with shared facilities or processes, the institution may use documents prepared by district/system in its report to the Commission.

- All District contracts meet the Guidelines for Good Practice in Contracting with Non-Regionally Accredited Organizations.

- The Cabrillo Community College District is a single-college district.
ABSTRACT OF THE SELF EVALUATION

Since the last accreditation Self-Study, Cabrillo College adopted a new Educational Master Plan in January 2013, revised the College Master Plan (now called the College Strategic Plan or CSP) by streamlining the goals and objectives for a 2012-15 version, and updated other major planning documents for Technology, Facilities and Distance Education. All of the new construction projects from the 1998 and 2004 bond measures have been completed, and a Space Allocation Process was completed to address the secondary effects of the new construction. The College has been designated as a Hispanic Serving Institution and been awarded a Title VII and Title III grant to improve college infrastructure and increase student success. Institutional planning processes have improved with the integration of all college components into a six-year planning cycle with Administrative Unit Outcomes for non-instructional areas. Institutional effectiveness has improved with the growth of a data-driven culture for assessment and decision making, resulting in a more defined improvement cycle for programs and processes. Major challenges for the next six years include identifying resources to support expanded facilities, and refocusing programs as necessary to ensure optimum student success.

1A: Mission

The College Mission statement was developed through a collaborative process and defines our purpose, student population, and commitment to student learning. It is published online and in print publications, and posted throughout the College in various places. It is included in the College Strategic Plan, Educational Master Plan, and reviewed periodically along with the Vision statement, both for content (effectiveness and relevancy) and for the effectiveness of the process used to develop it. The current version was approved by the Governing Board in June 2011.

1B: Improving Institutional Effectiveness

Institutional dialog about the continuous improvement of institutional processes and student learning is ongoing, self-reflective and collegial. Priorities are aligned with the College Mission and Strategic Plan, and goals for improvement and their assessment is discussed in the College Planning Council. Ongoing program planning occurs at several levels of the College, with the goal of integrated planning being systematic and fully implemented at each department, division and component level with a comprehensive, six-year cycle that includes annual updates. The integrated planning cycle includes administrative and non-instructional program planning along with instructional planning.

2A: Instructional Programs

Instructional programs meet the College mission, are of high quality regardless of the type of credit awarded, delivery mode, or location, and include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or an interdisciplinary core as well as a component of general education. Educational planning requires dialog that relies on the expertise of faculty; college policies make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and
dissemination of knowledge; and faculty surveys indicate that the vast majority (97.3) of instructors feel that academic freedom is upheld by the college. As instructional planning becomes more complex, the college is developing processes that allow for wider participation and are more efficient and effective. Quality control for courses offered in Distance Education mode is a priority, with a goal of developing a design review process for DE courses prior to course delivery.

The SLO assessment process in Instruction is well-established and robust, and the College has moved to the proficiency stage where the SLO process has become part of the fabric of the institution. Qualitative measurement is strong, produced by dialog which is the most enjoyable and productive part of the process for many departments. Quantitative measurement is being improved with the exploration of numerical reporting of assessment results. An emphasis on quality assurance has become the major focus of the SLO efforts in Instruction.

Students and prospective students are provided clear and accurate information about courses, programs and transfer policies, and students receive a syllabus for each course that specifies the SLOs, which are consistent with the official course outline. The purpose, content, course requirements and expected SLOs are described for degrees and certificates, and students completing CTE certificates and degrees are able to meet standards in employment and licensure requirements. Online registration is a challenge for less technically sophisticated students, and the college continues to seek improvements in making information as complete and user-friendly as possible, including helping guide students to define and meet their educational goals.

2B: Student Services

Student Services maintain their quality through evaluation of programs and services regardless of where and how they are delivered, making improvements and allocating resources based upon these assessments. The college catalog includes all the required components, and students can now use self-service tools to access information online such as degree and enrollment verifications, which contributes to student success and addresses an ongoing goal and student learning outcome. These online services also provide useful feedback which can improve processes. Guided enrollment is a new service for students through a partnership between the Learning Communities Center and Assessment that provides learning community information directly after the assessment session for students who place at basic skills in math or English. Improvements to the ESL assessment and placement procedures are ongoing.

All Student Services programs have completed program plans incorporating data from SLOs and AUOs, and a common assessment cycle and tool for future program reviews has been designed. The Campus Climate Student Survey is used to measure student satisfaction with all services across campus, and departments review the results and use specific program data to analyze trends for program improvement and respond to changing State regulations. After plans are reviewed within the component, they are incorporated into integrated program planning at the institutional level. The College is in
the planning process for compliance with the Student Success Act of 2012, including developing new priorities for faculty staffing in Student Services along with instructional staffing.

The improvement cycle for planning will address improving counseling facilities to facilitate student flow, access and consolidation of services. Admissions and Records and Financial Aid are now combined under Enrollment Services, a restructuring that facilitates sharing resources, talents, ideas, and responsibilities, as well as more efficient planning and training. This integrated process serves as a model for all Student Services programs.

2C: Library and Learning Support Services

Library and learning support services are of sufficient quality, currency, depth and variety to provide appropriate resources for educational offerings, regardless of location or means of delivery. The library and learning centers all participate in campus planning processes, and are evolving and adapting to changing budget realities by increasing the level of cooperation and sharing among the different centers. The desire to produce greater efficacy with limited resources has produced a goal of increasing shared spaces, more standardized practices and hours, and other shared utilization of resources. Student feedback provides important input for the planning process and at times counters staff perceptions of assumed student needs. The learning centers will use the program planning process to evaluate their effectiveness in contributing to student success.

3A: Human Resources

District hiring procedures are designed to ensure that qualified personnel are hired to maintain the integrity and quality of Cabrillo’s program and services. Instructional program planning drives decisions to hire faculty, and classified staffing is evaluated on an ongoing basis through a regular planning process that includes instructional program planning and administrative departmental review. Management position requests are reviewed by the College Cabinet, administrative staff and the College Planning Council. The 2011 Accreditation survey reflected that faculty, staff and administrators believe the College’s policies and practices demonstrate appropriate concern for issues of equity and diversity, and the Staff Development Committee and the Teaching and Learning Center have been successful in providing appropriate training opportunities for faculty and staff.

The ability to increase classified staff and faculty has been limited by State budget reductions, and in an attempt to address staffing needs of new facilities, some reallocation and/or reorganization of resources and positions has taken place within the components. The College will continue to evaluate academic/instructional programs so that staffing patterns conserve resources to best support student achievement, and will continue to evaluate what level of services can be offered while remaining fiscally responsible by creatively addressing student needs.
3B: Physical Resources

Since 2007, the District has completed the majority of the capital construction projects from the Facilities Master Plan. Physical resources support institutional programs and services effectively, and facilities and equipment are evaluated on a regular basis, taking utilization and other relevant data into account. The College continues to address the fiscal challenges that exist in providing adequate staff in Facilities to maintain the longevity of resources in optimum condition for a positive learning environment, and pursues a goal of developing a total cost of ownership model for responsible budget planning.

3C: Technology Resources

Technology and facility decisions are based on the results of evaluation of program and service needs, and those needs are met effectively as a result of prioritization and plans for improvement. An integrated college website has been developed for Distance Education, and over 200 faculty and 16,000 students each year use a common learning management system for online, hybrid, and web-enhanced instruction. IT has implemented emergency response applications and a disaster recovery plan, along with significant upgrades to the college network infrastructure and telecommunications for all offices and the majority of classrooms. New internal processes include a project charter that ensures validation of projects and verification of their requirements. A new Virtual Desktop Infrastructure was launched in 2012 that will save significant costs with the service and support needs for labs, and improvements to the data storage and central information systems have improved services to all students, faculty, and staff.

The 2011 accreditation survey indicated an overall positive trend in staff and faculty satisfaction with the IT Department, as well as that wireless connectivity and effective smart classrooms are in need of improvement. A wireless coverage audit will be conducted to identify gaps in coverage and areas of excessive overlap. Enhancements are also planned for college infrastructure, data access, and security, which will improve the effectiveness of the integrated data systems, MIS reporting, document management, and web-based services.

3D: Financial Resources

Financial planning is conducted with transparency, in accordance with the District’s mission and goals, and with responsible allocation of resources to maintain fiscal solvency and support institutional planning. There are appropriate control mechanisms in place to assure the financial integrity and responsible use of resources, which occasionally bring to light deficiencies that need to be corrected in internal processes. The integration of financial resource planning with institutional planning takes place at all levels of program planning and is reviewed at a college-wide level by the College Planning Council, and the various programs systematically assess the effective use of financial resources and use the results to improve effectiveness.
4A: Decision Making Process

Shared governance structures work collaboratively on behalf of institutional improvements, and communication and dialogue at the College is widespread and effective. Communication to the public regarding educational quality at the College is accurate, and the response to past Commission recommendations has been timely and complete. The institutional values, embodied in the Mission and the Core Four, are familiar to all and used at all levels of institutional practice and process. Institutional leaders create opportunities for staff at all levels, as well as students, to take initiative in improving the programs and processes with which they are involved.

Written policies on governance procedures specify appropriate roles for staff and students, as well as the academic roles of faculty in the planning of educational programs and services. The faculty and academic administrators are relied upon by the College for recommendations regarding student learning programs and services. The Faculty Senate, Curriculum Committee, Academic Council and the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee all provide avenues for faculty input on instructional programs.

4B: Board and Administrative Organization

The 2011 Faculty and Staff Accreditation Surveys show that 72% of the faculty and 68% of the staff agreed that the Board’s policies support the quality, integrity and effectiveness of student learning programs and services, while 79% and 58% respectively agreed that the administration provides effective leadership for the college. Two-thirds of the faculty (69%) agreed that the Faculty Senate is effective in making recommendations in academic and professional matters.

The president retains primary responsibility for the quality of services Cabrillo provides, and serves as an effective leader in planning, organizing, budgeting, selecting and developing personnel, as well as assessing institutional effectiveness. The ongoing public support for the College is reflected in Foundation contributions surpassing $16 million dollars to date.
Status of Institution’s Self-Identified Issues from 2007 Self-Study

The summary below describes progress, completion or deferral of the issues the college community identified in the Institutional Self-Study in Support of Reaffirmation of Accreditation 2007. They are divided into categories by those:

1. Acted upon since Accreditation visit:
   - Continue to implement program planning within all components, having all departments go through the program planning process on a regular cycle. (1B)
   - Revise the Master Plan and commit to revising the plan regularly with annual updates and reports on progress toward objectives. (1B)
   - Schedule a revision of the College Facilities Master Plan to coincide with the completion of the major construction projects currently in progress. (1B)
   - Revise the Facilities, Watsonville, and Technology Plans to more clearly cohere with the College Master Plan. (1B)
   - Continue to provide training, through the learning outcomes assessment coordinator, to entire departments and/or assist individual faculty with the assessment process. (2A)
   - Endeavor to make the Core Four even more visible and accessible to students and faculty. (2A)
   - Continue its college-wide dialog to review the Core Four for any missing pieces with a view to correct any gaps that are identified. (2A)
   - Implement CurricuNet (the newly purchased curriculum development and management program) to more adequately address the needs of the curriculum process. (2A)
   - Implement technological innovations that will assist instructional divisions in meeting the challenges of course scheduling and enrollment management. (2A)
   - Continue to monitor the needs of county employers so that occupational programs will continue to provide high quality programs that meet the needs of their students. (2A)
   - Equal access: the college will continue to expand the services and information available to students via the Internet. The college will enact policies to ensure that all members of Cabrillo’s diverse community have access to the college’s student services. (2B)
   - Program planning: Student Services will continue to implement a systematic and on-going cycle of program planning, evaluation and assessment for all student services and support programs, including the Counseling Division, allowing sufficient opportunities for dialog within and among programs. SLOs will be integrated throughout the departments’ plans along with effective assessment practices and instruments to measure their success. (2B)
   - Communication: the college will develop and implement a plan to better advertise and explain the range of student services to students, faculty and staff. This plan will specifically address: student extra-curricular opportunities; regular updates and distribution of policy books and college
publications; improved storage and security of student records; improved communication regarding program review, assessment process, and budgeting with the Student Services programs; and improved communication among all college components, particularly about the changes that impact other services.

(2B)

- Continue to closely monitor the resource requirements of the students and integrate the instructional elements of the Library and Learning Support Services into the cyclical pattern of assessment through instructional planning.

(2C)

- Expand the Library’s catalog coverage to include other collections on campus, such as the ECE Department’s Peace Library.

(2C)

- Review the physical space needs of some learning support resources.

(2C)

- Monitor the effectiveness of evaluative processes and develop mechanisms to improve learning support services, especially for the Math Learning Center.

(2C)

- Clarify college hiring processes.

(3A)

- Improve awareness of available HR resources for accessing HR policies, procedures, and other information related to personnel issues, including their updated web pages.

(3A)

- Develop a hiring handbook that explains the process and timelines for all hiring committee members that explicitly addresses issues of diversity.

(3A)

- Explore ways to improve the evaluation processes at the college.

(3A)

- Make the processes for planning and budgeting for new management and classified positions more transparent to all stakeholders.

(3A)

- Evaluate the current IIPP and ensure timely implementation.

(3A)

- Clarify the college’s commitment to a professional code of ethics and publicize that policy more effectively.

(3A)

- Enhance security by improving the alarm and key distribution systems.

(3B)

- Increase the technological support for the Instruction, Student Services and Business Services.

(3C)

- Review the roles of the CPC and the President’s Cabinet in the financial planning process, as part of an overarching effort to more clearly define the roles of these two governing bodies.

(3D)

- Address concerns about the adequacy of staff and faculty training in technology, including Datatel.

(3C)

- Create a college-wide technology maintenance and replacement plan for all programs, both instructional and non-instructional.

(3C)

- An easy-to-read flow chart of the decision-making processes at the college.

(4A)

- A clear explanation of the relationship between Program Planning and the decision-making process.

(4A)

- A transparent and open decision-making process that can be communicated clearly to the college community.

(4A)

- A formalized mechanism for college-wide dialog, encouraging input from those both inside and outside an area under discussion.
- A plan to improve the college web site to keep it more current, and to make sure that faculty and staff are familiarized with its usefulness as a resource. (4A)
- Revise the governance manual in order to clarify the functions and relationship of the college’s primary councils and committees, including the role of the Cabinet and the Administrative Leadership Team in college governance. (4A)
- Create a review cycle for policies, manuals, and procedures. (4B)
- Schedule regular retreats to review the role and function of the board. (4B)

2. Deferred due to budget/staffing constraints:
- Continue to implement the new classified hiring prioritization process with an eye towards staffing needs for the new facilities. (3A)
- Study the usefulness of developing benchmarks for measuring the staff-hours required to perform classified functions. (3A)
- Engage in college-wide dialog to discuss ways to improve access for faculty, staff and managers seeking professional growth and training. (3A)
- Reinstate a college-wide Diversity Committee to address issues of diversity at the college and encourage professional development on diversity issues. (3A)
- Continue efforts through the FPAC and SEAC to solicit broad input into the process of reallocation and renovation of existing space when new facilities open up. (3B)
- Address technology staffing needs through the hiring priority process. (3C)
- Refine and improve the classified staff hiring prioritization process and communicate its mechanisms to the staff of the college. (3C)

3. In Progress:
- Implement a system whereby students will be able to review their progress towards the A.A. and A.S. degrees to facilitate student success in the transfer programs (2A)
- Develop a plan to more fully integrate facilities, equipment and maintenance planning, which will include a process to evaluate how resources are being allocated for facilities and equipment to ensure the best possible learning environment for students. The plan will also explicitly address staffing requirements for the maintenance of all new facilities at the college. (3B)
- Develop a Total Cost of Ownership model for facilities and equipment and implement such a program where it best serves the needs of the college. (3B)
- Develop a college-wide process for requesting technology funding, recognizing the specialized needs of individual departments and programs. (3C)
- Conduct the Board's self-evaluation according to the schedule and manner determined in the policy. (4B)
Responses to 2007 ACCJC Site Team Recommendations

Recommendation 1
The team recommends that Student Support Services develop and implement student learning outcomes and measurements for all its departments, collect and analyze the data, and link the results to planning and program improvement.

In response to the visiting team recommendation, staff in Student Services convened for a day of training in 2008 to start the process of writing student learning outcomes and linking them to the institutional learning outcomes or college core competencies (referred to as the Core 4). All departments wrote SLOs at this workshop and many started the planning process for assessing them. As assessment progressed, it revealed that linking the departmental SLOs to the Core 4 didn’t actually capture the learning that students experienced when using the services, so through meetings with the SLO coordinator, the SLOs were adjusted to be more learner-centered. In addition, the College applied for and received a Bridging Research, Information and Culture technical assistance grant in 2010 from the Research and Planning Group of California, funded by the Hewlett Foundation. This grant provided Cabrillo with 150 hours of technical support and expertise from statewide experts in research, assessment and planning, and part of the grant was used to provide assistance in SLO assessment to all departments in Student Services. After first meeting with the technical assistance team in fall 2010, Student Services departments rewrote their SLOs and made plans for how they would assess them. In spring 2011, a BRIC technical assistance team member conducted an all-day workshop at Cabrillo, meeting with each Student Services department to look at the rewritten SLOs and discuss the plans the departments had made to assess them. These rewritten SLOs are posted on the Student Services website. At the same time, Matriculation was moved from the Instruction component to Student Services, and the departments involved which had been under Instruction were integrated into the SLO assessment and program planning process of Student Services. Now that this initial phase of SLO assessment is complete, all Student Services departments will follow a six-year program planning cycle that includes SLO assessment and an annual report due each spring. The calendar for that cycle is posted on both the Student Services website and the SLO website. Student Services has also standardized its required program planning elements and developed a template for those plans. This template better integrates SLO assessment results with program planning goals and budgetary recommendations.

This recommendation has been met as of fall 2012. All departments in Student Services have now developed SLOs and assessment methods that provide useful information about how to improve student learning. Departments have written comprehensive program plans, with recommendations linked to data obtained through SLO assessment, student survey data, and individual program data collection methods. In addition, SLO assessment has now been integrated with the program review process in Student Services.
Recommendation 2
The team recommends that the next master plan include an emphasis on planning for distance education and all off campus sites with regard to instruction and support services. Further, the master plan should address the evolving classified staffing needs in light of new technologies, facilities expansion, and operational needs.

The new Educational Master Plan, adopted in January 2013, contains an emphasis on planning for distance education and off campus sites with regard to instruction and student services. The plan was developed with a very inclusive, broad process beginning in spring 2012, and significant input regarding the final draft of the plan was solicited and received from the college community during fall 2012 to ensure maximum accuracy. The Watsonville Center is analyzed independently as an off campus site in this plan, and the Distance Education program is also analyzed independently, with recommendations for planning. The College Strategic Plan of 2012-15 contains objectives related to classified staffing needs, professional development, and integrating planning with resource allocation for institutional effectiveness. In addition, the Distance Education Strategic Plan accepted by the Governing Board in July 2009 and updated December 2012 includes an emphasis on planning for distance education for all campus sites, as well as addressing evolving classified staffing needs in light of new technologies, facilities expansion, and operational needs related to Distance Education.

Recommendation 3
The team recommends that the college adopt a formal reserve policy. The college should establish a clear written reserve policy to protect the financial stability of the college in the support of institutional effectiveness.

Immediately after the team’s visit, the office of the Vice President of Administrative Services began work on a revision to the District’s formal reserve policy. The revised policy was based on the State Chancellor's Office definition of “prudent reserve” and amended the required reserve amount to 5%. The proposed revision was presented to CPC for discussion and ultimately approved by the Governing Board in February 2008. Since that date, the District has fully funded the 5% required reserve.

Recommendation 4
The team recommends that the college update the "Governance Manual" (1999) to reflect the current governance processes used by the constituent groups of the college. The college should describe the charge of the committees and the composition of the membership and how often they meet.

Descriptions of all College standing committees have been updated on the Governance website with the charge, composition and frequency of meeting. The Faculty Senate website also has a list of governance committees with Senate membership, which are also listed on the Governance website. The primary shared governance process used by
constituent groups of the College is the College Planning Council (CPC), which has college-wide representation (administration, faculty, classified and confidential staff, and students) and provides a forum for discussion of all significant matters impacting the College.

The process of updating the Governance Manual commenced in 2006, and to date, all board policies that were last reviewed prior to 2007 have been updated, following the model of the Community College League of California for wording in many instances. This shared governance review process went through the representative councils for each component (Instruction Council, Student Services Council, Administrative Services Council), and policies that affected more than one component were reviewed by all Councils involved. This process, although lengthy, proved to be very beneficial as significant updates to board policies and administrative regulations were accomplished, including additions of new required policies that were not in place at the time of the last accreditation study. The College will be moving to the numbering system suggested by the League in the near future.

Since the last self-study, websites have been established for many governance committees including CPC, where all members of the college may easily access agendas, minutes and meeting handouts from the meetings. The website is updated regularly after each meeting.
Planning Agenda for 2013 Self Evaluation:

Through its Self Evaluation, the College has identified six areas for further development:

1. Fully implement the Integrated Program Planning cycle at all of its stages throughout the College at each department, division and component level. (Standard IB)
   Lead responsible: President
   Completion: December 2014

2. Develop a staggered, comprehensive, six-year cycle with annual updates for all departments undergoing Administrative/non-Instructional Program Planning. (IB)
   Lead responsible: President
   Completion: December 2013

3. Strengthen existing SLO processes for quality assurance. (IIA)
   Lead responsible: SLO Coordinator
   Completion: June 2014.

4. Identify responsibilities and timeline for implementation of requirements of the Student Success Act, Title 5 and the California Education Code: orientation, assessment, education planning and enrollment priorities. (IIB)
   Lead responsible: Vice President, Student Services
   Completion: June 2013

5. Conduct analysis and develop a plan to improve counseling/transfer space to better serve students and support the faculty and staff. (IIB)
   Lead responsible: Dean, Counseling & Educational Support Services
   Completion: June 2013

6. The Board will incorporate Accreditation standards into its annual self-evaluation. (IVB)
   Lead responsible: Chair, Governing Board
   Completion: December 2014
SLO Assessment and Program Planning at Cabrillo College

A Brief History

Cabrillo College began experimenting with Student Learning Outcomes in 1999. A three-year pilot effort, the Summer Learner Outcome Institute, introduced 57 faculty members to SLO concepts during two week workshops held in the summer. Members of the Institute wrote and made plans to assess outcomes in one class; they undertook that assessment during the following semester and then shared their results with the campus in numerous flex workshops and the production of two manuals, The Learner Outcome Handbook and the Learner Outcome Toolkit (the SLO web page provides links to both documents and to the Learner Outcome Institute Factsheet which shares more details about this preliminary SLO project).

After this introductory period, the college embraced SLO assessment as an institution. Two shared governance committees, the Learner Outcomes and Accreditation Committee (2001-2003) and the Accreditation Planning Committee (2003-2005), along with the Cabrillo Faculty Senate, worked over a period of years to:

- Create an assessment plan for the entire campus, dividing it into five assessment sectors: Basic Skills and Transfer, CTE, the Library, Student Services and Administration (2003-2004).
- Create an oversight body, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, charged with analyzing everyone’s yearly assessment data and writing an annual report (2004-2005).

The development of SLO assessment on the campus showcases one of the hallmarks of Cabrillo’s college culture: a high level of robust dialogue. The college community had significant input into the creation of our SLO assessment process.

The Faculty Senate took the lead in designing SLO assessment for Instructional departments (2003-2004). It adopted two features that make Cabrillo unique from other colleges across the state:

After much honest dialogue about numbers of graduates in most majors, the Faculty Senate decided to view General Education as all one program, composed of all departments that teach transfer and basic skills courses. No individual transfer or basic skills department writes or assesses departmental level SLOs. Instead, they measure the College Core Competencies (the Core Four), written and approved by the Senate, which serve as the GE program SLOs and as the SLOs for our AA and AS degrees.
The Faculty Senate also decided how to assess both the Core Four and all course SLOs in Transfer and Basic Skills. They chose two course-embedded methods (major assignments graded with a rubric and/or analysis of specific test questions). In contrast, the Senate left the design of assessment methods in CTE programs to individual departments so that so they could utilize other methods that might better match their area of study or were already in use by their outside accrediting agencies.

The Senate has continued to guide SLO assessment in Instruction. In Fall 2007, with input from the Student Senate, the Core Competencies were revised to include more of an emphasis on environmental issues, particularly in Global Awareness (Faculty Senate minutes). Fall 2011 saw the addition of another assessment method (pre and post testing) as an option for Transfer and Basic Skills SLO assessment (Faculty Senate minutes). In addition, in response to recommendations by the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (see below), beginning in Spring 2012, the Senate has undertaken a project to pilot changes in how Instructional assessment results are reported (Faculty Senate minutes).

When it came to the development of the college’s overall assessment plan for all five assessment sectors, the entire community provided input. An all-college flex workshop, “Chewing on Learner Outcomes,” (Spring 2005), introduced Cabrillo to the plans created by the Accreditation Planning Committee. The Committee then amended those plans, based on feedback it received during those sessions and presented it in a follow up workshop “Digesting Learner Outcomes” (Fall 2005).

Spring 2006 saw the first implementation of the college-wide assessment plan. While Instruction had been writing and assessing SLOs since 2004, other areas on campus were new to the concept. Each area’s efforts are discussed in more detail below. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, which oversees all assessment efforts, met for the first time in 2007 and issued its first annual report that year (SLO website link). Their work and the findings of each year’s report will also be discussed below.

Cabrillo’s Assessment Structure

The assessment plan created by the Accreditation Planning Committee divided its SLO efforts into five areas:

1. Transfer and Basic Skills
2. CTE
3. Student Services
4. The Library
5. Administration

In 2003, including Administration as part of student learning outcomes assessment was rare in California, but the dialogue at Accreditation Planning Committee meetings led to this innovation (APC minutes). Though the 2002 accreditation standards did not mention Administration in any
of its specific citations about student learning outcomes, the committee took the view that that all areas of the college contribute to student learning, some directly (as in Instruction, Library and Student Services) and others more indirectly (Administration - which includes the non-Instructional areas of Instruction, Administrative Services and the President Component composed of the President’s Office, Planning and Research, Marketing and Communication and the Cabrillo Foundation). Everyone was asked to be part of this new focus of the college.

Since most areas already had in place a self-reflective program review process, SLO assessment was simply added as a component to it. Departments in each area are expected to write and assess SLOs, and then analyze their results as part of their regular, on-going program review, or as Cabrillo calls it, program planning cycle. These program plans are then evaluated by an oversight group within the area. Once the oversight group has approved the plans, the assessment results are passed on to the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee.

Each year, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee analyzes the results from across campus and issues an annual report on what it observes (SLO web site link to reports). The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC), a shared governance committee of faculty, staff, students and administrators, is charged with identifying both the broad student learning issues that are revealed by the assessment process and also the issues that arise from our campus SLO processes. The college is constantly analyzing its processes and seeking ways to improve them. Most of the suggestions for meeting challenges in each SLO assessment sector mentioned in this chapter and throughout this Self-Evaluation arise from ARC reports. These reports are shared with various decision-making bodies on campus including the Governing Board, the Master Planning Committee, the College Planning Council, the Faculty and Student Senates and the two employee unions. Those groups are charged with dialoguing about and acting on the recommendations proposed by the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee. The ARC report is also posted on the SLO web site for the public.

A map on the SLO web site visually depicts this structure (provide link).

The Role of Program Planning in SLO Assessment
One key feature of Cabrillo’s SLO assessment efforts is that from the start, the college desired to integrate SLO assessment work into on-going program planning, curriculum review and other college processes. In other words, assessment was not to be an “add-on” or separate activity. This has proven especially true for Transfer and Basic Skills, CTE and the Library, in part because those areas are part of Instruction, which has a well-established, intensive, and very robust program planning process in place.

To integrate SLO assessment into Instructional sectors, the Council for Instructional Planning (CIP), a group chaired by the Vice President of Instruction and composed of Division Deans, representatives from Faculty Senate, and the SLO Coordinator, set up a schedule to phase in the work. Departments in Instruction and the Library itself have a six-year Program Planning schedule, accompanied by annual updates. Program Planning includes an intensive curriculum
review as well. Approximately twelve departments write a program plan each year. The Council of Instructional Planning created a schedule in which departments undergoing program planning gradually wrote and assessed more and more SLOs over a five-year period (see Table 1).

**TABLE 1: Phase-in Schedule for SLO Assessment in Instruction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Transfer and Basic Skills Programs</th>
<th>CTE Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004 (pilot)</td>
<td>Assess 1 Core Competency</td>
<td>Write SLOs for degrees and certificates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Create an assessment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Assess 2 Core Competencies</td>
<td>Write SLOs for all degrees and certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
<td>Create an assessment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Assess 3 Core Competencies</td>
<td>Write SLOs for all degrees and certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
<td>Create an assessment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Assess 3 Core Competencies</td>
<td>Write SLOs for all degrees and certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
<td>Create an assessment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Assess each of the Core Four</td>
<td>Write SLOs for all degrees and certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
<td>Create an assessment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write course SLOs for all curriculum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once a department completed this introduction to assessment, the full schedule, called “The Revolving Wheel of Assessment,” was implemented. The Revolving Wheel requires Transfer and Basic Skills departments to assess each of the college Core Competencies (the Core 4) and the SLOs in every course they offer over a five-year period. CTE programs assess each course SLO and the SLOs for every certificate and degree they offer over the same time frame. CTE departments also meet with the GE programs whose courses they require to dialogue about how those courses are meeting CTE students’ needs. Most departments assess course SLOs for the first three years of their program planning cycle and either the Core 4 or certificate SLOs for the next two. The final year of the program planning cycle is spent analyzing overall data in
depth and writing the program plan. Since the end of the set-up phase in 2009, all departments in Instruction are expected to assess each component of the Revolving Wheel of Assessment.

**Table 2: Summary of the Revolving Wheel of Assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Transfer and Basic Skills Programs</th>
<th>CTE Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009- present</td>
<td>Assess each of the Core Four</td>
<td>Assess all certificate and degree SLOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess all Course SLOs</td>
<td>Assess all course SLOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meet with GE departments whose courses are required for degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Revolving Wheel is now part of regular and on-going departmental business. Each semester, after completing a group of SLO assessments, departments meet to analyze their results and to use them as a basis for planning how to improve student learning. The department chair records the results of the discussion at those meetings on an Assessment Analysis form that is eventually attached to the department’s Program Plans. Since December 2011, the year’s assessment analysis forms are also turned in with the department’s annual update to the Vice President of Instruction.

When Program Plans are written (in the sixth year of the program planning cycle), all the assessment results are examined in depth and are used as justification for further planning and for funding requests. The Council on Instructional Planning (CIP) reads the completed Program Plans and offers feedback. CIP then prioritizes all the funding requests in that year’s group of program plans, forwarding them on to the College Planning Council, which advises the President on budgetary and planning matters. In this way, assessment results are directly linked to college planning and budgeting.

Now that Instruction has experienced five years of all departments following the Revolving Wheel of Assessment, it has shifted its focus from institutionalizing SLO assessment to quality assurance. See the Instruction section below for a description of its current efforts to create streamlined processes and new tools to ensure excellence and full compliance with its SLO procedures.

The Library mirrors Instruction’s SLO assessment process, following a five-year Revolving Wheel assessment cycle during which they assess the SLOs for the courses they offer and all the library services. The results of these assessments are recorded on an Assessment Analysis form and used as the basis for planning and budget funding requests, analyzed in depth during the sixth year of the cycle. The assessment results inform their Program Plan which, like Instructional departments, is submitted to the Council of Instructional Planning every six years.
This same model exists in Student Services, but in that sector, due to personnel changes, program planning has not been quite so regular a process over the last six years. While every department wrote SLOs in 2008, there was some confusion about a need to tie them directly to the college core competencies and even more bewilderment in some departments about how to measure them. Others had no difficulty. There have also been gaps in the completion of program plans in some departments until 2012. See the Student Services section below for details on what has been achieved so far and how that sector is planning to meet the challenges that still exist.

In Administration, composed of Administrative Services, non-instructional areas of Instruction and the President’s component (which includes the President’s office, the Planning and Research Office, Marketing and Communications and the Cabrillo Foundation), the theory of student learning outcomes assessment that informed the original decision to include Administration in the college assessment efforts has not always translated well to reality. Though the college committed to including Administration in its SLO assessment from the start, the concept of student learning outcomes has proven difficult for some departments or offices in Administration to grasp. Cabrillo sees itself as a village where everyone contributes to student learning, yet some portions of that sector have found it a challenge to articulate their precise role in helping students to learn and how to measure it. The adoption of Administrative Unit Outcomes in 2012, discussed below in the Administration section, has alleviated this confusion.

In addition, program planning has not been firmly established as a regular, on-going process in a few areas of Administration. During the time when the Accreditation Planning Committee created Cabrillo’s assessment plan, representatives of the classified staff specifically requested that they be included in the SLO assessment efforts of the college (minutes of APC). This translated into the expectation that Instructional division offices and the offices of the Vice Presidents and President, as well as departments in the President’s component, would undergo program planning and formally assess their services for the first time. In the past, this work was accomplished through the creation and evaluation of the College Master Plan (now called the College Strategic Plan), and through personnel evaluations. At the present time, most departments and/or offices in Administration have completed program plans or are in the process of doing so. The Administration section below details their current efforts.

The 2007 Accreditation Site Visit: A Response to Cabrillo’s Assessment Processes

The Comprehensive Evaluation Team report from Cabrillo’s 2007 site visit confirmed the college’s achievements and challenges in SLO assessment. The report stated, “Thus, the visiting team determined that the student learning outcomes and assessment process for instructional programs was well on the way to proficiency.”

The team also had a recommendation to help Cabrillo strengthen its SLO work. Recommendation #1 said: “The team recommends that Student Services develop and
implement student learning outcomes and measurements for all its departments, collect and analyze the data, and link the results to planning and program improvement.” The section below details how Student Services has embraced this recommendation and worked to fulfill it.

SLO Assessment in Student Services

Student Services embraced the spirit of the accrediting recommendation. It started by providing a day of training to write SLOs in 2008. Led by the Vice President of Student Services at the time, departments were instructed to write four SLOs, tying them to each of the college core competencies. Some departments also made plans for how to assess those SLOs. All departments in Student Services wrote SLOs at this workshop.

As some departments began to try to assess the SLOs written at this workshop, they experienced some difficulty. First off, for some departments, linking the departmental SLOs to the Core 4 didn’t actually capture the learning that students experienced when using their services. The experiences of the Student Employment Center provide a good example of the issues that emerged from this first round of SLO assessment.

The three outcomes written and assessed by the Student Employment Center (SEC) were:

- **Communication**: The SEC assists students in their written and verbal communication with employers by providing assistance with job application materials such as resume preparation and workshops on interviewing skills.

- **Critical Thinking and Information Competency**: The SEC provides access to and trains students in the use of web based job search technology, how to review job postings to comply with entry level requirements, and how to best market their skills to meet the needs of the employer.

- **Personal Responsibility and Professional Development**: The SEC promotes the development of workplace skills by counseling students regarding appropriate job search techniques and counseling them when employers notify us that a student does not understand basic workplace skills and requirements.

As these SLOs were measured, primarily through surveys, the department realized that while they captured what the department does, the SLOs weren’t written in a way that actually spoke to what students learned. Rather, they were descriptions of the work that the department did. In other words, the survey results, though gratifying and very positive, didn’t actually provide direction in how to better support and strengthen student learning. The department evaluated the SLO assessment process and realized that perhaps the problem lay with the SLOs.

The director of the Student Employment Center met with the SLO Coordinator in 2010 to rewrite the SLOs so that they were more learner-centered. Together, they examined the
services offered to students by the department, including access to various job boards, internships and volunteer opportunities, plus workshops on resume writing and interviewing skills and, before it went on hiatus due to budget cuts, a campus job fair. “But what can students do after using these services?” they asked. “What have they actually learned?” After much discussion, the three departmental SLOs were reduced to one, which the Student Employment Center 2011 Program Plan calls an “achievable student learning outcome”:

**Students will be able to locate and appropriately apply for job openings.**

The Student Employment Center was not alone in the need to revise its SLOs. As a way of offering assistance, Cabrillo applied for and received a Bridging Research, Information and Culture technical assistance grant from the Research and Planning Group of California, funded by the Hewlett Foundation in 2010. This grant provided Cabrillo with 150 hours of technical support and expertise from statewide experts in research, assessment, and planning. Part of the grant was used to provide assistance in SLO assessment to all departments in Student Services. After first meeting with the technical assistance team in Fall 2010, student services departments rewrote their SLOs and made plans for how they would assess them. These rewritten SLOs are posted on the Student Services website.

In Spring 2011, BRIC technical assistance team member Dr. Julianna Barnes, Vice President of Student Services at Cuyamaca College and a highly regarded expert in student services SLO assessment, held an all-day workshop at Cabrillo where she met with each student services department. During those meetings she looked at their rewritten SLOs and discussed the plans the departments had made to assess them. This technical assistance enabled Student Services to take giant strides in the assessment of their SLOs.

At the same time this was occurring, the following programs, which had been under Instruction, were moved to Student Services: Disabled Students Program and Services, Learning Skills, Matriculation, and Outreach. These departments had all completed program plans under Instruction fairly recently; some had also assessed SLOs while others had not been required to do so. The Vice President of Student Services integrated them into the SLO assessment and program planning process of Student Services.

In 2011-2012, most departments in Student Services completed program plans and assessed their SLOs. The departments that didn’t complete program plans, primarily those that moved from Instruction, will complete them in Spring 2013. Assessment results and plans are posted on the Student Services web site (insert address).

Now that this initial phase of SLO assessment is complete, departments will embark on a six-year program planning cycle that includes SLO assessment and an annual report due each spring. The calendar for that cycle is posted on both the Student Services website and the SLO web site (insert addresses here). Student Services has also standardized its required program planning elements and developed a template for those plans. This template better integrates SLO assessment results with program planning goals and budgetary recommendations.
SLO Assessment in Instruction

Since Cabrillo’s last accreditation self-study, SLO assessment in Instruction has shifted from being a new process to one that is a part of the fabric of everyday life. The campus accreditation survey revealed this with answers to two questions:

“Cabrillo assesses student learning outcomes and uses the results to make improvements.” Of 164 respondents, only nine disagreed.

“Cabrillo relies on the faculty (and advisory committees when applicable) to determine competency levels and measurable students learning outcomes” Of 162 respondents, only six disagreed.

As stated earlier, all transfer and CTE programs are at some point on the Revolving Wheel of Assessment, required to regularly measure student achievement of course, certificate and degree SLOs along with the college core competencies. This work is a part of the on-going program planning process.

In the program plans submitted to the Council of Instructional Planning, several departments have commented on the impact of SLO assessment:

Physics: “This process has proved very beneficial to our department. It sparked many interesting discussions about teaching methodologies as well as highlighted our students’ strengths.”

Computer Applications/Business Technology: “We have found this to be a productive way to have focused discussions on course and student success and ways to increased them.”

History: “The SLO review process set up a framework for dialog among all of the members of the department that has transformed Flex week meetings into lively and always useful conversations about teaching: best practices, assignments, evaluation instruments and rubrics, and most importantly, how our students are achieving the department’s stated SLOs...The SLO assessment meetings have led to a rich, valuable and ongoing dialogue on student success. We have cultivated a truly collaborative department and our shared expertise has led to much improvement in the quality and uniformity of instruction.”

It is Cabrillo’s emphasis on dialogue that seems to make the SLO assessment process so productive. The Kinesiology program plan captured this when the department wrote in 2012:

One faculty member who could not attend the meetings voiced concern that completing the assessments amounted to “inconsequential busy work.” She was able to attend a later meeting and learn from other faculty the kinds of rubrics they used, and was thrilled with the results of her new assessment tool, so much so that she shared with me each and every one of the student responses. She was astounded at how meaningful her class was to her students, and
has found new direction and emphasis in her teaching. So we’ve found that dialogue and sharing is integral to a meaningful assessment process.

The Assessment Analysis forms that are turned in with each program plan document how this rich dialogue has given rise to changes in many departments. For example, the forms submitted with the 2010 and 2011 program plans reveal that faculty are improving learning and teaching by:

- Increasing faculty training and development (many departments)
- Sharing assignments and rubrics (many departments)
- Revising assignments and the scaffolding activities that lead up to them (many departments)
- Rewriting course, certificate and degree SLOs to better measure student learning (many departments)
- Improving student writing by changing the recommended level of English preparation for all courses (History) or designating all courses a writing factor class (Political Science)
- Integrating the teaching of reading and writing (English, History)
- Meeting with faculty in English and Math to discuss how their courses can increase student success in other departments (Computer Applications, Computer Information Systems)
- Utilizing peer review as a classroom strategy (Physics, Art Studio),
- Seeking funding for new facilities and/or technologies (Dance, Computer Information Systems, Engineering Technology, Theatre Arts)

Some of these strategies have led to specific, measurable improvements in student outcomes. An example from the Economics department not only illustrates how SLO assessment can improve student performance, but also demonstrates Cabrillo’s linkage between SLO assessment, program planning and budgeting. The 2010 Economics program plan included assessment data that repeatedly revealed student difficulty in creating graphs and doing calculations. Though tutoring was the preferred intervention, the department recognized that the current college budget could not accommodate that need. Instead, it applied to the Faculty and Student Senate grant programs to purchase clickers, a classroom response tool that can help instructors to keep better track of student learning. One professor was curious to find out if the clickers had made a difference. His analysis, comparing student overall course point totals in two semesters before the clicker were introduced to two semesters after they were first used revealed that student performance rose. In addition, he was also able to show that the “clickers offered explanatory power to the course scores.” Though he cautions that “correlation is not
causation,” his data revealed that this pedagogical intervention resulted in improved student outcomes. (Evidence: Paul Harvell’s document on his statistical analysis.)

Institutional changes have also resulted from some SLO assessment. For example, Cabrillo now has a student honor code that arose in response to the English department’s assessment of the college core competency of Personal Responsibility and Professional Development in 2010. Hoping to share ideas for improving students’ mastery of this competency with colleagues across the college, the English department offered two flex workshops on plagiarism in 2011. The energetic dialogue generated at those workshops led to the creation of a committee composed of Student Services administrators, classified staff, and members of the Faculty Senate to revise the description of plagiarism in the Students Rights and Responsibility handbook and to design the honor code. The Faculty Senate adopted the code in Fall 2011; it is now in use.

Another institutional change that arose from SLO assessment began in 2007. In that year, the Engineering program plan listed a goal to “Improve interdepartmental student and faculty collaboration of the Engineering, Engineering Technology, Physics, and MESA by remodeling the 800 building to provide classrooms, labs, and offices for these departments.” This goal arose from responses to a student survey and, in part, by needs revealed by some SLO assessment results. The program plans from Computer Information Systems, Engineering Technology and Physics followed with similar goals. They were all made possible when, in 2011, Cabrillo received a 4.3 million dollar STEM (Science Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) grant from the Department of Education to construct a new integrated STEM center to house these departments along with increasing the number of Hispanic students in STEM fields. This project will cause sweeping changes in these campus programs and buildings along with increasing student success.

Though SLO assessment in Instruction has resulted in many positive changes to courses, departments and the college as a whole, some problem areas have been noted. In their 2012 program plans, two departments remarked:

**Political Science:** “Adding SLOs to our program planning over time has significantly impacted the planning process itself...The time involved in conceptualizing how to apply this new paradigm, taking part in the necessary training and actually implementing the assessment has been significant. Although part time faculty members have been willing to participate, SLO assessment puts an undue burden on them.”

**Sociology:** “...The Program Chair duties of a one full time contract department ...have been overwhelming...The assessment process has suffered.”

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, the Council on Instructional Planning and the Faculty Senate has noted four major challenges and are working on plans to address them.
Challenge One: Adjunct Participation in SLO Assessment

Since 2009, the Assessment Analysis forms have asked department chairs to track the number of full time and adjunct faculty who have undertaken SLO assessment and presented results to the department. While the numbers vary each year, depending on the individual departments presenting their collective assessment results to the Council on Instructional Planning that year and, often, their actual size, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee has noted in each and every report that adjunct faculty are not participating at the same rate as full time faculty (ARC reports).

Part of the explanation for this, ARC also noted in its 2012 report, is that the way the SLO reporting forms ask for numbers can be misleading. For example, if an adjunct is the only instructor of a particular course and has assessed it, then 100% of the possible adjuncts have participated. Yet the form only asks for the total number of adjuncts in the department, sometimes giving skewed results.

Yet a college-wide survey undertaken by the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee in Fall 2011 supported the lack of adjunct participation. Of the 110 faculty who responded, only 46% of adjunct faculty had assessed course SLOs while fully 84.7% of full time faculty had done so. Similar numbers were repeated when faculty were asked about Core 4 assessment. A full 20% of the adjuncts responding had not participated in any SLO assessment activities including being present at meetings where assessment results were discussed. In addition, adjunct faculty reported that their primary means of training in SLO assessment was from their program chair or in those departmental flex meetings. Full time faculty, on the other hand, received the bulk of their training from flex workshops, the SLO coordinator, and their departmental flex meetings (survey write up posted on SLO web site).

Solution: A New Reporting Form and Program Chair training

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee accounts for the differences between adjunct and full time faculty experiences in the survey primarily due to the shift from start up to institutionalization of the SLO process. Before, the SLO coordinator was the primary person to train faculty, through flex workshops and working with individual departments. Now that Instructional departments have received that initial training, program chairs have become the primary transmitters of that information. Yet many are new to the position and sometimes the college; they have not all received training in Cabrillo’s SLO assessment methods and processes, nor in how to organize and schedule it.

Instruction is meeting this challenge by:

- Providing flex workshops in SLO assessment specifically for program chairs (Spring 2012, Fall 2012).
- Creating a portion of the SLO web site especially for program chairs (Fall 2012).
• Creating a web tool to help program chairs know exactly what SLO assessment their department should be undertaking in any given semester.
• Continuing to train deans in SLO assessment so that they may better assist their program chairs (Spring 2013).
• Offering a flex workshop for program chairs of small departments (those with only one or two full time faculty) to brainstorm how to better involve adjuncts in SLO assessment (Spring 2013).

In addition, ARC is currently working to revise the reporting forms so that they more accurately capture the numbers of adjuncts who participate in SLO assessment.

Challenge Two: Timely completion of SLO assessment

Another challenge facing Instruction is that while all departments are required to assess course, certificate and degree SLOs and the Core Competencies, statistics from the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee’s annual report show that not all departments are completing their assigned assessment in a timely manner. Though the Revolving Wheel assessment schedule is posted on the SLO website, and program chairs are required to attend a flex workshop two years before they begin to write their program plans to make sure they are on track with their SLO assessment, some departments do not fulfill their SLO assessment requirements.

Of course, since SLO assessment is part of program planning and under the aegis of the Council of Instructional Planning, those departments that have not done all the required work face consequences. Sometimes their program plans are not approved. Often, they are approved with the caveat that the department must work with the SLO coordinator to design an accelerated assessment schedule to “catch up” and to make sure the next round of Revolving Wheel of Assessment is completed. Most importantly, since this lack is considered part of writing a “weak” plan, their funding requests are not ranked high enough to be passed on to the College Planning Council. In addition, SLOs are one of the factors considered in the Program Discontinuance Matrix, a tool developed by administrators and the Faculty Senate, to help inform decisions about which programs to consider eliminating in response to the budget crisis. The Matrix is, fortunately, not yet in use.

Despite these consequences, when the college undertook an inventory of SLO assessment for the first time in Fall 2012, it discovered that an alarming number of course and certificate SLOs had not been assessed. This inventory was part of the shift in Instruction to quality assurance. Using a tracking tool developed in response to last year’s ARC annual report, Instruction discovered that 61% of SLOs in active courses (those in the catalog and offered in the last three years) and 76% of certificate SLOs had been assessed. The new SLO Tracking tool, which revealed these numbers, also pinpointed the specific departments that were struggling (link to SLO Tracking Tool).

Alarmed by these statistics, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee analyzed the inventory results. First and foremost, it recognized that since the SLO tracking tool is brand
new, its results may not be fully accurate. The Planning and Research office consulted with the acting Vice Presidents of Instruction, the Deans and the SLO Coordinator, along with the Instructional Procedures Analyst, for how to define active courses and how to retrieve them from the college curriculum database. All involved acknowledge that this process and the tool itself need refinement.

Secondly, in attempt to assure quality, this group also decided not to include those course and certificate SLOs whose measurement was attempted but done incorrectly. For instance, one department carefully and thoroughly assessed all of its 120 courses, but used the wrong method. If these courses had been included, the course assessment rate would have jumped to 74%. Similar errors occurred with some certificate SLO assessment. All of this points to a need for continued monitoring of SLO processes and more intensive program chair training.

Furthermore, ARC recognizes that since Instruction started its SLO assessment with the college core competencies, there has been more training and emphasis on assessing this level. The course and certificate level assessment methods have been taught but not as intensively. In addition, as noted in the 2011 ARC annual report, some departments seem to be struggling with the organization and scheduling of course and program SLO assessment, while others are accomplishing it very successfully. Analysis has not revealed any easily definable reasons for this; size of department, number of adjuncts and length of tenure as program chair cannot be the sole cause since there are many departments that have completed their assigned assessment despite these issues.

Solution: New Tools and Individual Training to Help Program Chairs

Instruction is working to meet this challenge by:

- Creating an electronic tool for both assessment reporting and planning, so that program chairs (and the Vice President’s Office) can more easily see what SLO assessment has been accomplished and what yet needs to be done.
- Identifying struggling departments and having them work individually with the SLO Coordinator to schedule, discuss and report SLO assessment.
- Providing specific training in course and certificate level SLO assessment through the SLO web page and in flex workshops.
- Continuing to tweak program planning instructions to make all expectations (including SLO assessment) clearer.
- Changing the Program Discontinuance Matrix so that departments now earn points for submitting their annual report, including submitting SLO assessment results.
- Undertaking a dialogue with Deans, the Council of Instructional Planning, the Faculty Senate and the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee to brainstorm other methods to ensure full compliance with college SLO standards.
Challenge Three: Reporting of Assessment Results

When Instruction’s SLO assessment process was created in 2003-2004, the college dedication to dialog resulted in the creation of Assessment Analysis forms that asked program chairs to summarize department data in a narrative format. The assessment methods used resulted in hard data, but to simplify the recording process, it was merely summarized, not specifically reported. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee began questioning this tendency after meeting with the Technical Assistance Team from a Bridging Resources and Information and Culture grant that Cabrillo received from the Research and Planning Group of California in Fall 2011. The assistance team suggested adding a numerical component to the forms in addition to the narrative that is already being recorded.

Solution: Pilot Project

 Following Cabrillo’s shared governance processes, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee brought this idea to the Faculty Senate who, after much debate, approved a pilot project that commenced in 2012. Faculty Senate minutes show that the math department, although addicted to numbers, did not want to participate in the pilot because they were afraid that it would lessen the rich dialogue about teaching and learning that occurs each time they fill out the Assessment Analysis form. The English department, on the other hand, though often skeptical about the use of numbers and how they can obscure or simplify a more complex story, agreed to embark on the pilot. Eight total departments volunteered to participate. The Senate will be carefully monitoring the pilot since it understands and values data as one of many tools in assessing SLOs and their value in improving student outcomes. However, it will also be on watch to see if this addition to the Assessment Analysis form “takes away” from the dialogue that is such a rich part of the current process. The final results of the fourth challenge, discussed below, may resolve this debate and help scale up the pilot if its results are positive.

Challenge Four: Providing an electronic tool for SLO Assessment Reporting

Currently, all SLO assessment reporting occurs through downloadable word documents. Each department is expected to fill out at least one of these almost every semester. Once a year, they are submitted to the Vice President of Instruction’s Office as part of the department’s annual report and are submitted again when the department completes a program plan every six years. In keeping with the college’s commitment to sustainability, an electronic method for both reporting and storage of documents is desired. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee explored options for an outsourced electronic tool that tracks departments’ SLO assessment progress in 2011, but the products were not found to be financially feasible (ARC minutes). Interest was renewed in Fall 2012 after the SLO Tracking Tool revealed the issues with assessment completion discussed above. An ad hoc subcommittee of ARC, composed of some of the tech experts on campus have created a needs assessment and have begun to explore the options once again, but as of this writing no single solution has been settled upon.
Solution: Use of Google Docs or Cabrillo’s existing public drive

Until a final solution is devised, the college will experiment with posting assessment reports on the public drive each year when they are turned in with department’s annual reports. In addition, Google Docs will be explored as a possibility as will other outsourced electronic reporting tools, such as CurricUNET’s program review and institutional effectiveness modules.

SLO Assessment in the Library

This is an exciting time for the assessment of SLOs in the Library. After several years of assessment, parts of the process are now being revised to get better data.

The Library will continue to assess its course SLOs for the two courses it offers, Library 10 and Library 100, using the same course-embedded method that has proven successful in the past. This has led to changes in course content and activities that have helped students to better master the material. However, the assessment process for measuring the Library’s other services (reference desk, circulation, computer services, and information services) is undergoing a major change. Since this is a good example of how Cabrillo’s program planning process, with its emphasis on SLO assessment, works to improve learning across the college, it will be discussed in detail. It also demonstrates the stage that Cabrillo has reached with SLO assessment: after undertaking it several times, departments are evaluating their assessment processes and modifying them to improve their results. This is not a beginning effort, but one where the experience of engaging in assessment has led to better methodology. Here is the Library’s story.

In Spring 2012, the Library presented its Program Plan to the Council on Instructional Planning, an oversight body that includes Deans from all Divisions, faculty representatives appointed by the Faculty Senate, the SLO Coordinator, a researcher, and the Vice President of Instruction. The value in having eyes from across campus look at the plans for a particular department became apparent when a discussion arose about the value of the data gleaned from the Library services assessment instrument. The Library Director was not sure that it told them what they most needed to know. He asked for feedback.

The Library believes that their services provide a means to help students master the college core competencies. They chose to measure this by asking students to assess themselves on the competencies as part of their annual survey. This provided very positive results, such as those shown in Chart 1, taken from the 2010 survey.

The discussion at CIP, however, centered around whether or not student self-assessment of these skills was a valuable measure. Perhaps, it was suggested, another instrument would provide more useful and reliable information for how to actually improve student learning within the particular services.
The discussion in CIP also brought to light the fact that the Library contributes to the learning of faculty and community members as well as students. The assessment instrument, by focusing on the Core Four, only assessed students and neglected these two other extensive users of the Library's services.

The Library Director has since met with the SLO Coordinator to consider another method to assess the Library’s services. Adopting the approach now in use in Administration, an Administrative Unit Outcome was written to capture what the Library’s full component of services offers to students, faculty, and the community.

Cabrillo library patrons will be able to successfully use the library's physical and electronic services, information tools, and resources, to find and evaluate information, and accomplish academic endeavors in the pursuit of formal and informal learning.

In addition, a new planning cycle was drafted. Since the Library completed its program plan in 2012, the new cycle goes into effect beginning in 2013.
• Year 1 (by Spring 2013): Assess Computer services (website review committee efforts; annual survey questions covering computer use)
• Year 2 (Spring 2014): Assess Circulation services (likely using a brief survey handed out to users of the services)
• Year 3 (Spring 2015): Assess Reference services (likely using student evaluations generated through the faculty evaluation process)
• Year 4 (Spring 2016): Assess Information resources (method undetermined as yet)
• Year 5 (Spring 2017): Evaluate our overall outcomes, assessments, and planning cycle
• Year 6 (2017-2018): Write library program plan

AUO Assessment in Administration

Over the last six years, Administration has grappled with its role in SLO assessment. As stated earlier in this chapter, the idea of student learning outcomes provided a stumbling block for some departments. How does the Marketing and Communications office, for instance, actually affect student learning? What about Facilities Planning and Plant Operations? How can that effect be measured?

In Spring 2012, in an illustration of the effectiveness of Cabrillo’s planning processes and governance structure, Administration adopted the concept of Administrative Unit outcomes rather than student learning outcomes. This came about after discussions with the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, on which both the President of the College and the Director of Planning and Research sit, and as part of Cabrillo’s Strategic Planning process. The ARC discussed AUOs during wide ranging discussions while reviewing assessment results in Fall 2011 and it was suggested again during its Spring 2011 meetings, looking at examples from other schools. In addition, AUOs came up during one of the Goal Area Implementation Team meetings that were part of the college’s Strategic Planning process in Spring 2012 (evidence – minutes from both).

Although the Administration adopted AUOs as a better way to capture how it helps the college improve student learning, Cabrillo utilized the spirit of SLOs when it defined them. Years ago, when Cabrillo first started working with SLOs, faculty experienced a paradigm shift as they wrote outcomes that described what the student could DO with the knowledge in a class. It shifted their focus from being teacher-centered (“this class is about what I teach”) to learner-centered (“this class is about how my students apply their learning). This resulted in many innovations and changes that have improved learning across the campus. In the same way, Cabrillo has chosen to define an Administrative Unit Outcome as a description of what all the users of an Administrative service can do, know, or understand after interacting with that office or department – it is user centered, a description of what the service provides for others. Unlike
some schools across the state, a Cabrillo AUO is not an administrative unit goal. For example, the AUO for the Vice President of Administrative Services office states:

Cabrillo College staff, faculty and managers will be able to make critical budget decisions that are informed by adequate financial information provided by the Administrative Services Office.

Almost all Administrative departments have written AUOs and have made plans to assess them. The AUOs for Administrative Services are published on their website along with program plans (show link); Student Services AUOs and plans are available on their website as well.

In Spring 2012, the President’s Office, the Vice President of Student Services Office, and the Division offices all completed program plans that listed a general AUO for the first time and then goals to reach it that will be measured specifically. For instance, the Division Offices created a chart in their program plan to capture this work.

### Table 3: Division Office AUOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUO</th>
<th>Goal to Achieve Outcome</th>
<th>Outcome Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students and faculty will be provided with information, problem solving tools, structure and resources in order to facilitate the instructional process and improve student success.</td>
<td>Each Instructional Division Office will be equipped with a self-help station and will explore development of a mobile phone app using Blackboard.</td>
<td>• Development of FAQs &amp; a map with a “you are here” red dot, indicating the student’s current location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With reference to required paperwork and deadlines, assist faculty to become more self-efficacious</td>
<td>• Data gathered from TLC director &amp; Dir. of Marketing/Communications re: viability and cost to launch such an app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop online solution for processing adjunct availability statements, flex activities agreements, absence forms, and other administrative functions towards getting regular student evaluations online (as is currently done for online classes)</td>
<td>• Development and distribution of a division (and college) deadline list for each semester with a more detailed version for program chairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Standard forms posted electronically and made easily accessible to faculty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the outcomes measurements in this chart are ones that have yet to be accomplished. At Cabrillo, AUO assessment is still in its beginning stages. Only the Vice President of Student Services, the Dean of Counseling and Educational Support Services and the Vice President of Administrative Services have assessed their AUOs, which are posted on the Student Services and Administrative Services websites. Other departments will be assessing them as part of their
program planning process and writing them up in their plans, some of which are due in Spring 2013. See the SLO website for an overview of Administration’s program planning schedule.

With the writing and assessing of AUOs, program planning in Administration is beginning to better mirror its counter parts in other areas of the campus. One challenge facing Administration is that when its program plans have been written, there is no general oversight body like the Council of Instructional Planning that reads them. Instead, they are either read by Cabinet (in the case of the President’s Office or the Vice President of Instruction’s Office) or by managers groups within their separate areas (for example, the Administrative Services managers group or Instruction Council). The 2011 Outcomes Assessment Review Committee report notes:

While it is up to Administration to decide the composition of that reviewing body, ARC encourages consideration of a broad participation model, like the one used at CIP (Council of Instructional Planning). CIP has found it very beneficial to have input from those in other campus areas outside Instruction, and Administration may feel the same way if campus representatives are included in their oversight group.

Furthermore, as part of its new institutional effectiveness duties (see below), ARC drafted a simpler program planning template for all non-Instructional departments, built on the one developed by Student Services. In its 2012 report, ARC recommended that the College Planning Council, Cabinet and all other non-Instructional managers groups examine the new template and adopt it.

Outcomes Assessment Review Committee Reports and Recommendations

The driver for change in Cabrillo’s SLO process is the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC). Since 2007, ARC has issued an annual report that analyzes the assessment results that occurred that year across the entire campus and makes recommendations for improving student learning and also campus SLO processes. This report is shared with college-wide governing bodies: The Governing Board, the College Planning Council, the Faculty Senate, the Student Senate, and the two employee unions along with being posted on the SLO web site.

In the 2011 report, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee took stock of the last five years of analysis (link to report). It summarized:

Recommendations that have become institutional practices (for example, the creation of the campus honor code to help student and faculty deal with plagiarism and others – see report for the full list)

Recommendations from the 2010 report that are now completed (for example, the initial exploration of an electronic SLO reporting instrument and others – see report for the full list)

Recommendations from the 2010 report that are in process (for example, creation of a campus survey to assess attitudes about SLOs and others – see report for the full list)
New recommendations (for example, program chair training in organizing and facilitating SLO assessment and others – see report for the full list).

Each year, the reports also track what the committee feels are emerging trends and the 2011 report took a retrospective look at those as well. The chart that captured this work is copied here to give an overview how the college has analyzed and then worked to improve both needs and issues revealed by our SLO assessment and the SLO process itself.

Table 4: Emerging Trends in SLO Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Emerging Needs and Issues</th>
<th>Recommendations for Teaching and Learning</th>
<th>Recommendations for SLO Assessment Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Students need stronger skills in writing, reading, and college readiness; The longer a student is enrolled at Cabrillo, the more positive their association with the Library</td>
<td>More tutorial assistance for students</td>
<td>Encourage greater adjunct involvement; Continue to educate the Cabrillo community about the paradigm shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Increase emphasis on class discussions and student collaboration;</td>
<td>Teachers want more frequent collegial exchange; Improved facilities/equipment needed.</td>
<td>Encourage greater adjunct involvement. SLO workshop for programs two years in advance of Instructional Planning and for non instructional programs; Develop system of succession and dissemination of expertise in SLOAC across campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Students need more instruction in reading, research and documentation, and writing; Concerns about plagiarism</td>
<td>Provide ongoing, sustained faculty development; share effective practices and strategies for modeling assignments.</td>
<td>Encourage greater adjunct involvement. Communicate to the college the importance of maintaining and documenting a planning process that systematically considers student learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Emerging Needs and Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Needs and Issues</th>
<th>Recommendations for Teaching and Learning</th>
<th>Recommendations for SLO Assessment Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Some students need more instruction in basic academic skills and college survival skills.</td>
<td>Provide faculty training in new pedagogies, technology, and contextualized instruction. Support the teaching of college survival skills across the curriculum.</td>
<td>Encourage greater adjunct involvement. Embed SLO assessment expectations in faculty hiring, new hire training and mentoring practices. Develop an electronic means for SLO assessment result reporting. Explore adding a quantitative component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Students need to improve their reading and writing skills.</td>
<td>Provide faculty development to improve pedagogy and sharing of best practices. Use flex hours, but not necessarily during flex week, to do this.</td>
<td>Provide training to Deans and Program chairs on organizing SLO tasks. Revise web site and add web tools to assist organizing the process. Hold campus-wide discussions on Core 4 assessment results. Undertake pilot for numerical reporting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee’s biggest tasks was to undertake a survey to discover campus experiences and attitudes about SLO assessment. Originally designed for adjunct faculty as a means to discover impediments to their participation in SLO assessment (see the 2010 ARC report), after much discussion at Spring and Fall semester 2011 ARC meetings, the survey was broadened to include everyone on campus (ARC minutes). ARC wanted to use it as a benchmark and to track any changes in attitudes over the years. The survey was administered in late Fall 2011 and its results analyzed during the following spring and fall (ARC minutes). The survey revealed what the ARC annual reports had tracked all along: Instruction, Student Services and Administration were at different phases of SLO assessment and participation. Instruction was (and still is) grappling with issues related to institutionalizing and assuring quality of its assessment processes while Student Services was in a set-up phase and Administration was still defining its role at that time. Despite these differences, the 211 respondents from across the entire campus felt the process was valuable.

81% agreed that SLO assessment provides a way to look at how well students are mastering course material or learning from a library or Student Service encounter.

87% agreed that SLO assessment provides an opportunity for useful dialog about how to improve teaching and learning.
In Fall 2012, ARC prepared a summary of the survey results (link it here) that was then presented to the campus during late fall 2012 and spring 2013. ARC plans to administer the survey again in Spring 2013 since so much of the SLO landscape, particularly in Student Services and Administration, has changed.

Recently, the Assessment Review Committee was asked by the President’s Cabinet to take on a new role: to analyze and make suggestions about issues of institutional effectiveness. Its first tasks of this nature were to provide feedback on graphics that depict Cabrillo’s decision-making processes and institutional effectiveness cycle and to create a template for non-Instructional program plan (ARC minutes). Both of these projects are now making their way through campus shared governance groups.

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee was specifically designed as a think tank, a group that analyzes the campus SLO issues and institutional effectiveness but has no direct power to put its suggestions into effect. That was purposely left to other shared governance groups on campus (APC minutes). Yet the members of the committee communicate ARC’s analysis and suggestions in other venues, ensuring that the committee’s ideas are widely disseminated. For example, since both the College President and the faculty union president serve on the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, they have been able to bring ARC recommendations on SLO issues to the College Planning Council, union meetings, Cabinet, and the Strategic Planning process. The presence of the Vice President of Instruction and the SLO Coordinator, who also serve on the Council of Instructional Planning, has created a conduit for observations and the brainstorming of solutions to Instructional SLO issues between the two groups. The SLO Coordinator also serves as a liaison to the Faculty Senate and alerts them to developing SLO issues.

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee has proven a valuable component of Cabrillo’s SLO processes. The fact that it brings together people from all areas of the campus (transfer and CTE faculty, Student Services, the Library, Administration, managers and students as well as the campus Accreditation Liaison Officer, the director of Planning and Research and the SLO coordinator) allows the committee to view “the big picture” of SLO assessment. Members can see what other assessment components are doing and where they face similar or different challenges. Meetings are enriched by the sharing of perspectives from say, the Director of the Library or a staffer in Financial Aid. In addition, the expansion of its charge and the fact that so many of the suggestions in ARC’s reports have become institutionalized or are in the process of becoming so attests to the efficacy of its place in the campus SLO process.

**Proficiency**

Overall, there can be no doubt that Cabrillo has reached the proficiency level of the ACCJC’s SLO rubric. The 2012-2015 Strategic Plan demonstrates how SLO assessment, with its specific link to college planning, has become an integral part of Cabrillo’s campus culture. One of the plan’s goals states: Utilize program planning and SLO assessment to guide program planning at all
institutional levels. Since the Strategic Plan directs campus planning, it is worth noting that this goal is a shift from the 2008-2011 one, which said: Implement SLOs and their assessment college wide. Cabrillo has moved beyond implementation and is instead utilizing the SLO process at all levels, demonstrating proficiency.

In addition, Cabrillo’s approach to dealing with SLO issues reveals a robust and proficient campus SLO culture. For example, the percentage of actual course level SLO assessment (61%) and program level SLO assessment (76%) in Instruction is not where the college would like to be. But as soon as this was discovered in Fall 2012, Cabrillo recognized the issues, proposed solutions to meet them and is working toward improvement. It has come to the aid of some struggling departments to help them better meet the campus SLO policies and expectations, is providing better and more extensive training for program chairs and is searching to find or create an electronic tool to monitor SLO assessment and the many assessment reports generated by each individual department.

Cabrillo submitted its Status Report on Student Learning Outcomes Implementation to the ACCJC in Fall 2012, which details and provides evidence for its proficiency efforts (link to report). However, the report didn’t specifically ask about assessment in Administration. In order to generate a more useful summary here of what has been accomplished so far and where the college can strengthen its assessment efforts, we have compared each assessment sector separately to each of the rubric’s statements.

As the chart below demonstrates, Student Services, Instruction and the Library are proficient in each area. In fact, it could be argued that the SLO assessment process (rubric statement #1) in both Instruction’s policies and expectations and in the Library more clearly match the one described in the Sustainable Continuous Quality level (“Student learning outcomes are ongoing, systematic and used for continuous quality improvement”). However, due to the college’s concern with the percentage of actual course level SLO assessment, Instruction is rating itself as merely proficient.

In addition, the fact that Cabrillo has linked SLOs to program planning from the start and created an oversight group, the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, whose job is to evaluate SLO processes, matches two other rubric statements from the Sustainable Continuous Quality Level:


Statement 6: “Learning Outcomes are specifically linked to program reviews.”

Administration has made great strides, especially in the last two years, but is still primarily at the developmental stage, as might be expected from an area of the college that has just begun writing and assessing AUOs. However, now that it has embarked on this work, the college expects it to achieve proficiency in short order.
Table 5: Proficiency Level - ACCJC SLO Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proficiency Level - ACCJC SLO Rubric</th>
<th>Student Services</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student learning outcomes and authentic assessments are in place for courses, programs, support services, certificates and degrees</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SCQI</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making includes dialogue on the results of assessment and is purposefully directed toward aligning institution-wide practices to support and improve student learning.</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is widespread institutional dialogue about the results of assessment and identification of gaps.</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate resources continue to be allocated and fine-tuned</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course student learning outcomes are aligned with degree student learning outcomes</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive assessment reports exist and are completed and updated on a regular basis</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students demonstrate awareness of goals and purposes of courses and programs in which they are enrolled</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developmental – in progress
Proficient- established
Sustainable, Continuous, Quality Improvement-institutionalized
Not/ Applicable
Standard 1A: Institutional Mission and Effectiveness

The institution demonstrates strong commitment to a mission that emphasizes achievement of student learning and to communicating the mission internally and externally. The institution uses analyses of quantitative and qualitative data and analysis in an ongoing and systematic cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, implementation, and re-evaluation to verify and improve the effectiveness by which the mission is accomplished.

INTRODUCTION
Since our last accreditation self-evaluation, we have revised and expanded our mission statement. The process started with informal discussions during the spring 2010 semester [1], then kicked off with a college-wide activity entitled “It Takes a Mission to Run the Village: Giving Voice to Cabrillo’s Core Values,” [2] during that fall’s Flex Week. Finally, a new mission statement, and the addition of a new vision statement were given final approval by the Cabrillo College Governing Board in June 2011[3]. The approximately one-year process of revision, vetting and adoption exemplifies the college’s commitment to planning, dialog and collaborative decision-making. During this time statements were written, analyzed, discussed, and revised by stakeholder groups across the college, from the Faculty Senate to the Administrative Council, from the classified workers group to the College Planning Council (CPC). What emerged was a single-sentence Mission Statement along with a longer, more detailed Vision Statement. The Mission Statement identifies our foundational principles and thus guides college planning and decision-making. The Vision Statement details the college’s values and methods and also helps guide planning and decision-making.

A. Mission

The institution has a statement of mission that defines the institution’s broad educational purposes, its intended student population, and its commitment to achieving student learning.

Cabrillo College’s Mission Statement and Vision Statement encapsulate our values and central mission. Furthermore, as part of the College Strategic Plan (CSP) and the emerging Educational Master Plan (EMP), they are integrated throughout the development of the college’s goals and objectives. In simple terms, our Mission Statement defines our institution as a community dedicated to student success.

Mission Statement

Cabrillo College is a dynamic, diverse and responsive educational community dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals.

Complimentary to our Mission Statement, we have also created a Vision Statement:
Vision Statement

_Cabrillo College is passionate about developing critical thinking, honing oral and written communication and enhancing global awareness, while cultivating personal and professional responsibility in our students. Exploration, innovation, creativity, and implementation of a variety of teaching methods, including technology literacy, are hallmarks of our approach to learning. We help students of varying skill levels achieve their potential, and consider everyone in the college part of a community of learners who are treated with dignity and respect. Cabrillo College supports a climate of diversity, self-empowerment and sustainability, with a strong sense of social justice._

_As an integral part of Santa Cruz County, Cabrillo College is an accessible gateway to prosperity that provides education for all, supporting the local economy and improving economic vitality. We serve students who have goals of transfer, career preparation, basic skills, personal fulfillment and retraining through an inclusive and effective learning environment. Students will leave with greater knowledge and a richer expectation of themselves._

The Vision Statement expands on our central mission of dedication to student success by detailing our core learning expectations (our Core 4); our approaches to teaching and learning; our commitment to our diverse community of learners and to social justice. Additionally, the Vision Statement speaks to our connections to the greater community of Santa Cruz County; and to our focus on transfer, career preparation, basic skills, and personal fulfillment. Together the Mission and Vision Statements replaced our previous Mission Statement and Statement of Core Values in the summer of 2011 [3]. In referring to “all students,” those enrolling in Distance Education classes are also included.

**College Core Competencies**

Our Core 4 learning outcomes are contained in the first sentence of the Vision Statement. They represent the major skills that we believe all students -- including those enrolled in Distance Education -- need to succeed. Each course at Cabrillo is assessed on the basis of these Core Four so that by the time our students have met the requirements for the A.A. or A.S. degree, or have completed the general education sequence, they will have reached the level of competency in the Core Four:

**Communication:**

_Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking and/or Conversing_

**Critical Thinking and Informational Competency:**

_Analysis, Computation, Research, Problem-Solving_
Global Awareness:

*An Appreciation of Scientific Complexities, Social Diversity and Civics, and Artistic Variety*

Personal Responsibility and Professional Development:

*Self-Management and Self-Awareness, Social and Physical Wellness, Workplace Skills [4]*

A more detailed description of the specific skills and abilities expected of students in each of the Core 4 is posted on the college’s SLO website.

**EVALUATION**

Taken together, Cabrillo’s Mission and Vision Statements define our purpose, describe our intended student population and highlight our commitments and strategies towards student learning. Additionally, since our last self-evaluation we have gone through an inclusive process to update and more fully develop our statements and have met this part of the standard.

1. **The institution establishes student learning programs and services aligned with its purposes, its character, and its student population**

**DESCRIPTION**

The College’s Mission Statement describes Cabrillo’s broad educational purpose: we are a community dedicated to the success of students. Cabrillo’s character and its student population are detailed in the Vision Statement. These statements together guide the establishment and assessment of our student learning programs and services.

While our broad mission consists of serving as a “responsive educational community dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals,” the College’s Vision Statement describes in detail how we carry out our mission by embedding our core educational purposes in all of our CTE, transfer, basic skills, and lifelong learning programs and services. Students enrolled in Distance Education classes are not different from those taking classes in the traditional learning mode, and the venues of feedback available to assess whether their needs are being met are the same as those available for traditional students (surveys, emails to instructors and deans, etc.). The College’s learning programs and services focus on developing in all students our four fundamental core competencies as outlined in the vision statement. These core competencies are supported in whole or in part by every course, degree or certificate program, and student service at the College. They are identified and assessed as Student Learning Outcomes (SLO’s) in every academic course and program, or as a combination of SLO’s and Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUO’s) in all service, support, and administrative
sectors. At Cabrillo, AUO’s describe how the users of an administrative department utilize that service to improve for student learning. The degree to which students and the agencies that support student learning are meeting these and other program-specific outcomes are continuously assessed at the course, department, program, and college levels. Cabrillo College’s SLO and AUO Assessment Plans have been developed in each of the College’s five sectors:

1. Transfer and Basic Skill Programs (SLO’s)
2. Occupational Programs (SLO’s)
3. Student Services (SLO’s and AUO’s)
4. Library (SLO’s and AUO’s)
5. Administrative Services (AUO’s)

Click on any of the sectors above to link to a page describing the specific methods used to assess our outcomes in each of these areas.

Cabrillo College began a college-wide commitment to assess student learning outcomes in transfer, basic skills, and occupational courses and programs in 1999 with its summer Learning Outcomes Institute, which introduced faculty to assessment theory and practice, and began training faculty in the three basic elements of an effective student learning outcome model:

- defining outcomes
- planning learner-centered teaching activities to help students master the outcomes
- designing assessments to test them

By 2008, a robust, comprehensive five-year cycle of assessment had emerged to ensure regular review of all instructional programs to ensure continuous improvement of student learning outcomes as part of the ongoing instructional planning process.

At the center of Cabrillo’s SLO Assessment Plan is the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, chaired by the Learning Outcomes Assessment Coordinator, whose primary charge is to offer assistance with assessment planning, activities and training to all departments on campus. This individual also chairs the subcommittee on Student Learning Outcomes of the college Curriculum Committee which reviews the SLOs written for course outlines. The Learning Outcomes Assessment Coordinator writes a yearly report about the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee’s activities that is shared with campus governance committees and posted on the Student Learning Outcomes web site: http://pro.cabrillo.edu/slos/.

The CTE Programs SLO Assessment Workbook and the Transfer and Basic Skills SLO Assessment Workbook were designed to guide occupational, and transfer and basic skills programs through the process of designing, measuring, and acting upon learning outcome assessments. The “Core Four” competencies, as well as SLOs for individual courses, are routinely assessed using three tools: pre and post testing, a major assignment and analysis of test questions. Results of those assessments are captured on the Transfer and Basic Skills Departmental Assessment Analysis
Form, and the Occupational Program Assessment Analysis Form, Learning outcome assessment tools, results, and action steps are established and discussed at department-level meetings. SLO assessments and data are ultimately attached to departments’ Instructional Planning Reports, which are in turn reviewed by the Council for Instructional Planning and the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee. The Instructional Program Plans (produced every 6-years, with shorter annual updates produced in the intervening years) are informed by SLO assessments, student surveys, exit interviews, and other data to ensure that learning programs are aligned with the College’s purposes, character, and student population. Program goals identified in Instructional Program Plans may include needs for new or repurposed resources, which are then prioritized by the Council for Instructional Planning and provided as a resource allocation information item to the College’s Governing Board each June (footnote pp. 195-197 in the June 2012 Cabrillo College Governing Board Agenda).

With a mission “…dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals,” the Student Services, Library, and Administrative Services sectors of the College are critical to student success. Because these sectors are further removed from direct classroom instruction, they determine their effectiveness in aligning their services with the College’s mission, purposes, character, and student population through the application of a combination of SLO and AUO assessment tools, including surveys, self-studies, and the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data. In alignment with Cabrillo’s instructional sectors and the College’s assessment philosophy (http://pro.cabrillo.edu/slos/philosophy.htm) the College’s services and support sectors have designed a self-reflective cyclical assessment process embedded in their regular departmental review process, using assessment forms similar to those used in the instructional sectors (i.e., the Executive Summary in Administrative Services, and the Library Services Assessment Analysis Form).

In an effort to fulfill its vision of supporting “a climate of diversity, self-empowerment and sustainability, with a strong sense of social justice;” the College has developed numerous examples of programs and services in response to the needs of our diverse student population. These programs and services include, but are not limited to, the recently expanded Watsonville Center, the Scotts Valley Center, Cabrillo Advancement Program (CAP), Academy for College Excellence (ACE), Distance Education, Puente, Children’s Center, Stroke Center, Counseling, Transfer Center, Career Center, Articulation, Women’s Educational Success, Cooperative Work Experience Education (CWEE), Continuing Education, Open entry/Open exit classes, and Tutorials. Programs such as these and others have been developed in response to the needs of a changing student population.

EVALUATION

The above description can be summed up in the flowchart on the following page:
Figure 1: Improvement Cycle Starting from Mission & Vision Statements

This process reveals the fact that the Mission Statement and Vision Statement guide a cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, implementation, and re-evaluation. Thus the College establishes student learning programs and services that are aligned with our Mission Statement and Vision Statement, which together define our purpose, character, and student population.

2. The mission statement is approved by the governing board and published.

DESCRIPTION

These statements are posted on the College website, and are highlighted within many documents such as the Schedule of Classes and in the footer of the College Planning Council (CPC) agendas. The CPC is the highest shared governance committee at the College and contains representatives from all the major interest groups at Cabrillo.

EVALUATION
The College meets the standard of publishing the governing board-approved mission statement, both electronically in online formats and in print form throughout many documents. The revised Mission and Vision Statements will also be posted widely throughout the college in public places, such as classrooms, the Student Activities Center, the Enrollment Services Center, the Cabrillo Theater, and the College Gym.

3. Using the institution’s governance and decision-making processes, the institution reviews its mission statement on a regular basis and revises it as necessary.

DESCRIPTION
As explained above, Cabrillo College has a relatively new Mission Statement. The previous Mission Statement was developed in 2001. The College periodically examines our Mission Statement to insure that the Mission Statement remains relevant to college planning. In 2004 the College decided that no changes were necessary. Again in 2007, as part of the Accreditation Self-study process, the college re-examined the Mission Statement. Although the decision at that time was that no changes were necessary, our self-evaluation in 2007 urged, “that the Mission Statement ought to be re-evaluated at least once every three years to ensure its continuing relevance.”

After informal discussion during the Spring 2010 semester [1], we launched a College-wide effort to review and renew the mission statement the following fall semester [2]. Key constituencies from across campus including faculty and staff participated in this workshop and discussed the purpose of mission and vision statements, the differences between them, the role the College’s values play in their development, and the relevance of the mission and vision statements to planning and to student learning. The notes drafted at this session were then used in the spring 2011 flex week workshop on the same topic titled, “Achieving Cabrillo’s Mission.” During this session, the participants drafted a one-sentence mission statement after agreeing that the mission statement should be brief, accurate, and inspirational. They also drafted notes for a longer vision statement to be developed by a sub-committee at a later date. In March 2011, a sub-committee, consisting of volunteers from all constituent groups, crafted a two-paragraph vision statement. The revised mission and vision statements were taken to various shared governance groups for further feedback, including Administrative Council, Faculty Senate, Instruction Council, Managers, and Student Services Council, and lastly to CPC where they were approved prior to submission to the Governing Board for adoption. [5] [6] [7] Lastly, the new drafts of the mission and vision statement were sent to the College Planning Council where they were approved and ultimately submitted to the Governing Board for adoption in June 2011. [3] [7]

EVALUATION

Typical of Cabrillo’s governance and decision-making processes, our latest revised Mission and Vision Statements were the product of a planned, collaborative, inclusive, campus-wide dialog which was driven by an analysis of the previous Mission Statement. As such, we are justifiably proud of the final outcome of this process. However, there has been no formal analysis of the effectiveness and relevancy of the revised statement or an analysis of the process itself, nor has one been institutionalized. Thus it is felt that as the college embraces the idea of a periodic review of Mission and Vision Statements we ought to include analysis of the outcome as a part of that process.

4. The institution’s mission is central to institutional planning and decision-making.

DESCRIPTION
As summarized in our evaluation of Standard 1A, subcategory 1, the Mission/Vision Statements guide planning and decision-making. During the dialog that helped form the current Mission and Vision Statements, numerous examples were presented that corroborated the alignment of the college’s emerging Mission and Vision Statements with institutional planning and decision-making. The previous Mission Statement appeared as the opening statement in the previous College Master Plan (CMP). The emerging College Strategic Plan (CSP) will be replacing the CMP. Ironically, the list of motivators for the CSP (“Task: Streamline and update CSP in order to align with accreditation, Board goals, Educational Master Plan, Student Success Task Force, and current challenges,” from the CSP update to the Governing Board, June 11, 2012 [8]) conspicuously leaves off the College Mission and/or Vision Statements. Yet the first, of only two, major goals outlined in the CSP is “Increase Student Success,” which flows directly from the Mission Statement, showing how deeply embedded our Mission is to the planning and decision-making at our college.

We are also in the process of adopting a new Educational Master Plan (EMP), which will guide planning for the next ten to fifteen years. The college Mission Statement will be a primary driver in this process. [9]

Other college planning documents incorporate the Mission Statement either directly or by aligning it with the College Strategic Plan, such as the Facilities Master Plan, the Watsonville Center Master Plan, and the Technology Master Plan. The Mission and Vision Statements are printed on each agenda of the College Planning Council (CPC), the highest shared governance committee at Cabrillo. [10] The centrality of the Mission Statement to planning and decision-making is currently being illustrated as the College navigates through the continuing State budget crisis. As the college considers and plans for budget cuts, and possible restorations, every college committee from the CPC to the Faculty Senate to the academic departments, bases their planning on our mission’s commitment to student success. [11]

EVALUATION
Clearly, the mission statement is an important part of Cabrillo’s planning and decision-making processes. The Fall 2011 Staff/Faculty Survey from Cabrillo’s Planning and Research Office (PRO) indicates that most faculty, staff, and managers/administrators agree that the mission statement guides institutional planning. 90.1% of faculty, 76.3% of staff, and 100% of Managers/Administrators either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “Cabrillo’s mission statement guides institutional planning.” This is a substantial increase from the PRO Staff and Faculty Survey, 2005 in which fully 37% of the staff and 27% of the faculty “neither agreed nor disagreed” with the statement. [12]

The current survey results; the dialog and analysis that took place as a part of the re-writing of the Mission Statement; our reliance on our Mission Statement’s core concern for student success as a basis for planning, decision-making, and improving; and the core concern for student success as a guidepost for executing painful, but necessary, budget-cutting indicate that the college meets this standard.
PLANNING AGENDA

None

END NOTES:

[1] Faculty Senate Minutes, May 11, 2010: saved at Google Site for Standard 1A as FacSenate_1.docx

[2] Fall 2010 Flex Calendar (See Monday’s activities): http://cabrillo.edu/services/tlc/fall2010flex/


[4] College Catalog

[5] Faculty Senate Minutes, April 12, 2011: saved at Google Site for Standard 1A under FacSenate_2.docx

[6] Emails sent from Rory in March and April 2011. Saved as rory1, rory2, and rory3 in the documents at the google site for Standard 1A


[9] Email from Jeff Kellog, Senior Consultant to the Moss Company. Saved at Google Site for Standard 1A as MossCoEMP.docx


Standard IB: Improving Institutional Effectiveness

The institution demonstrates a conscious effort to produce and support student learning, measures that learning, assesses how well learning is occurring, and makes changes to improve student learning. The institution also organizes its key processes and allocates its resources to effectively support student learning. The institution demonstrates its effectiveness by providing 1) evidence of the achievement of student learning outcomes and 2) evidence of institution and program performance. The institution uses ongoing and systematic evaluation and planning to refine its key processes and improve student learning.

DESCRIPTION

In the six years since the Institutional Self Study completed in 2007, Cabrillo College has continued to make student learning outcomes a central focus of the college. The college’s planning, resource allocation, and evaluation processes support a college-wide concentration on learning outcomes. To this end, the college has refined its Mission Statement and added a Vision Statement, as outlined in Standard 1A. The College “Core Four” Competencies adopted in 2003 still constitute its Institutional Learning Outcomes integrated into all planning processes:

1. Communication
2. Critical Thinking and Information Competency
3. Global Awareness
4. Personal Responsibility and Professional Development

PROCESSES TO IMPROVE INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

For the last 15 years, Cabrillo College has designed and implemented and continues to refine procedures for improving Institutional Effectiveness. One example of this was the process to update the college Mission and Vision statements, which began with a Flex Week activity in February 2011. A committee was convened representing Faculty, Classified Staff and Administration which met on several occasions to re-draft the College’s Mission and Vision statements. The final draft was reviewed through the shared governance process in April 2011 and approved by the Governing Board in May.

In 2012, the Educational Master Plan was rewritten in a process that began with an online, campus-wide survey in April/May of 2012, combined with survey and focus group meetings. In June-July 2012 both an Internal and an External Scan were conducted to determine how the college aligns itself with the community and external needs. A Program of Instruction Analysis was also conducted. In August of 2012, an open forum and campus-wide presentations were conducted [2]. The Educational Master Plan was sent out for college-wide review in December 2012. This long-range plan will set the tone for all other planning documents for the college.

Also revisited in 2012 was the College Strategic Plan (CSP), which consolidated the previous five goals down to two overarching goals, “Improve Student Success” and “Enhance Institutional Effectiveness.” The objective in revising the CSP was to streamline it and align it with the
Educational Master Plan. Cabrillo’s Cabinet (all Vice Presidents and President) reviewed the draft of new CSP Goals in December 2011 and Goal Area Implementation Teams (GAIT) then began meeting in January 2012 to review the new goals and begin timeline planning. The new goals were discussed at the January College Planning Council (CPC) meeting and a series of subsequent meetings were held, including a college-wide CSP Workshop in March to refine the objectives and strategies in support of each new goal.

The College has seen measurable progress with regard to Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) in courses and in college programs following the goals and objectives set forth in these two plans. Program planning for non-instructional departments continues as the next phase of the college’s ongoing institutional planning processes, with the goal of adhering to the following standards:

1. Processes for improvement are carried out regularly and systematically and incorporate the following:
   a. Measurable, widely understood goals are set on a regular basis.
   b. Plans are developed to reach these goals.
   c. Resources are allocated according to the plans.
   d. Results are measured against the goals, efforts are evaluated, and what is learned is used to inform new goals and new plans.

2. Results or outcomes are shared to ensure a sense of accountability to all college constituencies.

3. Authentic dialog informs improvement processes.

4. The processes to improve effectiveness are themselves evaluated for effectiveness.

This Program Planning cycle is illustrated in the diagram on the following page:
Institutional effectiveness is infused by the elements at its core: the College Mission, the Governing Board goal of Student Success, and the “Core 4” Institutional Learning Outcomes. These elements guide the cycle, which is carried out in all functions of the college. Beginning with program reviews and student achievement data in the Evaluation stage, the preliminary basis for plans are formed with assessments of Student Learning Outcomes and Administrative Unit Outcomes. As the Student Success Act of 2012 is formalized statewide, the College anticipates incorporating elements of the ARCC (Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges) outcome measures into local performance evaluation measures. The evaluation of College processes, policies and organization is also critical at this stage. At the next step, goal setting takes place as plans are developed, and some of the College-wide plans are listed in the diagram. At the Resource Allocation phase, funding priorities are set as the plans go through the Component and shared governance review – department plans are prioritized within the division, division plans are prioritized within the component and ultimately, discussion at the CPC and Cabinet level is involved. The final stage of implementation also involves the
improvement cycle, using the feedback from evaluation to adjust the process and re-evaluate after changes are made, which will affect the next plan developed.

The Program Planning cycle process for instructional programs consists of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs), assessment of SLOs, narrative program review and planning on a six-year rotation that is coordinated by the Office of Instruction. Student Services departments measure their SLOs in the same manner, coordinated by the Office of the Vice President of Student Services. Non-instructional programs such as those in Administrative Services, Student Services, the President’s Office and administrative areas within Instruction (Office of the Vice President of Instruction, Division Offices, Education Centers, Community Education and Economic Development) have all created Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs) to identify, measure and track progress against desired outcomes. This campus-wide program planning review and assessment process drives the improvements of institutional effectiveness at the department and/or program level. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC) reviews the assessment process along with institutional effectiveness on an ongoing, regular basis.

The process for developing and implementing The Educational Master Plan, The College Strategic Plan (CSP) and the Facilities Master Plan (FMP) provide direction for the entire college. SLOs and AUOs inform the College Strategic Plan, which, in turn informs the Educational Master Plan. Together these plans support the College’s Mission and Vision Statements.

The College’s Mission, supported by both the Educational Master Plan and the College Strategic Plan, provides the guiding principles for a number of department-level plans on campus and the committees that review them, such as the Council for Instructional Planning (CIP) and the Student Services Council (SSC). These principles also guide shared governance review committees such as SPRAC (Services and Program Reduction Advisory Committee) and the College Planning Council (CPC).

EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN
Our next Educational Master Plan was finalized through discussion and review by the college community during the spring 2013 semester. The EMP will help guide decision-making at the college by providing us with a current curriculum baseline for our institutional programs of instruction thus allowing us to better forecast future needs. The EMP will assist us in determining the direction for future growth based on current measures of enrolment, number of class sections and weekly student contact hours (WSCH). The College Planning and Research Office has been heavily involved in developing the new plan and will continue to utilize the data it yields to help inform our overall decisions in implementing the priorities of the College Strategic Plan.

COLLEGE STRATEGIC PLAN
When the College Strategic Plan (CSP) was updated in 2012, the Cabrillo College Governing Board was supportive of consolidating the five previous goals down to two, focusing on student success and college effectiveness, and approved the CSP at its June 2012 meeting. These two
goals set direction for the college and guide resource allocation. Each component proposes specific, measurable objectives with timelines, and identifies responsible individuals and departments for each strategy.

The Cabrillo College Planning and Research Office (PRO) assesses the progress of the CSP goals and objectives on an annual, ongoing basis. The status of each objective is reported and an analysis is provided for those targets not met.

**FACILITIES MASTER PLAN**

The Facilities Master Plan (FMP) was begun in the late 1990s through the course of two voter-approved bond projects, and continues on today with the completion of nearly all bond-funded projects. Two successful bond elections to fund construction resulted in more than $200 million in construction, with oversight provided by a Citizens’ Bond Oversight Committee that monitored all bond expenditures and reported back to the community on construction progress. Although nearly all construction is completed at this time, other projects continue with funding from various grants, such as the Title III Hispanic Serving Institutions STEM grant (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math, received in 2011 to renovate the 800 Building to accommodate a new STEM laboratory and classrooms.

With funding from Bond Measure C and Bond Measure D, in fall 2007 two major new buildings at the College were opened. The Samper Student Activities Center (SAC) is a 50,000 square foot, two-level building housing the Cabrillo College Bookstore, Student Services offices (Vice President and Dean, Assessment, Fast Track to Work, Puente Project, Student Employment, Student Activities, Student Senate and Student Clubs), as well as conference rooms for general meetings. When the 800 building renovation was begun in 2012, the offices of the President and Vice President of Instruction were relocated to the SAC building.

The second major addition to the College in fall 2007 was the new, Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) complex for instructional programs in music, theater, art history and studio art, as well as two new performance venues, the Music Recital Hall and the Crocker Theater.

In May 2008, also with funding from the two bond measures, the College began construction on the Health and Wellness Complex, two state of the art instructional buildings to house the college’s Allied Health Programs (Dental Hygiene, Kinesiology, Medical Assistant, Nursing, Radiologic Technology) as well as the Stroke and Disability Learning Center. The Health and Wellness Complex opened for instruction in fall semester 2009.

The Solari Green Technology Center on Cabrillo’s Watsonville campus was constructed from December 2010 to June 2012, with a combination of funding received by the Measure C and Measure D Bond funds, along with a significant, matching grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA) to build the Center to the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Platinum certification standard, the highest possible. The building was opened for instruction beginning in fall semester 2012, and Construction and Energy Management courses are currently offered.
As each new building came online, its Information Technology (IT) needs were included in the College Technology Plan for smart classroom integration. Between Fall 2009 and Spring 2010, the College completed 15 new smart classrooms and 17 upgraded classrooms. A Hispanic Serving Institutions Title V grant funded in 2009 provided resources for nine additional smart classrooms, although budget constraints since then have slowed the progress of upgrading classrooms. According to the 2012 revision of the College Technology Plan, the College now has a total of 126 smart classrooms. The College will continue to modernize its facilities over the next several years, and as buildings are remodeled, the College will continue to install smart classroom technology.

PROGRAM PLANNING
Program Planning for instructional programs, Student Services, and for non-instructional areas of the college is an ongoing college process. Each instructional program goes through an eighteen-month process every six years on a staggered schedule. Plans have ensured that students continue to meet Cabrillo’s Core Four learning outcomes, discuss how that success can be measured, and how the program can continue to contribute to the goals of the CSP. Instructional program plans set goals and objectives, identify resources needed to accomplish those goals, and provide the evaluation of their effectiveness. Program objectives must be linked to the College Strategic Plan and reflect the overall mission and vision of the college. These plans are reviewed by the Council on Instructional Planning (CIP), which ultimately ranks all program requests for resource allocation. The top third from this prioritized list is reported to CPC and is intended to inform other college and component resource allocation processes.

The instructional program planning process has proven to be a successful model for other components of the college. Every department goes through a regularly scheduled program planning process, tailored to its component, on a six-year cycle. All program review assessments are centered on evaluating how the program facilitates student success at Cabrillo. Plans address how the department’s work relates to the Core Four, our institutional learning outcomes, how it evaluates its SLOs or AUOs and processes for improvement, and what the recommendations are for increasing student success.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The college mission and vision statements, as well as a commitment to student achievement via the Core Four competencies, provide the overarching goals for the college. Since the last accreditation report, a College Master Plan was put into effect from 2008-2011, was extended for one year, and was updated in 2012 as the College Strategic Plan (CSP) to be in effect from 2012-2015. Goal Area Implementation Teams (GAITs) monitored and facilitated strategy development, budget augmentations required for strategy implementation, and strategy reporting. The next three-year College Strategic Plan (CSP) is currently in development, with streamlined goals, from five to two. This plan, along with the Facilities Master Plan, updated to include new construction and the secondary effects of that construction, and an updated Educational Master Plan, Education Centers Program Plan, Technology Plan, Distance Education Strategic Plan and departmental program plans, engage every department of the college in a
systematic and ongoing planning and evaluation process. All of these processes remain aligned with the mission and vision and Core Four for the College, and each program plan relates to the CSP.

The College-wide plans referred to above establish goals and objectives for the college and its departments and provide a process for evaluating college progress. Financial resource allocation takes place through several processes; all are informed by their respective planning processes. Staffing decisions for faculty positions are made through the annual faculty prioritization process, which uses data such as demand for courses as measured through waitlists, the difficulty of hiring adjuncts in the field, and recent retirements. vii Similar processes are in place for the allocation of equipment and supply funds as well as other resources. All allocation requests are expected to originate in and be supported by one or more of the planning processes.

As a result of the current environment of reduced financial support from the State of California, the Services and Program Reduction Advisory Committee (SPRAC) was formed in 2011 as an advisory committee to the College Planning Council (CPC), in order to review plans for reduction in services within departments, and identify unanticipated impacts when staff is reduced.

Ultimately all significant college decisions regarding the allocation of resources are reviewed by the College Planning Council (CPC). This group—composed of representatives from all components, the Faculty Senate, each of the unions, students and administrations—reviews the outcomes of the planning processes and makes recommendations for action to the college president for the approval of Cabrillo’s Governing Board.

1. The institution maintains an ongoing, collegial, self-reflective dialogue about the continuous improvement of student learning and institutional processes.

DESCRIPTION

Redefining the college mission and vision statements has sharpened the focus for the ongoing, collegial dialog. The College Strategic Plan’s utilization of the GAITs (Goal Area Implementation Teams) serves to keep the ongoing dialogue on track.

As noted in previous reports, the richest area for dialogue continues in the Student Learning Outcome (SLO) planning and implementation. The Outcomes Assessment and Review Committee (ARC) is charged with reading and analyzing the assessment reports submitted annually, looking for student needs and issues that may be occurring across the campus, and also scanning for possible issues for campus-wide dialog. In addition, starting in fall 2012, ARC has included as a standing agenda item a discussion of Institutional Effectiveness. Two results of this have been a recommended diagram for institutional program planning (see p. ___) and a recommended template for Administrative/non-Instructional Program Planning. ARC critically analyzes and evaluates its own function and all assessment processes on campus. Its recommendations are reported to campus governing bodies such as the College Planning
Council (CPC), the Faculty and Student Senates, both employee unions and ultimately the Governing Board and are posted on the SLO website.

Cabrillo College’s efforts to engage in dialog continue to be successful. The College Strategic Plan continues to provide a framework for dialog across the institution regarding major college goals and objectives by gathering input from components and processing the information through shared governance structures. The Facilities Master Plan (FMP) continues to address the need for updated and expanded facilities on an aging college campus, and FMP project status reports are taken monthly to the Governing Board. The Facilities Planning Advisory Committee (FPAC), composed of representatives from all major college stakeholders and chaired by the Vice President for Administrative Services, provides a venue for dialog concerning facilities issues. The FPAC recommendations generally flow to the College Planning Council and then to the president and the Governing Board.

The Watsonville Center Master Plan (WCMP) has been subsumed into the current Educational Master Plan, but the Education Centers (Watsonville and Scotts Valley) started a combined program planning process in 2012. The 2013 report gathers input from various college constituents and the local community advisory committees of Watsonville and Scotts Valley/San Lorenzo Valley. The Distance Education program presents its findings annually to the Cabrillo Governing Board, and the Distance Education Strategic Plan describes the current state of distance education, the technologies that support it, and strategies to increase student success by addressing the gap in course success and completion for Distance Education students. The plan notes that communication between students and instructors is the greatest concern to the online student, including but not limited to instructor responsiveness. Distance courses offered at Cabrillo College address student access issues related to geographical, cultural, scheduling and facility barriers.

Program Planning relies on extensive dialog occurring within departments to identify practices, analyze data, and validate efforts to improve student success. Plans are then reviewed by component teams: the Council for Instructional Planning for instructional programs and Instruction Council for non-teaching components within Instruction, the Student Services Council for departments in Student Services, and Administrative Services Council for departments in Administrative Services. Recommendations from all plans are prioritized for the resource allocation process. This program planning process is also designed to facilitate dialogue between the department and its stakeholders; for example, instructional program plans are required to address a department’s relationship with other college departments, high schools, transfer institutions and employers. Instructional planning workshops during the staff development week (Flex) are substantial, to promote a full understanding of the importance of ongoing improvement efforts and to ensure that all participants are prepared to contribute. Program plan drafts are always reviewed at the component level, providing another opportunity for dialogue between every department and a cross section of the broader college community.
Administrative areas not involved in the instructional program planning process have spent the last three years discussing how their departments contribute to student mastery of the college core competencies and how to measure it. Because they provide a wide range of services that enable teaching and learning to occur, but are not directly involved in the formal learning process, their role in assessing SLOs has proven difficult to define. A recent switch to administrative unit outcomes, defined as a description of what the users of their services can do as a result of their department’s efforts, more clearly captures their contribution. The extensive dialogue that led to this change has also provided an opportunity for these areas to create a more sustainable, data-defined planning and review process, though actual assessment measures are still being developed. In 2010, the plan written by the Office of Instruction created a template that was used for the first round of administrative plans, and has since been evaluated and re-designed for the next round.

Besides the planning and evaluation processes across the campus referenced in the Integrated Program Planning at Cabrillo College, some other opportunities for dialogue exist:

- The College Governing Board meets monthly and is engaged in determining the broad general policies which will govern the operation of the District and define the institutional mission and set prudent ethical and legal standards for college as well as take on oversight of operations, and review them periodically. The Governing Board reviews and adopts the annual budget and all that is related to College expenses. Every Governing Board meeting begins with public comments, encouraging dialogue with the entire community.

- College committees constitute a cross section of stakeholders in the committee’s work. Instructional committees generally have Faculty Senate representation and frequently have student representation. Those committees with a broader purview may have representation from Student and Faculty Senates, both unions, and management.

- Regular meetings are scheduled for instructional departments as often as once per week but at least once per semester during Flex Week. A day is set aside in every Flex calendar for these division and department meetings.

- Flex Week planning is the purview of the Staff Development Committee, which evaluates its effectiveness and gathers input for the professional development needs of college employees through two campus-wide surveys each year. There are two Flex Weeks (10 days) per year, with approximately 55 Flex sessions per Flex Week.

- The Student Climate Survey, taken bi-annually, provides an ongoing process for receiving student input regarding college instruction and services. This data is used in almost all college planning activities.

- The College Planning Council (CPC) reviews and recommends resource allocations and recommendations as an advisory role to the President. CPC meets twice a month or more as needed, and is composed of representatives from all major campus constituencies. CPC meetings are open and non-members are provided an opportunity to comment on all matters that come before the Council. The committee serves as a regular forum for dialogue on matters of college-wide concerns.

- The Curriculum Committee meets several times every semester to consider new and modified courses and degrees and certificates. SLO assessment is part of the course and program development and evaluation.
Career Technical Education (CTE) programs have industry advisory committees that promote dialogue between the College and the industry partners.

College-wide space allocation planning was completed in late 2008 by the architectural firm BFGC. The plan enabled the college stakeholders to express their needs and space for all college components was assigned. An influx of grant funds has enabled some of the planning to be completed.

The Sabbatical Leave Review Board reviews proposals for sabbaticals and approves them largely based on student learning/teaching improvement that will be a result.

The Faculty Senate is where significant dialogue about a wide range of campus issues takes place.

EVALUATION

The College meets the Standard. By staying consistent with the College Mission and College Strategic Plan (CSP) the College is addressing priorities to ensure that fiscal funding aligns with the College Mission in the face of deficits that run in the millions of dollars. The planning process to develop a new Educational Master Plan includes many opportunities for input from the College, including an online, campus-wide survey, and on-campus interviews and meetings with various stakeholders at the College.

By aligning the Educational Master Plan with the CSP and the Mission Statement, the College remains focused on producing and supporting student learning. In evaluating its processes for effectiveness, the institution examines evidence of the achievement of student learning outcomes and administrative unit outcomes, in order to refine those processes for increased student learning.

Opportunity for improvement exists in the area of administrative program planning, which is not as developed at the College as instructional program planning and is still refining its processes for maximum effectiveness.

2. The institution sets goals to improve its effectiveness consistent with its stated purposes. The institution articulates its goals and states the objectives derived from them in measurable terms so that the degree to which they are achieved can be determined and widely discussed. The institutional members understand these goals and work collaboratively toward their achievement.

DESCRIPTION

Beginning with the college mission and vision statements and the Core Four, the College Strategic Plan (CSP) continues to be the primary goal-setting pathway for the college. When the CSP was formed in 2011, many strategies of the former College Master Plan (2008-2011) had been completed, measured by strategy updates gathered once in the fall and once in the spring. Project leaders provided an assessment of each strategy’s progress that was not completed, including the likelihood of successful completion and the timeline established. A narrative
description of the strategy’s status was provided, including a project summary, potential obstacles, and next steps. These updates were reviewed by Goal Area Implementation Team (GAIT) members and synthesized by the GAIT chairs. The objectives laid out in the College Strategic Plan Workbook are supported by one or more strategies, which are measured by at least one KPI or one deliverable to assess progress. This workbook was online and available to the entire College community.

College Strategic Plan updates have been in three-year cycles. Key performance indicators (KPIs) and deliverables are used to measure progress on the CSP’s outcomes, and results are presented through updates to the college Governing Board.

The Facilities Master Plan is currently being updated and Facilities Master Plan Project Status updates are prepared monthly, including progress on all bond-funded projects, and presented for Governing Board approval of all project costs and project schedules.

The Technology Plan has been updated and combined with the Information Technology (IT) Program Review, approved through the shared governance process including CPC approval and Technology Advisory Committee approval in May 2012, and Governing Board approval in June 2012. The major objective of the IT Department is to meet the demands of expanding technology integration in all aspects of college life through the maximization and efficient use of College resources, in order to support student success.

The Distance Education Strategic Plan for 2012-14 was last updated in November 2012, and is part of the overall College planning process. In the former College Master Plan, strategies were identified to increase use of current and emerging technologies for student support and for teaching, both on campus and via distance learning. The program has been successful in teaching faculty to use the Blackboard learning management system, with a record 8247 student accounts for 321 sections in spring 2010.

In response to the accreditation visit in 1995, the College implemented program and instructional planning for all departments in the Instruction component. The purpose of Instructional Planning is to recognize quality and assist in the continuous strengthening and improvement of the college’s academic program as well as the support services within the Instruction component, to support and improve student success. The process is designed to:

- provide a rigorous examination of programs and their outcomes
- develop new insights into program effectiveness
- engage departments in planning program improvements that are responsive to student and community needs
- provide information for resource allocation within departments throughout the College.

All programs and services in the Instruction component follow a six-year planning cycle. The Council for Instructional Planning determines the order in which programs will be reviewed.
INSTITUTIONAL GOALS

Using data from the Planning and Research Office, shared governance groups, the Accreditation Steering Committee agreed that the institutional goals should be set to meet or exceed the prior five-year average for course completion, retention, degree completion, transfer, and certificate completion. This would allow the measure to adjust for decreasing or increasing enrollment over time, while holding the goal at a consistent level. The progress on these goals is tracked annually and reported in the College Fact Book. Following is a table showing each of the goals and the prior five-year average. It is worthy to note that although FTES has been in decline since 2009, four out of five measures of standards have increased over the prior five-year average.

Table 6: Institutional Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional student achievement standard</th>
<th>Goal (meet or exceed the prior five-year average)</th>
<th>Current measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course completion</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>72% (Fall 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>52.9% (Fall 2011 to Fall 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree completion</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>909 (Academic Year 2011-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfers to 4-Year colleges/universities</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>1,060 (Academic Year 2011-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE certificate completion (≥18 units)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>131 (Academic Year 2011-12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. The College Strategic Plan goals are clearly stated with measurable objectives that have been widely discussed and regularly assessed. Institution-set standards are clear, quantifiable, and widely available through the online College Fact Book, as is the College’s progress towards meeting the goals. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC), charged with review of SLOs and AUOs from all areas of the college, produces an annual report that is discussed by several shared governance committees and posted online for all the College community to read.** ARC is also charged with Institutional Effectiveness considerations, and makes recommendations regarding college-wide processes such as administrative program planning templates. All departments of the college undergo program review processes to evaluate and improve the outcomes of their work and its impact on students. The College Planning Council (CPC) serves as a forum to discuss institutional goals, objectives, and College-wide issues, and work towards their resolution. The creation of the Services and Program Reduction Advisory Council (SPRAC) as a subcommittee of CPC in 2011 is in alignment with this role.
3. The institution assesses progress toward achieving its stated goals and makes decisions regarding the improvement of institutional effectiveness in an ongoing and systematic cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and reevaluation. Evaluation is based on analyses of both quantitative and qualitative data.

DESCRIPTION

The decision making cycle at Cabrillo College is established and followed by all stakeholders. The College Strategic Plan (CSP) engages in strategic planning to identify current and prospective projects that are promising and deserving of institutional support, to show that planning is related to resource allocation, and to demonstrate responsiveness to accreditation recommendations and other forms of external accountability. It helps managers and staff to prioritize activities and accomplish important institutional objectives. The CSP refers to the biannual strategy updates which reference resource needs. Ultimately, the success of a strategy shows that it was supported with resources.

The College is looking to the CSP goals to facilitate a strategic focus and to align and coordinate the CSP with our other planning activities including the Board Goals, the Educational Master Plan, the Facilities Master Plan, the College response to the Student Success Task Force recommendations, and our accreditation self-evaluation. The appropriateness of the CSP goals is evaluated by a wide array of campus community members and by stakeholders from all constituent groups, including review and discussion by CPC and by the Board.

The Facilities Master Plan (FMP) is on a much longer cycle than the College Strategic Plan (CSP). The current FMP was last updated in 2007. The construction projects funded at that time are now completed, including the major capital construction projects outlined in the Measure C and Measure D bond programs that received state funding. The Solari Green Technology Center in Watsonville was the last of the new projects to be completed. Repairs, renovation and modernization of classrooms and other space will be included in the next phase of the bond program and capital construction for the District. State funding for capital construction continues to be limited; however, District staff will continue to monitor availability and to prioritize projects in the space reallocation plan.

The Technology Plan was developed and revised in 2012 to meet the needs of rapidly changing technologies and campus needs. The 2012 Technology Plan acknowledges that technology at Cabrillo College is an integral component of multiple aspects of learning, teaching and student support, and provides the foundation and infrastructure for administrative and Instructional requirements. The plan recommends changes in the department in order to maximize technical opportunities and allocate staff resources and consistent funding to leverage the many projects and mission critical services listed in the IT Strategic plan to improve Institution Outcomes.

The Watsonville Center Master Plan revision is integrated into the college-wide 2013 Education Master Plan and the newly integrated Education Centers Program Plan (2013-2016) addressing both the Watsonville and Scotts Valley Centers. Both the Technology Plan and the Education...
Centers Plan will need to follow a shorter cycle than six years due to developments that require a shorter cycle to be responsive in supporting student success.

Planning processes work in concert with plans working with one another. To make planning decisions, both qualitative and quantitative data is used to support the establishment of goals and objectives and then to evaluate progress toward achieving those goals and objectives. The annually updated College Fact Book [4] provides a rich source of data. The Fact Book is available to help faculty, staff, students and members of the college community better understand the operations of the college in the areas of Governance, Instruction, Students, Faculty, Fiscal/Budget information, and Facilities/Services.

The college conducts a biannual Student Climate Survey. The survey of the Campus climate or atmosphere refers to students’ activities and perceptions of aspects inside and outside the classroom environment. It also provides an assessment of the psychological climate.

Instructional departments undergoing Instructional planning processes receive extensive data used to evaluate student enrollment, student performance, faculty load, program expenditures, occupational outlooks for Career Technical Education (CTE), and former student success in the job market (for CTE.) These planning processes include the planning for the facilities used to house the program, as well as the faculty and staff required to support the program. Additional instructional materials and other services necessary to deliver and support instruction are considered. Scrutiny has been placed on course attendance, retention, and course and program completion. There is not a separate process for the planning, approval, evaluation or review of courses offered in DE mode – these courses are expected to meet all the standards of courses taught in the traditional mode. The rationale for offering courses in DE mode is based on student demand for the courses, indicating the benefit of the access to instruction for students afforded by the DE mode.

Because of the number of programs within its purview, the Instructional component began by phasing in SLO assessment. Now that this phase is complete, the full scope of assessment, called The Revolving Wheel of Assessment, has been implemented. All Instructional departments are now in the process of assessing students’ mastery of course, certificate, and degree SLOs within the ongoing Instructional Planning process.

Student Services and non-instructional areas have also entered the program planning cycle since the last accreditation visit. SLOs and AUOs have been drafted, assessed and incorporated into these program plans.

EVALUATION

The College is working toward full compliance with the standard. Many departments of the College have a full planning cycle implemented which is integrated with resource allocation and systemic re-evaluation, and other areas are still clarifying procedures that will make these processes systemic, cyclical and transparent. The College Planning Council (CPC) is a shared
governance committee of the College that is advisory to the President and in which all constituent groups are represented, and in which Budget referendums are vetted and approved by the Governing Board. The CPC meetings are a formal, but open dialogue and forum and are open to members of the entire College community. The current budget crisis modality shows how much we are doing correctly. Clearly this is the most difficult planning process, and although it is not pain-free, it is functional in its current form.

4. The institution provides evidence that the planning process is broad based, offers opportunities for input by appropriate constituencies, allocates necessary resources, and leads to improvement of institutional effectiveness.

DESCRIPTION

The Governing Board goals for 2011-12 includes a priority for allocating resources for student success, which will determine whether or not “compensation and benefits for all employee groups that are sustainable...,” and whether “staffing patterns that conserve resources to support student achievement” to ensure that we allocate “resources to creatively address student needs and increase achievement of student goals.”

The College Planning Council (CPC) has a broad-based constituency and open meetings when anyone from the college community may attend and give input on planning issues. Included in its purpose is to oversee and evaluate college planning, and review budgetary and resource allocation matters. Occasionally, CPC will establish a subcommittee such as the Services and Program Reduction Advisory Committee (SPRAC) to serve in an advisory capacity, in this case regarding the impact of classified staff reductions.

The Council for Instructional Planning includes representation from all divisions, the SLO coordinator and Faculty Senate, to review all program plans and prioritize program directions and recommendations in a cluster ranking. All of the instructional plans with the identified priorities from the CIP are compiled into a larger report and forwarded to the College Planning Council for use in resource augmentation recommendations. In addition, divisions use the program plans to guide budget augmentation requests. [3]

Other groups meeting to consider college issues include the Facilities Planning & Advisory Committee (FPAC), Student Services Council, Administrative Services Council, Instruction Council, and the Managers’ group. Committee memberships are inclusive of all stakeholders, and include students, classified staff, confidential employees, faculty and management where appropriate.

Resource Allocation, including staff and faculty positions, instructional equipment, supplies and services and facilities are informed and guided by the results of planning processes. Each of the planning processes prioritizes the identified resource needs and these rankings are taken into consideration by those involved in recommending and deciding upon resource allocations.
Specific requests for resources are required to identify how the request is supported by the goals of the relevant planning processes.

There will inevitably be plans made that cannot be fulfilled due to budget constraints. However, the effectiveness of planning cycles is evident when each area is able to prioritize its needs clearly and find resources for the most critical ones. The College has also followed strategies to increase its capacity when funding is short: for example, there have been successful bond measures passed for facilities and Hispanic Serving Institution status has been achieved to qualify for Title III and V Strengthening Institution grants.

Implemented plans have resulted in changes to instructional departments. For example, English has enlarged its selection of courses involved in learning communities for basic skills students, and increased numbers of students are now successfully moving through the basic skills sequence. Plans have also produced changes in non-instructional areas, such as the pilot restructuring of Admissions and Records and Financial Aid in Watsonville to be combined under Enrollment Services, ultimately streamlining processes to benefit students and support increased success. One significant result of improvement of institutional effectiveness is the streamlining of five College Strategic Plan goals down to two, simplifying the assessment and review process for greater impact on student success.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Planning is broad-based, resulting in improvement of institutional effectiveness, and the necessary resources are allocated within the capacity of the institutional budget.

5. The institution uses documented assessment results to communicate matters of quality assurance to appropriate constituencies.

DESCRIPTION

The Education Master Plan, College Strategic Plan and Fact Book contain assessment results that speak to quality assurance and are posted on the College’s website. The Facilities Master Plan progress is reported to the Governing Board through Status Updates each month, including details of all projects and the costs associated. In addition, the Bond Oversight Committee’s frequent and regular reports to the Governing Board are available from 2004 to the present on the college website. The Fact Book offers a detailed description of the college’s current and historical performance on a variety of key indicators such as transfer, success, and retention rates. There is also a great deal of demographic information that is very useful for Cabrillo students, faculty and staff.

The Campus Climate student survey is conducted bi-annually and is used to address the needs and concerns of the student body in relation to instruction, enrollment and registration processes, student government, facilities, and other elements of the student experience.
Campus climate or atmosphere refers to students’ activities and perceptions of aspects inside and outside the classroom environment. [5]

Instructional Programs have defined student learning outcomes for each certificate and degree awarded. These are now referenced in the College Catalog [6]. Course Outlines of Record all include one or more Student Learning Outcomes. As these learning outcomes have been defined, they have also been evaluated by the Assessment Review Committee (ARC) with an eye toward recognition of the progress being made to meeting the outcomes programmatically. The ARC reports their findings regularly to the governing board, and their reports are posted on the College web pages. As the 2012 annual ARC report demonstrates, SLO efforts at the campus have moved from the set up stage through institutionalization and are now focused on quality assurance. [7]

Annually, approximately 12 instructional programs undergo comprehensive instructional planning each year, producing a report and recommendations for improvements and for additional resources. The purpose of Instructional Planning is to recognize quality and assist in the continuous strengthening and improvement of the college academic program as well as the support services in the Instruction component. Instructional Plans and annual plans are posted on the college “P” drive, under Instruction, and accessible on all college-networked computers.

Most planning documents and survey information is available to the college (internally) and to the general public (externally) via the Cabrillo College website. Program plans for instructional areas and non-instructional areas are available on some departmental websites, such as those of the Vice President of Student Services and Vice President of Administrative Services offices.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Extensive assessment data is collected and integrated into key planning documents for quality assurance, and feedback from the College website where information about institutional quality is posted serves to assess the effectiveness of this communication to the public.

6. The institution assures the effectiveness of its ongoing planning and resource allocation processes by systematically reviewing and modifying, as appropriate, all parts of the cycle, including institutional and other research efforts.

DESCRIPTION

The Accreditation Self-Evaluation is used as the primary mechanism for an overarching systematic review and modification of the college’s planning and resource allocation processes. The cyclical process of the Self-Evaluation encourages the college stakeholders to remain engaged in planning processes, and to keep those plans current. This structure for planning is what motivated College Master Planning and Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs), and these have proved to be highly effective and beneficial strategies for the college. The Accreditation Self-
Evaluation continues to help the college take stock of its planning and resource allocation; it also continues to keep a college-wide dialogue going that is very important to all planning processes. The revision of the Educational Master Plan for 2013 also provided opportunities for reviewing the planning cycle and research efforts, as well as that of the College Strategic Plan in 2012. All resource requests in planning documents must state how they relate to at least one of these two major plans.

Instructional program planning, as well as most administrative/non-instructional planning, runs on a six-year cycle. The Council for Instructional Planning has at least two business meetings per year in which the process is discussed, evaluated and modified to provide more clarity and guidance to departments going through the process. It is during these meetings that templates and guidelines are created and modified, including refining the SLO assessment documentation and evaluation procedures involved. Distance Education planning is reflected in the Distance Education Strategic Plan, which is reviewed by the Distance Education Committee and several shared governance committees before going to the Governing Board. The Distance Education Committee includes representation from instructors currently teaching distance education and hybrid classes, and this body gives input on revisions and modifications to the planning process and institutional and research efforts.

The Facilities Master Plan has a longer planning cycle due to the long timelines associated with funding sources for construction, development of plans, and the time required to complete construction. However, within the approximate 10-year cycle, the Facilities Planning Advisory Committee meets regularly to provide guidance and oversight to the efforts to implement the plan, including modifications and revisions as appropriate. The next Facilities Master Plan update will be reviewed at the June 2013 Governing Board meeting. (See June 10, 2013 minutes.) In addition, the Bond Oversight Committee reports annually on the expenditures of the voter-approved measures, as per their charge "to review expenditures and ensure that bond proceeds were expended for purposes set forth in Measure D."

The revision of the College’s Technology Plan in 2010 incorporated an IT Retreat, Datatel action planning, establishment of a Technology Plan Development Committee, and technology project prioritization meetings with each component to establish the outline for the new plan.

The Technology Plan Development Committee has identified themes that will be systematically reviewed and modified as the new plan is implemented, including Virtualization, Security, and Green Computing.

The Assessment Review Committee (ARC) took on the College’s review of institutional effectiveness (IE) in fall 2012, to ensure that assessment of IE is ongoing and reported out at a high level to the College Planning Council. The ARC examines SLO and AUO assessment at all levels, from the smallest departments to the College-wide “big picture.” The Integrated Planning diagram was discussed and modified by ARC, and recommended for the Self-Evaluation document. Additionally, ARC discussed the Program Planning template drafted by Student
Services component and modified it to serve as a template College-wide for administrative/non-instructional planning. Future discussions may modify these documents further.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Ongoing planning processes at several levels of the College incorporate systematic review and modification of all parts of the cycle. Room for improvement exists in ensuring that the review process of the planning cycle is systematic at all levels of the college.

7. The institution assesses its evaluation mechanisms through a systematic review of their effectiveness in improving instructional programs, student support services, and library and other learning support services.

DESCRIPTION

The college continues to measure its effectiveness of its instructional programs using indicators such as course success and completion, certificate and degree rates, and student satisfaction. Ongoing systems collect and report these statistics and the planning and resource allocation systems have been designed to make extensive use of the effectiveness of programs and services.

In addition to using accreditation standards to assess the overall effectiveness of institutional programs and services, the College examines results from the assessment of SLOs and AUOs as evidence of its programs and services. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee has been reviewing the progress made with SLOs since 2007. Some of the assessment results have contributed to improvement in instructional areas, for example increasing the recommended level of English preparation for History courses, integrating the teaching of reading and writing in English and History, and examining how success in English and Math can increase student success in other departments such as Computer Applications and Computer Information Systems.

Student support services, library and other learning support services are evaluated through the program planning process, which includes surveys of students and as appropriate the larger College community and examination of data pertaining to successful attainment of SLOs and AUOs for the area. As program plans are developed, deficiencies in student success measures are examined and solutions are developed to address them. For example, in finding that many counseling appointments were being used to address simple procedural questions such as how to reset a WebAdvisor password, “BYMA” (Before You Make an Appointment) was posted to inform students of the steps to take prior to seeing a counselor, and how to get simple information that did not need a counseling appointment. The result was that students came with more appropriate needs to appointments and made better use of their time, ensuring higher levels of success.
EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. The program planning/instructional planning process is entirely rooted in dialogue, as is the development of SLOs and AUOs. As plans are formalized, the dialogue continues, taking on a more campus-wide consideration—more dialogue and more evaluation takes place. The quality of the planning itself is evaluated, as well as that of the SLOs/AUOs and their assessment. Resources for growth are assigned based on this evaluation, and ultimately, the entire institution is evaluated based on these criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANNING AGENDA</th>
<th>Lead Responsible</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully implement the Integrated Program Planning cycle at all of its stages throughout the College at each department, division and component level</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>December 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a staggered, comprehensive, six-year cycle with annual updates for all departments undergoing Administrative/non-Instructional Program Planning</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>December 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Administrative Council, Managers, and the College Planning Council (CPC). Need CPC Minutes.
2. Need May 2011 governing board minutes
3. Need minutes from Jan 18 2012 CPC meeting
4. Need notes from March 14 2012 meeting
5. Need IT plan section
6. See above
7. Insert faculty prioritization template (not correct name)
8. Need minutes from SSC and ARC
9. Governing Board Agenda
10. List of college committees and members
11. Fall 2010 Flex calendar
12. Flex Week Report to Governing Board
13. Need minutes from SLRB
14. Need survey for EMP
15. College Strategic Plan Workbook
16. CSP KPIs
17. CPC May and June Board minutes approving Tech plan
18. Reference latest version of Tech Plan
19. Insert Instructional Dept Program Planning schedule
20. 2011 ARC Report
21. Insert Space Reallocation Plan
22. Insert Student Climate Survey
23. Insert Instructional Planning Process
24. Reference Board goals 2011-12
25. Insert CPC charter?
26. (evidence – basic skills report)
27. Refer CSP, EMP & Fact Book
xxviii Governing Board agenda with FMP update
xxix Bond Oversight Committee report
xxxxx CIP minutes of business meetings
STANDARD IIA: Student Learning Programs and Services

The institution offers high-quality instructional programs, student support services, and library and learning support Services that facilitate and demonstrate the achievement of stated student learning outcomes. The institution provides an environment that supports learning, enhances student understanding and appreciation of diversity, and encourages personal and civic responsibility as well as intellectual, aesthetic, and personal development for all its students.

Instructional Programs

_The institution offers high-quality instructional programs in recognized and emerging fields of study that culminate in identified student outcomes leading to degrees, certificates, employment or transfer to other higher education institutions or programs consistent with its mission. Instructional programs are systematically assessed in order to assure currency, improve teaching and learning strategies, and achieve stated student learning outcomes. The provisions of this standard are broadly applicable to all instructional activities offered in the name of the institution._

Student success, as measured by course-embedded student learning outcomes assessment, guides all ongoing planning efforts. Since the College mission is very broad, all institutional offerings – included those offered through Distance Education - align with “helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals.” All academic programs have revised their curriculum to include SLOs at the course, program, and/or certificate levels. One unique aspect of Cabrillo’s process is that General Education is considered all one program. Unlike many other colleges across the state, individual departments that teach transfer or basic skills courses (which lead to transfer) do not write and assess individual program outcomes. Instead, they assess the four college core competencies which serve as the GE program outcomes as well as the outcomes for our AA and AS degrees. In addition, faculty assess all course SLOs. CTE programs, on the other hand, assess the SLOs of every degree, certificate and course that they offer. The assessment of the transfer courses that are part of CTE degree requirements are assessed by transfer faculty. However, CTE departments dialog with the transfer departments to make sure that their students’ learning needs are being met.

SLOs and their assessment are integrated into the college’s instructional planning and curriculum review processes, through which programs are assessed for currency, high quality, teaching and learning strategies, and student learning outcomes. The assessment process for DE courses is the same as that for courses taught in the traditional mode. Every department is required to participate in what is known as the “Revolving Wheel of Assessment,” assessing each of the Core 4 competencies and SLOs for every course (if they are a transfer or basic skills department) or all course, certificate and degree SLOs (if they are a CTE department). This assessment occurs over a five year period. During the sixth and final year of the instructional planning cycle, faculty take an in-depth look at assessment results to help them plan for their next planning cycle. In addition, they review all curricula, including their SLOs. Discussion of the
SLO assessment process occurs within departments and then at the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, the Faculty Senate, Instructional Council, Curriculum Council, and the Council for Instructional Planning.

1. The institution demonstrates that all instructional programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, address and meet the mission of the institution and uphold its integrity.

The Cabrillo College Mission and Vision Statements set the tone for the instructional programs offered at the college. Excellence is achieved via instructional planning, course articulation with four-year universities for transfer courses, industry advisory council review and oversight of CTE programs and courses, and through newly established basic skills and learning communities programs.

The fields of study in which the institution offers programs comprise a balanced General Education curriculum, preparation courses in the basic skills, and Career Technical Education (CTE) programs that prepare students for jobs and careers that are in demand. This demand is measured by enrollment in CTE programs and subsequent employment in the field, tracked through completer/leaver surveys. The Planning and Research Office (PRO) has online information regarding student achievement outcomes, including the College Fact Book and a Pathways to Prosperity study. Several other PRO studies and reports track student success data.

a. The institution identifies and seeks to meet the varied educational needs of its students through programs consistent with their educational preparation and the diversity, demographics, and economy of its communities. The institution relies upon research and analysis to identify student learning needs and to assess progress toward achieving stated learning outcomes.

DESCRIPTION

To serve the divergent requirements of Cabrillo’s students the college offers classes at the main Aptos campus, along with Education Centers in Watsonville and Scotts Valley. Courses are scheduled Monday through Friday from 6:30am to midnight with some classes meeting on Saturdays. The college offers between 1300 and 1400 sections of courses for fall and spring semesters. The development of the Schedule of Classes and decisions about which courses to offer are developed in a collaborative manner by faculty, program chairs, and deans.

One major way that the college identifies student needs is through SLO assessment. A description of the assessment process is described in detail in section 2A1c. After undertaking assessment, each department meets to share and then dialogue about the results, identifying areas of student needs and making plans for the improvement of teaching and learning. The results of these faculty meetings are recorded on the Departmental Assessment Analysis form.
which is submitted to the Vice President of Instructions office as part of an annual report and then examined again in depth during the department’s instructional program planning process.¹

In addition, the college engages in systematic surveying to gauge student interests and needs. This effort is led by the Planning and Research Office which conducts annual surveys of students as part of each program’s planning process. PRO also puts together a college-wide survey of student opinions (the Campus Climate Survey) and is able to track trends in the students’ interests and needs with data sets that go back over ten years. All college-wide and program-related information is published annually in the college Fact Book, readily available online. This quantitative data is crucial for instructional planning, to revise existing programs, to provide evidence for grant writing, and to develop new programs and course offerings.

The college continues to develop specialized curriculum to meet the changing needs of its student population. One area of innovation and national leadership for the college has been in designing and implementing the Academy for College Excellence (ACE) program, dedicated to accelerating the education of under-prepared students for college-level performance by preparing them for the rigors of academic study and the behaviors required for professional career success. The ACE model is a pioneer in using curriculum in the classroom to maintain 7/24 student support through student peer networks as well as creating a pedagogy intent on building intrinsic motivation within students to persist. The creation and evolution of the ACE pedagogy, curriculum and model including areas like basic science preparation and accelerated mathematics has been funded by several national foundations. Other programs that utilize specialized curriculum include: Allied Health, Early Childhood Education, Puente, Fast Track to Work, MESA, ACCESS, the Honors Transfer Program, and a variety of other learning communities.¹

b. The institution utilizes delivery systems and modes of instruction compatible with the objectives of the curriculum and appropriate to the current and future needs of its students.

DESCRIPTION

Every section of every course taught uses the same course objectives, content, and learning outcomes from a common Course Outline of Record. These course outlines are written by faculty, reviewed and approved by the Curriculum Committee, and approved by the Faculty Senate and the Governing Board. Each course is assigned a unique ID number from the Chancellor’s Office. These same processes guide the development of courses in a Distance Learning format and courses taught at different times on different days. Course outlines and syllabi are available in all division offices.

Cabrillo’s Distance Education program has continued to grow over the last six years, both in size and diversity of course offerings. The Annual Distance Education Report to the Board of Trustees is an assessment of the distance education program’s effectiveness in supporting faculty development, policy implementation, and implementation of strategies to improve student...
success and retention. The report also compares Cabrillo’s distance education outcomes to statewide statistics. According to the DE Annual Report, student performance in DE classes meets or exceeds the statewide average. One third of the graduates receiving degrees or certificates have taken three or more distance education courses. The college regularly participates in both state and national surveys assessing student success, retention, and program development. For example, the college participated in the Chancellor’s Office “W” Survey, which identified focus areas for quality improvement in distance education. The DE Committee meets monthly during the academic year to discuss policy and procedure modifications that support student success. The effectiveness of a DE course is assessed via the faculty evaluation process. Along with student evaluations and peer review, faculty review success and retention data, and participate in the SLO assessment process. The evaluation of a DE course utilizes a standardized rubric developed by the DE Committee in collaboration with a CCFT/DE Task Force. This tool includes definitions and examples of regular effective academic engagement, accessibility standards, and course design best practices. Course content developed by publishers are evaluated by the individual faculty or department, and the Teaching and Learning Center provides guidance in what to look for in publisher content considered for DE delivery.

As new technology and teaching methodologies have emerged in this area, the faculty work with the staff at the Teaching and Learning Center to adapt their courses and methods to the changing times. All Distance Education courses meet the state guidelines and regulations pertaining to DE courses. Each DE course is required to verify the content meets accessibility standards and methods are used to ensure regular effective academic engagement with students. All DE courses require separate Curriculum Committee approval to ensure that quality and content are parallel to the traditional classroom version of the course. Individual faculty continue to develop new courses, and the number of DE courses has increased since the College’s last accreditation cycle, leveling off over the past three years at 80–90 sections per term. The growth in web-enhanced and hybrid courses has increased in recent years, and currently over 9,000 students per term use the Blackboard learning management system to extend learning beyond the classroom. For example, students access and submit assignments, use web resources, and participate in discussion forums facilitated by the instructor. Training in DE pedagogy is available at the Teaching and Learning Center throughout the academic year with special and general training sessions regularly scheduled during Flex Week.¹

Faculty identify the methods of instruction for every course. The college’s curriculum and course management system, CurricUNET, offers faculty a simple mechanism for choosing among service learning opportunities, work experience, field experience, lecture, lab activity, independent study, or distance learning methodologies. Many DE classes include interactive web forums.
Most courses are scheduled Monday through Thursday, with many Friday or Saturday classes, weekend instruction, short-term courses, and scheduling that requires coordinating different learning communities. The college has a Study Abroad Program that offers Foreign Languages and Social Sciences courses in foreign countries. Each Study Abroad program has rigorous pre-departure preparation and formal post-return evaluation processes in place. In 2012 two different Study Abroad programs were cancelled due to low enrollments, but most Latin America programs continue to have high enrollments.

c. The institution identifies student learning outcomes for courses, programs, certificates and degrees; assesses student achievement of those outcomes; and uses assessment results to make improvements.

DESCRIPTION

Identification of SLOs

The identification of SLOs was one of the first tasks undertaken by the college as it created its SLO assessment process beginning in 2002. The Faculty Senate wrote the four college core competencies that serve as the student learning outcomes for all A.S. and A.A. degrees granted at the college and also serve as the SLOs for its General Education program in 2002-2003. The Core Four are: Communication, Critical Thinking and Information Competency, Global Awareness, and Personal Responsibility and Professional Development. As a result of feedback from the Student Senate and from individual faculty, the Senate revised the Core 4 in 2007, adding a greater emphasis on sustainability and global citizenship.

The faculty of the college identify SLOs for all courses, which are housed in the Course Outline of Record. The adoption of CurricUNET as the college’s curriculum database program has facilitated the adoption of SLOs and Core Four competencies into the academic culture of the college. All college faculty have access to CurricUNET, although much of the actual work on CurricUNET is performed by program chairs. The Course Outline of Record lists which college core competencies the course addresses as well the course SLOs, thus mapping the connection between these two levels of student achievement.

Beginning in 2004, departments began to write SLOs for all curricula and, in the case of CTE programs, to write certificate and degree SLOs when undergoing program planning and curriculum review. Since only approximately twelve departments embark on program planning each year, this work was completed in 2008. The SLO Coordinator worked with program chairs and faculty to assist them in crafting SLOs that capture each course, certificate and degree’s central teaching and learning focus. When some departments then began to assess these SLOs, they discovered some needed revision. The SLO coordinator continues to work with any department that requests help in revising SLOs or writing ones for new courses, certificates and degrees. Information about how to write SLOs is posted on the SLO website, and finally, course
SLOs are evaluated by the SLO coordinator as part of the curriculum approval process and are then approved by the Curriculum Committee.

Students are made aware of the course SLOs, certificate and degree SLOs and the Core 4 college competencies in various ways. The college core competencies are printed in the college Catalog. Beginning in 2012, the SLOs for all CTE certificates and degrees are printed there as well. Instructors are also asked to list the course SLOs on their syllabi.¹

In fall 2011, as one of the responses to the budget crisis, a joint committee composed of members of the Faculty Senate and administration worked to create a program discontinuance matrix, gathering numerical evidence to compare programs across campus in case the budget shortfall would necessitate the elimination of some programs. One of the factors in the matrix was the writing of SLOs. To gather evidence for it, a curriculum audit was undertaken. The audit revealed a lack of SLOs in some courses that departments had not been offering but were still in the course catalog, in some special studies courses and across a few departments. Departments then went to work writing the missing SLOs. At this point, most of the gaps revealed by the audit have been corrected, and almost all courses have SLOs written for them. Those that don’t are in the curriculum approval process.¹

**Assessment of SLOs**

All Basic Skills and Transfer departments are now required to assess each of the four core competencies, and their course SLOs as part of their ongoing six-year program planning cycle. CTE departments are now required to assess all course and certificate SLOs. The SLOs for CTE degrees are generally their highest level certificate plus a number of required units of General Education, often including some required courses. CTE departments are not expected to assess those GE courses – this is left to the faculty who teach them – but they are asked to dialog with the departments whose GE courses they require as part of the program planning process.

This cycle of required assessment is known as the Revolving Wheel of Assessment. The SLO chapter details how the Revolving Wheel was phased in from 2004-2008, during the set-up phase of our SLO processes. Since 2009, most departments have completed their first full six-year cycle of assessing course, certificate SLOs and core competencies, and all have assessed something, completing the college’s focus on institutionalizing SLO assessment. Now, Instruction has moved to a new phase, focused on quality assurance, as it improves processes to ensure full compliance with the college’s SLO standards. The following evaluation section details these current efforts.¹¹
Table 7: Summary of the Revolving Wheel of Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th><strong>Transfer and Basic Skills Programs</strong></th>
<th><strong>CTE Programs</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009-</td>
<td>Assess 4 Core Four</td>
<td>Assess all certificate SLOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>Assess all Course SLOs</td>
<td>Assess all course SLOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meet with GE departments whose courses are required for degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SLO assessment methods for basic skills and transfer courses were created by the Faculty Senate in 2003-2004 and revised in 2011. Faculty have a choice of three methods to assess SLOs: 1) analyzing student performance on a major assignment, 2) analyzing answers to a set of test questions or 3) creating a pre and post-test that is given to students at the beginning and end of the semester. Those who choose to evaluate a major assignment develop a grading rubric to assure that the SLOs are achieved. The rubrics help faculty to break down student learning into distinct categories and identify specific student needs and issues. But they also serve as an immediate and discrete mechanism to give students feedback on their work. In addition, they can help faculty teaching different sections of the same course to align their work.

When first introducing SLO assessment to the campus, the SLO Coordinator regularly provided training on how to write rubrics during Flex Week. The SLO Coordinator continues to provide helpful feedback on developing rubrics for those departments or individual faculty who request it. Materials about how to create rubrics are also posted on the SLO website.

Unlike transfer and basic skills departments, CTE programs use a wider variety of methods to assess their course and certificate SLOs, determined by the department itself rather than the Faculty Senate. For instance, Horticulture and Culinary Arts often choose course-embedded assignments or tests, particularly those that result in the production of a plant or food product. Nursing, on the other hand, evaluates student success in passing the National Council Licensure Examination (NCLEX) as one measure of its program outcomes, along with other more specific assessments of single outcomes. Nursing feels that the licensure data, combined with the assessment of specific program outcomes, gives them a better overall picture of how the program has trained students to succeed as nurses.

**Use of Assessment Results to Make Improvements**

Every semester, primarily during Flex week, faculty meet with their departments to share assessment results and dialogue about the student needs and issues that came to light during this process. Plans are made for the improvement of teaching and learning along with a timeline for their implementation. This flurry of conversation and planning is recorded on Departmental Assessment Analysis forms.
This rich dialogue is later used as the basis for program planning, providing evidence for many departmental goals and recommendations. The Departmental Assessment Analysis forms are submitted as an appendix to the program plan. Since 2011, the Assessment Analysis forms for the past year are also submitted to the Vice President of Instruction’s office along with that year’s annual update. Eventually, five years’ worth of Assessment Analysis forms are analyzed in depth by departments, used as the basis for funding requests and submitted with their program plans to the Council of Instructional Planning. There they are evaluated and, once approved, forwarded to the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee for further analysis (see below for a discussion about this committee’s charge).

CTE programs also receive additional input from outside advisory committees to improve their programs and curriculum. These advisory panels help programs to keep in line with emerging industry directions and trends and help programs respond to those evolving critical needs in their field. Sometimes, advisory committees recommend revisions to the curriculum, often informed by SLO assessment and program faculty react by revising courses, degrees, and certificates as needed.

The SLO assessment discussions have resulted in changes to many departments. A quick glance through the Assessment Analysis forms turned in with the 2010 and 2011 program plans reveal that faculty are working to improve learning and teaching by:

- Revising the scaffolding of specific assignments and the assignments themselves (many departments)
- Sharing assignments and rubrics among department faculty (many departments)
- Increasing faculty training and development (many departments)
- Integrating the teaching of reading and writing (English, History)
- Seeking funding for new facilities and/or technologies (Dance, Computer Information Systems, Engineering Technology, Theatre Arts)
- Meeting with faculty in English and Math to discuss how their courses can increase student success in other departments (Computer Applications, Computer Information Systems)
- Improving student writing by changing the recommended level of English preparation for all courses (History) or designating all courses a writing factor class (Political Science)
- Utilizing peer review as a classroom strategy (Physics, Art Studio)

Some of these strategies have led to specific, measurable improvements in student outcomes that not only illustrate how SLO assessment can improve student performance, but also demonstrate Cabrillo’s linkage between SLO assessment, program planning and budgeting. One example from the Economics department shows how clickers, a classroom response tool that can help instructors to keep better track of student learning, produced a measurable increase in student performance and “offered explanatory power to the course scores.” In addition, the dialogue that resulted from several departmental assessment efforts has resulted in institutional
changes. For example, when the English Department assessed the core competency of Personal Responsibility and Professional Development in 2010, the assessment results indicated some problems with plagiarism. The department offered two flex workshops for the entire campus on the issue: “Writing the Research Paper: How to Guide Students to Success (fall 2010) and “Got Cheaters? Let’s Talk” in Spring 2011. Working from the ideas that emerged at the latter workshop, a committee was formed, composed of members of the Faculty Senate, classified staff, students, and an administrator, that revised the plagiarism description in the Student Rights and Responsibility handbook and designed a campus honor code. The code was adopted by the Faculty Senate in Fall 2011 and is now in use. It is published in the Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook that is made available to all students.

In 2007, the Engineering program plan, in part influenced by needs revealed by some SLO assessment results and a student survey, stated as one of its goals “Improve interdepartmental student and faculty collaboration of the Engineering, Engineering Technology, Physics, and MESA by remodeling the 800 building to provide classrooms, labs, and offices for these departments.” This was echoed in later program plans from Computer Information Systems, Engineering Technology and Physics. In 2011 Cabrillo received a 4.3 million dollar STEM (Science Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) grant from the Department of Education to increase the number of Hispanic students in STEM fields and construct a new integrated STEM center to house these departments. This is a radical alignment of campus programs and buildings that promises increased student success.

Assessment results are also used to make improvements through the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC). Since 2007, this shared governance committee composed of faculty, administrators, staff and students has reviewed the SLO assessment results from all campus program planning that has occurred over the last year. The committee analyzes those assessment results along with the college’s assessment processes and makes suggestions for changes and improvements. These suggestions are contained in an annual report that is presented to the Faculty Senate, the Governing Board, the College Planning Council, the Master Planning Committee and both unions. The report is also posted on the campus SLO website.

The ARC report helps guide the college to refine assessment processes, identifies best practices, and offers an overall picture of how robust the assessment process is among various departments. Many of the ARC recommendations have become institutionalized practices (see following chart from the 2012 report). Others become incorporated into the College Strategic plan or are worked on by other bodies.
Table 8: Past Recommendations that are now Institutional Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Recommendation</th>
<th>Past Recommendation</th>
<th>Actions Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Offer an intensive SLO Assessment workshop for all faculty in instructional departments two years in advance of Program Planning</td>
<td>Annual Spring Flex Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Support ongoing, sustained staff development in the assessment of student learning, including rubric development.</td>
<td>Ongoing Flex Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Share effective practices and methods for modeling strategies for assignments</td>
<td>Ongoing Flex Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Provide support for faculty as they confront challenges to academic ethics, such as plagiarism and other forms of cheating</td>
<td>On-going Flex workshops; creation of Student Honor Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Provide sustained faculty development for addressing student learning needs in reading, research and documentation, and writing</td>
<td>On-going Flex workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Communicate to the college at large the importance of maintaining and documenting a college-wide planning process that systematically considers student learning, including non-instructional areas.</td>
<td>“Breakfast with Brian” flex workshops; development of the Faculty Inquiry Network; Bridging Research Information and Culture Technical Assistance Project; discussions about Student Success Task Force Recommendations; campus wide focus on Student Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Survey campus to assess awareness of Cabrillo’s SLO process</td>
<td>First survey administered Fall 2011; second to be administered Spring 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ARC report also charts emerging trends (see Table 4, p. 67). If an assessment issue arises from many campus areas, not just Instruction, and is judged to be significant enough to benefit from campus dialogue, ARC can initiate institutional dialog to address it utilizing think tanks and large forums facilitated by the committee. So far, ARC has not yet seen the need to initiate this process. See the SLO Assessment/Program Planning chapter for more discussion of the role of ARC and its annual reports.
The College meets the standard. While instructional programs meet the mission of the institution and uphold its integrity regardless of location or means of delivery, the procedure to evaluate DE course design during the faculty evaluation process would be improved by requiring a design review prior to course delivery. The SLO assessment process in Instruction is well-established and robust. The college has moved from the set-up stage in SLOs to one in which the process has become part of the fabric of the institution. In the campus accreditation survey, two questions were specifically asked about instructional SLO processes with impressive results.

1. “Cabrillo assesses student learning outcomes and uses the results to make improvements.” Only nine of the 164 respondents disagreed.
2. “Cabrillo relies on the faculty (and advisory committees when applicable) to determine competency levels and measureable students learning outcomes” Only six of the 162 respondents disagreed.

Similarly, a survey undertaken in Fall 2011 by the SLO Assessment Review Committee asked respondents to indicate how they felt about the following two statements:

1. “SLO assessment provides a way to look at how well students are mastering course material or learning from a Library or Student Service encounter.” One hundred twenty faculty responded; 73.4% of adjuncts (36 total) and 76.1% of faculty (54 total) agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.
2. SLO assessment provides an opportunity for useful dialogue about how to improve teaching and learning. Out of the one hundred and twenty-three respondents, 75.5% adjunct faculty (37 total) and 86.5 % of fulltime faculty (64 total) agreed or strongly agreed.

It is the dialog aspect of Cabrillo’s SLO assessment process that seems to be both the most enjoyable and productive for many departments. In its 2012 Program Plan, the Physics department wrote, “This process has proved very beneficial to our department. It sparked many interesting discussions about teaching methodologies as well as highlighted our students’ strengths.” The Computer Applications Business Technology department stated “We have found this to be a productive way to have focused discussions on course and student success and ways to increase them.” Perhaps putting it best, in 2011, History wrote “The SLO review process set up a framework for dialog among all of the members of the department that has transformed Flex week meetings into lively and always useful conversations about teaching: best practices, assignments, evaluation instruments and rubrics, and most importantly, how our students are achieving the department’s stated SLOs...The SLO assessment meetings have led to a rich, valuable and ongoing dialogue on student success. We have cultivated a truly collaborative department and our shared expertise has led to much improvement in the quality and uniformity of instruction”
This is not to say that the institutionalizing SLO assessment in Instruction has been without its challenges. However, with the advent of the SLO Assessment Review Committee and its assigned duties, Cabrillo has created a process that regularly analyzes those challenges and suggests ways to meet them. For instance, in its 2011 annual report, the SLO Assessment Review Committee noted that Program Chairs and Deans are now the primary trainers of departmental faculty, as compared to the past when the SLO Coordinator took on that role through numerous flex workshops. This is borne out by data from ARC’s SLO survey in which adjunct faculty indicated that their primary means of learning about SLO assessment methods was the program chair. The ARC report states “Yet, many Program Chairs are new to the position, and sometimes the college. In addition, the HASS and VAPA divisions have new deans who have come from other schools. Training is clearly needed, focused on how to organize and keep track of the Revolving Wheel of Assessment for individual departments and how to encourage adjunct participation.” This need is echoed in the 2011 program plan from Political Science “Adding SLOs to our program planning over time has significantly impacted the planning process itself...The time involved in conceptualizing how to apply this new paradigm, taking part in the necessary training and actually implementing the assessment has been significant. Although part time faculty members have been willing to participate, SLO assessment puts an undue burden on them.” The 2011 Sociology program plan highlighted another of ARC’s concerns. “...The Program Chair duties of a one full time contract department ... have been overwhelming...The assessment process has suffered.”

These challenges are reflected in the program plans from other departments. To meet them, the Outcomes ARC committee has recommended more intensive training for program chairs and Deans, special meetings for the programs chairs of small departments to brainstorm solutions to their specific challenges and a program chair section on the SLO web site. Addressing these issues, along with others listed in the Outcomes Assessment Committee annual reports, is now the major focus of the SLO efforts in Instruction. This new emphasis on quality assurance is a natural outgrowth of the college’s SLO efforts. Now that the Instruction has experienced five years of all departments following the Revolving Wheel of Assessment, it is time to reassess and make improvements. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, the Council on Instructional Planning and the Faculty Senate have noted four major quality assurance challenges in Instruction and have made plans to address them. The challenges and their solutions are listed in Table 9, and the issues that have given rise to them are detailed in the SLO Assessment and Program Planning chapter of the report. These challenges will be discussed, monitored and met through on-going discussions in the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee itself and the bodies it reports to, especially the Academic Senate, Strategic Planning Committee, College Planning Committee and the governing board.
Table 9: Challenges and Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct participation in SLO Assessment</td>
<td>• Increased program chair training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Revised form to better capture adjunct participation info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely completion of SLO Assessment</td>
<td>• Better assessment tracking tool to identify struggling departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Individualized and intensive help for struggling departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dialogue to create new methods to ensure full compliance with college SLO standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting of SLO Assessment results</td>
<td>• Pilot project to revise reporting requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitalizing SLO Reporting</td>
<td>• Continue to explore methods to electronically store and report documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use Google docs and campus public drive as a short term solution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the ACCJC SLO rubric detailed in Table 10, Cabrillo is proficient. Faculty survey results indicate that 96.3% of instructors agree that the college encourages the use of different teaching methodologies as a response to learning styles of students, and 90% agree that Cabrillo assesses student learning outcomes and uses the results to make improvements. Finally, survey results demonstrate that instructors believe that dialog among faculty regarding the continuous improvement of student learning is strongly evidence-based.¹

Table 10: Proficiency Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proficiency Level: ACCJC Rubric on Student Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student learning outcomes and authentic assessments are in place for courses, programs, support services, certificates and degrees</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making includes dialogue on the results of assessment and is purposefully directed toward aligning institution-wide practices to support and improve student learning.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is widespread institutional dialogue about the results of assessment and identification of gaps.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate resources continue to be allocated and fine-tuned</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course student learning outcomes are aligned with degree student learning outcomes</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive assessment reports exist and are completed and updated on a regular basis</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students demonstrate awareness of goals and purposes of courses and programs in which they are enrolled.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **The institution assures the quality and improvement of all instructional courses and programs offered in the name of the institution, including collegiate, developmental, and pre-collegiate courses and programs, continuing and community education, study abroad, short-term training courses and programs, programs for international students, and contract or other special programs, regardless of type of credit awarded, delivery mode, or location.**

Guided by its Mission and Vision Statements, the college serves “students who have goals of transfer, career preparation, basic skills, personal fulfillment and retraining through an inclusive and effective learning environment.” [Vision] Cabrillo maintains uniform standards of excellence regardless of the course modality or level of instruction. The college offers college-level courses in transfer and CTE, developmental and basic skills courses and programs, continuing and community education classes, study abroad, short-term training courses and programs, and contract education. Faculty use the same Course Outline of Record for each course no matter what the method of instruction.

The institution offers courses for credit if they fit the criteria for transfer, basic skills preparation for transfer-level courses, or CTE (vocational) degrees or certificates. If there is community interest in a particular course, it may be offered through community or contract education. Regardless of credit type, the institution ensures the quality of all courses and programs offered in its name. Student evaluations and peer review are mechanisms used even in non-credit programs such as community education in order to ensure quality and excellence. Evaluation of courses and programs are used effectively for improvement, as detailed in the preceding section.

*a. The institution uses established procedures to design, identify learning outcomes for, approve, administer, deliver and evaluate courses and programs. The institution recognizes the central role of its faculty for establishing quality and improving instructional courses and programs.*

**DESCRIPTION**

As mentioned in Section 2A.1.c, the college faculty develop and review all courses and programs following guidelines of Title 5, the Statewide Academic Senate, the Chancellor’s Office, and the Cabrillo Faculty Senate. The college’s Curriculum Committee ensures uniformity in the breadth, depth, rigor, sequencing, time to completion, and the overall synthesis of learning. Faculty create and modify course curriculum through CurricUNET that provides a platform for a uniform submission and approval process. Course information is reviewed by a team of faculty and administrators before it is scrutinized by the whole Curriculum Committee and then approved by the Faculty Senate, the Governing Board and the Chancellor’s Office. The Curriculum Committee is directly responsible for all new and modified courses, new and modified programs, and is also in charge of the process for inactivating and deleting courses and programs. The curriculum review process also includes a review by the Distance Education Coordinator to audit whether course proposals include a stipulation for distance delivery, and if so, submitters have
validated that said course will meet accessibility standards, and faculty define specific methods used to engage students in regular academic discourse.

In determining course offerings department faculty, program chairs, and deans analyze available facilities and space, along with enrollment patterns and waitlists from previous semesters. The college offers courses and programs in transfer, basic skills, and CTE. Distance course offerings are determined by the program, in consultation with the Dean, and are intended to expand access to students who, for various reasons like work and family obligations, may not be able to take on-campus classes. The Teaching and Learning Center works with faculty to improve DE courses through design consultation and workshops focused on distance pedagogy.

The appropriate Core Four learning competencies and SLOs are now in place on all Course Outlines of Record and also for all degree and certificate programs offered at the college. Evaluation of SLO assessment results, as detailed in 2A.1.c. Use of assessment results to make improvements has resulted in improvements to many courses and programs.

The college has also focused on instructional innovations through grant funding of various programs at the college. For example, the Digital Bridge Academy (now Academy for College Excellence or ACE) has been funded by several foundations for outcomes studies following different cohorts of students, which have helped refine and improve the program model. In addition, ACE has worked closely with the English and math departments with pilots in accelerated learning. The English department performed a blind portfolio review of ACE students to determine that acceleration worked in this program, and then made the acceleration option available to all students.¹

The math department has recently developed a new course in the Algebra sequence that is designed for non-science majors and will provide a more accessible path to Statistics, based on evaluations that showed that many students were non-science majors and would benefit from a clearer path through the math sequence.

b. The institution relies on faculty expertise and the assistance of advisory committees when appropriate to identify competency levels and measurable student learning outcomes for courses, certificates, programs including general and vocational education, and degrees. The institution regularly assesses student progress towards achieving those outcomes.

DESCRIPTION

As described in detail in 2A.1.c, Cabrillo has been using a homegrown course-embedded approach to measure student competency levels and SLO achievement through a dialog-driven process of assessment. The correlation between Core Four competencies and the content and assignments for all basic skills and transfer courses are generated by department faculty. Faculty develop SLOs for each of these courses, and these conversations have helped individual programs to prioritize and focus course curriculum to help students meet these SLOs. For instance, the History department has developed the same four SLOs that are used for every
course offered, varying only in identifying the specific area of history covered in that particular course, e.g., United States, World, Western, or Latin American. The English department, on the other hand, wrote two SLOs for each course in its composition sequence, one for reading and one for writing, that use carefully crafted, very different language to capture the specific skills students master at each level of the sequence. Departments choose their approach to writing SLOs based on what best fits the pedagogy and content in their courses.

Transfer and Basic Skills faculty have a choice of three methods to assess these SLOs: analyzing student performance on a major assignment, analyzing a set of test questions or creating a pre and post-test that is given to students at the beginning and end of the semester. Those who choose to evaluate an assignment develop a grading rubric to gauge whether the SLOs are being achieved and to make modifications. The rubrics help faculty to break down student learning into distinct categories and, identify student needs and issues. Over the six year program planning cycle, faculty assess the SLOs in every course and each of the four core competencies.

Discussion of the assessment results, often held during Flex week, can result in changes to teaching methodologies and course design to improve student learning. Faculty share assignments, rubrics, test questions, or pre and post-tests and create strategies for improvement. This collaborative effort has contributed to a vibrant culture of faculty interaction in developing curriculum and sharing best practices. Faculty can realign their curriculum to address goals on a course-by-course basis. They can make their assignments more transparent to students by clearly stating how assignments will be evaluated.

Faculty teaching DE courses are assigned by their Program Chair. Faculty usually have prior online teaching experience, or express interest in teaching online, and participate in training. There is currently no standardized method for selecting faculty for Distance courses, however, the Deans are well aware of the benefit of experience and training when approving a course taught in a distance education modality.

Data on success and retention in Distance education courses is reviewed by the Distance Education Committee and reported to the Board in an annual report. Training provided by the Teaching and Learning Center focuses on distance pedagogy and strategies to improve student success and retention through regular faculty/student engagement using a variety of technology tools. The DE Annual Report also looks at data for students who receive a degree and certificate. It is important to note that twenty-eight percent of those students have taken three or more DE courses. [cite DE report]

Competency levels and SLO’s in DE courses are the same for traditional, on-campus classes. The DE Committee identifies best practices based on Chancellor’s Office guidelines, ACCJC guidelines, and trends in e-learning identified by the Instructional Technology Council. [2011 Distance Education Survey Results, March 2012, Instructional Technology Council, Washington DC]
CTE programs use a variety of methods to assess their course and certificate SLOs. In addition to faculty assessments of student performance these programs rely heavily on the Perkins Core Indicators, Cabrillo’s CTE Completer/Leaver Survey, Labor Market Information from EMSI and Burning Glass, and dialog with advisory committees.

Perkins Core indicators are provided by the Chancellor’s Office in the spring of each year. These indicators measure program performance against a set of state benchmarks for course success, persistence within the program, completion of certificates and degrees, employment, and gender equity. Programs that are below the state standards develop and execute strategies to improve performance.

Over 10 years ago, in an effort to obtain a richer set of data about CTE outcomes the college began surveying CTE program completers and leavers to determine whether students were finding employment in their field of study and to assess the extent to which they were achieving wage gains. (This study is now being replicated at over 30 other colleges and the Chancellor’s Office is considering supporting replication across the system.) The Completer/Leaver survey results are published in the spring of each year. Results are displayed for all programs in order to facilitate cross-program comparisons and dialog.

Labor Market Information is obtained through subscriptions to EMSI and Burning Glass, two state-of-the-art web-based systems. The latter is provided free to the college in support of our participation in the LMI Innovators Network, a national network of colleges pioneering new ways of utilizing LMI to guide CTE portfolio management and program improvement efforts.

Advisory committees are the final assessment element unique to CTE programs. Each program meets with an advisory committee composed of industry and union representatives and in some cases faculty from high school programs that feed into the program, faculty from programs that are fed by our programs, and representatives of the Workforce Investment Board.

Analysis of Perkins Core Indicators and the Completer/Leaver Data, along with dialog with the advisory committees, have had significant impacts on CTE programs. Analysis of our Completer/Leaver data and labor market information led to decisions to make adjustments to Cabrillo’s CTE portfolio of programs. Data showed that the labor market for journalists with less than bachelor’s degrees was not strong enough to justify offering Journalism certificates and degrees as sufficient job preparation for entering this field. This program was reoriented to prepare students for transfer. An Archaeological Technology program was also discontinued for lack of a strong labor market for its graduates.

Several years ago analysis of our Completer/Leaver data showed that while completers of our Medical Assisting program were getting hired, they were not getting hired in the field of study. We took this finding to our advisory committee where it provoked a very frank discussion about the quality of our program’s graduates. Employers informed us that they needed a higher level of math and English skills. We subsequently sought and obtained a grant to undertake a major revision of the program, shifting to a cohort model that starts with a bridge semester focusing
on basic skills integrated with foundational medical assisting and work place knowledge and skills.

The College Fact Book shows that every year about 1100 students earn an AA or AS degree, Certificate of Achievement, or Skills Certificate. Transfer courses have been articulated with UC and CSU. Students are able to schedule an appointment with a counselor to review their program of study, but can also identify required major preparation courses for transfer on the web by using the state’s “Assist” website. Students can also check their progress toward all Cabrillo degrees and certificates through the college’s WebAdvisor Program Evaluation feature.

\[c. \text{High-quality instruction and appropriate breadth, depth, rigor, sequencing, time to completion, and synthesis of learning characterize all programs.}\]

\[\text{DESCRIPTION}\]

Quality is ensured through SLO assessments, student surveys, and faculty evaluation process to check for rigor, breadth, and depth. The course sequencing within a program also indicates rigor and depth. Prerequisite course requirements assure students and faculty that the students enrolled are prepared to succeed in a particular course. Content review, as per Title 5 guidelines, is an important part of the CurricUNET course revision system, and the Curriculum Committee examines every course to make sure that it conforms to these Title 5 requirements. Each course outline of record contains its SLOs and identifies the applicable Core Four competencies. Every instructor is expected to list the course SLOs on the course syllabus, and every syllabus is archived in each division office. Distance education courses are held to the same standard as face-to-face courses and have an additional course quality rubric that is used during the faculty evaluation process. This rubric was developed by the Distance Education Committee with input from experienced online instructors representing each instructional division.

The Fact Book indicates that the college has a student success rate of over 70% for enrolled courses, with a retention rate of about 83%. Cabrillo has a vigorous transfer program, with over 1000 students transferring to four-year universities in nine of the last ten years.\[1\]

Each credit course is supposed to be offered at least once every three semesters. If a course is offered less often the instructional department may approve a course substitution, and the Academic Council provides a mechanism, involving the program chair, for a course substitution or waiver so that every student can complete their program of study in a reasonable time frame.

\[d. \text{The institution uses delivery modes and teaching methodologies that reflect the diverse needs and learning styles of its students.}\]

Cabrillo College has a commitment to innovating in the area of delivery modes and teaching methodologies. The college schedules ten flex days per academic year where faculty attend workshops and department meetings to learn and dialog about learning styles, teaching
strategies, and assessing student performance. Faculty participate in workshops designed to help them learn multiple assessment techniques, identify appropriate instructional materials, and learn strategies to improve student success. The On Course series is an example of a multi-day flex event that teaches faculty innovative, learner-centered strategies for empowering students to become active learners.

The SLO Assessment process provides department faculty an opportunity to collaborate in the assessment of effectiveness of methodologies used in each course, and identify and implement new teaching techniques. Distance Education methodologies are evaluated in much the same way. Flex events provide faculty an opportunity to learn new teaching strategies, and assess student performance using data run from assessment reports in the campus learning management system. The DE Committee also regularly examines new data from the Chancellor’s Office on success and retention, and reports college data to the Board.

**e. The institution evaluates all courses and programs through an ongoing systematic review of their relevance, appropriateness, achievement of learning outcomes, currency, and future needs and plans**

**DESCRIPTION**

The Instructional component has been the site of the most rigorous, ongoing, well established, and formalized planning process at the college. All transfer and basic skills programs write a formal program plan every six years, with annual updates. All CTE programs are on the same six year cycle, with recently adopted two-year reviews to update with the most recent labor market studies and patterns to ensure relevancy. Many CTE programs also undergo an accreditation process from outside agencies. As described in detail in 2A.1.c, CTE programs assess all course SLOs and those of their degrees and certificates. Transfer and basic skills programs assess the college core competencies (which serve as the SLOs for both the General Education program and the college’s AA and AS degrees) and all course SLOs.

Program plans are developed over the span of a year according to a college-wide schedule of assessment. Two years before program planning commences, departments meet with the SLO coordinator and one of the campus researchers to review SLO assessment requirements and discuss the design of student surveys and other research studies that might enhance the writing of program plans. Two years later, program planning formally begins in the spring semester when every program chair receives training in how to put together their program plan, along with a manual to guide their efforts. Each program chair is assigned two mentors: one is the appropriate division dean and the other is a different member of the Council of Instructional Planning. The program meets to review the assessments that had been completed in the five previous years as part of the SLO assessment process, and filed with every program’s annual update. The program faculty review every course offered, including its content, modes of instruction, SLOs, objectives, requisites, texts, and evaluation processes.
Courses and programs are also reviewed on a broad level for relevance, appropriateness, student achievement of learning outcomes, currency, and the future needs of the department. Distance courses are identified within the same planning process. Additionally, the DE Committee annually evaluates a matrix of courses to determine where they fall in each of the degree areas. The college currently provides one or more DE courses each year that enables a student to complete an AA degree in Liberal Studies, and AS degrees in Business, Accounting, and Law Enforcement. The Planning and Research Office conducts a survey of students in several of the program's courses to help inform the program on items of interest to students.

The following fall semester the program chair, working with departmental faculty and the two mentors, drafts and revises the program plan itself. The department faculty identify and prioritize the future needs and plans of the department. All decisions are informed by the SLO assessment process and data on student needs and trends provided by the Planning and Research Office. In the spring of the second year the plan and all assessment documents are reviewed by the Council on Instructional Planning (CIP).

The CIP analyzes every program plan and meets to discuss the plan with the faculty, often the Program Chair, of the department. CIP extracts all of the needs and recommendations from all program plans and then prioritizes them, basing their judgments on the objective criteria discussed in each program plan. This prioritized list of program needs and recommendations then goes to the Faculty Senate, CPC, and Governing Board for further review. Program plan information is the primary basis for funding requests.

As part of each program’s ongoing assessment cycle, external and internal data drive much of the analysis. The Planning and Research Office Fact Book provides economic and demographic data to each program. As detailed in 2A.1.c, and the SLO chapter, individual programs use SLO assessment results to plan improvements in their program, at the program level and on the level of the specific course. Most recommendations that emerge from the planning process are driven by the SLO and Core Four assessment efforts. For instance, the 2012 program plan for the Physics Department contained several new program goals and directions that directly emerged from department dialog in the assessment of SLOs. ¹

Finally, every program writes a short annual update that is forwarded to CIP. These annual updates discuss how each program is progressing and also contain the SLO Assessment Analysis Form(s) that were completed that year. All plans, reports, and updates are available to all college-networked computers through the VP Instruction folder on the campus-shared “P” drive. As part of its quality assurance efforts, beginning in 2012, the annual reports and particularly the assessment forms are scrutinized by the SLO coordinator to identify programs that are having difficulty or are not in compliance, so they can receive extra help the following semester.

*The institution engages in ongoing, systematic evaluation and integrated planning to assure currency and measure achievement of its stated student learning outcomes for courses,*
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certificates, programs including general and vocational education, and degrees. The institution systematically strives to improve those outcomes and make the results available to appropriate constituencies.

**DESCRIPTION**

As described in detail in 2A.1.c., faculty participate in the SLO and Core Four assessment activities on a consistent basis, and these assessments drive the planning process for all instructional programs. As noted earlier, the assessment process drives departmental plans for improvement, curriculum design, course offerings, course requisites, content modification, changes in methodology, and, through the Instructional Planning process, ultimately, funding. The assessment results are reviewed annually by the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee and their report is forwarded to the Faculty and Student Senates, the two unions, the Master Planning Committee, the College Planning Council and the Governing Board. When broad concerns are identified by ARC, the committee also has the power to initiate a campus-wide dialog process, though this hasn’t occurred in the five years that the committee has been in existence. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee’s annual reports are also posted on the college’s SLO website. Section 2A.1.c provides a description of some departmental, curricular and institutional changes that have resulted from Cabrillo’s SLO assessment process.

g. If an institution uses departmental courses and/or programs examinations, it validates their effectiveness in measuring student learning and minimizes text biases.

**DESCRIPTION**

Exit exams for courses are not currently in use, and licensing exams are externally applied.

h. The institution awards credit based on student achievement of the course’s stated learning outcomes. Units of credit awarded are consistent with institutional policies that reflect generally accepted norms or equivalencies in higher education.

**DESCRIPTION**

The Cabrillo College Catalog clearly states criteria for evaluating student learning and awarding credit. These criteria reflect BP and AR 3210 and are in sync with Title 5 regulations. For individual courses, faculty spell out evaluation processes and grading criteria in the course syllabus and the course outline of record. In addition, the rubrics that are a crucial pedagogical ingredient in the SLO assessment process are designed to make grading criteria and learning expectations transparent to students.¹ These same policies apply for DE programs.

All course outlines of record follow Title 5 regulations concerning units of credit and weekly student contact hours. Course numbering reflects a clear pattern that students can easily identify: transfer courses (1-99), non-transferable college level (100-199), basic skills level with no degree credit (200-299), and non-credit (500-599). These rankings are all explained in the College Catalog.
i. The institution awards degrees and certificates based on student achievement of a program’s stated learning outcomes.

DESCRIPTION

The College Catalog spells out the model program and course requirements for each degree and certificate offered at the college. Course specific SLOs are specified in each course outline of record and in all syllabi. General Education goals and the college’s Core Four competencies were developed by faculty in each area in conjunction with the Academic Council and approved by the Faculty Senate. The Core Four describe the broad skills that students should acquire while matriculating at Cabrillo and are always open for modification after thoughtful campus dialogue. For example, in 2007, at the request of some students, faculty worked together to add an explicit reference to environmental sustainability as part of the global awareness competency, and this addition was approved by the Faculty Senate. Degrees are designed to include skills and competencies reinforced in multiple courses in the GE pattern, ensuring that students gain the competencies spelled out in the Core Four.

CTE programs have more specialized, programmatic, but still overarching, learning outcomes for each degree and certificate program offered. As of 2012 CTE programs are required to publish their program learning outcomes in the College Catalog and are developed during the ongoing instructional planning process in conjunction with their advisory committees.

EVALUATION

The college meets the standard in assuring the quality and improvement of all instructional courses and programs offered in the name of the institution. These standards are upheld regardless of type of credit awarded, delivery mode, or location. Since 2007 the ongoing process of SLO assessment has been institutionalized to a large extent. Nearly every course contains SLO’s in the Course Outline of Record, and department faculty have engaged in the evaluation and assessment of SLO’s and the Core Four learning outcomes as part of ongoing efforts at improving student success. Faculty surveys suggest that these assessment efforts are effective and that these assessments are useful in helping the college to achieve its mission.

Still, as the assessment process goes forward there are significant challenges to make it work better and quality assurance efforts are being put into effect, as outlined in 2A.1.c. Increasing adjunct participation in SLO assessment, staying on schedule, digitalizing assessment reporting data, employing quantitative measurements, and making the program planning process more useful and efficacious – all these remain challenges for the college in moving forward on SLO assessment.

CurriculNet is working well for the college. After a steep learning curve for many faculty and staff after its adoption in 2007, most members of the Curriculum Committee and most administrators see its benefits in improving the process of curriculum development. However, many faculty and staff have found it to be frustrating and sometimes difficult to use for basic
curriculum reform. At the course level, some departments continue to be challenged to archive all course syllabi from all faculty.¹

3. The institution requires of all academic and vocational degree programs a component of general education based on a carefully considered philosophy that is clearly stated in its catalog. The institution, relying on the expertise of its faculty, determines the appropriateness of each course for inclusion in the general education curriculum by examining the stated learning outcomes for the course.

The College Catalog delineates the GE requirements of the college, and the categories and courses contained in the GE descriptions clearly lay out the philosophy of the college. All A.A. and A.S. degrees are detailed in the Catalog. The GE guidelines are guided by the Academic Council, a committee appointed by the Faculty Senate. Faculty present new proposals for courses to be included in the GE programs. The Academic Council reviews the course content, scope, topics, goals, and objectives as it considers new courses for the GE programs. Once developed by the Academic Council, GE requisites are approved by the Faculty Senate and the Governing Board.

a. An understanding of the basic content and methodology of the major areas of knowledge: areas include the humanities and fine arts, the natural sciences, and the social sciences.

DESCRIPTION

The college’s degree requirements are informed by the categories and priorities embodied in the academic prerequisites for transfer to CSU and UC. Students demonstrate their ability to apply the understanding gained in courses by succeeding in subsequent courses. As they complete degrees and enter the workforce, they apply what they have learned in their employment, and in other endeavors. Taken as a whole, students who complete the program of study outlined in both transfer paths, as well as those who complete A.A. and A.S. degrees, will be trained in a broad cross-section of disciplines, exposing them to a wide variety of academic methodologies. These areas are spelled out in the Catalog’s published requirements for an A.A. degree: English language, communication, and critical thinking skills; scientific inquiry; arts and humanities; social sciences; lifelong learning and self-development; multicultural studies; American Institutions; and a mathematics requirement. The college’s A.S. degree has the same categories, but changes the number of units required to lean more towards a stronger foundation in the major area for CTE degrees or in the sciences for transfer A.S. degrees.

These categories of study are designed to educate the whole student, to make them into critical and socially aware citizens, and to impart the habits of mind particular to the student’s major interests. The GE pattern covers ethical principles, civility and interpersonal skills, respect for cultural diversity, historical and aesthetic sensitivity, and a willingness to engage in actions that reflect a sense of social and political responsibility. They are the hallmarks of an educated society. Collectively they represent a blueprint of the scope and content of the traditional major areas of post-secondary education in the United States. The GE areas and the courses contained
in each were and are developed by faculty, through the Academic Council and the Faculty Senate.

In addition, the college captures what students should be able to do at the completion of the GE program and when attaining an AA or AS degree through the college Core Four learning competencies: Communication; Critical Thinking and Information Competency; Global Awareness; and Personal Responsibility and Professional Development. These competencies are a distillation of the skills and knowledge taught in the GE program. As described in 2A.1.c and the SLO chapter, these statements of learning were created by the Faculty Senate in 2002 and were revised in 2007. They are infused into the curriculum in every course taught at the college, and form the beginning portion of the college vision statement: “Cabrillo College is passionate about developing critical thinking, honing oral and written communication, and enhancing global awareness, while cultivating personal and professional responsibility in our students.”

b. A capability to be a productive individual and lifelong learner: skills include oral and written communication, information competency, computer literacy, scientific and quantitative reasoning, critical analysis/logical thinking, and the ability to acquire knowledge through a variety of means.

DESCRIPTION

The college’s mission statement states that Cabrillo is “dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals.” The faculty, managers, and staff of the college consider all three of these goal areas as central to the college’s mission. However, recent shifts in state policy seem to reduce the pursuit of “personal development” to a more peripheral role than it has had in decades past. Funding for programs in the areas of CTE, basic skills, and transfer seems to be the state’s priority, and lifelong learning may be forced to scramble to remain one of the college’s principal goals.

The Core Four competencies ensure that graduating students will experience a broad range of coursework in: oral and written communication, scientific and quantitative reasoning, critical analysis and logical thinking, and the ability to acquire knowledge through a variety of means. (The SLO website contains a detailed description of the Core 4). Students who take English 1A are required to take the co-requisite course, Library 10, a course in information competency that prepares students to use technological and research materials critically and effectively. After many years of phasing in, the instructional program planning process is fully operational and requires faculty to assess the Core Four on an ongoing schedule. As part of the development of each department’s program plan, all of the course outlines are reviewed and revised. Part of that process is to review prerequisites from a different discipline to make sure that they match the skill set required in the course under review. CurricUNET has a user-friendly interface that lists the content and skills in the most common prerequisite courses, like English 100 or Math 154.
Almost all Cabrillo college level courses, numbered 1-199, have a recommended preparation of eligibility for English 100/Reading 100. Upon faculty review and SLO assessment, courses in the History, Psychology, and Honors Transfer Program have listed a recommended preparation of eligibility for English 1A to more accurately inform students of the critical writing and thinking skills needed to succeed in those courses.

In general, college level courses require student skill levels that go beyond basic skills. Nearly all Certificates of Achievement require completion of English 100 or the equivalent. State regulations for A.A. and A.S. degrees require successful completion of English 1A and Intermediate Algebra, Math 152. A college policy exists that allows students with verified disabilities to complete a course to substitute for Math 152.

The college also maintains a rigorous transfer curriculum. All courses numbered 1-99 transfer to the CSU system and most also transfer to the UC system and to private and out-of-state colleges and universities. Faculty develop new curriculum with a focus on courses that will meet transferable general education requirements, and be articulated to California public and private universities for major preparation.¹ The College’s Fact Book tracks the Student Progress and Achievement Rate (SPAR).

Collegiate standards and rigor of DE courses are determined during the curriculum approval process and subsequent faculty evaluation process. Computer literacy is a necessary skill in using a learning management system to engage with course materials and communicate with faculty. The Computer Technology Center, Watsonville ILC, and Library provide drop-in help, and the Teaching and Learning Center provides students a Blackboard help desk, drop-in support, and online video tutorials.

*c. A recognition of what it means to be an ethical human being and effective citizen: qualities include an appreciation of ethical principles; civility and interpersonal skills; respect for cultural diversity; historical and aesthetic sensitivity; and the willingness to assume civic, political, and social responsibilities locally, nationally and globally.*

**DESCRIPTION**

Of course, the Core Four explicitly address many of the central ethical, behavioral, and interpersonal skills mentioned in this standard: critical thinking, global responsibility, personal and professional responsibility. Much of this important aspect of learning is captured in the college core competency of Global Awareness under the sub-section of Global Systems and Civics:

- Cultural: Interface with people from a variety of backgrounds and analyze different cultural beliefs and behaviors.
- Political, Social and Economic: Recognize important economic and political issues and values in one’s own community, state, country and the world.
• Environmental: Analyze the importance of the natural environment to human well being and the impact of human activity on the well being of global environmental systems.
• Integrated Systems: Assess and analyze the interconnectivity between social, political, economic, and ecological systems and activities.
• Action: Develop and evaluate strategies and plans for addressing global systems and civics issues.

All are reinforced and assessed by program faculty in every course that contains them in its competencies goals. As stated earlier in this standard, this effort is a crucial component of the ongoing instructional planning process. Under the broad college commitment to academic freedom, individual programs and faculty members challenge their students to enact the principles of effective citizenship, civility, appreciation of diversity, and service to the community.¹

As part of the regular curriculum students participate in civic events like beach clean-ups, culinary arts contests, essay writing competitions, horticulture plant sales, archaeological digs, and efforts to promote environmental sustainability.

In addition, a number of cross-disciplinary events at the college have offered models of engaged civic conversation, seeking to validate the value of humanistic, respectful, and civically animated discourse. In the last few years these events - featuring faculty from numerous fields, students, and the outside community - include: an annual Constitution Day public forum, discussion of the themes raised in the Theater Arts production of *The Grapes of Wrath*, a public forum that discussed connections between the Great Depression and contemporary economic and social trends, a celebration of the bicentennial of the birthdays of Charles Darwin and Abraham Lincoln, and the discussions and forums held as part of the Cabrillo Reads program, commencing in its first year with the reading of Ralph Ellison’s *Invisible Man*.¹

Cabrillo degrees require a course with a multicultural emphasis. However, the new state associate degrees for transfer exempt students from this local requirement. The GE areas for transferable and non-transferable degrees require students to complete between 21 and 39 units from the areas of English Language, Communication & Critical Thinking, Scientific Inquiry, Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences, Lifelong Understanding and Self-Development. These requirements are all clearly stated in the College Catalog.

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard of requiring all academic and vocational degree programs to have a component of general education based on a philosophy that is clearly stated in the catalogue. All processes of planning require dialog about educational programs. This dialog is ongoing, robust, directed, and inclusive, relying on the expertise of faculty to determine the appropriateness of including each course in the GE curriculum.
4. All degree programs include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or in an established interdisciplinary core.

DESCRIPTION

The A.A. and A.S. degrees and transfer agreements all require 60 semester units of credit. The A.A. degree requires students to complete a minimum of 30 units of general education, 18 units in their major, and 0-12 units of electives. Students completing the A.S. degree must complete 21 units of general education, 30 units in their major, and 0-9 units of electives.

Students pursuing transfer to the CSU or UC are required to complete 60 CSU or UC transferable units, including 30-39 units of general education, and with a minimum of 18 units in a major or emphasis. The majority of degrees awarded each year by the college are Liberal Arts & Sciences Associate Degrees, as the emphasis in Interdisciplinary Studies allows students pursuing a wide range majors at the university to achieve an A.A. degree prior to transfer.

In Fall of 2011, the college met the SB-1440 legislated mandate for the AA-T/AS-T Associate Degrees for Transfer with the Chancellor's Office approval of the AA-T in Sociology and the AS-T in Mathematics. These degrees guarantee admission to the CSU system for students pursuing a major deemed “similar” by the CSU, and benefit the student in that they are guaranteed a maximum of 60 units required at the university for completion of a Bachelor’s Degree. Additional degrees are being developed and we expect approval of more degrees in 2012 (AS-T in Early Childhood Education, AA-T in History, AA-T in Kinesiology and AA-T in Psychology).^1^ The college tracks numbers of students who transfer using the National Student Clearinghouse data (which reports Cabrillo students who have completed at least 12 units at Cabrillo and then enroll at 4-year universities around the country), it is acknowledged that. Although the data can be tracked to over 3,300 colleges and universities which collectively enroll over 96% of all students in public and private U.S. institutions, it is acknowledged that the numbers may not be an accurate representation of how well the college is doing in getting students “ready” to transfer. Students may not transfer for a variety of reasons beyond the college’s control (financial, etc). In 2011-12 the college awarded 449 transferable degrees, and every one of those students was “ready” to transfer to the university.

In Fall of 2012, the college is piloting two Transfer Pathway Associate Degrees in Anthropology and History. Two cohorts of up to 30 college-ready (English and Mathematics) students will have fully scheduled educational plans that will allow completion of all general education, major coursework, admission requirements to the CSU and UC systems and achievement of an A.A. degree in 4 semesters.

EVALUATION

The college meets the standard that all degree programs include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or an interdisciplinary core.
5. Students completing vocational and occupational certificates and degrees demonstrate technical and professional competencies that meet employment and other applicable standards and are prepared for external licensure and certification.

DESCRIPTION

SLOs for all courses in CTE certificate and degree programs are included in all course syllabi and in the Course Outline of Record. CTE course SLOs often must correspond to the requirements of outside accrediting agencies, and CTE course SLOs may be more detailed, precise, and numerous than the SLOs for most basic skills and transfer courses. The programmatic assessment of SLOs is used to monitor the consistency of instruction and overall improvement in the program’s offerings. Some CTE programs also gain valuable feedback from the external licensing examinations that students take at the end of their programs: Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Radiological Technology, Medical Assistant, Early Childhood Education, Computer and Information Systems, Solar and Energy Certification and Building Science in Construction and Energy Management, and Welding.

The recent recession has prompted an increasing focus on assessing the extent to which the college’s CTE programs fulfill our responsibilities as stewards of the public’s investment in career preparation. Diminishing funds from the state coupled with a high unemployment rate have motivated us to find ways to better align our offerings with evolving labor market demands. We are developing our capacity in four ways: improved collection and analysis of data; embedding use of this data in regular, frequent cycles of program evaluation; alignment with CTE programs at local high schools; and engagement with employers, colleges, and other workforce development stakeholders at a regional level.

In the area of data collection and analysis we are involved in several projects that build upon our over 10 years of surveying CTE program completers and leavers. Working with the RP Group and the Bay Area Community College Consortium (for which Cabrillo is the fiscal agent) we have launched a cooperative effort to spread the practice of survey CTE completers and leavers. In our second year of this effort we now have over 30 colleges participating. Eventually, this data will enable us to compare program outcomes across colleges, enabling us to benchmark against the best performers.

We are also involved in a research effort with West Ed to merge our completer/leaver data with EDD’s Unemployment Wage data. The EDD data set provides annual wages earned by our students and reported by their employers, but does not provide information about whether students are employed in the field of study nor whether they are working part-time or full-time. It also does not capture income from self-employment. The merger of the two data sets will provide a much richer and more complete picture of student outcomes. The value of this goes well beyond Cabrillo. This study will guide interpretation of UI wage data for all colleges and will inform the future development of the completer/leaver survey.
Cabrillo and three other colleges are also working with the RP Group, West Ed, and the Chancellor’s Office to develop a comprehensive set of metrics that can be used for evaluation of CTE programs. The first iteration of this will be completed in the spring of 2013, a larger number of colleges will be brought on board in 2014 and the set of indicators will be produced for all colleges in 2015.

All of these indicators will be embedded in a two-year cycle of CTE program evaluation that will engage programs, advisory committees, the Workforce Investment Board, and Cabrillo’s governing board. Elements of this are being developed with the research partners mentioned above, along with the Centers of Excellence. The RP Group will be assisting with developing methodologies for faculty engagement. This process will be shared widely.

Engagement with our advisory committees, particularly in the areas of healthcare, industrial technology, and public safety has guided towards greater engagement with the K-12 system. Employers have lamented the decay of hands-on CTE courses in the high schools and have encouraged us to help resurrect these programs and connect them to our CTE programs. To that end we have been working with the K-12 system over the last 5 to 7 years through our CTE Community Collaborative, recently absorbed into the Santa Cruz County College Commitment (S4C) a broader collaborative effort aimed at increasing the college and career success of all Santa Cruz County students. Outcomes from this effort include articulation agreements between career academies at the high schools, inclusion of high school faculty on our industry advisory committees, middle and high school summer career academies.

California’s economy is driven by very productive regional industry clusters. While California’s Community Colleges are the largest post-secondary system in the country our local district orientation has prevented us from effectively engaging with these regional industry sectors. Cabrillo as the host college for the 26-college Bay Area Community College Consortium, one of the 7 regional consortia funded by the Chancellor’s Office, has been a leader in developing the capacity for our system to form networks of colleges that partner together to engage with regionally organized industry sectors. We have effective partnerships underway in the areas of energy/utilities, water/waste water, industrial maintenance, machinists, and mechanics, and healthcare. These networks enable programs to engage with regional scale employers and to leverage economies of scale from such things as shared professional development and curriculum development.

Cabrillo has benefitted greatly from these regional efforts. Examples include a major shift in our Construction and Energy Management program motivated by dialog with PG&E and other utilities. They encouraged a shift from a narrow focus on solar energy to a broader focus on building performance. This shift in curriculum was greatly facilitated by regional workshops that brought industry and college experts together in week long workshops to train faculty in these new approaches. Another example comes from our Medical Assisting program. Employers have encouraged us to provide our students with hands-on experience with Electronic Medical Records (EMR) systems, however these systems are priced for use by employers and completely
unaffordable to us. Working with a regional network of Medical Assisting programs we have been able to partner with an industry organization to develop a virtual lab. An EMR provider has agreed to install their system on a set of machines that will be available through the internet for all of the programs to access.

As can be seen in all of the efforts above, Cabrillo has come to understand that we can best meet our mission of preparing students for careers with two interrelated strategies: making meaningful use of data, and aligning the efforts of diverse stakeholders to improve outcomes for all.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Students completing CTE certificates and degrees are able to meet standards in employment and licensure requirements. Useful information on job placement has been generated by the Completer/Leaver surveys and by tracking the numbers of certificates earned in CTE programs. However, obtaining complete and accurate data is extremely difficult, and students in some programs, such as Welding or Culinary Arts, may find immediate employment after only one or two courses, without completing any formal certificate or degree. The Fact Book contains information on the employment status of former CTE students.

6. The institution assures that students and prospective students receive clear and accurate information about educational courses and programs and transfer policies. The institution describes its degrees and certificates in terms of their purpose, content, course requirements, and expected student learning outcomes. In every class section students receive a course syllabus that specifies learning objectives consistent with those in the institution’s officially approved course outline.

The college provides clear information for all certificates and degrees in the College Catalog, both in print and on the web. For every college program students can find a model program of study, course descriptions, units, and any requisites for the course. Course outlines contain Core competencies, SLOs, course objectives, and list the ways that students will demonstrate achievement, such as demonstrations, exams, projects, research, or problem-solving. Faculty members are required to list the SLOs for a course on their syllabi. Each semester, the syllabi are turned into the Division offices and checked for accuracy by a Division assistant.

DE courses and programs are clearly listed on the DE website, and syllabi and SLOs are required to be posted in all online courses. Evaluation standards for hybrid and online courses are used to assess course quality and faculty effectiveness during the faculty evaluation process. Transfer credit is articulated in the College Catalog and in the Schedule of Classes. DE courses are identified in the Course Outline of Record by the notation: “may be taught in a Distance Learning Format.”
a. The institution makes available to its students clearly stated transfer-of-credit policies in order to facilitate the mobility of students without penalty. In accepting transfer credits to fulfill degree requirements, the institution certifies that the expected learning outcomes for transferred courses are comparable to the learning outcomes of its own courses. Where patterns of student enrollment between institutions are identified, the institution develops articulation agreements as appropriate to its mission.

DESCRIPTION

Transfer policies for the college are laid out in both the Catalog and Schedule of Classes. Online resources like WebAdvisor and ASSIST.org offer students a wide variety of information about the specific transfer requirements in every major at all California public universities. The information provided on ASSIST.org outlines articulation agreements with universities and makes this information readily available to students, faculty, and counselors. However, at some point nearly every student requires the assistance of counselor to get the most up-to-date information and to chart out their own education plan. The Transfer and Career Center also is a valuable resource for students interested in transfer. The recent directives resulting from the statewide Student Success Task Force are shining a light on the challenges facing students in achieving their transfer goals, but the lack of new funding for new initiatives remains a stumbling block.

Cabrillo’s Articulation Officer continually updates transfer agreements with universities and works with faculty to make sure that each non-CTE and some CTE program’s requirements lead to student transfer. Transfer programs work with the Articulation Officer to ensure that programs are carefully matched to major requirements at CSU and UC. Recently passed legislation has resulted in two new transfer degrees, the AA-T and the AS-T. This has led to statewide specific transfer model curriculum in the top 25 transfer majors, with the intent to ease transfer from community colleges to the CSU system. The college has also been active in participating in the C-ID course identifier project, a parallel project to the AA-T and AS-T degrees. The college is submitting courses and receiving approval of C-ID numbers on an ongoing basis. The college has had two degrees approved by the Chancellor’s office, an AA-T in Sociology and an AS-T in Mathematics. Several more degrees are either in the process of being reviewed, developed, or submitted for approval.

The Academic Council determines the amount of credit available to students through External Examinations and lists the specific college courses that such credit can be substituted for. This information is published in the College Catalog.

b. When programs are eliminated or program requirements are significantly changed, the institution makes appropriate arrangements so that enrolled students may complete their education in a timely manner with a minimum of disruption.
DESCRIPTION

Because of the ongoing state budget crisis, the program discontinuance procedures have recently been updated, and are explained in AR 3121. Following an analysis of students’ unfulfilled degree requirements, the policy says that students already enrolled in a program scheduled to be terminated need to be allowed sufficient time to allow degree completion. If this accommodation is impossible, then students may be allowed to take related classes as a substitution or complete the courses required at a nearby college. When program elimination occurs the policy calls for the area dean and the program faculty to consult on the length of time that Cabrillo courses need to be offered in that program in order to accommodate the students’ needs. The program chair, consulting with the Dean, can provide a course substitution or waiver to a student if a course cannot be offered in a timely manner so that student may complete the program.\(^1\)

c. The institution represents itself clearly, accurately, and consistently to prospective and current students, the public, and its personnel through its catalogs, statements, and publications, including those presented in electronic formats. It regularly reviews institutional policies, procedures, and publications to assure integrity in all representations about its mission, programs, and services.

DESCRIPTION

As more students rely on online sources of information the college has recently revamped its entire website to better serve the information needs of the students. It has also improved the quality of internal communication among managers, faculty, and staff. The College Catalog and Schedule of Classes remain the most important sources for students about college information; they are updated regularly, and published online and in print. Courses that are offered online are designated clearly as to the mode of delivery, and the Distance Education Report is available online, where the public can see information about student achievement in DE programs. Most students now register online using WebAdvisor. The college’s articulation website gives students and counselors access to help students plan for transfer and degree/certification completion. The college publishes transfer data in the Fact Book. All college publications are reviewed on an annual basis, updated, and resubmitted for publication by the Instructional Procedures Analysts.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Students and prospective students are provided clear and accurate information about courses, programs and transfer policies. The purpose, content, course requirements and expected SLOs are described for degrees and certificates. In each course students receive a syllabus that specifies the SLOs, which are consistent with the official course outline.
The automated telephone registration system, Hawknet, was discontinued in 2010. Online registration continues to be a challenge for less technically sophisticated students, and the college continues to grapple with the challenge of making all pertinent information – on courses, registration, financial aid, etc. – as complete and user-friendly as possible. Room for improvement in institutional processes exists to help guide students to define and then meet their educational goals, as state-mandated reforms – parts of the Student Success regulations - are implemented over the next few years.

7. In order to assure the academic integrity of the teaching-learning process, the institution uses and makes public Governing Board-adopted policies on academic freedom and responsibility, student academic honesty, and specific institutional beliefs or worldviews. These policies make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and dissemination of knowledge.

The Mission and Vision statement reflect the college’s values. In addition, the contract between the District and CCFT publishes a faculty statement of Professional Ethics. It reaffirms the need to practice intellectual honesty, to promote freedom of inquiry and to protect the academic freedom of students. These statements are available in the Catalog, on the CCFT website, and in the Students’ Rights and Responsibilities Handbook published by the Student Affairs Office of the college.

a. Faculty distinguish between personal conviction and professionally accepted views in a discipline. They present data and information fairly and objectively.

DESCRIPTION

The college’s policy on Academic Freedom is a negotiated article in the CCFT contract with the District and was approved by the Faculty Senate and Governing Board. Every time a member of the faculty is evaluated, the forms used spell out these college commitments toward academic freedom and help guide the evaluation process. The Academic Freedom Policy is published in the Catalog, the Faculty Resource Guide, and the CMP. Within the policy on Academic Freedom is the expectation that “All faculty members should clearly differentiate to students the expression of a faculty member’s personal opinions or convictions from the objective presentation of theory, fact, or ideas.” (Article 4.4.2, CCFT Contract). The Faculty Senate engages in discussions to deepen the understanding of this expectation, as do faculty in department meetings. The evaluation process is used to determine how effectively the college is meeting this expectation, for DE classes as well as for those delivered in traditional mode.

b. The institution establishes and publishes clear expectations concerning student academic honesty and the consequences for dishonesty.
DESCRIPTION

The Students Rights and Responsibilities Handbook clearly delineates a student’s rights and the college procedures for addressing academic probation, progress probation, exclusion from classes, suspension, and expulsion from the college. The Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook is available to all students online. Links to the handbook are in the college catalog and schedule of classes, and the link is provided to all new students during the online orientation. Counselors and the Student Health Center usually have printed copies for students who come to them with issues covered in the handbook. Printed copies are given to students who are brought up on conduct charges, so that they are aware of their due process rights.

Expectations regarding student academic honesty and the consequences of dishonesty are published in the print and online versions of the Students Rights and Responsibilities Handbook. This is one area where the instructional planning processes, Outcomes Assessment Review Committee annual reports, and Faculty Senate governance led to the creation, for the first time, of a college Honor Code and a college-wide effort to support academic honesty (detailed in 2A.1.c.). Definitions, procedures, and forms are spelled out in the Students’ Rights and Responsibilities handbook and are also available online. Discipline related to online or distance education was submitted by the DE Committee and added to the Handbook. The revised academic honesty policies are appearing in the Handbook for the first time in the 2012-13 academic year and will require some efforts to publicize them for both students and faculty.1

The DE Committee and the Information Technology Department are currently writing a Board Policy on student network/learning management system authentication and academic integrity. It describes the single authentication process into Blackboard, associated with a student’s registration status in Datatel, the student’s responsibilities regarding academic integrity, and the various means by which faculty verify regular effective contact with students, and promote student verification through the design of their courses.

c. Institutions that require conformity to specific codes of conduct of staff, faculty, administrators, or students, or that seek to instill specific beliefs or worldviews, give clear prior notice of such policies, including statements in the catalog and/or appropriate faculty or student handbooks.

DESCRIPTION

Since Cabrillo College is a public, open access community college, there are no specific codes of conduct – for faculty, staff, students, and administrators – that go beyond expected standards of behavior and comportment common to all places of learning. The Student Rights and Responsibilities handbook is available to all students online and does details some expectations and standards of behavior.
EVALUATION

The College meets the standard of policies that make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and dissemination of knowledge. Faculty Survey results indicate that the vast majority (97.3%) of instructors feel that academic freedom is upheld by the college.¹

8. Institutions offering curricula in foreign locations to students other than U.S. nationals operate in conformity with standards and applicable Commission policies.

This does not apply to Cabrillo College.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANNING AGENDA</th>
<th>Lead Responsible</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen existing SLO processes for quality assurance.</td>
<td>SLO Coordinator</td>
<td>June 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Standard IIB: Student Support Services

The institution recruits and admits diverse students who are able to benefit from its programs, consistent with its mission. Student support services address the identified needs of students and enhance a supportive learning environment. The entire student pathway through the institutional experience is characterized by a concern for student access, progress learning and success. The institution systemically assesses student support services using student learning outcomes, faculty and staff input, and other appropriate measures in order to improve the effectiveness of these services.

“The Cabrillo College Student Services component fosters a student-centered environment that facilitates student development and promotes educational success.” This is the Student Services mission statement, which works together with the institutional mission statement that the College is “a dynamic, diverse and responsive educational community dedicated to helping students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals” to form a philosophy and commitment that is woven throughout Student Services at the College. The College’s core competencies of Communication, Critical Thinking and Information Competency, Global Awareness, and Personal Responsibility and Professional Development also form a foundation for designing, providing and assessing the services we provide to our students.

Students who attend Cabrillo College are diverse in many ways: age, ethnicity, academic preparation for college, motivation, financial security, and whether they come from a home with a college-going culture. Therefore, the student support services Cabrillo provides cannot be a “one size fits all.” Since our 2007 accreditation self-study, there have been cross-discipline and cross-functional dialogs about students that need “high touch” and high engagement services and those that do not. These conversations have been held in the Faculty Senate, the Student Services Council, as part of Flex Activities, in the Basic Skills Advisory Committee and in other venues across campus. BSLAC meeting October 2011, BSLAC meeting minutes April, 2012, BSLAC meeting presentation August, 2012, Student Services Council notes 3.21.12

SLO assessment and feedback and recommendations from faculty, staff and students, both formally and informally, drive the improvement of student support services.

1. The institution assures the quality of student support services and demonstrates that these services, regardless of location or means of delivery support student learning and enhance achievement of the mission of the institution.

Cabrillo College’s Student Services component includes the following programs and services:

Admission and Records and Financial Aid and Scholarships (Enrollment Services), Counseling, Transfer and Career Services, International Students, Puente, Educational Opportunities Program and Services (EOPS), Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS), Learning Skills, Fast Track to Work (CalWORKS/WIA), Outreach and Recruitment, Student Activities, Student Government, Student Employment, Student Health Services Veterans Services, Foster Youth,

These programs and services will be described in the categories of Pre-enrollment Services, Direct Student Support Services, Services for Special Needs Students, and Student/Community Sponsored programs. Most of these services are also provided on-site at the Watsonville Center, while Scotts Valley and Distance Education students are able to access information for them online and complete many transactions through the web portal.

In July 2011, after years of dialog among departments, Matriculation, DSPS and Learning Skills were moved from Instruction to Student Services and incorporated with the Counseling Department to become the new Counseling & Educational Supportive Services (C&ESS) division. Five services moved from Instruction to Student Services as part of C&ESS: Matriculation, Assessment, Outreach and Recruitment, Disabled Services and Programs and Learning Skills. This restructuring provided Counseling with a designated dean to provide advocacy and an organizational structure aligned with other division structures at the College. This redesign additionally provides a new umbrella for the smooth pathway for a student’s progress through our services, from pre enrollment to program completion. With the closer collaboration among services, the faculty and staff communicate more consistently and effectively and have identified issues that increase and support student learning and growth. This dialog has identified areas of duplication resulting in streamlined services. [Insert URL to CESS webpage. Not live yet.]

**PRE-ENROLLMENT SERVICES**

Many students begin their pathway to a college degree or certificate before they actually enroll in classes. Therefore, Cabrillo has designed several popular, successful, pre-enrollment services that assist and support a diverse population of students to become better prepared to enroll as a first time student.

**Outreach & Recruitment**

Cabrillo College recruits and admits a diverse student body through a centralized Outreach and Recruitment Office that responds to external requests for information and tours, and through direct outreach and communication provided by specific programs and services. Outreach staff assesses incoming students’ needs through one-on-one questions and directs them to specific programs and services. Some students begin through the general admissions processes and others engagement in an effort to increase their persistence in college such as EOPS, Fast Track to Work (CalWORKS), DSPS or Learning Communities. The Outreach Office website includes information for Future Students, Parents, and a Q&A section on Cabrillo Facts. Staff modifies the site according to input and feedback received from users, and prospective students have responded favorably to the information provided.

Since first generation college students and many basic skills students need a unique and more intensive form of outreach, the Outreach Office, along with key campus stakeholders,
participated in a year-long design process, the High Engagement Design Team. [Insert hyperlink to Outcomes from OE redesign_1-15-08 in evidence folder] The goal of this team was to begin a cycle of evaluation of services and processes and to identify enhanced processes that support students who need a “high engagement” approach through improved admissions and other pre-enrollment services. This broad-based discussion concluded that a “one size fits all” approach is not effective nor a good use of resources, and that by spending the time needed on basic information, assistance with processes and steps for enrollment, students who are not familiar with a college-going culture will have a greater chance to persist through the critical first semester. As a result of reorganization, the College’s Outreach Office and EOPS Outreach services have been combined to reduce duplication and streamline efforts, and ongoing evaluation through the improvement cycle will evaluate the effectiveness of this change. The program review calendar lists when other departments are scheduled for program review.

Programs and services that have traditionally worked in separate and de-centralized ways are seeing the benefits of working collaboratively with others programs and services on campus. Examples of these collaborations include the CTE Counselor Collaborative, the Enrollment Services pilot, IT and Counseling projects, the Basic Skills Advisory Committee/Guided Enrollment and Assessment and instruction and counseling faculty working on the planning and implementation of the Student Success Act of 2012.

**High School Articulation Council**
A key pre-enrollment effort to recruit and admit a diverse student body is through a monthly High School Articulation Council (HSAC) meeting with representatives from local high schools, the University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) and the California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB). This collaboration has extended the College’s outreach to the diverse high school population in our county through the 40-50 high school counselors in attendance. Topics have included information and updates from various instructional programs, such as the Honors Transfer Program, Learning Communities, and Career Technical Education (CTE) programs. HSAC members also review College processes concerning high school students, such as concurrent enrollment, and suggest improvements as appropriate for greater student success. HSAC minutes 11.8.12 [Insert hyperlink to evidence folder]

**Counselor Breakfast and Collaborative**
Cabrillo hosts a High School Counselor Breakfast each spring semester to provide an opportunity to network with local area high school counselors, solicit feedback and suggestions for improving processes and to provide updated information on Cabrillo services.

In April 2012, the first Cabrillo Counselor Collaborative was held among local area high counselors, UC Santa Cruz's Transfer Partnership Program, and Cabrillo counselors. The collaborative was jointly organized by the Counseling Department and Cabrillo’s Career Education and Economic Development Division, which oversees CTE programs. Participants engaged in dialog about the various resources and programs available at each system level to
better prepare incoming freshmen to enter college. It also focused on how Cabrillo counselors could better anticipate and serve these students when they arrive. Results of the dialog were posted online, with links to the services discussed in the meeting. An online evaluation of the collaborative was conducted and the results [Link to Google Doc created by Ray] were positive, with specific suggestions that will be incorporated in the next year’s Collaborative. [Insert link to April 2012 minutes in evidence folder]

**Principals/Superintendents Meetings**

Principals and superintendents of K-12 districts in Santa Cruz County meet with the Cabrillo president and the deans to discuss common challenges and joint efforts to address these challenges. Topics have included CalPASS’ support for data collection and support for math and English collaborations between the high school and Cabrillo faculty on cross-segmental curricular efforts. Out of this has arisen the Santa Cruz County College Commitment, noted below.

**Santa Cruz County College Commitment (S4C)**

Cabrillo College and the 12 school districts within Santa Cruz County have formed a partnership that promotes student success through academic collaboration and outreach beginning with 4th graders. Student Services is integral in this effort to bring these fourth graders to campus for a visit that will engage them in hands-on, experiential activities and inspire them to see college as a possibility. **S4C**

**Pre-enrollment Matriculation Services**

Outreach and recruitment leads to other pre-enrollment services. Students are required to follow a particular order in their matriculation process—application, orientation to college, and assessment for course placement leading to education planning (course registration). These are the three core services that have become part of the Student Success Act of 2012. Our C&ESS dean is a member of the Matriculation Strategic Planning and Advisory Committee and the Counseling Advisory through the Chancellor’s Office where these three priorities were identified.

**Orientation for New Students**

Cabrillo’s online orientation was a multi-year project designed by counselors, students, the Marketing Coordinator and the Matriculation Coordinator so that all students would receive the same information and to respond to the Matriculation regulations that encourage as many components as possible to “utilize computerized information services to implement or support orientation activities.” (Title 5 55510 (a)) (4. This is the initial orientation to the College, and there is a bilingual introduction in Spanish and English for parents and students. Specific college programs add supplemental information in separate orientations, and counselors provide group sessions on the registration process in order to facilitate online registration.

In fall 2012, Cabrillo designed an on-site orientation for new students and their parents funded by the Cabrillo College Foundation. The objectives were to 1) provide a welcoming environment
for first-time students, 2) identify and hear about critical student success services through group visits, and 3) provide information to students about critical admissions and records deadlines, registration, educational planning, financial aid, and student activities. Over 300 students and some parents attended. The event was well-received. [Insert hyperlink to New Student Orientation Aug. 2012 in evidence folder]. The Foundation has provided funding for a second year, and improvements will be made based upon the staff and student evaluations.

**Assessment Services**
Cabrillo’s Assessment Center provides math, English reading and ESL assessments. The tests are from the Chancellors’ approved list: Math Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) for math, College Testing for English Placement (CTEP) for English and Reading, and eCompass for ESL. The College also accepts California State University (CSU) Early Assessment Program (EAP) for both English and math scores at the “Ready for CSU or participating CCC college-level English/math courses.” The math department is doing a long-range study of the success of students who have placed through the CSU test as compared to those who have placed through Cabrillo’s assessment instrument.

The Assessment Center is committed to removing as many barriers as possible by accepting scores from other community colleges and out-of-state universities. Its [website](#) clarifies which alternative assessment options are accepted, and students are presented with this information orally before the assessment, in writing on a poster in the hall while they wait, and through a Q & A session during assessment. All students taking the College placement test also take a 10 -15 minute computerized assessment consisting of four questions focused on how to use the Matriculation Challenge Process for course placement through means other than test scores. Results are fed back to the Assessment staff for revision of message and improved wording. This improvement cycle has been completed twice, and the new link to this survey is on the IT “to-do list” for spring 2013.

As a way to support students in their initial course selection, the Assessment staff direct students who place at the basic skills level to meet with faculty and staff who hold information sessions on learning communities, which support student success with additional integrated services. The Basic Skills and Learning Communities Advisory Committee has a subcommittee that evaluates this Guided Enrollment process for improvements.

**Running Start**
The Running Start program provides local graduating high school seniors with priority registration and assistance with the enrollment process. Each year approximately 800-1,000 students participate. The Running Start Committee annually assesses the event to refine the process based on staff, student, and high school counselor feedback. In 2011 801 students registered for 3,513 courses; and in 2012 835 students registered for 3,481 courses. For fall 2013, 24 sections of an Orientation to College class have been added for the 2013 cohort of Running Start students. The curriculum has been reviewed and enhanced by the counselors with the goals of the Student Success Act more prominently featured in the offerings.
Cabrillo Advancement Program (CAP)
CAP serves 325 students per year from six local middle schools and five local high schools. Primarily serving Latinos, these students are mentored to pursue higher education after high school graduation, and if they attend Cabrillo they receive a $1,000 scholarship provided by the Cabrillo College Foundation, with another grant for their second year. The counselor/coordinator provides college-preparation services such as tutorials, counseling, parent education, field trips to colleges, Saturday Academies and Summer Institutes with a focus on academic workshops in the areas of math, language arts and leadership.

Summer Migrant Education Program
The EOPS Summer Migrant Program works closely with the Migrant Child Education office in the Pajaro Valley Unified School District. The six week summer program recruits and enrolls high school graduating seniors and high school juniors who qualify for Migrant Education services. Students enroll in English, reading and counseling courses, receiving both high school and college credit upon completion. All expenses are paid by the program, and students are eligible for EOPS once they enroll at Cabrillo College. Additional services such as counseling, transportation, meals, tutoring, assistance with registration and financial aid applications is provided throughout the summer.

Career Survey Website Pilot Project
In a partnership between the C&ESS Division, the Matriculation Office and Cabrillo’s CTE component, a study of four online career assessments was undertaken. The impetus was Matriculation’s desire to increase student success by providing an initial, online assessment that students could complete prior to enrollment. This would assist them with early identification of a major and a career focus, which would better prepare students for education planning in their first year. In April 2012, the CTE office funded a pilot of four online career exploration websites. Participants included counselors from Cabrillo, local high schools, and a student representative, who utilized each website and completed a questionnaire to rate and rank the four. They then met and discussed the pros and cons of each site, producing a report of the results. Counselors used the results to guide students more effectively with career options, and will be piloting two of the career exploration sites with students in the Transfer and Career Center and in Career Planning courses. Results of course evaluations conducted each semester as well as a survey for those using the websites in the Transfer and Career Center will inform future direction of the use of these sites. This anticipates and supports the spirit of the Student Success Act of 2012 (SB 1456), enabling students to complete more focused education plan early in their college careers with early identification of a major.

DIRECT STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Matriculation
Because Matriculation was established at Cabrillo in the 1980s, the College has been unique in its awareness and institutional embracing of its standards and components (accessible
admissions, orientation, assessment, educational planning and counseling, follow-up, research, staff development and prerequisites.) The Matriculation Advisory Committee has included representation from instructional deans, instructional faculty, Student Services faculty and staff and students.

In 2011, the Office of Matriculation was moved to Student Services, along with Assessment services. This brought more cohesion to the three core matriculation services—orientation, assessment, and counseling/education planning, which the Student Success Act of 2012 makes requirements instead of recommendations. The move has already improved dialog and processes among the related departments. One example of an improvement resulting from Counseling’s SLO assessment is BYMA (Before You Make an Appointment). This addressed the problem of students making appointments with counselors for inappropriate reasons, such as needing to change a password on the student network, which was an inefficient use of staff resources and did not contribute to student success as it should have. The goal identified was to provide high-value services to students according to their need for low or high engagement at the initial stage or visit with Counseling. This need will vary and, to provide the best support for student success, staff explored ways to identify students with high need for in-person and high engagement and those who did not need that and are comfortable with more technology, self-direction and less personal interaction at certain stages. Resources were identified to support the identified goal: training for staff on better triaging, the cost of staff time and printing of signage. Implementation took place as staff changed telephone interactions and web information, and new signage was designed, printed and posted in Counseling and Transfer Center areas. Re-evaluation occurred through dialog for improvement at Counseling Department meetings, and other issues were identified. Based upon feedback, signage was redesigned for greater improvement.

The dialog across campus around the need to redesign services has been energizing. The Faculty Senate has launched a Student Success Task Force with counseling faculty and instructional faculty who are known for their work on student success issues. Counseling faculty made multiple presentations at the Faculty Senate and will be providing Flex workshops for instructional faculty on their role in student success. When the new regulations of the Student Success Act are clear, college policy and administrative regulations will be modified to address them.

Enrollment Services
In July 2011, Cabrillo initiated a pilot program to create a Department of Enrollment Services, which is comprised of the Financial Aid and Scholarship Office (FASO) and Admissions & Records (A&R). The former director positions of FASO and A&R are now one, Director of Enrollment Services, and some staff positions have also been reduced. The goal of this restructuring has been to cross-train staff to better serve students. Since many services in both areas are impacted by those of the other, quality and consistency in service for students at both the Aptos campus and the Watsonville Center will be improved by this collaborative effort and proper implementation of policies and procedures for State and Federal regulations will be more
consistent. Both the Aptos campus and the Watsonville Center provide computers for students to fill out the necessary online forms, either with the assistance of staff members or on their own. Ongoing evaluation will include feedback to the College Planning Council (CPC) regarding the restructuring and reduction of staff positions.

Financial Aid and Scholarship Office
Cabrillo’s Fact Book shows that the Financial Aid and Scholarship Office (FASO) has seen an increase in the number of Free Application for Student Financial Aid (FAFSA) applications and in the number of students receiving only the Board of Governors (BOG) grants. Since FASO is committed to providing financial aid assistance to all eligible students while exploring ways to increase efficiencies and make the process for students more understandable, the increase in demand has resulted in processes being evaluated, redesigned and re-implemented. In turn this has lead to ongoing improvements with the goal being a shorter time from application to receipt of aid.

An influx of applications is anticipated from the Santa Cruz County College Commitment’s (S4C) goal to have every high school student in Santa Cruz County complete the FAFSA. Outreach efforts are in place to ensure that students use the financial aid programs and services available at Cabrillo, and in 2012-13, FASO and the UC Santa Cruz Financial Aid Office will be collaborating on joint presentations across the county as a way to maximize resources and increase student success.

Through document imaging and improved communications, management has streamlined financial aid processing in order for students to receive their aid sooner. Students are able to take care of many of the requirements for documentation and other inquiries on their own by submitting information online, and a highly efficient email communications system has been established to inform students in a timely manner about the status of their application and award.

FASO has revised the academic progress policies to reflect the recent revision of federal regulations, which provide an option for colleges to determine how often academic progress for financial aid recipients are reviewed. The College decided that student success would be more effectively supported if academic progress were reviewed each term. A new BP/AR will be completed SP 2013.

Counseling Services
The services provided by the professional staff of the Counseling Department encourage the student’s academic, personal, social and career development. Academic counseling provides students with information about the requirements for the certificates, associate degrees and occupational programs offered at Cabrillo, and information about programs and admissions requirements at four-year colleges. Students are encouraged to develop educational plans to help them achieve their goals and to update those plans with counselors on a regular basis. Counselors continue to update their skills and knowledge by attending conferences and
webinars and reporting back to the department all changes and updates regarding the transfer process. This assures quality services for students needing this detailed and quickly-changing information.

**Transfer and Career Services**
The Transfer and Career Center provides workshops on CSU and UC application processes, Transfer Admission Guarantees, and UC/private university application essay writing. Counselors and Instructional Assistants in the Center assist students in completing their university transfer applications. 1,096 students transferred in 2010-2011, the highest number so far. The college’s Fact Book provides additional data on transfer numbers, and the Transfer Advisory Committee meets each semester to analyze data and improves services. [Insert hyperlink to fall 2012 committee minutes in evidence folder].

**The International Student Program**
The International Student Program recruits, admits and serves students from around the world, adding to the diversity of the Cabrillo student body. This program includes students from all continents, and includes individual counseling as well as curriculum to support acculturation and integration into the college community. Services include assistance with housing, immigration advising, academic and personal counseling, as well as pre and post arrival orientation activities. In fall 2012, 60 students were enrolled at Cabrillo with F-1 status, a number that is similar to that of the last 5 years (see international student tables in the Cabrillo Fact Book).

Cabrillo College has focused on new marketing and advertising programs to increase the population of international students, as the benefits of more students from around the world is integral to the College’s diversity. Articulation with local Intensive English Programs (IEPs) has been established to allow students to waive the TOEFL requirement (Test of English as a Foreign Language) and take the English or ESL placement test at Cabrillo. This articulation has led to sponsored travel and marketing through ESL Language Centers in Asia in fall of 2010 and fall of 2011. The international student counselor routinely presents Cabrillo Programs to international students at local IEPs to encourage transfer, which has resulted in a significant increase of students coming to Cabrillo from these schools. The international student counselor also attends conferences and meetings of professional organizations such as NAFSA-Association of International Educators and Bay Area Professional International Educators Roundtable (BA PIER) to maintain the College’s ability and eligibility to enroll international students. [Insert link to ESL Articulation Agreement in evidence folder]

**Puente**
The Puente Project has been a successful transfer program at Cabrillo College for the past 23 years. With an enrollment of 29 per year, the program is open to all students who are eligible for English 100 during fall term. They then continue to English 1A the following spring, working with the same counselor and English teacher. Puente primarily serves educationally underserved students. Students also have a mentor assigned from the community or college to provide additional support and a career focus.
EOPS/CARE
EOPS provides services to students from educationally disadvantaged and low-income backgrounds. Eligibility criteria can include not being a high school graduate, having a high school GPA below 2.5, previously being enrolled in remedial courses, and assessing into basic skills English or math. Students must also be eligible for a BOG waiver and financial aid. EOPS/CARE assures that students receive adequate support to stay in school and complete their educational goals through various services, including an initial assessment of the student’s educational needs and goals and developing an educational plan. Students submit a progress report from each of their classes which allows for close monitoring of the students’ progress in class, and receive close follow up during two additional counselor contacts throughout the semester. At the end of the semester, eligible students are awarded an educational grant. CARE provides additional services to EOPS students who are single head of households, receive CalWORKs cash aid benefits and have at least one child under the age of 14.

Fast Track to Work (FTTW) CalWORKS/WIA)
FTTW collaborates with the Santa Cruz Workforce Investment Board (WIB) and Santa Cruz County Human Services Department/CalWORKs (CW) to secure educational benefit funds for students who are pursuing Career Technical Education (CTE) college programs that are in demand in the labor market. The program provides intensive support services for unemployed students enrolled in the Workforce Investment Act (WIA), and students who are receiving cash aid (aid for dependent children) and enrolled in the CalWORKs (CW) program.

In 2011-12 FTTW worked with the county and the WIB to reduce redundancy and streamline required state and county forms. This has resulted in reducing students’ enrollment/eligibility enrollment time from three months to one month, supporting their educational success. FTTW continues to partner with county and state institutions to create referral systems that better align community resources, businesses, institutions and services with the College. A website has been developed that answers common questions for both students and the community.

FTTW continues to house different pilot programs that support student success, such as the Green Project which developed into the Advanced Green Project under the Construction and Energy Management Program, the Medical Assisting cohort program and the CTE/Teacher Preparation Pipeline. A new program will be implemented in April, which will give students two or three years to complete a certificate rather than one, which will provide the time necessary for academic success.

Student Employment
The Student Employment Center provides a variety of services to promote employment opportunities for students and alumni, as well as serve the College community with student workers. A Student Job Board is accessible at the Center or online with listings for jobs on campus, community and Open Access Job Boards from all over the Monterey Bay area and the
state. There are also volunteer opportunities and unpaid internships, as well as seminars on resume writing and interviewing skills.

Both student employees and employers are surveyed to rate students’ employee competence in key employment areas. These ratings are provided in a side-by-side comparison in the program review (p. 19) for use in program improvement.

**Student Health Services**
*Cabrillo Student Health Services* offers direct medical services for acute illnesses and injuries, laboratory tests and communicable disease screening, immunizations and physical examinations for work/school requirements, health counseling and education, personal counseling, and referrals to appropriate community medical and mental health resources. It is staffed by nurses and nurse practitioners, licensed therapists, and licensed clinical interns.

**Veterans Services**
In fall 2011, Cabrillo opened the **Veterans’ Information Center** (VIC). A Peer Advising class was developed and offered with an emphasis on veterans. Counseling for veterans was offered by a counselor who is also a veteran. The Veterans’ Student Organization conducts brown bag lunches for veterans and friends and the program provides crisis intervention and personal counseling for veterans. In fall 2012, 146 veterans and 31 dependents were served; 30 new students expressed interest for spring 2013, a 20% increase in students served.

**Foster Youth (FY)**
During spring 2012, Cabrillo began developing a **Foster Youth support program** designed to provide academic, financial and emotional support for students who are former Foster Youth. A counselor and a financial aid advisor are specifically designated to support foster youth, and at the core of the service is the philosophy of students helping students. A group of former foster youth is trained to help other foster youth navigate the college processes with an emphasis on financial and academic issues. Our student mentors help one another complete financial aid applications, find housing, engage tutors and access the extended services through County offices now available to foster youth. The mentors are also doing outreach to current foster youth to help them enroll in college. This outreach is in conjunction with the County Family and Children Services, CASA of Santa Cruz, Independent Living Programs (ILP), and the Dependency Court of Santa Cruz.

**SERVICES FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS**

**Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS)**
*Disabled Students Programs and Services* provide a range of services for students with disabilities. Their eligibility for services is verified through medical and/or psychological documentation, or learning disability assessments. Academic accommodations, which ensure equal access, are based on individual educational limitations and include test accommodations (extended time, distraction-reduced setting), note takers, permission for tape recorders, assistive technology such as Kurzweil screen readers, and tutorials. An alternate media
specialist converts text into Braille and for use with Kurzweil in addition to providing other alternate applications. Physical accommodations provided include on-campus transportation, Braille readers, specialized furniture and equipment, closed captioning, and sign language interpreters. Students who cannot function independently must obtain aide services from outside the college. Aides must meet with a DSPS counselor and sign a contract outlining responsibilities of both aide and student. College Connection helps students with Psych D who are also clients of Santa Cruz County Mental Health Services achieve their educational goals, providing encouragement, stability, coaching, network-building, and self-management skills. Cabrillo provides an-kind support in terms of office space and minimal staff support; the College Connection provides the services.

**The Learning Skills Program (LSP)**

The LSP serves students with Learning Disabilities (LD). All faculty may refer students, and students may self-refer. LSP additionally provides assessments for students in specific programs such as EOPS, Fast Track to Work (FTTW), ACE and other learning communities. LSP reaches out to programs that may not be aware that their students may be eligible for services that would improve their success through brochures, all-faculty emails, and classroom presentations.

LD specialists are a resource for instructors who teach students with LD, advising instructors on implementing classroom and test accommodations in reasonable ways while preserving regular curriculum. They also negotiate between students and instructors to preserve the rights of both parties and maintain equal access for students.

The LSP has worked to maintain their Learning Lab, where students with disabilities may receive more extended individualized help than in larger labs open to all students. In response to financial challenges, the LSP has written grants to help keep the Learning Lab open, and thereby increase student success. The Learning Lab is currently funded through Basic Skills. A recent study done by the Planning and Research Office (PRO) found that while test accommodations alone help students in basic math classes, students in algebra and statistics need more than accommodations in order to succeed. The LSP Program Review found the lab to be key to student success in higher math classes.

An orientation video providing information on LSP is available online to faculty and students, and a handbook describing LD assessment and services is also available online. The video’s effectiveness is evaluated through informal reporting by faculty and frequency of use by LD specialists, who show it when invited to visit classes. The effectiveness of the handbook is measured by students’ successful completion of the LS 254 homework assignment, for which the handbook is required. Learning Skills Program Plan 2010

**STUDENT/COMMUNITY SPONSORED PROGRAMS**

**Student-Sponsored Programs**

It has been the goal of the ASCC Student Senate to provide textbook support to make this resource more affordable to students and promote student success. Four programs exist for
this purpose: the Borrow a Book program which loans books to students for one semester, the Textbook Reserve program which provides a copy of each textbook costing over $50 to the Cabrillo College Library reserves and the Watsonville Integrated Learning Center, a Textbook Rental program and a Textbook Exchange Board.

The Cabrillo College Bike Co-op operates as a student club, promoting student engagement and thereby greater success. It is intended to promote sustainable transportation for all of the Cabrillo College community. The Bike Co-op is operated mainly by volunteers with only one student employee and one club advisor. The Bike Co-op provides the following services: bike rental, bike repair (co-op staff will train owners to do repairs), bike lockers (managed through the Student Affairs desk), bike racks and full bike lockers (provided by a local grant), and bike mechanics available for training.

The Cabrillo Food Pantry is a new student support service sponsored by the ASCC Student Senate, the Office of the Vice President of Student Services, the Office of the Dean of Student Services, and the Student Affairs Office.

Latino Graduation/ Recognition Ceremony
The Organization of Latin Americans Student Club (OLA) sponsors the Annual Latino Graduation Recognition Ceremony. This is a bilingual and culturally relevant event where all students of Latin heritage who will be graduating at the end of the year are invited to celebrate with their families and friends. Keynote speakers, live music and food for all are provided. By celebrating the achievements of Latino students and engaging the family, greater student success is promoted.

Associated Students of Cabrillo College (ASCC) Student Senate College-Wide Support Grants provide funding to enhance instruction in the classroom and labs and in all student support services through improved equipment, software, and any materials that will serve students for multiple years. Faculty and staff are invited to apply for these grants and are awarded needed funds that will have long-term benefits to students to purchase equipment that will enhance instruction and support services for our students for many years to come.

The Cabrillo College Foundation also provides direct support for student success through various grant programs, such as the Crocker Endowment Grants for equipment or program support that will benefit students. The Emergency Loan Program provides short-term loans for one semester and emergency grants for true emergencies. Engineering and Applied Science Endowment Grants give awards to applicants from the departments Computer Information Systems, Computer Science, Engineering, Engineering Technology, Physics, and MESA.

Quality Assurance of Student Service Programs and Recommendation from Accreditation Team Regarding Assessment of Student Services Programs

Student Services assures the quality of its services through SLO assessment and program planning, which also assure the quality of services for students enrolled in DE programs.
At the last Accreditation visit of 2007, the Accreditation Team made the recommendation that Student Support Services develop and implement student learning outcomes and measurements for all its departments, collect and analyze the data, and link the results to planning and program improvement. At that time, only some departments had written SLOs and were embarked on the process of measuring them. Student Services provided preliminary training in writing and assessing SLOs in 2008, with every department articulating four SLOs, which were tied to each of the college four core competencies. However, as departments began to measure them, they found that the assessment did not provide data that revealed student learning needs and therefore could be helpful in informing program improvement. In 2010 the college received a Bridging Research Information and Culture grant from the Hewlett Foundation, administered by the Research and Planning Group of California. Over the 2010/2011 academic year, much of the grant was used to rewrite more useful and appropriate SLOs and to make plans to assess them.

Student Service departments then embarked on intensive assessment of those SLOs and the writing of program plans. Every department has completed assessing its SLOs and all programs have completed a recent program plan.

The dialogue that resulted from SLO assessment and program planning has resulted in the creation of a new template from Student Services program plans that has since gone on to serve as a model for non-Instructional program planning across the campus.

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC) commended Student Services for its comprehensive work on SLOs, AUOs and overall assessment of its programs and services in its 2012 annual report.

The program plans are reviewed by the Student Services Council (SSC) for feedback and suggested revisions, consistent with the SSC Mission statement, part of which is “identifying best practices that promote student success and learning outcomes.”

The Program Plan cycle is completed every six years, with annual updates submitted to the office of the Vice President, Student Services (VPSS) and to SSC. The Office of the VPSS submits a separate Program Plan with its own AUOs, incorporating the highest ranking recommendations from each program’s Plan into an integrated set of prioritized recommendations. All plan recommendations that are related to budget are presented by the VPSS to the the College Planning Council. Other administrative areas (i.e., C&ESS) have written and evaluated AUOs.

A possible expanded review process is under discussion in SSC to include broader input into program/services improvement.

Those programs/services that also offer courses additionally go through the Instructional review and assessment process, Student Services program plans and SLO data are linked on the VPSS website, along with the six-year program plan schedule.
The VPSS and some of the Student Service managers also provide periodic written updates to the Board of Trustees, especially if there have been statewide or institutional changes. Counseling, Matriculation, the Transfer Center, Fast Track to Work and the EOP&S Summer Migrant Program have all presented reports to the Board.

**EVALUATION**

The College has met the standard and the recommendation from the previous accreditation site visit through its collection of qualitative and quantitative data that evaluates programs and services despite their location and means of delivery and identifies program and service improvement and resource allocation based upon these assessments.

All Student Services programs have completed program plans incorporating data from Student Learning Outcomes assessment and including the assessment results in recommendations for program improvement and resource allocation, and have established a 6 year program planning cycle with annual updates. The College utilizes the Campus Climate Student Survey, administered every two years, to measure student satisfaction with all services across campus, and each department reviews the results to analyze trends and areas for program improvement. In addition, each department uses specific program data to comply with and respond to changing State regulations and student needs.

2. *The institution provides a catalog for its constituencies with precise, accurate, and current information concerning the following:*

a. **General Information**

The Cabrillo College Catalog contains the official name, address(es) telephone numbers, and website of the college; it includes the mission statement, a description of the College’s Core Four Competencies, description of courses, program and degree offerings, the academic calendar and program length, an academic freedom statement, and information on availability of student financial aid. It also includes information about learning resources, admissions and residency policies, registration procedures, policies that impact students such as that for excessive absences, the names and degrees of administrators and faculty, and the names of the Governing Board members. Components, divisions and departments annually review their respective areas of the catalog. The Counseling and Articulation departments along with the Office of Instruction review the catalog annually, focusing closely on Title 5 regulations and changes from the Chancellor’s Office, the local Curriculum Committee, and Student Services changes that directly affect students. The catalog is available for purchase at the College bookstore and online in PDF or a mobile device-friendly format, and Braille versions of the catalog are available upon request. Previous catalogs are available online for the 2004-05 academic year to the current year. To assist the visually impaired, the catalog converted to an html format, which allows easy conversion to Braille and other supportive software.
The catalog is reviewed for accuracy and currency by many people who oversee specific sections, and Deans provide a larger cross-component review. Suggestions and issues raised informally by students are also forwarded to those whose areas are referenced.

b. Requirements
College requirements regarding admission, student fees and other financial obligations, degree, certificates, graduation and transfer, are presented in the catalog, which is available in hard copy and online. Admission requirements and fees are the same for DE courses as for traditional courses, and attendance is monitored through student participation online and interaction with the instructor. Online tutoring in math and English is available as well for DE students. Changes to academic programs are brought through the College Curriculum committee for approval, and tracked through to publication of the catalog. Through annual reviews, the catalog is kept current and presented in a manner that is easy to understand and well structured. Student feedback through counseling appointments and online advising, which also serves DE students, is used in assessing the clarity and ease of understanding of the catalog. This input is considered when making changes to how information is presented in the catalog. Student input consistently supports the need to make degree requirements clear.

c. Major Policies Affecting Students
Policies regarding academic regulations, academic honesty, nondiscrimination, acceptance of transfer credits, sexual harassment, grievance and complaint procedures, matriculation services and processes, and fees are presented in the catalog. The same major policies apply to DE students as well as those enrolled in traditional programs. Gainful employment references for applicable certificates will be noted in the 2012-13 Catalog in accordance with recent federal regulations.

d. Locations or Publications Where Other Policies May be Found
The Students Rights and Responsibilities handbook is available online, in the Student Affairs Office and in all administrative offices. The Schedule of Classes is published online for every term and in print for fall and spring semesters. Catalog excerpts for all departments are available online. Incoming students participate in an online orientation as part of the assessment and matriculation process and some initial “need to know’ policies are referenced there, also. Any student complaints or grievances are recorded by the institution regardless of whether students are taking DE or traditional classes, and there is not a statistically significant difference in the number of complaints between the two groups of students. In 2010 Cabrillo’s website was standardized across campus for greater accessibility to students and their content is updated regularly.

EVALUATION
The College has met the standard through its inclusion of all required components of the standard and areas noted for review and improvement in the 2007 report have been addressed.
In addition, the college has made the catalog available through use of mobile-friendly devices and in formats accessible to students with disabilities.

3. The institution researches and identifies the learning support needs of its student population and provides appropriate services and programs to address those needs.

One way in which Cabrillo determines the support needs of its students is through a series of survey questions at the end of the application soliciting information about their experience while completing the application. Since the application is online, DE students are also included in this survey. The results are utilized to continually improve our processes. A Spanish language version of the college application is also available in paper format, to better serve students at the Watsonville Center. [Insert hyperlink to application in Spanish in evidence folder. Other means for determining support needs is through demand for services.

a. The institution assures equitable access to all of its students by providing appropriate, comprehensive, and reliable services to students regardless of service location or delivery method.

Equitable Access
Students apply for admission to the college using the online application available on the Cabrillo website. Cabrillo utilizes the California Community College Apply (CCCApply) application. The structure and format of the application is closely monitored and revised to minimize bias and also ensure the proper data is collected in order to meet State reporting requirements. Consistent with our status as a Hispanic Serving Institution, enrollment services are available in Spanish and English at both the Aptos campus and the Watsonville Center. [Insert link to Spanish BYMA poster in evidence folder].

With the move to online registration, student who are not as technologically-savvy require time and assistance to navigate the electronic processes. Student Services staff continually improve their inquiry and customer service skills in order to ascertain a student’s level of understanding as they provide assistance, either in person at a computer or by telephone while a student accesses the computer remotely. Students are now able to ask for help both online and on the phone while using Web Advisor. The same holds true for Financial Aid which has become a “paperless” office. with a 100% commitment to online access and services, supported by “live” assistance as needed. This assistance may be in-person in Aptos and the Watsonville Center, or by phone to serve all students, including those enrolled through distance education.

Counseling services are accessible to students through the Aptos campus and Watsonville Center, where students can make both in-person and telephone appointments. At either campus, students can choose a counselor who is bilingual in Spanish and English. Students will soon be able to access the appointment scheduling system online (eSARS.) The implementation of eSARS is dependent upon IT’s movement through their priority list. Online advising is also available by appointment and the Frequently Asked Questions page is being revised to
incorporate a more guided and interactive format. Facebook and Twitter have been added as ways that students can access information and timely updates.

Students are screened by trained staff in the Counseling and Transfer and Career Centers to provide them with the most appropriate services depending upon their needs. This has resulted in more front-end time for the staff, but it has resulted in more efficient referrals to counselors and educational planning services that provide complementary services. As a result of our counselor-designed BYMA [Insert link to BYMA English & Spanish in evidence folder] (Before You Make an Appointment) screening, students are coming to counseling appointments better informed, better prepared and with more focused questions. The BYMA steps and information are posted on the Counseling website and on large posters at the entrance to the Counseling area, as well as communicated to students by staff in person and over the phone. [Insert link to Counseling minutes 9-13-12 in evidence folder].

Counseling has adapted and advanced its services and programs to utilize new technologies, and to ensure that all students have equal access to these services, regardless of location or means of delivery. The department is in the process of implementing eAdvising, a web-based education planning tool in WebAdvisor, for staff who, are providing education planning. This planning tool interfaces with course planning done by students in WebAdvisor. Students will be able to plan their initial program and then work with a counselor for fine-tuning and informed course selection. Currently, education plans are developed either on paper or through electronic versions placed on a shared drive. eAdvising requires integration with Degree Audit in WebAdvisor and a close working partnership among Counseling, the Articulation Office and IT. A spring 2013 Flex presentation on the status of eAdvising was given by a team of counselors and IT staff.

Counseling and the Transfer/Career Center have used the Articulation Office’s web-based articulation page, developed to provide information and policies to students and Cabrillo and high school counselors. The page contains links to access degree petition worksheets, articulation agreements with private and out-of-state colleges, high school articulation, online college catalogs (College Source Online), UC and CSU articulation, college degree and certificate requirements, and many other areas of educational preparation. This page also serves DE students well.

Counseling acknowledges that all students do not prefer high tech/low touch services at all stages in their college experience. By making technology available for those who prefer it, we increase access for those that prefer information and services in that format and free up time and resources for students that prefer more personal interaction. The goal is for students to be able to access information by the means most useful for the individual student in a given situation.
All Student Services have informative websites for student access that describe services, hours, and staff. Many have Q&A sections. An example is the Student Affairs site that allows graduating students to confirm participation in the graduation ceremonies.

Student Elections—in spring 2011, the ASCC Student Senate elections were held online for the first time. This provided easy access to students to participate in their student government. A total of 1,057 valid votes were counted, more than double the number of valid votes compared to the previous year’s count of 517. Cabrillo College Governing Board Agenda, June 2011

b. The institution provides an environment that encourages personal and civic responsibility, as well as intellectual, aesthetic and personal development for all of its students.

Part of being an educated person includes having an increased awareness and appreciation for the larger world. This can be both as an observer and as a participant. College should instill a larger sense of self in its students. Years of research has supported the premise that students who are involved in extracurricular activities and participate in more than classes have higher retention and persistence rates. The following list includes some of those opportunities for students at the college, including services that integrate elements that encourage and support growth on both personal and civic levels. For DE students, a good learning environment is defined by the quality of the course website, the ease of navigation and clarity of the layout, and the quality of instructional materials and personal interactions with fellow students and the instructor which foster the engagement necessary for success. Dialog concerning these matters is conducted in Distance Education Committee meetings and department meetings where DE courses are offered.

Student Government

The Associated Students of Cabrillo College (ASCC) Student Senate provides leadership and community service opportunities, and sponsors a large variety of activities on campus to enhance college life and promote an enjoyable college experience. As stated in the ASCC Constitution, the purpose of the ASCC Student Senate is to “...help develop community consciousness; represent student interests at all levels of federal, state and college governments; encourage and develop activities and services.”

The Student Senate serves as an essential conduit for communication between students and the College, as well as between students and various state and regional agencies. Over the years the ASCC Student Senate has been active in promoting the interest of community college students among legislators in Sacramento as exemplified by their sponsorship of the attendance to the Community College League of California (CCLC) Annual Legislative Conference in Sacramento, California. This includes attending workshops and meeting with state legislators in their offices in Sacramento. The Senate also sponsors the annual March in March for students to join this annual march to the Capital.
The ASCC Student Senate is composed of six executive board members and 16 at-large senators. The ASCC Senate manages an annual operating budget of approximately $240,000, a Student Representation budget of approximately $30,000 and a Student Center Fee budget of approximately $110,000. Programs and activities funded by the ASCC Student Senate budgets address a wide range of interests.

**Student leadership** is further enhanced through the Inter-Club Council with a representative from each club. During the fall semester of 2012 approximately 27 clubs were chartered.

**Students from EOPS, FTTW and Disabled Students Programs and Services** foster a learning environment that promotes personal and civic responsibility. Staff encourages student involvement in campus clubs and affairs and awareness of the college’s position in the larger environment. DSPS faculty and staff have keep students apprised of the current budget situation, encouraging involvement in advocating for their own education. In March of 2010 and 2011, students from these three programs were among those who participated in the March in March in Sacramento, meeting with legislators to advocate for the funding of secondary education for community college students.

The **Counseling Department** provides courses and workshops in college success, career planning, study skills, essay writing, general transfer requirements and other topics as needed. Counselors help students with self-exploration, personal development, decision-making and career/life planning.

Students are provided with intellectual, artistic and personal development opportunities through the **Cabrillo Art Gallery**, where six exhibitions are hosted annually with a focus on local, national and international artists, in addition to an annual student exhibition. These exhibitions expose students to the artistic contributions of a diverse group of artists.

**Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook**
The **Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook**, updated in the fall semester of 2011, provides guidance to students, faculty, staff and administration on student rights, behavioral expectations and procedures for student grievance and violation of the student code of conduct. A new section to this document, Academic Integrity, was added to ensure guidance and enforcement of issues of academic integrity, primarily focusing on cheating and academic integrity.

A **Voter Registration link** is provided through WebAdvisor.

**c. The institution designs, maintains and evaluates counseling and/or academic advising programs to support student development and success and prepares faculty and other personnel responsible for the advising function.**
Counseling
The services provided by the professional staff of the Counseling Department encourage the student’s academic, personal, social and career development. The department is staffed by professionally trained counselors who provide academic counseling for occupational and two-year degrees, as well as transfer to four-year colleges. Academic counseling provides students with information about the requirements for the certificates, associate degrees and occupational programs offered at Cabrillo, and information about programs and admissions requirements at four-year colleges. Students are encouraged to develop educational plans to help them achieve their goals, and to update those plans with counselors on a regular basis. Online counseling serves DE students as well as those who find it difficult to go to a counseling appointment in person.

With the implementation of the Student Success Act of 2012, counselors will be co-developing initial education plans with students. If the students are unclear on a career and major focus, they will be referred to workshops or classes that assist them with information and skills to assist them with their educational goals. The development of these new workshops began fall 2012 and were implemented in spring 2013. The workshops better focus students when they make a follow-up education plan with a counselor for their time at Cabrillo. The pilot for early career assessment referenced earlier in this report will add to this focus. Counselors also assist students with transfer admission agreements with participating UC, CSU and private universities.

Both adjunct and regular contract counseling faculty are evaluated once every three years through classroom and/or counseling session observation, peer feedback, and student evaluations. New adjunct counselors are evaluated each of their first two semesters, and probationary contract faculty is evaluated at least once each year for the first four years of employment. New faculty members receive comprehensive training and are assigned a mentor within Counseling. All counselors participate in twice a month meetings to share informational updates on college programs and practices, transfer information, departmental issues and assessment of SLOs and services and processes. In addition, specialized trainings are held throughout the year on various technical aspects. Counselors also attend professional career and transfer conferences and hold memberships in several professional associations, in order to keep current on the best practices for counseling throughout the state. Some of these include Ensuring Transfer Success (CSU and UC), CSU and UC Conferences.

Counseling and the areas under Counseling (Puente, International Students Program and the Career and Transfer Center) has completed its Program Review (program planning). All course-level Student Learning Outcomes have been updated and assessed and the outcomes for courses currently being offered are being assessed on their cycle. Program-specific student learning outcomes have been developed and are assessed annually in the spring. Data on counseling, transfer and career services and programs obtained through the Cabrillo College Campus Climate Student Survey, is examined and incorporated into program planning. Survey and assessment information from various sources is the subject of robust and frequent dialog within the counseling department, including how counseling enhances student development.
and success for those enrolled in DE classes. [Insert hyperlink to Counseling retreat agenda in evidence folder].

The C&ESS dean works with the Counseling Department in conjunction with the division office’s AUO, “Assessment, Orientation, and Counseling will utilize information from the C&ESS Office to improve services to help students meet their educational goals.” The work on this assessment led the department to redesign a service for students that better prepared them for their time with a counselor as mentioned elsewhere in this report.

**EOPS/CARE**

According to Title 5 regulations, EOPS/CARE students are mandated to meet with an EOPS/CARE counselor three times every semester. The EOPS/CARE counselor provides academic and career counseling to ensure that students are following an educational plan that will help them reach their educational goals at Cabrillo College. EOPS/CARE counselors work closely with the general counseling department for training, updates on transfer and career matters, and academic programs. Participation in university programs and statewide conferences and trainings throughout the academic year is encouraged. Counselors also attend two mandatory technical trainings twice during the year which are provided by the California Community College Chancellors Office and the California Community College EOPS/CARE Association.

**FAST TRACK TO WORK (FTTW)**

FTTW provides counseling to all of the students under WIA and CalWORKs programs. Students must develop an educational plan with the counselor that receives final approval from the respective community program. The educational plan must reflect the student’s major and completion date in a time specific manner. Counselors work closely with the general counseling department to receive proper training and updates on career and academic programs. The California Community College Chancellors CalWORKs Association also provides ongoing trainings for the staff.

**DSPS**

DSPS conducts systematic and regular reviews of its support services through six-year program plans, class evaluations each semester, and occasional student surveys. DSPS and LSP six-year program plans gather evaluative information through student surveys of individual classes, surveys of the program as a whole, degree and unit completion data from the Planning and Research Office (PRO), students’ class and faculty evaluations, and evaluation of SLOs. This information is analyzed for evidence of successful program practices and for areas needing improvement. Proposed improvements are incorporated into the *DSPS program plan* and *Student Services Program Plans Reviews* as specific recommendations, implemented over the next five years.

DSPS counselors and LD specialists are evaluated as part of the faculty evaluation cycle. Faculty participate in various trainings and workshops to keep current with developments in their fields, such as those provided by the California Association of Post-secondary Educators of the Disabled.
An example of a service that has resulted from department assessment that will improve student learning is the development of LS 200L, a lab designed to help students reduce stress and anxiety through use of the HeartMath and TestEdge programs. DSPS faculty have also attended OnCourse trainings and incorporated much of this training in their classes and in work with individual students.

d. The institution designs and maintains appropriate programs, practices and services that support and enhance student understanding and appreciation of diversity.

Cabrillo College appreciates and celebrates its diversity through many activities which include the Latino Graduation Recognition Ceremony, Cinco de Mayo, the MLK Jr. Scholarship and Commemoration Ceremony, cultural field trips to Teatro Campesino in San Juan Bautista sponsored by the Puente Program, Día de los Muertos, and the Cabrillo College Social Justice Conference involving Cabrillo students, faculty, staff and administration. This conference has been held each spring since 2007 with over 30 panel presentations. Many Student Clubs are also representative of the diversity of the College.

In recognition of the broad spectrum of diversity, DSPS sponsored Disability Awareness Week at Cabrillo in spring 2010, with exhibits and panel discussions focusing on the ability of students with disabilities to succeed in college. In addition, the Vice President of Student Services has conducted two Safe Spaces trainings, in order to foster greater understanding and awareness of potential issues facing gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and questioning students, and to be able to more effectively serve these students. Participants completing the training receive a “safe space” sign to post at their work area identifying it as a safe and welcoming place.

Diversity at the College is measured in part through the Campus Climate Student Survey: on a scale of 1(Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly Agree), student responses to this survey in 2010 indicated a mean response of 3.19 to the statement “Educational activities at Cabrillo reflect an appreciation for different groups of people, including ethnic and disabled people.”

e. The institution regularly evaluates admissions and placement instruments and practices to validate their effectiveness while minimizing biases.

As FERPA regulations continue to be revised and impact admissions practices, Cabrillo will revisit policies and procedures related to privacy to ensure proper knowledge and understanding of those changes among staff campus-wide. There is also a need to revise campus procedures to provide greater access to the details of a student’s academic records from other institutions.

The assessment instruments used by the College are validated on a regular six year cycle and are used with consequential validation procedures. This commonly accepted methodology surveys both the faculty and students to assess whether they believe students have been placed too high, too low, or appropriately in a particular course. Math and English were last validated in
spring 2012. Reading and ESL will go through the validation process again in fall 2012, due to the low numbers of ESL students using the instrument which prevented the research office from conducting an accurate validation. Students enrolled in DE courses must use the same assessment measures as students enrolled in traditional courses, so the evaluation of effectiveness would be the same.

The ESL assessment process has gone through several changes in the past years. For many years self-placement was the method used, providing information and examples of course expectations to students and allowing them to select the level of ESL they felt was most appropriate. The ESL department pursued a standardized assessment for a number of years in the interest of improving student success by more accurate initial course placement. The college is now in its second year of using eCompass as the ESL placement assessment instrument, and the number of students using it is slowly increasing. The faculty and research staff revised cut scores and identified multiple measures in spring 2012, which included the number of years in the US, the top grade level in the native country and the language spoken at home.

Some incoming students are unaware of the test's existence despite having the information printed in the class schedule in English and Spanish under Step 4, "Getting Started in 7 Steps". Effective means of outreach is under discussion, and the ESL faculty, the Assessment staff and PRO have ongoing concerns and are working together to resolve balancing accurate course placement with enrollment demands and course scheduling decisions.

Instruments used to assess students for LD are regularly revised and updated. A fourth edition of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was recently adopted as one of the main cognitive and perceptual assessment instruments. The California Community College LD Eligibility Model was recently studied at the Chancellor’s level with a view toward increasing its accuracy and efficiency.

f. The institution maintains student records permanently, securely, and confidentially, with provision for secure backup of all files, regardless of the form in which those files are maintained. The institution publishes and follows established policies for release of student records.

Locations/security
Cabrillo College Board Policy requires adherence to FERPA. (BP/AP 5040 Student records: privacy and directory information.) Through program reviews utilizing professional self-assessment tools for both Financial Aid and Admissions & Records, it is clear that both areas adhere to basic professional standards in regards to record retention and student privacy and specific areas to strengthen procedures were identified. Enrollment Services Program Plan

Original microfilm is kept in the College Bank Vault and copies are in the A&R archival office. Records retained on a permanent basis include: applications, enrollment data, grades, transcripts, graduation petitions, faculty reports, faulty rosters, student loan documents and
assessment placement scores. All information is entered into the computer database, for which back-up files are made on a nightly basis. Student records have a designated, protected and locked storage area. Records are only released with approval of the student or by court order, which may be required by law. The student information system Datatel/Colleague limits access to information based on the requirements of the employee’s position and is password protected. Retention of campus records retention is in transition from the current system of records being stored on paper, microfilm and microfiche to document imaging, which will be the new format for storing documents. Financial Aid has been scanning documents since 2010. Admissions & Records will begin in the spring of 2012. The security of the scanned documents is being discussed with potential service providers.

DSPS, LSP, financial aid and counseling maintain separate files on their students to ensure confidentiality. The access to the files is open to staff only.

**EVALUATION**

The college meets the standard. Student Support Services is committed to equitable access to all students through assessed and revised processes, increased use of technology and assessed and improved in-person services, regardless of location or means of delivery. Personal and civic responsibility are advocated for and supported through student services activities and programs. Implementation around Admission issues and security of records has been analyzed and improved in response to changes in federal and state laws. Counseling services have undergone program review and a cycle of assessment, resource allocation and implementation in order to support student access, development and success. The challenges identified in the last report around structure, decentralization of counseling services and facilities have been partially addressed with restructuring and a new division, and the next cycle of improvement will address improving counseling facilities to facilitate student flow, access and consolidation of services. In fact, a current project approved by the Facilities Planning Advisory Committee (FPAC minutes, 3/22/13) involves renovations to building 100 that will improve student flow. Improvements to the ESL assessment and placement procedures are also ongoing.

4. **The institution evaluates student support services to assure their adequacy in meeting identified student needs. Evaluation of these services provides evidence that they contribute to the achievement of student learning outcomes. The institution uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.**

**Program Plans**

100% of Student Services departments completed Program Planning between spring 2008 and spring 2012: Outreach, Student Health Services, Student Employment, Student Affairs/Student Activities and Government, Enrollment Services, Counseling/Transfer and Career Center/International Students Program/Puente, Fast Track to Work, EOP&S/CARE, and Stroke and Acquired Disability Center. The programs that migrated from Instruction Office completed new plans in Spring 2013: Disabled Students Programs and Services, Learning Skills, Outreach
and Recruitment, Cabrillo Advancement Program and Dean of Counseling and Educational Support Services. Through the program planning process, these programs utilize a variety of resources to assess SLOs, evaluate services to ensure that practices reflect professional standards and support student learning and to determine areas for improvement. For Enrollment Services, resources include self-assessment tools provided by pertinent professional associations for each functional area, in addition to results of the campus climate survey, data provided by PRO in the Fact Book and assessments of established student learning outcomes utilized by all the programs in program planning. The same processes are used to evaluate the effectiveness of services for DE students as for traditional students, and evaluation of the DE program does assess how student support services contribute to the achievement of student learning outcomes. One example of how evaluation results have been used to improve services is the creation of the online math tutoring system. The most recent version of each Student Services Program Plan with accompanying SLO assessment results is posted on the VPSS website.

**EVALUATION**

The 2007 Accreditation team recommended that Student Services develop and implement student learning outcomes and measurements for all its departments, collect and analyze the data, and link the results to planning and program improvement. This recommendation has been completed.

In addition, the following self-identified recommendation was made by Student Support Services in 2007: *Student Services will continue to implement a systematic and on-going cycle of program planning, evaluation and assessment for all Student Services and Support programs, including the Counseling Division, allowing sufficient opportunities for dialog within and among programs. SLOs will be integrated throughout the departments’ plans along with effective assessment practices and instruments to measure their success.* (The Counseling Division is now a department under the new C&ESS Division.)

All departments have now developed comprehensive program plans, with recommendations linked to data obtained through SLO assessment, student survey data, and individual program data collection methods, such as the online application questionnaire on CCCAPPLY and student/employer ratings of student employees’ competencies in various employment related areas. The data obtained and analyzed by each of the Student Services programs, and the data-driven recommendations for self-improvement, can be found within each Program Plan posted on the VPSS website. The list of SLOs and AUOs for each program and service is also posted, along with the six year program planning assessment schedule.

The Student Services Council (SSC) meets monthly to share information on program developments, student needs, and areas for collaboration, as well as reviewing program plans and annual updates as scheduled. SSC is comprised of directors and managers of all Student Services programs, the two Student Services deans and the Vice President of Student Services,
along with their executive assistants, and the Dean of Education Centers who also serves as a liaison to the Instruction Council (IC). SSC has developed the following mission statement:

*The Student Services Council shares information and fosters dialog around Student Services issues, programs and services; identifying best practices that promote student success and learning outcomes. The council serves as an important avenue of information to student services staff through the student services managers, coordinators and directors.*

The departmental planning process uses multiple types of student-generated data in its recommendations for program improvement, and those plans are reviewed and revised by all Student Support Services areas at the Student Services Council. The VPSS brings program plan recommendations with budget implications to the College Planning Council, which is advisory to the President. The VPSS then presents a report to the Board of Trustees, summarizing the recommendations from the Student Services program plans. This demonstrates a continuous cycle of evaluation and planning and supports college-wide dialog. As indicated by a recent campus survey conducted by PRO for the SLO Assessment Review Committee, Student Services staff would benefit from being involved in campus trainings and discussion to have a better understanding of SLOs and be directly involved in planning, assessing and modifying services in order to ensure that everyone is part of the effort to assist students be successful.

**Specific services with additional evaluation and improvement goals:**
Admissions and Records and Financial Aid are now combined under an Enrollment Services umbrella. A new position, Director of Enrollment Services, oversees the two departments. Cross training of staff in both departments is taking place to better serve students. Sharing resources, talents, ideas, and responsibilities between the two departments leads to more efficient planning and training. The changes will be evaluated by impacted staff and managers. The process is being designed now. Those assessments will be shared with the shared governance committee, CPC.

The National Student Clearinghouse is a tool of our evaluation process. Since our last accreditation, Cabrillo has expanded the use of the National Student Clearinghouse for Degree Verification, Student Self-Service, Enrollment Verifications, and other available information. This contributes to student success by providing students with self-service tools that they can access at any time, which is an ongoing goal and student learning outcome. It also provides feedback that contributes to the improvement of processes by tracking transfer and degree attainment when students leave Cabrillo College.

**Evaluation of Guided Enrollment**
One of the main foci of Learning Communities programs is to offer “guided enrollment” after a student tests in assessment. This is a partnership between the LC faculty/program and the Assessment Center as a way to direct those at the basic skills level with high touch needs to become aware of and hopefully enroll in a success-focused educational program. The Guided
Enrollment subcommittee has evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of this service for improvement. BSLCAC October 2010 meeting minutes

The Student Services component has designed a common assessment cycle and tool for future program reviews, which contain some unique features that are different from instructional areas. An area for improvement in the process is to ensure that after plans are reviewed within the component, they are seen and incorporated at the institutional level. Another area for improvement is to ensure that Student Services faculty staffing needs are given priority along with instructional staffing needs as the Student Success Act of 2012 is instituted and the institution develops an implementation plan for the new requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANNING AGENDA</th>
<th>Lead Responsible</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify responsibilities and timeline for implementation of requirements of the Student Success Act, Title 5 and the California Education Code: orientation, assessment, education planning and enrollment priorities.</td>
<td>Vice Pres. SS</td>
<td>June 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze and develop a plan to improve counseling/transfer space to better serve students and support the faculty and staff.</td>
<td>Dean, C&amp;ESS</td>
<td>June 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Standard IIC: Library and Learning Support Services

Library and other Learning Support Services for students are sufficient to support the institution’s instructional programs and intellectual, aesthetic, and cultural activities in whatever format and wherever they are offered. Such services include library services and collections, tutoring, learning centers, computer laboratories, and learning technology development and training. The institution provides access and training to students so that library and other learning support services may be used effectively and efficiently. The institution systematically assesses these services using student learning outcomes, faculty input, and other appropriate measures in order to improve the effectiveness of the services.

1. The institution supports the quality of its instructional programs by providing library and other learning support services that are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth, and variety to facilitate educational offerings, regardless of location or means of delivery.

a. Relying on appropriate expertise of faculty, including librarians and other learning support services professionals, the institution selects and maintains educational equipment and materials to support student learning and enhance the achievement of the mission of the institution.

DESCRIPTION

The Cabrillo College Library is a thriving intellectual center for students, providing a focus on instruction and a full range of information resources and services. Services are continually evaluated, and changes are implemented to maintain relevancy and utility to Cabrillo students. Feedback on services is collected formally through annual user surveys and informally via every service point. Service changes are evaluated both in person at department and service unit meetings and electronically via energetic online discussions.

There are 494 seats in the library, 11 group study rooms, two large quiet study rooms, and a computer classroom. The library is regularly filled to capacity, and beyond. For most weekday hours, students can be found at every computer, every table on the main floor, and in most individual study carrels as well. Over the past two years, space on the main floor of the library has been rearranged to accommodate additional student seating, with the removal of some reference book ranges and the relocation of our microform collection to the rear of the library. In addition, on the second floor of the library we have converted a pass-through area into a comfortable chair area, to build awareness of our second floor quiet study rooms. Student use of the library has been growing steadily for the past five years. During 2010/11, there were over 300,000 visitors, averaging well over 2000/day, up from 2006/07 when we had 267,000 visitors [1].

Computers in the library are heavily used, with students working on coursework or other activities on virtually every computer during our peak hours of 9am-3pm, Monday through Thursday. During 2010 and 2011 the library expanded its computers from 42 to 55 stations, with 8 additional computers available as express-use stations, and 21 laptop computers and two iPads available for student check-out. A new study of unique computer users conducted in 2011 identified 2600 different students using the library computers during Fall 2010, and another
3100 during Spring 2011 [2]. In the summer of 2012 most of our student computers as well as the library’s classroom computers were converted to the new Virtual Desktop technology being implemented on campus. This technology allows application software to reside on network servers rather than individual student computers, and provides students with a much more current, robust, and sustainable computing environment.

The library’s web server and servers for our integrated library system were relocated to virtualized servers in Information Technology (IT), although application support continues to be provided by library technical staff. There are 11 TV/VCR/DVD players for student use, down from 18 in 2007 due to ongoing decline in use. Other library equipment for student use include two recently replaced coin-operated photocopy machines, two networked printers, one CCTV video text magnifier, two microform reader/printers, three Kurzweil reading/scanning stations, and one computer with the screen-reading JAWS program as well as enlarging software.

As of fall 2012, the library has two full-time librarians and two full-time librarian vacancies, as well as 5 FTE adjunct librarians. There are six classified staff members totaling 5.3 FTE, and approximately 5 FTE student workers. The library administrator is an administrative library director, a position which was approved and filled internally in the spring of 2012. Librarians serve as liaisons with teaching faculty to ensure that information about student learning needs is provided to inform selection of library resources, including the learning needs of Distance Education (DE) students.

Librarians select quality materials based on suggestions from faculty, students and staff, reviews of the literature and other bibliographic tools, as well as their own experiences working with individual classes. Student learning needs are identified by book requests from faculty and students, by analyzing usage patterns, and by tracking new curriculum in other departments. Librarians consult and collaborate with faculty, in assigned subject areas, to select and deselect materials in order to bring depth, variety, and freshness to the collection. In the 2011 Faculty Accreditation Survey, 74% of faculty members agree or strongly agree that “the library collection has enough breadth to meet the needs of their students” [21]. The Library collects and evaluates usage data of library materials and applies the resulting data to collection development funding allocation. The library also collects data on academic program size (i.e. numbers of students and numbers of courses) and applies that data to funding allocations for all subject areas. [22].

The library’s membership on the campus Curriculum Committee serves as an excellent advance notice for new programs and courses which the library would want to reflect in its collections. Faculty members support librarians in maintaining the collection and preserving the quality of the collection by participating in a staff development activity to deselect materials that are dated or no longer effective for student needs. Not only does this activity revive the collection but participating faculty report that the process makes them keenly aware of library materials in their subject area. Furthermore, areas of the collection that depend upon up-to-date materials, such as nursing, dental hygiene, computer science, etc., require in-depth partnership with
department faculty. The 2012 dental hygiene accreditation process generated a comprehensive review of all dental materials in the collection including print books, ebooks, media, periodical databases, and online resource guides. This process produced an even greater quality assurance of those materials. Success of the partnership process between faculty and librarians can be seen in the fact that 84% of faculty responding to the 2011 Faculty Accreditation Survey agreed or strongly agreed that, “in general, the library is sufficiently responsive to faculty input” [21].

The library’s collections contain 70,000 titles, 150 print periodical subscriptions, over 5400 VHS/DVD titles, and 30,000 electronic books. The collection is focused on meeting current needs of ongoing Cabrillo instruction programs, with older materials removed from the collection. The library subscribes to 29 electronic databases, representing the complete text of over 15,000 periodicals. The library added a new basic skills level browsing collection of several hundred books in both the main library at the Aptos campus and the Integrated Learning Center at the Watsonville Center, initially funded by a Title V Hispanic-Serving Institution grant. These collections are now being borrowed by students more frequently than books in our regular collection.

There are over 3000 textbooks and other course materials in our Course Reserve collections, which are located in the library, the Computer Technology Center, the Watsonville Center and the Scotts Valley Center. Reserve collections are evenly divided between items owned by instructors and items owned by the library. Library-owned items are primarily purchased through a generous annual grant from the Student Senate which allows the Library to purchase required textbooks that cost more than $50.00. In 2011 the Math Learning Center began using the library’s Millennium system for checking out its collection of textbooks. Using this same shared system enabled students to easily find copies of their textbooks whether they were located in the library, the CTC, the Watsonville Center, the Scotts Valley Center, or the Math Learning Center [3].

The book collection is regularly analyzed to keep it current and up-to-date. As of fall 2012, 41% of the library’s books were published after 2000 [4]. There has been an increased focus on book displays and exhibits, to promote awareness of library materials relevant to current events and activities, and to help mitigate the continuing national trend of shrinking print book usage by library patrons. VHS/DVD purchases are primarily requests from classroom faculty and represent most disciplines yet, with increased use of Internet resources by students for their research and faculty for their assignments, use of video and DVD media has fallen considerably over the years. Subscription database usage is monitored periodically and less-used databases are discontinued and replaced, budget permitting, with databases determined more likely to be used [5].

Since 2006/07, the library has been able to rely upon a consistent $70,000 annually from lottery funds, which is used for purchasing books, audio-visual materials, and supplementing funds for online databases. Database funding has been in considerable flux with changes at the state level. The library lost $20,000 from the State Instructional Equipment (SIE) program beginning
with the 2010/11 academic year. In addition, $36,000 in funding was lost when the state constricted the TTIP program after 2008/09. The total funds available for databases have gone from $81,125 in 2008/09, to $53,616 in 2010/11. Although funds were augmented to reduce the impact of the losses, the library still needed to cancel $20,000 in online databases during 2010 and 2011. Happily, the new state-level database subscription package, which began in January 2012, will enable us to retain and partially restore a robust collection of online databases for our students. These resources serve students enrolled in traditional and DE courses alike, and ensure that DE students have the same access to quality learning resources as traditional students.

DESCRIPTION

Computer Technology Center - Aptos
The Aptos Computer Technology Center (CTC) is open to any registered student and provides Microsoft Office (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint) and Internet access to all students, as well as any software taught or required in a class. Wireless access to the Internet is available via HawkNet. A typical busy hour in the CTC can find 85 students working in the lab. The busiest hours are Monday-Thursday from 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. and scattered hours on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. A new report produced in late 2011 identified all unique users of the various learning centers on campus. The report indicated that the CTC served 1,957 unique students in fall 2010, and 2,115 in spring 2011 [2]. This increase could be due, in part, to a new Visual and Performing Arts complex on the lower campus where the CTC is located, bringing greater student traffic to and awareness of the resources there.

The Aptos CTC has 109 student computers, with both Microsoft Windows and Apple Macintosh operating systems. Connected to the Aptos CTC is the Assistive Technology Lab (Room 1402) with 11 computers, and the Networking Lab (Room 1403) with 17 computers, all of which are also supported by CTC staff. The support provided for the Assistive Technology Lab and the CIS/CS Networking Lab consists of computer setup and oversight when the program instructors are not available.

Most computers in the CTC and connecting labs are less than 5 years old, although 23 of the 137 total are 6-8 years old. Additional equipment includes 3 scanners, 4 networked printers, a photocopier, 6 adding machines and a Pay Station that allows students to pay for printing by adding money to their print account. The CTC also has two main areas for laptop use. There are several tables around the lab, specifically for students who are using the calculators provided by the CABT department for their CABT 102 (10-Key Calculator) class. Finally, there is a “Paper Prep” area equipped with staplers, 3-hole punches and 2 paper cutters.

The Aptos CTC provides open access to any Cabrillo student for general applications such as Microsoft Office, as well as specialized applications supporting students in several programs: Digital Media, ETECH, Engineering, CIS/CS, Medical Assisting, and CABT. CABT’s open entry classes (CABT 102, 103AB, and CABT 110ABC) utilize both the CTC and the Watsonville CTC
Both the Aptos CTC and the Watsonville CTC support the library and Cabrillo students by maintaining a collection of Course Reserve textbooks as well as access to scanners, print pay station, printers, support wrist pads, bookstands, USB drives, headphones, and other equipment necessary for student success.

Two full-time faculty staff the CTC, along with 3.5 FTE Computer Systems Maintenance Technicians, one of whom will be moved to the WCTC in Fall 2012. In addition, four hours of weekly additional adjunct faculty support is provided by NAS division faculty. As of Fall 2011, the Aptos CTC Computer Maintenance Technicians support 1,018 computers across campus. These computers are in 22 classrooms, 20 labs, 3 student clubs and 2 recording studios. The CTC has 11 student assistants for a total of 134.5 hours per week (fall 2011). In addition, 2 student assistants are paid a total of 19.5 hours, one to tutor Computer Science students in the CTC and the other to support the CIS Networking Lab.

CTC student assistants and lab managers help students as needed during general lab time when no instructor is present. In addition, the CTC’s staff provides administrative support to many different computer users through: the Cabrillo Extension Program, Contract Education, Engineering’s Energy Academy program, and to visiting students via the International Students Program in CEED. We anticipate an expanding role for our technicians as support needs continue to grow with the increase in computer classrooms, laptops, and labs that are developing via grants, e.g. the STEM grant and the Green Technology Center. With the increase in learning community cohorts, the CTC role may expand into additional support for basic skills students.

A number of new services have been recently introduced at the Aptos CTC to improve services:

- Course reserve textbooks are available to be checked out via the library system’s Millennium software
- Increased number of dedicated areas where students can use laptops
- Additional student scanning stations for a total of 3 scanners
- A photocopy machine bought by the Student Senate
- USB thumb drives available for student use
- Headphones added to every computer station in the lab
- A Print Pay Station for adding money to student print accounts

One service that has been discontinued is network space for student storage due to the availability of inexpensive external storage, the availability of ‘loanable’ USB drives, and the increasing popularity of “cloud” storage.

The Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) technology scheduled for initial implementation in early 2012 will likely have a significant impact on the CTC. This technology allows operating system and application software to reside on network servers rather than individual student computers, which will provide improved service to students since they will be able to access a greater
variety of software from any computer, determined by their accounts. The plan for 2012 is to deploy up to 250 VDI clients on the Aptos and Watsonville campuses. In spring 2012, the Information Technology (IT) department began implementing VDI in two classroom labs (318 and 516), as well as 6 stations in the Aptos CTC. The expectation is that this technology will enhance flexibility in providing and updating applications on the VDI clients. VDI’s remote management capabilities will substantially reduce the workload of updating and installing software required in labs before the beginning of each semester [6].

IT is responding to the funding cuts to Cabrillo College by eliminating an unfilled 1/2 time Computer Maintenance Technician position at the Watsonville CTC, while at the same time moving a full-time Computer Maintenance Technician from the Aptos CTC to Watsonville. This is necessary to address the workload in Watsonville, which will only increase with the opening of the Green Technology Center. The move will relieve the WCTC Lab Coordinator from covering the responsibilities of two jobs and allow him to focus on other high-end projects. To capitalize on the remaining support staff in the Aptos CTC, the open hours will end one hour earlier Monday-Thursday and the CTC instructor will start 1 hour earlier to help support the Aptos Lab Coordinator. The lab will reduce Sunday hours by 4, but increase Friday hours by 4 also, in order to help cover the lab as well as the CTC coordinator once the full-time Computer Maintenance Technician moves from the Aptos CTC to Watsonville.

**Computer Technology Center - Watsonville**

The Watsonville CTC provides computers and software to any registered Cabrillo student and serves students in all courses offered at the Watsonville Center, as well as many taking courses at the Aptos campus. A typical busy hour in the WCTC can find 30 students working in the lab. The busiest hours are Monday-Thursday from 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. as well as from 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. A new report of unique computer users indicated that the WCTC served 1,077 students in fall 2010 and 1,075 in spring 2011. A new lab in the Green Technology Center is opening in Fall 2012, so an increase in the number of students served seems likely.

The WCTC open access lab has 34 student computers, all 4 years old. Three are accessible stations for wheelchairs and visually impaired students. The WCTC also provides 3 scanners, 2 printers, a photocopier, and a Pay Station for students to add money to their print account. There are also two computer classrooms, one with 40 stations and one with 28 stations. The Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) technology referenced earlier will also be installed in Watsonville.

**Staffing at the WCTC**

Staffing at the WCTC consists of one full-time faculty Lab Coordinator, four hours weekly of additional adjunct faculty support on Saturdays, and one LIA working 40 hours per week during the spring/fall semesters. In addition, there are two student assistants, one working in the WCTC and the other assisting with IT support for the Watsonville facility.

The WCTC staff also support the Watsonville ILC, classroom computers in all 16 Watsonville classrooms, 24 computers in the science lab, and 28 computers from Building B. They will be
providing support for 40 additional computers in the 3 computer classrooms and the computer lab in the new Green Technology Center when it opens.

The WCTC maintains a small collection of Course Reserve textbooks for students to use, checked out via the Library Millennium system, which means they are part of a searchable database that improves service to students. Hours are Monday-Thursday 8 am to 8 pm, Friday 8 am to 4 pm, and Saturday 9 am to 1 pm.

**Integrated Learning Center (Watsonville)**

The Watsonville Integrated Learning Center (ILC) is a busy, centralized, multi-purpose learning center for the Watsonville Center. Students come to the ILC for tutoring, basic skills courses, taking tests, using any of the collections of library textbooks and other reading materials, using computers for coursework, and studying in groups or individually. Each year the ILC works with approximately 2,000 students in drop-in tutoring and supplemental instruction, and 200 students enrolled in credit labs. Those numbers represent a small decline from numbers five years ago and earlier, reflecting the reduction in hours and tutoring staff over that period. Between 500-600 individual students use the ILC computers each semester, which is nearly 25% of all the students enrolled in courses at the Watsonville Center.

The ILC has 24 PC stations, two of which are adaptive stations with instructional software needed for coursework, as well as 12 PC laptops, one computer printer, one Xerox machine, and two scanners. All the computers are over eight years old.

The ILC has one faculty coordinator, adjunct faculty evening coordinators Monday - Thursday, four contract classified staff, a varying number of student tutors and front desk student assistants, one part-time Reading instructor, and one part-time Librarian.

The ILC provides multi-disciplinary instructional support for all Cabrillo students, but especially those taking classes and/or living in the predominantly Hispanic Watsonville area. The ILC offers drop-in, individual tutoring in English, ESL, Math, Early Childhood Education, and depending on demand and budget, Spanish and Physics. For the past three years, the ILC has also offered group Supplemental Instruction in Math, Chemistry (Chemistry 30A), and when budget and staffing allow, Medical Terminology. The Math Supplemental Instruction program collaborates with the STARS First Year Experience learning communities, as well as working independently within the ILC to support select Watsonville Center math courses. Finally, the ILC offers multiple sections of labs for credit: approximately 37 sections of English 100L and 7 sections of Reading during Fall, Spring, and Summer; and 6 sections of Counseling and Guidance 205L during Fall and Spring. Members of the ILC staff also oversee organized study groups for the ACE (Academy for College Excellence) program, one of Cabrillo's learning communities. Up until fall of 2011, various sections of for credit, independent English and ESL labs (English 153, 155A, 155CJ, 155MA, 250, 290 and ESL 200L, 201L, 202L, 203L, and 204L) were also offered. The ILC continues to coordinate with the Learning Skills Program and DSPS to provide test accommodations to students, primarily those taking classes in Watsonville but also for those taking courses in Aptos
who live closer to the Watsonville Center. Cabrillo’s network now also offers the Kurzweil adaptive technology at every computer station, instead of only on the two adaptive stations as it was in the past.

The main area of the ILC offers small tables to accommodate up to 30 students, and tables around the periphery for the computer stations and other technology. Other areas include five small group study rooms, one quiet study room with individual carrels, two small rooms for testing (make-ups and accommodations) and video/DVD viewing. There are three TV/VCR/DVDs for students to view course-related materials. One of the small group rooms is set aside to support the English 100L groups with 12 PC laptops for the students to complete online grammar and writing-related exercises. The ILC space is heavily used, and the limited space represents a physical limitation in the ability to provide additional services.

Given budget and staff restraints, individualized ESL and English labs were cut in order for instructional support staff to focus on drop-in tutoring and the English 100L groups, which were restructured in the Writing Center in Aptos and the ILC to meet for 2 hour sessions rather than 1.5 hours.

In the summer of 2011, the ILC began piloting a new web-based login system called Polyhedral, which many Learning Centers in Aptos are also piloting as of fall 2011. The goal is to have all Learning Centers use the same system to make it easier for students to use the program in different centers. The database also works with a paperless instructor referral system, notifying instructors via email when one of their students has requested tutoring.

The growing partnership between the ILC and the Library is having a positive impact on services in the ILC, increasing student use of resources. Students will also be well-served by the new VDI initiative, which is likely to be implemented at the ILC in the future.

**Math Learning Center**
The Math Learning Center (MLC) supports a wide range of students enrolled in math classes or programs that have math as a prerequisite. The MLC serves re-entry students, basic skills students, non-STEM students in all transferrable math classes, disabled students, students in learning communities, and more.

The Center consists of 1 group study room, 1 computer lab room, 1 test proctoring room, 1 tutoring room, and 1 office space. The space is heavily used by students, with Math students often overflowing outside the lab and into the open space within the central upstairs portion of the 1000 building. In 2012 exterior lighting was added to the outside open space, allowing students to make better use of the area in the evening.

On a busy day, there are over 75 students throughout the MLC sitting in the main area, at the outside patio tables and until the recent move of DSPS into these areas, the LRC and the testing room. They have been able to request help from their portable computing devices (such as the iPhone) and from the computer stations in the main area. Tutors sign up to help these students
and go to the location they have specified when logging in. The 5 hours we are open on Sunday appear to be the busiest hours with slightly more on Monday and Tuesday and trailing off from Wednesday to Friday with the exception of those weeks in which many tests are happening; most consistently, the second and third week of the semester. The MLC serves 2,500 students per year on average, translating to over 48,000 student hours and 36,000 tutoring sessions per year. The center usage numbers are bounded above by the space available for students. We have increased space dynamically by allowing students to log in elsewhere and adding features to the tracking database to allow for tutor requests from student phones. Students often do not realize our service extends beyond the physical center so they leave before we get a chance to work with them. We intend to convert the computer room, which houses 10 computer stations, into two group study rooms with a retractable divider that would convert the two rooms into a mini-classroom for review sessions, tutor training and acceleration academies. In place of the 10 computer stations we will check out laptops using the existing library checkout system.

Between 300 and 500 different students use the MLC computers each semester. The MLC has 11 computers. These computers are used by students completing online homework using WebAssign or MathXL learning platforms, for utilizing the many learning platforms included by textbook publishers, and for completing Statistics laboratory assignments using EXCEL and WORD. Many students now come into the MLC to find resources that will help them review their math skills before they take the assessment test to place into the math sequence. A variety of links are located on the computers for precisely this purpose. Students are now often purchasing ebooks instead of print textbooks. These ebooks have video links and interactive tutorials which students use on the MLC Computers. Students work with ModuleMath Basic Math and Algebra, an interactive video application only available on the MLC Computers, DSPS and ILC in Watsonville. Math 158T Students are required to record tutoring sessions with tablet apps and post these to a link available on the MLC computers for other tutors to view as part of the Preparation for Tutoring Mathematics class.

The Center is staffed by 1 faculty position, 3 Math LIAs (one full-time and 2 part-time) and up to 20 student tutors. The tutoring is tiered in the sense that individual student tutors work directly with students, and LIAs work with student tutors to improve and supplement explanations given to students. As additional MLC LIA positions are frozen and eliminated (two more LIAs may be retiring within the next year or two) we will need to have Student Assistant IV positions consist of highly experienced/capable tutors who will help tutors. The director will have regular meetings with the SA IV tutors to work on tutor training methods.

Recently introduced to the Center is Test Edge (Heart Math), a software package that used biofeedback for anxiety reduction during math tests. Many instructors from a variety of disciplines and students at Cabrillo will attest to the positive effects of the software on their performance in high stress situations like math tests [7].

**MESA (Mathematics, Engineering and Science Achievement) Program**
Located in Room 714, the Mathematics, Engineering and Science Achievement (MESA) program
includes a study center and two small adjoining staff offices. MESA members are the primary focus of the Center. These students are transfer-bound, with majors in the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields. They are also low-income and have educational obstacles, such as being the first in their family to attend college, having started the math sequence in community college at beginning algebra or lower, or having graduated from a low-performing high school.

The MESA program has served an average of 404 students per semester over the past 2 ½ years. Of those served, 135 are currently MESA members while the rest are part of the general Cabrillo population. Over 560 different students used the MESA lab computers during 2010-11. These numbers represent both an increasing trend in MESA membership, up 50% from several previous years, and in STEM program students using the MESA Center, up 60% over the past 7 years. All students who use the center log into a computer database on entering and leaving, enabling the tracking and academic profiling of MESA students. A comprehensive database of current and past MESA students is maintained.

MESA is staffed by 1 full time faculty director, 2 part-time LIAs, 2 units of adjunct faculty and 2 units for a dedicated counselor per semester. Generally a staff of 10-14 student employee tutors work a combined 125 hours per week in the Center.

Several grants have been leveraged by virtue of having an ongoing MESA program. For example, the program sponsors students being placed in local middle and high school math and science classrooms as teaching assistants as part of a couple of grant initiatives to encourage them to consider a career in math or science teaching. As part of another grant initiative, MESA awards laptops to eligible MESA members in exchange for community service in doing basic training on computers. In addition, the National Science Foundation sponsors a large grant to increase STEM degrees by offering regular opportunities for students who are undecided about their major interests to explore STEM fields through hands-on projects related to renewable energy and other sustainability topics related to science. MESA also offers a series of skill-building seminars for students going into the STEM fields who are struggling with their mathematics at the pre-calculus level. More advanced students in MESA have the opportunity to work as peer tutors and project assistants in both of these activities.

A forty percent reduction in the funding stream that supports all MESA activities from the state occurred beginning with the 2009-10 academic year and has remained at this level since that time. This has decimated the usual budget for student assistants (tutors). However, MESA was able to raise funds with special requests from Student Senate (over $15,000 in past two years) and from the Foundation's Engineering, Physics and Computer Science EASE funds ($8,500) this year.

The newly awarded $4.3 million HSI (Hispanic-Serving Institution) STEM grant for consolidating and improving the STEM programs will result in a much larger MESA space inside the new STEM center. This new integrated STEM center will combine the Physics/Engineering Learning Center
(PLC) and MESA into a space which will be centrally located in the 800 building. Students will have access to increased academic support from peer tutors as well as more proactive academic and transfer advising. In addition, the new consolidated Center will serve students in the Engineering Technology program.

**Physics/Engineering Learning Center**

The Physics/Engineering Learning Center (PLC) served 340 students in 2010-11. Students come from two streams: students registered in the basic Physics classes with lab hour components, and students seeking drop-in tutoring and study space. The average number of new students served per semester is 85.

Students use the PLC computer stations when working on lab reports and completing their weekly PLC assignments, typically consisting of various physics simulations using Physlets (PHYSics appLETS) [8]. Although the Center has no dedicated lab staffing, the PLC has 3 full time Physics faculty and 12 student tutors who work several hours weekly in the lab. The Center is open to all students taking Physics or Engineering classes, and tutoring is available for students taking certain classes.

Established in 1999, the PLC has been located in Room 835 and occupies a space of approximately 800 square feet. While overcrowding has been an issue in the past, the HSI STEM grant referenced earlier will result in a much larger PLC space inside the new STEM center.

Funding for PLC student tutors has been steady, and the HSI STEM grant will provide a larger integrated STEM center as well as increased funding for peer tutor support. The PLC has been consistently cited in informal student surveys as one of the major strengths of the Physics Program. We expect this trend to continue in the future, and the new STEM center will provide students with increased opportunities for success.

**Reading Center**

The Reading Center supports students who need reading assistance, including students enrolled in Disabled Student Services (DSPS), Learning Skills, and Summer Migrant (SMP) programs. Reading Center enrollment had been on a steady increase from 2006/07 with 524 students served annually from 2008 through 2009. Reading Center enrollment peaked in 2009/10 and then saw a slight decrease in 2010/11. Despite the decrease in enrollment numbers, 2010/11 had the highest success and completion rates in READ 106/206/206SL of the last five years [9]. This may be the result of new materials and procedures in the Reading Center. New lab requirements include required check-in meetings; vocabulary units with tests; and individualized units in My Reading Lab, a new software package for developmental readers which includes a specialized diagnostic tool that enables faculty to design individualized plans based on actual reading ability. There is 1 full time faculty lab director, 1 part time LIA, and 3 student assistants.

The lab curriculum has been gradually redesigned over the past 5 years to provide more structure and support for students. Due to low success rates, the Center recently discontinued offering 2 unit lab classes. The Center will be adding the noncredit READ 502, drop-in tutoring
for Reading in content areas, to the Center’s lab services. The Polyhedral timekeeping software program for student hour tracking was adopted in 2012, adding the Reading Center to the list of learning centers using this shared student input and tracking system.

**Tutorial Program**

The Tutorials Program supports numerous tutorial needs, including students enrolled in programs through Career Technical Education (CTE), Disabled Student Services (DSPS), Learning Skills, Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS), Fast Track to Work (FTTW), Learning Communities, and English as a Second Language (ESL). The Tutorial Center includes 7 small group study rooms, an open study area, and 1 staff office location. Staffing consists of 1 full time, 10 month Coordinator classified staff position and 16 student tutors.

Referrals for tutoring are now only required for students in basic skills level math, a change from previous years. Also, as of Summer 2012, Tutorials has integrated with other learning centers in tracking student activity with the Polyhedral system. The number of students served by the Tutorials program has dropped in recent years, largely due to a considerable reduction in categorical funding. The data suggests that demand in the Tutorials Center fluctuates and that the correlation between the number of students served and the number of tutoring hours is not constant, because many of the subjects tutored are done in a group based setting.

**Table 11: Annual Services Provided by Tutorials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Students per year</th>
<th>Hours tutored per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>4966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>5432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>4949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>4374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-11</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>4118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-12 (Fall 2011 only)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The uncertainty of the funding landscape is a major issue for Tutorials. A family donation that has been a major funding source in recent years is slated to be discontinued, and VTEA funding has been cut by approximately 31%. These reductions will result in fewer tutoring hours available and fewer subjects offered for tutoring. However, Tutorials plans to continue to serve the maximum number of students by increasing the numbers in group tutoring and creatively building its cadre of tutors with more outside funding and more volunteers or those who will tutor for credit.
Writing Center/ESL Lab

The Writing Center (WC) and English as a Second Language (ESL) lab serve about 2,300 students annually. There are 2 adjunct faculty sharing the directorial responsibilities, 9 contract part-time classified staff members, and 1 student worker. Between 300 and 600 individual students used the WC & ESL lab computers each semester. One of the main streams of students is from the English 100L students, who attend weekly small group classes in the WC. English 100L is a co-requisite of English 100. Another stream of students is served by the ESL lab, where students may enroll in lab classes to improve their English skills or get tutorial support from tutors trained in ESL instruction. Additionally, the WC provides drop-in tutoring, when possible, to students who enroll in English 502, a non-credit, positive-hours lab. These students often work on their essays on the WC computers and then sign up for tutorial help from one of our LIAs. Our final stream of students comes from across the disciplines, due to the fact that the WC is one of the campus student printing system locations where students may print papers for any class using their printing account.

The WC computer lab was converted to 28 VDI computers in summer 2012. The ESL Lab has 10 computers. For now, the ESL lab has two stations for listening and pronunciation practice, and a television with DVD and VHS player in addition to the 10 computers it maintains for student use.

The WC/ESL lab supports students from all disciplines and programs across the curriculum. In addition, the Center offers courses for credit that support a range of specialized programs on campus. For example, the WC has sections of 100L dedicated specifically to the STARS First Year Experience and Puente learning communities, and supports students enrolled in the Academy for College Excellence (ACE), Reading and English Academic Learning (REAL), Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS), Disabled Student Services (DSPS), English as a Second Language (ESL), and Nursing and Allied Health programs.

In addition to the main floor computer area, the WC has 3 small classrooms for its section offerings of 100L, plus several staff offices. Joining other campus labs and centers, the WC/ESL lab has recently adopted the new timekeeping software, Polyhedral. This referral based system allows us to effectively track trends in student use of the Centers and ensures students aren’t using the center when they should be attending another class. In addition, the OWL (Online Writing Lab) has expanded in recent years from serving only distance education students to serving students attending face to face classes as well [10]. The demand for this service is increasing, and the WC faculty believe that over time more and more students will come to use this service.

Finally, beginning in the Spring 2013 semester, all but a handful of English 100L labs will be delivered in a hybrid format, with one hour and twenty minutes of face to face instruction and forty minutes of online lab time. The online portion of the curriculum will be delivered via Blackboard, and it will include a variety of assessments to measure student mastery over materials covered in the classroom. The hybrid model will allow the WC to continue to deliver the English 100L labs effectively, in spite of having recently lost two LIAs whose positions have
been frozen. Further, since thousands of students at Cabrillo already use Blackboard for their other classes, this change brings the WC up to date with other departments on campus that already use the software, and it will enhance the student learning opportunity by delivering curriculum in a digital format. Because the WC is sensitive to the needs of DSPS students and others who, for whatever reason, might find an electronic curriculum challenging, one or two sections of English 100L will continue to be offered each semester in the traditional in-person format.

b. The institution provides ongoing instruction for users of library and other learning support services so that students are able to develop skills in information competency.

DESCRIPTION

Assistance at the reference desk is provided in an instructive manner with the goal of teaching students self-sufficiency in basic information competencies. These skills include knowing how to formulate an information need, identify appropriate information resources, use available information tools, evaluate retrieved information, and reference and cite retrieved information. The reference desk is staffed by faculty librarians all hours the Library is open. The librarians answer in-person, phone and e-mail reference questions, conduct Library orientations, teach credit-bearing Library courses, select materials for the collection, and maintain web research guides. Librarians regularly translate student and faculty requests for materials into recommendations for library purchases. As part of the faculty evaluation process, students who have received assistance at the reference desk are asked to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the service provided by librarians.

Library 10 is a transfer level, one-unit, self-paced course offered as a co-requisite with English 1A. This course teaches students how to access, evaluate and utilize information resources. Approximately 2,400 students a year enroll in Library 10. In 2010 the course was converted to a web-enhanced course, using the BlackBoard learning management system for many online exercises and all student deliverables. This successfully eliminated a logistical barrier by no longer requiring students to come to the library to physically submit and retrieve every assignment they completed, which particularly benefited DE students and those taking classes at the Scotts Valley Center. Although the process is managed by our Library 10 coordinator, librarians actively participate in collectively reviewing the print handbook and online elements used for the course every semester and meet regularly to assess the course’s effectiveness and set goals for improvement by using student evaluations and direct experiences with students. Between 4 and 5 online sections of Library 10 are offered each spring and fall semesters, and a single online section during summer sessions. Student evaluation data for Library 10 is available on the library intranet and is regularly used to inform the evolution of the course [11].

Other library credit courses:

- Library 100, a basic skills level course first offered in spring 2011, originally funded by the STARS cohort program, but funded by the library beginning spring 2013.
Library 10H, an Honors version of our L10 course, is being developed to be paired with the forthcoming English 1AH, which we expect to offer in fall 2013.

In addition to our formal instruction program, librarians teach approximately 180 in-person course-related instruction sessions per year, reaching over 5,000 students in more than 25 subject areas [12]. Working with individual course instructors, librarians prepare one or more sessions which introduce subject-specific online information resources, along with the concepts and tools necessary to explore information resources relevant to the course being taken. The content of these sessions also reinforces foundation skills such as critical thinking, effective searching skills, and evaluation of resources. The sessions are reviewed every semester they are taught, and most were migrated in 2012 to the more dynamic LibGuides environment [13]. These sessions are presented in the Library’s electronic classroom and in classrooms across the Aptos Campus and the Watsonville Center.

c. The institution provides students and personnel responsible for student learning programs and services adequate access to the library and other learning support services, regardless of their location or means of delivery.

DESCRIPTION

The library’s hours of operation were reduced from 60 hours to 53 hours at the start of the recent economic difficulties, but were increased to 55 hours as of fall 2011. The library is now open during fall and spring semesters Monday-Thursday from 8am-8pm, and Fridays from 9am-4pm. The library’s virtual presence, the library website, was redesigned in 2010 to improve the usability of the information available via the library and to make it easier for users to find materials [14]. The website design was modified again in early 2012 to better respond to ongoing student needs, and the site was relocated to the campus web server for improved security. In fall 2012 a website review task force was formed, to help confirm that our design was usable to students and enabled them to locate our information tools and resources, with the goal of another design adjustment in early 2013.

Many services are available to students remotely, including 29 online databases and 30,000 online electronic books; an e-mail reference service with responses provided within 24 hours, and the ability to complete transactions online such as applying for a library card, checking the status of checked-out items, and renewing materials [15].

The library’s services to the Watsonville Center grew considerably during 2010 and 2011. All books in the reserve and reference collection are now integrated into the Millennium system, allowing students to check out materials with the same system used at the Aptos campus and to search the Watsonville collection online. Library staffing includes having a consistent librarian assigned to all Watsonville Library 10 sections and a librarian working at the Watsonville Integrated Learning Center for ten hours weekly. Watsonville students also now have access to:
• a growing collection of required course textbooks for students to check out,
• a small collection of core reference books,
• a new circulating collection of high-interest, low-difficulty books targeting basic skills
  readers, and
• subscriptions to nearly a dozen current interest periodicals.

Beginning in 2009, the library began to actively promote the relocation and availability of course
reserve textbooks to key areas where students needed them. This can be seen in the growth of
the Watsonville center textbook collections mentioned above, the establishment of a textbook
collection in the Computer Technology Centers in Aptos and Watsonville for all courses in
computer-related fields, and the conversion of the Math Learning Center (MLC) textbook
collection to the library’s Millennium system. Students can now use the library’s catalog to
locate copies of their required texts no matter where they are located: in the library, at the
Watsonville Center, at the Computer Technology Center, at the Scotts Valley Center, or at the
MLC.

Cabrillo College learning support services are available at both the Aptos Campus and the
Watsonville Center in several subject areas. There are dedicated centers in Aptos to support
learning in math, writing, reading, English as a Second Language, physics and engineering, and
an integrated learning center in Watsonville that supports all instructional areas. In addition,
learning support services are provided through a tutorials program and through several grant
programs that provide support in various subjects, including chemistry, biology, allied health,
and early childhood education. There is a specialized lab/classroom in the Computer Technology
Center on the Aptos Campus for assistive technology with software, hardware-accessible
workstations and CCTV. There are specialized workstations with appropriate software/hardware
available at the Integrated Learning Center (ILC) in Watsonville, the Writing Center, the Reading
Center and the Math Learning Center (MLC).

Beginning in 2012, the learning centers are largely moving to fairly standardized core open
hours of Monday-Thursday 9am-6pm, to improve the predictability of these services for
students who use them.

**Table 12: Availability of Learning Centers to Students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Center</th>
<th>Days open</th>
<th>Hours open weekly</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTC – Aptos</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/ctc/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/ctc/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC – Watsonville</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/ctcwatsonville/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/ctcwatsonville/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC – Watsonville</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/watsonville/tutors.html">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/watsonville/tutors.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/library/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/library/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/mlc/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/mlc/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/mesa/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/mesa/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Being developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Center</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/academics/reading/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/academics/reading/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorials</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/tutorials/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/tutorials/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Center/ESL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/writingcenter/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/writingcenter/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. The institution provides effective maintenance and security for its library and other learning support services.

**DESCRIPTION**

A First Alarm system protects the Library and all college facilities including areas with learning support services, and 3M magnetic detection gates with magnetic tagging protect the library collection from theft. All primary equipment and software are supported by ongoing maintenance agreements. The library’s laptop computers and iPads are additionally kept in a locking metal cabinet, cabled to a bookshelf, for additional security. The laptops at the Watsonville Center are kept in a locked, supervised room.

e. When the institution relies on or collaborates with other institutions or other sources for library and other learning support services for its instructional programs, it documents that formal agreements exist and that such resources and services are adequate for the institution’s intended purposes, are easily accessible, and utilized. The performance of these services is evaluated on a regular basis. The institution takes responsibility for and assures the reliability of all services provided either directly or through contractual arrangement.

**DESCRIPTION**

The Library provides interlibrary loan services through its formal agreements with the regional library cooperative MOBAC (Monterey Bay Area Cooperative Library System), a sub-group of the larger PLP (Pacific Library Partnership) system [16]. The MOBAC libraries are currently initiating a cost-benefit analysis of their membership in PLP, to determine whether to remain within the
larger group or return to our former status as a local independent group. Use of the interlibrary loan service has dropped in recent years, largely due to the increase of materials available online. Although now a fairly small service, the library’s interlibrary loan service provides an important philosophical expansion of the collections available to Cabrillo students. The Library has a separate agreement with the University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) that allows short-term borrowing privileges at the UCSC library to qualified Cabrillo students and instructors. Librarians are in regular contact with Cabrillo instructors of honors courses, as their students are the most frequent users of this service [17].

EVALUATION

The college meets the standard. Library and learning support services are of sufficient quality, currency, depth and variety to provide appropriate resources for educational offerings, regardless of location or means of delivery. Instruction is provided for students to develop skills in information competency. The library and learning centers are consistently among the top-rated services in student satisfaction surveys. The library provides a dynamic learning environment, continuously evaluating its information resources through annual surveys and feedback from students and faculty, and expanding the reach of its services by establishing a robust and growing Watsonville Center presence, as well as a full complement of services to remote users. The learning centers are actively evolving and adapting to the changing needs of student, and changing budget realities. In addition, the increasing level of cooperation and sharing among the learning centers will help maintain high levels of student service in spite of constrained resources.

2. The institution evaluates library and other learning support services to assure their adequacy in meeting identified student needs. Evaluation of these services provides evidence that they contribute to the achievement of student learning outcomes. The institution uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.

DESCRIPTION

All library and learning support services participate in the college’s program planning processes including SLO assessment. This involves the preparation of a self-study and review by the Council for Instructional Planning committee (CIP.) The outcomes of this process not only assist to identify service needs and directions but also aid in overall resource allocation and institutional planning.

The library participates independently in the instructional planning process, with the most recent plan submitted in February 2012. Evaluation of the library’s services for this plan took place during 2011 and involved numerous staff meetings, discussions, and explorations of possible changes along with assessment of SLOs. Both user surveys and direct observations contributed to the identification and prioritization of future directions for the library [18].
The library has surveyed its users most Fall semesters since 2005 with a Library User Survey [19]. The survey questions are reviewed annually, with several questions modified periodically to assess the impacts of major changes and other areas of need. The 200+ results received annually are tabulated and reported at a subsequent library department meeting, with any significant issues and trends discussed and identified for potential changes to services or policies. Examples of services changed resulting from survey responses include the expansion of Friday open hours, an increase in student computers, the installation of word processing software on all student computers, and an increase in electrical outlets available to students. The survey has included questions which ask students to assess themselves on the four campus Core Competencies. Having collected this self-assessment data for several years, the library is now working with the campus SLO Coordinator to reorient the library around overarching Administrative Unit Outcomes for our primary services, which should provide a less subjective evaluation of efficacy [20].

In the 2010 Campus Climate Student Survey, the Library was the third-highest rated campus service, with 48% of respondents rating the library as “excellent” [23]. In the Faculty Accreditation Survey of Fall 2011 over 89% of the responding Cabrillo faculty agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that “the Library’s support for instructional programs contributes to student learning outcomes,” over 77% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that “the library collection has enough breadth to meet the needs of my students,” and over 84% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that “in general, the library is sufficiently responsive to faculty input” [21].

All library courses include student learning objectives. For the primary course, Library 10, SLOs have been tracked annually beginning in Spring 2010, and the results are discussed the following semester [24]. The L10 course has been modified as a direct result of these measurements, including increasing the frequency of citation exercises and instituting drop-in study sessions prior to major exercise deadlines. Evaluation data from Library 10 students is available at the Cabrillo Library Staff Intranet [25].

DESCRIPTION

In 2011 the library director initiated regular meetings with the heads of all the learning centers sharing the building, to provide a forum for sharing ideas and building a climate of shared resources. These meetings have been instrumental in helping evolve these services to be much more responsive to student needs. All of these learning centers are now using the same online system for student intake (Polyhedral), are gravitating toward standardizing their open hours, and regularly offer – and use – the study rooms and tables in each of their areas to each other, as their daily or weekly needs ebb and flow. In Fall 2012 the group initiated a remodel of the central shared space, removing all of the central fabric walls which formerly blocked line of sight to the centers. This remodel has resulted in a much more inviting space for student tutoring, and we are already seeing more students taking advantage of the areas which are now visible.
Planned for Spring 2013 is a central information desk, staffed by staff from all the centers, which will hopefully provide an easy initial point of contact for students needing assistance.

**Computer Technology Centers (Aptos and Watsonville)**

The Computer Technology Centers are part of the Information Technology Department’s *Technology Plan & Program Review* [26]. The most recent plan was submitted in February 2012. The results of the 2010 *Cabrillo College Climate Student Survey* showed the Open Access Computer Lab rated 4.19, with a rating of 5 being “excellent.” 98% were “satisfied” with their overall experience of the computer labs [23]. In Spring 2012, the CTC conducted a student survey to assess Student Learning Outcomes and to help gauge students’ views on how the CTC can improve services [27]. The results were discussed with staff in a May staff meeting. The results of the survey indicated that 98.2% of respondents rated the CTC service overall as either excellent or good. 96.1% rated good or excellent the equipment availability and the hardware functionality. 86.6% rated the staff assistance as good or excellent.

It was recommended that the following items be considered as a result of the survey:

- Many students asked that the Adobe products be made available to all students—even those not taking DM classes. This is a strong possibility in future semesters.
- In an effort to make more bulletin board space available for job postings, student elections, and other Cabrillo information that serves students, an additional large white board will be made available.
- The survey responses from some students requesting that the CTC have more plants in the lab will be accommodated in Fall 2012.
- It was discussed that due to the budget cuts, we could not accommodate the many survey respondents who requested more open CTC hours/days and more teaching assistants.

In fall 2011, a *Watsonville Center Computer Lab Student Survey* was made available in both English and Spanish to students of the WCTC. Among other results, 100% of the respondents to the Spanish version of the survey and 94.9% of respondents to the English version said they used the lab for class assignments. Furthermore, 68% of the respondents to the Spanish version of the survey and 54% of the respondents to the English version rated the lab as “excellent” in response to being open when the student needed it [28].

**Integrated Learning Center (Watsonville)**

The ILC utilizes a variety of evaluation mechanisms for its services. In the English 100L groups, students complete a written evaluation of the lab, its content, and the LIA presentation. These evaluations are read both by the LIAs and by the faculty coordinator to get ideas about how to improve both the content and the delivery of that curriculum. Students who participate in Supplemental Instruction complete mid-semester and end-of-semester evaluations about how the groups are working or not working for them. The Math LIA and faculty coordinator read these evaluations to gauge overall effectiveness of the sessions and to help support the student SI facilitators continue to grow. Each semester the ILC also offers drop-in tutoring evaluations to
students receiving tutoring. These evaluations offer general feedback on specific tutors whom students worked with, as well as programmatic feedback. Again, the LIAs and the faculty coordinator read these and work with the student tutors to provide more specific evaluation. The ILC is included in the Watsonville Center program plans [29]. In both the 2008 and 2010 Campus Climate Student Surveys, the ILC was the highest rated campus service, with 56% of respondents rating the ILC as “excellent” in 2010 and 62% in 2008.

Math Learning Center
The MLC was included in the Math Department program plan, submitted in 2010 [30]. In both the 2008 and 2010 Campus Climate Student Surveys, the MLC was the second-highest rated campus service, with 53% of respondents rating the MLC as “excellent” in 2010 and 60% in 2008. A Student Tutor Worksheet evaluation is provided for new student tutors, at the pre-calculus level, to determine whether the student is ready to tutor math in the MLC. Training includes an onsite Tutor Orientation, and training and evaluation through Math 158T, Preparation for Tutoring Mathematics. The version of Math 158T used by the MLC for training targets college student remedial mathematics, as opposed to sending students to offsite elementary schools to tutor mathematics as is the practice in other Math 158T sections. This class is an integral part of the MLC student tutor experience and is required by the State. Evaluation is conducted through Student Tutor Monitoring, especially with tutoring sessions that last for more than 15 minutes. When a tutoring session lasts for more than 15 minutes, the LIAs and/or Math Academic Specialist visit sessions to help and advise tutors, or confirm that the session is proceeding well. LIAs are evaluated annually and given feedback on their performance with respect to their job description and annual goals set with MLC Director.

MESA (Mathematics, Engineering and Science Achievement) Program
MESA is included in the campus instructional planning process, with their last plan submitted in 2008 [31]. Services are evaluated through surveys given to students in the Center, which are always available on-line [32]. Focus groups are also convened periodically. Other mechanisms have been developed in program planning, such as tracking students who apply for internships and scholarships and evaluating student behavior at the beginning and the end of the semester in Academic Excellence Workshops. Evaluations note student maturity in the subject and skills in group interaction. Results from the surveys over the past 8 years have led to a sustained effort in finding a larger space for the Study Center, which will be realized in Spring 2013. Evaluations have led to modification of policies, and hiring decisions for student assistants. Focus group results have informed the design of grant activities. Information from the rubrics completed in the Academic Excellence workshops has improved the training for our workshop leaders.

Physics/Engineering Learning Center
The PLC was included in the Physics Department program plan, submitted in 2012 [33]. There is no formal evaluation process for the PLC. However, the department chair oversees the PLC and is in constant contact with students and tutors. Since the tutors are all taking the Physics 4 series, faculty interact with them on a daily basis.
In the past, the PLC has done surveys, both formal and informal. The first tutor meeting of the semester always includes an evaluation of the gems (things that went well) and opportunities (things that can be improved) from last semester. Instructors often include a question on class evaluations about the PLC and how it can be improved. The results have always been fairly consistent, with suggestions for improvement mostly centered around increasing the size and hours of the PLC. Examples of improvements which have been made as a result of student feedback include scheduling more early afternoon tutors, making the tutors more visible, including more and earlier weekly answer keys, and including more hands-on components to the weekly PLC assignments.

Reading Center
Both the Aptos and Watsonville Reading Centers were included in the Reading Department’s Program Plan that was approved in April 2011 [34]. Student evaluations of the lab director are conducted periodically, and feedback from students is collected continuously on a day-to-day basis. The Reading Department faculty consults outside research data on basic skills instruction, as well as results from the departmental revolving cycle of assessment of Student Learning Outcomes, in an effort to keep the Reading Center current and effective. Basic Skills as a Foundation for Student Success in California Community College Research indicated basic skills students require a high degree of structure. As a direct result of these findings, the Reading Center has changed many of the assignments in the Reading Lab to create more structure, such as requiring three one-on-one meetings with the instructor over the course of the semester and creating daily work logs.

Tutorial Program
The Tutorials Center always participates in the program planning process, with the most recently submitted plan in January 2013 [35]. In addition, staff is working with Planning and Research to study the effectiveness of the Tutorials Program. Tutors and programs are evaluated, and service improvements are based on collected data trends. The Tutorials Center has worked to include (or retain) many subjects to offer through tutoring, while also working on a shrinking budget. While most of the students are taking classes in Career Technology Education (CTE) programs, Tutorials remains committed to providing services in general breadth subjects as well. Further collaboration with academic programs and other support services remains a high priority.

Some examples of program improvements planned for the near future include:

- Integration with other tutoring center login system
- Open human skeleton lab
- More access to online resources
- Increased promotion of other tutorials and study centers

Writing Center/ESL Lab
As an extension of the English Department, the Writing Center was included in the last English
Department plan, which was written in 2010 [36]. Student evaluations of the English 100L classes are conducted at the end of each semester, and the LIAs who instruct those classes are evaluated annually. Instruction methods for the English 100L classes are currently being evaluated, with a possible hybrid online approach being considered. With the loss of a full-time director in 2011, management of the Writing Center has been in flux in recent years. With a new director expected in early 2013, we hope to soon see a more formalized service evaluation process.

EVALUATION

The college meets the standard. The library and learning centers all actively participate in campus program planning processes, and continuously review and adapt services as required by student needs and student feedback. The increased focus on responsiveness to demonstrated student needs has increased the appreciation for student surveys and other feedback mechanisms which provide a strong reality check to staff perceptions of assumed student needs.

PLANNING AGENDA

None
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19. Library Services Survey Results, Fall 2011 (http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/library/staff/statistics/surveys/surveyresponses-Fall11.xls)

20. Email from Library Director to SLO Coordinator, May 11, 2012 (https://sites.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/accreditation-iic/team-documents/Email-From-Library-Director-to-SLO-Coordinator.html?attredirects=0&d=1)

21. Accreditation Survey, Fall 2011, Faculty Responses (http://pro.cabrillo.edu/pro/pro_reports/Faculty%20Accred%20Survey%20Analysis_12-1-11.pdf)


23. Campus Climate Student Survey, 2001-2010 (http://pro.cabrillo.edu/pro/pro_reports/Climate%20Report%202001-2010-v6.pdf)

24. Library Services Assessment Analysis Form, Fall 2011 (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZWR1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjUyNTAwODFkMTEwMzA2NDE)

25. Library Staff Intranet (http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/library/staff/)
26. Program Review, Information Technology Department, 2012
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZDNjYwGd4OjczNTJhNzY2NjdjZjVjMml)

27. CTC Student User Survey, Spring 2012
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjU3NTZlMjk2ZjZjA1ODk)

   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)

29. Program Plan, Watsonville Center, 2013, Draft
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjU0MjhmYTE5Zjk1NjcwNzY)

30. Program Plan, Math, 2010
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)

31. Program Plan, MESA, 2008
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)

32. MESA Tutor Evaluation form
   (http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/mesa/documents/MesaTutorForm.pdf)

33. Program Plan, Physics, 2012
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)

34. Program Plan, Reading, 2011
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)


36. Program Plan, English, 2011
   (https://docs.google.com/a/cabrillo.edu/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2FicmlsbG8uZW
R1fGFjY3JlZGl0YXRpb24taWljfGd4OjIzYjQzZDhmZWRmMDU3NDg)
Standard IIIA: Human Resources

The institution effectively uses its human, physical, technology, and financial resources to achieve its broad educational purposes, including stated student learning outcomes, and to improve institutional effectiveness. Accredited colleges in multi-college systems may be organized such that responsibility for resources, allocation of resources and planning rests with the system. In such cases, the system is responsible for meeting standards on behalf of the accredited colleges.

A. Human Resources

The institution employs qualified personnel to support student learning programs and services wherever offered and by whatever means delivered, and to improve institutional effectiveness. Personnel are treated equitably, are evaluated regularly and systematically, and are provided opportunities for professional development. Consistent with its mission, the institution demonstrates its commitment to the significant educational role played by persons of diverse backgrounds by making positive efforts to encourage such diversity. Human resource planning is integrated with institutional planning.

1. The institution assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services by employing personnel who are qualified by appropriate education, training, and experience to provide and support these programs and services.

The institution assures that the qualifications for each position are closely matched to specific programmatic needs by administrative review. For faculty positions, once a position has been recommended through program planning and the faculty prioritization process, the College adheres to the defined minimum qualifications established by the State of California Community College Chancellor’s office. This includes the qualifications of faculty involved in offering Distance Education. For administrative positions, the component head reviews the scope of responsibility and, in consultation with Human Resources, determines the appropriate qualifications. There is a classification review process for classified positions that are new or revised, designed to align positions properly based on their scope of responsibility and to provide consistency within the organization. Once hired, all employees go through a defined evaluation process (detailed later in this section) to ensure their ability to perform the job as required. Because of this careful review, the institution’s personnel are sufficiently qualified to guarantee the integrity of programs and services.

a. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of personnel are clearly and publicly stated. Job descriptions are directly related to institutional mission and goals and accurately reflect position duties, responsibilities, and authority. Criteria for selection of faculty include knowledge of the subject matter or service to be performed (as determined by individuals with discipline expertise), effective teaching, scholarly activities, and potential to contribute to the mission of the institution. Institutional faculty plays a significant role in selection of new faculty. Degrees held by faculty and administrators are from institutions accredited by recognized U.S. accrediting agencies. Degrees from non-U.S. institutions are recognized only if equivalence has been established.
DESCRIPTION
Constituent group representatives were involved in a collaborative process to develop the
procedures and guidelines for hiring of personnel, including the administration, faculty, and
classified staff. Hiring criteria is determined by the appropriate board policy and administrative
regulation [1], which varies for hiring of faculty, classified, and administrative personnel.

Program planning drives the faculty hiring process – all positions that are to be filled at the
College are based on documented needs that arise in a program plan. As part of the program
planning process, departments report when they need additional contract faculty. Faculty are
involved in the selection of new faculty and serve as the majority of voting members on search
and selection committees. A minimum of three contract faculty members serve on the hiring
committee, including at least one who is qualified in the discipline. It is desired that all three
faculty teach in the discipline, or, when not feasible, in a related subject area. In addition, the
committee chair is typically a contract faculty member.

There are processes in place to determine that well-qualified applicants are hired. As part of the
employment application process, applicants for faculty positions must submit an application, a
cover letter which states how they meet the qualifications, a job-related resume, verification of
educational qualifications (e.g. transcripts), job-related letters of recommendation, and a brief
statement responding to a specific question(s). These materials are compiled by Human
Resources and reviewed by search and selection committee members who use the college
screening form to rate each applicant.

Since contract faculty comprises the majority of members on the committee, they are best
equipped to determine if applicants have the required knowledge of the subject matter based
on the applicant’s interview and teaching demonstration. The number of faculty with
experience teaching Distance Education or traditional courses with some web-based component
(some of which are called “hybrid” courses) is growing and are part of the pool that participates
on hiring committees. Committee members carefully develop job-related questions, which
solicit the depth and breadth of knowledge, skills, and abilities that an applicant possesses. In
addition, the Human Resources department reviews and approves the job-related questions to
ensure they are based on bona fide occupational qualifications which relate to the teaching
assignment.

The employment opportunity announcement is a tool used to define the requirements for a
complete application. If Distance Education teaching experience is desired or required, it is
noted as such in the employment opportunity announcement. The screening and interview
process allows the committee to evaluate and assess an applicant’s education, experience,
knowledge, skills, and abilities. The committee first assesses the applicant’s written materials
and rates the application materials received. If the applicant is selected for an interview, the
applicant is asked job-related questions. In advance of an in-person interview, applicants are
provided the topic for a teaching demonstration so they can come prepared with appropriate
demonstration materials. The teaching demonstration is part of the interview process, which is
an additional method the committee uses to assess the applicant’s teaching abilities. Generally,
faculty are not hired exclusively to teach Distance Education or online, although that could be an
option for a teaching assignment. If online expertise was indicated as a desired skill, examples of
online course materials, student feedback, and course evaluations would be appropriate for the
interview. Committee members also use the College interview rating form to rate each
applicant’s response to interview questions and the teaching demonstration. The committee
discusses all the applicants interviewed and makes a recommendation of finalists for hire to the component Vice President.

As a dynamic and diverse College, Cabrillo’s mission is dedicated to helping students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals. The interview process helps to clarify an applicant’s candidacy for employment. Interview questions are also developed to assess a candidate’s ability and willingness to embrace diversity and their potential for ensuring that students achieve their goals and contributions outside of the classroom.

Employment opportunities are advertised using a variety of resources. The Human Resources (HR) department posts employment opportunities on their HR webpage along with downloadable application materials. Positions are also advertised on a variety of other websites such as santacruzjobs.com, higheredjobs.com, https://www.cccregistry.org/jobs/index.aspx, and http://www.norcalherc.org/home/index.cfm?site_id=730. Employment opportunities are also advertised in local newspapers and in selected publications such as the Chronicle of Higher Education. Specialty on-line publications are also used to target applicants in discipline-specific areas such as nursing, biology, and mathematics. Email list serves are used to advertise positions through the State of California Chancellor’s office through the California Community Colleges Registry (CCC Registry), higheredjobs.com, and the California Community College List serve. In addition, the Human Resources department distributes announcements to educational institutions (California Community Colleges, California State Universities and University of California campuses), local businesses, and targeted job fairs.

Applicant qualifications are verified by official documentation such as official transcripts, credentials, licensure, and certification. Work experience is verified by prior employers. Teaching demonstrations are required for faculty positions and performance exercises may be administered for classified positions to ensure that applicants possess specific skills (e.g. writing skills, use of word processing equipment, and various software programs). In addition, applicants may be tested through the County of Santa Cruz for Spanish proficiency if a position requires or desires bilingual or bi-literate skills.

To verify the equivalency of degrees from non-U.S. educational institutions, Cabrillo requires that the applicant provide an official translation of their non-U.S. education in order to determine equivalency to U.S. standards. Applicants are referred to the website for the National Association of Credential Evaluation Services (NACES), an association of private foreign educational credential evaluation services committed to formulating and maintaining ethical standards in the field of foreign education evaluation.

Applicant pools generally yield highly qualified applicants; however, in the event that there are insufficient applicants or a limited applicant pool, the recruitment period may be extended. This allows additional recruitment and advertising, which may significantly enhance the applicant pool. Cabrillo College is able to assess the competence of new personnel and determine if the hiring process yielded qualified employees through the evaluation process. The institution has written criteria for systematically evaluating its personnel at stated intervals as prescribed by collective bargaining agreements, the confidential employee handbook, and administrative regulations.

A variety of safeguards are in place to ensure that hiring procedures are consistently applied, which includes the following:
The Human Resources department oversees the hiring proceedings—a process which includes but is not limited to compiling all application materials received, preparing materials for committees to screen and interview, and reference checking once applicants are recommended for hire.

The Human Resources department provides search and selection committee chair training.

Search and selection guidelines and administrative regulations [1] to assure fairness and consistency in treatment of all applicants, resulting in an effective and legal hiring process.

The Human Resources department works to ensure that committees are aware of their responsibility, which includes providing fair and equal treatment to all applicants and assuring unbiased participation and confidentiality.

**b. The institution assures the effectiveness of its human resources by evaluating all personnel systematically and at stated intervals. The institution establishes written criteria for evaluating all personnel, including performance of assigned duties and participation in institutional responsibilities and other activities appropriate to their expertise. Evaluation processes seek to assess effectiveness of personnel and encourage improvement. Actions taken following evaluations are formal, timely, and documented.**

**DESCRIPTION**

Performance evaluations provide the College with a tool to document an employee’s work performance, ensuring that the employee’s performance meets standards and expectations of the assignment. The process affords an opportunity to identify goals and objectives for professional growth which results in institutional effectiveness and, when necessary, performance improvement. This improvement is documented through follow-up evaluations.

Performance evaluations are conducted for contract and adjunct faculty, classified and confidential-designated employees, and administrative/management personnel. The frequency of performance evaluations is defined in the faculty (CCFT) [4] and classified (CCEU) [5] collective bargaining agreements and in the confidential handbook [6]. There is an administrative regulation (AR) for administrative management personnel [7] and there is also an AR which outlines the evaluation process for the College Superintendent/President [8].

All faculty, classified, confidential and classified administrative employees have a defined probationary period. Evaluation timelines are defined in the faculty (CCFT) and classified (CCEU) collective bargaining agreements, confidential handbook, or administrative regulations.

For faculty, there is an evaluation process for contract (probationary/tenure track) and regular (tenured) faculty [4]. Criteria used for the evaluation of faculty include areas such as: classroom performance, on-line courses, students, colleagues, professional growth and responsibilities, special assignments, and reassigned duties. All of the methods used to evaluate traditional courses are in place to evaluate Distance Education and hybrid courses (e.g. traditional courses with some web-based component): peer observation (the peer evaluator is given access to the website and instructor emails to ascertain “regular and effective contact”), student evaluations, and the final Dean’s evaluation which can note areas of improvement or the need for professional development. Faculty also has a self-evaluation process [9], and additional input is
solicited from peer evaluations, students, classroom or work site observations, and supervisory observation [1, 4]. If a faculty member’s work is less than satisfactory, the administrator will make a recommendation and request a reevaluation or an administrative evaluation of probationary faculty. If remediation is required, a written plan focusing on area(s) needing improvement with established timelines are defined and the appropriate administrator works constructively with the faculty member to encourage performance improvement. Additional evaluation(s) for regular full-time faculty can be done if there is an issue identified that is significant or compelling during an off-cycle evaluation period. For classified employees, any negative evaluation shall have attached documentation and shall include specific recommendations for improvement and provisions for assisting the employee in implementing recommendations made [5]. Additional evaluations for classified employees may be requested for sound and justifiable reasons when the employee is not meeting job performance expectations, which include effectiveness in performing duties.

Faculty, staff, and administrators are given a copy of the completed performance evaluation and a copy is placed in their personnel file in the Human Resources department. All District personnel files are maintained in a secure office environment.

The goal of all employee performance evaluations is to provide timely feedback regarding job performance and to identify and promote improvement or professional development. [4, 5]

Administrative personnel receive an annual evaluation by the end of each fiscal year. Every three years administrative employees receive a comprehensive evaluation which provides a vehicle for feedback from the administrator’s direct reports, as well as others consisting of management, staff and faculty. AR2090 was recently updated to reflect the current comprehensive evaluation process. [7].

c. Faculty and others directly responsible for student progress toward achieving stated student learning outcomes have, as a component of their evaluation, effectiveness in producing those learning outcomes.

DESCRIPTION

In May 2007, faculty ratified a change to the self-evaluation instrument in the CCFT contract that requires faculty to reflect on how student learning outcomes (SLOs) affect their teaching and how they can become more effective at producing the desired learning outcomes. One of the items in this self-evaluation states, “In terms of classroom instruction*, including the assessment of student learning outcomes, what have you learned about student needs, issues and your own teaching? How will you implement what you learned?” The asterisk (*) indicates that faculty who are not in the classroom should interpret the question as it relates to their assignment [9]. By including this in the self-evaluation, each faculty member must identify the extent to which they are participating in the SLO process and the degree of effectiveness of the SLOs, whether they are teaching in traditional classroom mode or Distance Education.

Faculty develop SLOs, which are edited and approved by the curriculum committee and division deans. All new and revised curriculum submitted to the College curriculum committee is reviewed by the SLO subcommittee before approval. This subcommittee requires that SLOs be a part of each course outline, and if a course is to be taught for the first time in Distance Education mode this change must also be approved by the curriculum committee and all the
regular standards for traditionally-delivered courses are applied. The content review
subcommittee also ensures that all sequential courses are linked, so that a student must master
the topics in the first course in a sequence in order to be successful in the next course [10].

The results of SLOs are assessed every semester at the department level as a part of the
program planning process, in order to measure and improve effectiveness. Full-time faculty are
required to participate in this discussion and adjunct faculty are strongly encouraged to
participate. Each department submits strategies to improve student success as assessed with
regard to the effectiveness of SLOs. As a result of these discussions, several departments have
made changes to teaching methodologies, course content, and sequencing. Changes include
content updates as well as using different methods to teach courses, including online and hybrid
courses [11]. The Staff Development Committee has assisted in this process by allowing
departments to schedule FLEX activities [12] which include evaluation of department course
SLOs. The Staff Development Committee and the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) also offer
FLEX activities and workshops designed to support faculty who teach Distance Education classes.
These classes are distributed throughout the divisions and departments rather than having a
separate administrative and staffing process. Faculty support for those teaching Distance
Education and hybrid classes is centralized in the TLC.

The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee (ARC), chaired by the SLO Coordinator, is the
group which looks at SLO and AUO (Administrative Unit Outcomes) [13] assessment results for
the entire college. This subcommittee of the Faculty Senate is a campus-wide representative
group that serves as the center of the college’s assessment process, collecting assessment
results from each area of the school, analyzing them and reporting back to the campus at large.

Each component of the college, divided into sectors, assesses how they individually contribute
to student mastery of the college’s institutional learning outcomes or core competencies. The
sectors include Transfer and Basic Skills Instruction, Occupational Programs, the Library, Student
Services, and Administrative Services (Business Services, the President’s office and non-
instructional portions of Instruction such as division offices).

These assessments [14] are part of each sectors’ regular departmental planning process. Results
are recorded and discussed within departments and then within the sector. For example, an
academic program’s assessment results become part of the department’s program plan, which
is then discussed by the Council for Instructional Planning. The role of tutors and other faculty
and staff involved in instructional support are included in the discussions of SLOs, which include
support of Distance Education students.

**d. The institution upholds a written code of professional ethics for all of its personnel.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The atmosphere at Cabrillo College is conducive to a collegial and professional work
environment. There are numerous publications that address professional standards and ethical
behavior to support this standard. The Cabrillo College Governing Board Code of Ethics [15] is
found in Board policy and specifically addresses ethical standards for the Board of Trustees, as
well as policies for all Cabrillo employees, including: conflict of interest [16], anti-nepotism [17],
unlawful discrimination and/or harassment allegations [18], search and selection procedures [1],
and drug and alcohol policy [19]. The Faculty Resource Guide [20], the CCFT contract [5], and
the CCEU contract [6] also address ethics and conduct issues, which pertain to instructors teaching Distance Education courses as well as in the traditional mode.

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard. College hiring procedures follow detailed regulations, from both District policy and state regulations. Guidelines for hiring of personnel were developed by campus constituent representatives, including the Governing Board, administration, faculty, and classified employees. All District hiring procedures, including the advertising of positions, formation and training of hiring committees, and the interview process, are designed to ensure that qualified personnel are hired. Instructional program planning drives the faculty hiring process. All faculty positions that are to be filled at the College are based on documented needs that arose in program plans.

The College has made faculty assessment of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) a component of every faculty member’s evaluation process. There is a Code of Ethics for the Governing Board and there are numerous related policies for staff, faculty, and administration in a variety of publications.

2. *The institution maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty with full-time responsibility to the institution. The institution has a sufficient number of staff and administrators with appropriate preparation and experience to provide the administrative services necessary to support the institution’s mission and purposes.*

**DESCRIPTION**

The 2008 - 2011 College Master Plan (CMP) [21] lists as one of its objectives “Recruit, retain, and support a diverse, well-qualified faculty and staff.” As part of this objective, the College has expanded its online recruitment resources, and updated the way job interest cards for academic and staff positions are distributed and collected. The 2008 - 2011 CMP also includes a goal of refining the classified prioritization process. However, the College has not initiated the classified prioritization process for the last several years due to budget constraints, reductions, and a lack of applicable parallels to the faculty prioritization process. Review of the process found that measures to prioritize the need for (as an example) custodians, network administrators or lab technicians are not as uniform as those used to prioritize the need for math, communications or criminal justice instructors. Instead, the College used a “managed hiring process” to evaluate vacant positions and determine critical vacant positions to fill. This process encompasses the need for administrative and support staffing in all areas of the college, including support of the Distance Education program. In light of the current budget situation at Cabrillo, the College has worked to redesign work flow processes, when possible, to create work process efficiencies.

In order to advise College administration decision makers on how to best serve students while facing significant budget reductions, two new groups have been created:

- The **Program Reduction/Elimination Task Force** [22] develops numerical criteria to rank academic/instruction programs. The task force’s recommendations are advisory to decisions regarding reduction and elimination of academic programs and are reviewed by the Faculty Senate before information goes to the College Planning Council (CPC).
• The **Services and Program Reduction Advisory Committee (SPRAC)** [23] is a subcommittee of CPC set up to gather information on impacts that may have been overlooked resulting from decisions on the reorganization of programs and/or reduction of services involving classified staff. SPRAC committee reports are advisory to the College Planning Council.

#### Table 13: FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT POSITIONS
( Includes all filled and unfilled budgeted positions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fall Sem.</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Mgrs/ Admin</th>
<th>Contract Faculty</th>
<th>Adjunct Faculty</th>
<th>Classified Staff</th>
<th>Confidential Staff</th>
<th>Hourly Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>16,012</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>16,900</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>16,467</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>216.5</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>15,541</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>15,030</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>213.50</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>202.95</td>
<td>391*</td>
<td>203.70</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>101♦</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information included on this chart is based on the Business Office count of FTE positions from the 2012-13 Final Budget report. [24] This includes position changes approved through the August 2012 Board meeting and phase IV reductions. It should be noted that the numbers for adjunct faculty and hourly employees are not FTE but a headcount of employees in those categories.

Student count based on information published in the Cabrillo College Fact Book.

*Adjunct faculty count based on Fall 2012 semester active assignments.

♦ Temporary/hourly and student workers as of the July 1 to 19, 2012 payroll.

**FTE reflects adopted and proposed reductions, Phase I through Phase IV.

The table above lists the Full-Time Equivalent (F.T.E.) employees at the college in several categories. The number of employees in almost every category has decreased over the last several years as the state budget situation has declined, and the College has had to make decisions about which services are essential to the College mission and how to continue to provide them with the resources available. For example, while tutoring is an essential service, fewer hours of drop-in tutoring might be available, and more students may need to make appointments for one-on-one assistance. As part of the program planning process, each department assesses its effectiveness, which includes gathering student feedback and responding to the needs expressed.

**Faculty**
As a result of program planning every fall, every department considers the need to request a new contract faculty hire, which may include the need for expertise in Distance Education. Departments that request a new faculty position must submit their request to the Vice President of Instruction by a specified deadline. Those departments are then scored on a rubric.
that is agreed on by the Faculty Senate, resulting in a numerical ranking of requested positions. The Faculty Senate, as well as the Instructional Administrators Council (IAC), which is comprised of instructional deans and the library director, look at the quantitative data and listen to presentations from the departments who have applied for new positions. Both groups then submit a prioritized list of faculty hires to the Vice President of Instruction. Taking into consideration the prioritized lists from both groups, the Vice President of Instruction submits a final prioritized list to the Superintendent/President along with the rationale for each position, which is taken to the Governing Board for information. The Board information item also includes the three other ranked lists: the one based on quantitative data and both lists from the Faculty Senate and IAC.

Requests for faculty positions in the Student Services component are also brought forward to the Superintendent/President and then brought to CPC. Based on budgetary projections provided by the Business Office, as well as the state-mandated faculty obligation number (FON), the Superintendent/President then recommends to the Governing Board the number of contract faculty to be funded for the following academic year. Cabrillo has generally been above the FON for the last decade; however, given recent faculty retirements, the College is currently at the exact FON for 2012 [25].

In 2007, Cabrillo instituted a decentralized process for hiring adjunct faculty in which applications are accepted and kept on file until a hire is needed, which has streamlined the adjunct faculty hiring process. In the full-time faculty hiring prioritization process, points are awarded to departments that can demonstrate the unavailability of adjunct faculty, as shown by course cancellations and/or utilization of a full-time temporary contract. In the 2012 faculty position prioritization process [26], only one department requesting a position was awarded points for unavailability of adjunct faculty.

**Classified Support Staff**
A regular review of classified vacancies is done by the College Cabinet, comprised of the three component Vice Presidents and the President. This process involves review of vacant positions and determines whether the position will be filled, frozen, and/or eliminated. As previously referenced, the classified prioritization process has not been utilized since 2008 due to budget limitations to fund new College support staff positions. According to 2011 CCEU meeting minutes [27], classified employee leadership expressed interest in reactivating the classified prioritization process in an effort to address classified staffing patterns. CCEU also discussed recommending to the College Planning Council (CPC) a task force to examine prioritization of new classified positions and existing vacancies. In 2011, the Service and Program Reduction Advisory Committee (SPRAC) was established as a subcommittee of CPC to provide classified staff input regarding proposed classified service and program reductions in the shared governance process. This committee reviews reduction proposals from individual units, meets with units, evaluates reduction plans, provides feedback to managers, and reports back to CPC.

**Management Positions**
The College has used transparent processes for evaluating management. Vacant management positions have also been reviewed by the Cabinet, with some positions remaining vacant for several months and/or eliminated. To replace an existing management position, reinstate a previously eliminated position, and/or to create a new management position, the component Vice President initiates discussion with the College Cabinet. Once considered, a recommendation may be made to fill the position and further discussion takes place with the
College administrative staff and the College Planning Council. Once a decision has been made to fill a management position, the requesting component administrator completes a requisition which is routed for authorizing signatures. It is then submitted to Human Resources to initiate the recruitment process.

EVALUATION

The College administers its available resources to meet the standard. In July 2009, the Governing Board approved the Distance Education Strategic Plan, which was updated in October 2012 and included an emphasis on planning for distance education for all campus sites. This plan addressed evolving classified staffing needs in light of new technologies, facilities expansion, and operational needs. In 2009-2010, HR developed and posted Guidelines for Search and Selection Committee Members in order to help clarify College hiring processes [28].

In Fall 2011 a campus-wide faculty and staff survey [29] was done for the Self Evaluation Accreditation Survey, which included opinions as to whether there are sufficient faculty and classified staff to meet the needs of the College.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 14: ACCREDITATION SURVEY RESULTS (FALL 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Respondents (163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are sufficient number of qualified faculty to support college programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are sufficient number of qualified staff to support college services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct Faculty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRO Office: Based on Faculty and Staff Survey 2011

The College has expanded its facilities over the past several years and new buildings have been completed. As stated in the Midterm Report [30] under self-identified recommendations for 3.A.1., the College authorized over 2009-2010 the following 8 FTE new classified support staff positions to support staffing levels in the facility and plant expansion: 6 custodians, 1 lead custodian, and 1 grounds maintenance worker. In light of budget realities, the college has attempted to address staffing needs of new facilities with some reallocation and/or reorganization of resources and positions within the components.

There have been reductions of class sections and reductions in services due to overall operating budget reductions. The College has also experienced restructuring/reorganization in some
departments (such as Admissions and Records and Financial Aid), because workflow processes have been enhanced by greater use of electronic procedures.

Hiring decisions relating to instructional faculty are based on instructional program planning. Cabrillo’s ability to increase current classified staffing levels has been hampered by State budget reductions that have directly affected the funding the College receives. The process for reviewing management position requests is done by the College Cabinet, administrative staff, and College Planning Council (CPC).

3. The institution systematically develops personnel policies and procedures that are available for information and review. Such policies and procedures are equitably and consistently administered.

a. The institution establishes and adheres to written policies ensuring fairness in all employment procedures.

DESCRIPTION

Employment procedures are governed by Board Policy (BP) and Administrative Regulations (ARs), faculty (CCFT) and staff (CCEU) labor union contracts, California Education Code, and Federal and State labor laws.

The College is able to ensure that it administers its personnel policies and procedures consistently and equitably given HR’s oversight of employment procedures and compliance with regulatory requirements. The Human Resources department works diligently to ensure that consistency and equity in all employment policies and procedures is maintained to ensure fair treatment of all personnel and employment processes.

Many of the above noted documents are available on the College’s website, which includes board policies and administrative regulations, the faculty contract, and the staff contract. Required labor law postings (federal and state) are physically displayed in the Human Resources (HR) department at the Aptos campus and a computer to view Cabrillo’s website is available for public patrons’ use. HR ensures that Federal and State labor laws are also posted at the other campus locations in Watsonville and Scotts Valley.

The Human Resources department orients all new contract and adjunct faculty, classified staff, and administrative employees. During this orientation process, newly hired faculty and staff receive a union contract. New faculty members also receive an easy reference called a Faculty Resource Guide which contains selected Board Policies, Administrative Regulations, and critical information for faculty members at the College.

b. The institution makes provision for the security and confidentiality of personnel records. Each employee has access to his/her personnel records in accordance with law.

DESCRIPTION

District personnel files are maintained in a secure office environment in the Human Resources department. All faculty, classified, and administrative personnel may arrange to review their
personnel file. Employees are also allowed to request copies of documents from their personnel file by written request. (References made in both CCEU and CCFT contracts)

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Employment procedures and personnel policies are governed by Board Policy (BP) and Administrative Regulations (ARs), faculty and staff contracts, Ed Code, and Federal and State labor laws. The College makes these policies available on the College webpage, as well as Human Resources department posting the Federal and State labor laws physically. The College provides and ensures a system of security and confidentiality for personnel and employment records.

4. The institution demonstrates through policies and practices an appropriate understanding of and concern for issues of equity and diversity.

The College community embraces an appreciation as well as sensitivity for diversity on campus, demonstrated by a campus climate that celebrates various events throughout the year. These include the Martin Luther King ceremony, the Scholarship Awards Ceremony which features many scholarships that support a diverse student population, and events related to ethnic diversity such as the Cinco de Mayo celebration and the Social Justice Conference.

Several programs at the College foster an appreciation and support for diversity amongst students. These include Learning Skills/Learning Disability Services and Disabled Student Programs and Services (DSPS), Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS), Veterans’ Services, Assistive Technology, Puente, Independent Living for Foster Youth, and the STARS and STEM Hispanic Serving Institution grants that support a First Year Experience program and support for Latino students entering Science, Technology, Engineering and Math fields.

a. The institution creates and maintains appropriate programs, practices, and services that support its diverse personnel.

DESCRIPTION

The College’s mission statement states that Cabrillo College is a dynamic, diverse, and responsive educational community dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career, and personal development goals.

The College is an accessible gateway for students and provides education for all, supporting the local economy and improving economic vitality, and serving students who have goals of transfer, earning degrees and certificates, career preparation, basic skills, personal fulfillment, and retraining through an inclusive and effective learning environment.
Board Policies and Administrative Regulations (BPs/ARs) [1] are established regarding Equal Opportunity Employment and search and selection procedures for all staff, faculty, and administrative job opportunities. The composition of search committees reflects gender balance and ethnic representation whenever possible. Administrative regulation 5040 [18] defines the policy of the Cabrillo Community College District to provide an educational and employment environment in which no person shall be unlawfully denied full and equal access to, the benefits of, or be unlawfully subjected to discrimination or harassment, in whole or in part, on the basis of ethnic group identification, national origin, religion, age, sex or gender, race, color, ancestry, sexual orientation, or physical or mental disability, or on the basis of these perceived characteristics or based on association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or perceived characteristics, in any program or activity that is administered by, funded directly by, or that receives any financial assistance from the State Chancellor or Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges.

The 2008 - 2011 College Master Plan (CMP) [31] objective B.2.(a) is to continue to recruit, retain and support a diverse, well-qualified faculty and staff. Recommendations were developed and implemented to enhance on-line recruitment resources. Both classified and academic employment interest cards [32] were revised to include email addresses to allow employment opportunity announcements [33] to be emailed, saving time and expense of mailings. Human Resources (HR) has continued to expand on-line distribution of job announcements to sister colleges, universities, and public agencies, as well as enhancing on-line distribution internally to the College community.

The Human Resources department reviews hiring guidelines with Search and Selection Committee chairpersons on a regular basis.

The following are some examples of how the College provides support to its personnel:

- **Staff Development Activities (Flex Week)** – Staff Development Committee reviews proposals from faculty and staff. Classified employees were surveyed for areas of staff development interest.
- **CCEU and CCFT collective bargaining agreements** provide staff development monies and sabbatical leaves.
- **Classified Staff Development Day** (sponsored by the President’s Office).
- **Benefits Analyst** posts all Employees Assistance Program (EAP) and employee workshop opportunities on the HR website, which includes confidential individual counseling for employees.
- **Human Resources** staff coordinated EDD-sponsored workshops for those District employees affected by recent Reduction in Force (RIF) actions.
- **Precision Wellness** is supporting employees in their on-campus training facility.
- **Employee interactive processes** regarding Americans with Disability Act (ADA) accommodations.
Departments (campus-wide) provide various training and in-service programs to enhance their employee’s knowledge and skills in their assignment (e.g. computer skills with Google Docs; the Facilities department does regular training on safety and job related topics as part of their regular staff meetings).

There are both faculty and staff committees that support diversity, such as CHAC (Cabrillo Hispanic Affairs Council), which meets with the Superintendent/President as needed to recommend support for diversity issues. The annual Social Justice Conference explores many issues of diversity and is well-publicized to faculty and staff, inviting participation and attendance.

**b. The institution regularly assesses its record in employment equity and diversity consistent with its mission.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The Cabrillo College Fact Book [34] is published on an annual basis and updates statistical information regarding ethnicity of classified staff and contract faculty. The 2011 book was released in December 2011 and reflects information about faculty and staff relating to ethnicity, gender, and age. [35] The information is provided for the College community regarding the institution’s record on employment equity and diversity.

**Table 15: Ethnicity of Faculty 2007-2011 (Contract and Adjunct Combined)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple/Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Response</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>81.3%</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16: Ethnicity of Classified Staff 2007-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple/Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Response</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>64.4%</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Warehouse
MIS DED EB07 (2), EB08 (C, R, T)
Information taken from Fact Books from 2007 to 2011, which data reflects the prior years (2006 to 2010).

Staff and faculty surveys are conducted on a periodic basis through the Planning and Research Office. The surveys include items designed to measure employee satisfaction with Cabrillo’s practices in such areas as employment, recruitment, evaluations, and professional development.

c. The institution subscribes to, advocates, and demonstrates integrity in the treatment of its administration, faculty, staff and students.

DESCRIPTION
Evaluation procedures and the maintenance of personnel records adhere to both the faculty and staff collective bargaining agreements which provide that no adverse action shall be taken against any employee based on materials that are not contained in the personnel file. For both contract and adjunct faculty, the opportunity to include peer feedback and review of evaluation materials [36] is provided, as well as formal grievance procedures. Both CCFT [37] and CCEU [38] bargaining agreements contain nondiscrimination articles. The CCEU Collective Bargaining Agreement defines disciplinary procedures for classified staff. Appendix E [39] delineates the reasons for such actions, timelines, procedural steps involved, and the opportunity for due process.

Similarly, there is a Board Policy (BP) and Administrative Regulation (AR) regarding the comprehensive evaluation process for administrative employees, which are conducted every
Within these policies there is opportunity for administrative employee appeal of this process.

The 2011 - 2014 College Master Plan (CMP) addresses Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) measuring student success through effective outreach and enrollment, enhanced excellence in the classroom, and student support services. Included in the CMP are verifiable means of assessing progress toward fulfilling the KPIs. Additionally, the Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook, which is published by the Office of Student Affairs, has been revised. This student handbook includes the statement: “The Cabrillo College District is committed to the protection of the individual rights of all students and to the enforcement of District policies. Cabrillo College promotes a culture founded on academic integrity, mutual respect and a clear and fair application of regulations.” The Student Rights and Responsibilities Handbook outlines student rights and the grievance procedure to be followed in order to ensure an equitable and fair resolution to any alleged violation of students’ rights. Administrative Regulation 5040 defines that the policy of the Cabrillo Community College is to provide an education and employment environment free from unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, sexual favoritism, or other verbal or physical conduct or communications constituting sexual harassment.

In Fall 2011, a campus-wide survey was done which reflect the opinions of faculty, staff and administrators about the College’s demonstrated concern for issues of equity and diversity.

Table 17: Employee responses to survey on College’s concern for equity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The College’s policies and practices demonstrate appropriate concern for issues of equity and diversity.</th>
<th>Faculty/Adjunct Respondents (161)</th>
<th>Classified/Confidential Respondents (89)</th>
<th>Management Respondents Respondents (17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard and continues to strive to promote diversity and equity as part of the College culture, as shown by recent survey results. The 2011 Accreditation survey reflects that faculty, staff, and administrators believe the college’s policies and practices demonstrate appropriate concern for issues of equity and diversity.
5. The institution provides all personnel with appropriate opportunities for continued professional development, consistent with the institutional mission and based on identified teaching and learning needs.

a. The institution plans professional development activities to meet the needs of its personnel.

DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo College provides extensive opportunities for continued professional development for faculty, staff, and administrators. Cabrillo schedules professional development workshops and activities during Flex days (the week before the Fall and Spring semester begin). Other staff development workshops and programs are also offered throughout the year. Cabrillo provides ongoing, individual technical support and instruction, and online reference, support, and training resources that are available on the college web site. Cabrillo also provides some funds for travel to conferences and other professional development events.

In-service training has been developed and offered for new administrative personnel, reviewing personnel and payroll administration, collective bargaining contract review and compliance, and other general Human Resources practices, including but not limited to performance evaluations and leave accounting.

A leadership academy training program was offered in 2008-2009, 2009-10 and 2010-11 to Cabrillo’s administrative personnel, consisting of a variety of management development topics. Plans are in place to bring training back in a different format for 2013.

The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) [44] continues to play a major role in many of these professional development activities, particularly in the training and support of faculty teaching Distance Education classes. The Distance Education committee, chaired by the TLC director, who is also in charge of the Staff Development Committee, provides valuable input as to the training and support needs for Distance Education instructors. The TLC offers services primarily to faculty, although classified staff is also encouraged to participate in professional development training. Some of the many services the TLC provides include:

- Assistance in the development of technology mediated instruction
- Workshops and online resources on how to use software programs
- Loans of digital cameras, laptops, and projectors

The TLC focuses its primary support on faculty training in developing teaching and learning resources for use in classrooms, labs, and online instruction. TLC staff are available to assist faculty with department training or individual projects. In 2010-2011, the TLC was staffed by an 80% contract faculty member and an 85% classified support staff person in addition to some student assistant support. The TLC is open: Monday–Thursday 8:30AM–5:00PM and Friday 9:00AM–1:00PM.
At Cabrillo many individual departments allocate funds from departmental budgets for staff training appropriate for their own personnel. Professional development programs that are funded by the College include: Flex Week for faculty and staff; faculty professional growth and development funds; classified staff development funds; the classified staff Professional Growth program; staff retraining/study leave; faculty Sabbatical Leave Program; student and peer evaluations; Administrative Management Professional Development Leave Plan; Faculty Grant Award(s) to support teaching innovation; and Technology Grant Awards to support faculty when they learn new software applications and develop course materials necessary to effectively teach these applications.

Cabrillo has invested considerable effort in training faculty in Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and the accreditation process. This training has been incorporated into the cyclical program planning process, in which each department is required, as a part of program planning, to assess all of the SLOs for each of their courses offered. As noted earlier, all of the SLO assessments are forwarded to the Assessment Review Committee, which searches for links and overall tendencies in student learning and success. Resources include a Learning Outcomes website [45], a Summer Institute for faculty to learn about outcomes assessment, numerous SLO Flex workshops, instructional and accreditation planning workshops and training materials, and extensive coordination with the Accreditation Planning Committee, Faculty Senate, and CCFT.

The College has also developed numerous online resources to better serve student needs. WebAdvisor is an online resource that allows students to maintain their contact information with the College, pay College bills, register for classes, and check their grades. There is an online orientation for new Cabrillo students that helps them acclimate to the College at https://sirena.cabrillo.edu/. There has also been an increase in classes developed using Blackboard, an online course management system.

The College has developed numerous online resources to better serve the needs of College employees. The online Curriculum Handbook [46] is available to assist faculty in the preparation of new and revised curriculum, including instructions on how to create SLOs. This handbook contains state and College regulations, as well as best practices for updating curriculum, and it gives directions on how to use CurricUNET for creating and modifying course descriptions. Transfer/Articulation information [47] for faculty is also available online. The Faculty Resource Guide [20], which provides easy reference to important information for faculty members, can be found online, and is updated annually. Additional training opportunities are made available to Cabrillo staff, faculty, and administrators through programs such as @ONE, On Course, and CCC Confer. Online training in Microsoft products is made available to all employees of California Community Colleges through the Foundation for California Community Colleges. [48] New faculty members receive information on these resources during their first year Flex Week orientation.
In the fall of 2009, Cabrillo College launched the Faculty Inquiry Network. This is a social network, with access limited to Cabrillo faculty, which facilitates professional communication and information-sharing intended to enhance student success. The network is designed to help foster dialogue between instructors by allowing faculty to post questions and answers, share links or documents, start an interest group, establish a working group to discuss an issue, start a blog, hold a real-time chat with colleagues, announce events, and more.

In addition, in 2011-12 there has been an increase in training sessions related to health and safety, with special emphasis on campus-wide emergency preparedness and awareness.

b. With the assistance of the participants, the institution systematically evaluates professional development programs and uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.

DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo utilizes many means to determine necessary professional development activities, including staff development surveys, administrative staff surveys, Flex evaluation forms, Flex contract completion data, a formal proposal process for future Flex workshops, Faculty and Staff Climate Surveys, the Staff Development Committee, the Sabbatical Leave Program, the College Master Plan, the CCEU Professional Growth Program, and Faculty and Staff Grants for Student Success.

The Staff Development Committee (SDC) is composed of members from each segment of the College, including faculty, classified and confidential-designated staff, management, and students. The chair of the SDC is the faculty director of the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC), and manages support of the Distance Education program. The SDC meets regularly throughout the academic year to plan and evaluate Flex Week and other staff development activities. This committee also determines the allocation of staff development funds during years when State funding is received. The committee reviews evaluation results received after staff development activities. Development opportunities are planned in a participatory manner for each staff category and are available to all. In 2010, committee representatives presented a review of the procedures for choosing and scheduling professional development activities to the Governing Board. Professional development activities are chosen from applications by faculty, classified staff, and administrators.

Various workshops offered to faculty and staff during FLEX Week include; an array of topics which embrace and support diversity and instruction and the workplace. College staff development activities continue to explore ways to enhance global awareness and sensitivity to issues of diversity. The impact that professional development related to Distance Education has on the improvement of teaching and learning is measured through feedback provided by Distance Education instructors, and the improvement is evaluated through student feedback and the faculty evaluation process.
The Sabbatical Leave program is guided by the Sabbatical Leave Review Board (SLRB) and funded by contractually stipulated amounts. An average of 7 to 9 faculty participate in the sabbatical program every academic year. Sabbatical proposals and reports are reviewed by the faculty member’s dean and members of the SLRB to ensure that projects will benefit teaching and learning at the College. Sabbatical proposals and reports from past years are stored in the College archives in the Library. Due to budget reductions, CCFT agreed that the sabbatical leave program would be suspended for 2012-2013. [54]

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard. Efforts to highlight the importance of professional growth and training at Cabrillo are a result of a strategy included in the 2008-2011 College Master Plan. The Staff Development Committee (SDC) and the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) have been successful in providing appropriate training opportunities for faculty and staff. The Staff Development Committee evaluates Flex activities and the results of participant surveys. The SDC survey response assessments are used to ensure that future activities meet the needs of faculty and staff. The results of two campus-wide surveys in 2010-2011 and feedback from Flex event evaluation forms indicate that the greatest needs for faculty and staff are training in new technologies, interpersonal communication skills, and emergency preparedness.

6. **Human resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. The institution systematically assesses the effective use of human resources and uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The Cabrillo College Governing Board adopted goals for 2012-13 [55] which state in part that “Student Success will be the priority” in determining:

- Staffing patterns that conserve resources to support student achievement;
- Allocation of resources to creatively address student needs and increase achievement of student goals.

The Governing Board is committed to shared governance and values the timely recommendations to the College Planning Council (CPC) to inform Board decisions.

Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) assessment is well integrated into college planning and curriculum review processes at the college. Course SLOs are approved as part of the course outline, and reviewed every six years. According to the College Status Report on SLO Implementation [56], eighty-nine percent (89%) of active courses have SLOs. Instructional departments engage in on-going assessment of class, program, certificate, degree, and institutional SLOs; significant assessment occurs almost each semester as part of a department’s six-year program planning process. The SLO Assessment Review Committee, an oversight group,
has undertaken activities to increase the rate of course and certificate assessment, focused on providing better training for Program Chairs who organize the assessment process for their departments.

Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) have affected how classes are taught. A tremendous amount of attention is focused on assessment of Student Learning Outcomes. The College has continued to expand this effort to include Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs) for all non-instructional programs and services. The Student Services and the Administrative Services components, which consist of support or service departments, have established AUOs for program planning and review. [14]

As summarized in the October 2012 SLO Proficiency Report, all departments in Student Services have written SLOs and AUOs. [56] Ninety-two percent (92%) have on-going assessment of them. The Library assesses the SLOs in its courses whose results inform its program plan. Until 2012, it also annually assessed institutional outcomes but found that this measure did not provide data for how to improve learning at the Library. It is now using Administrative Unit Outcomes to assess its services.

The review provides a method for evaluating the department. It determines whether the department is meeting the needs of the College and community and what role SLOs play in helping students to master the four College-wide competencies. Though most administrative service departments do not contribute directly to helping students learn, the services provided enable students and faculty to engage in teaching and learning, so the department’s support and contribution is crucial. It addresses the most effective use of College resources to ensure quality and excellence.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. The Governing Board adopted goals for 2012-2013 which state in part that “Student Success will be the priority” in determining:

- Staffing patterns that conserve resources to support student achievement;
- Allocation of resources to creatively address student needs and increase achievement of student goals.

The Governing Board is committed to shared governance and values the timely recommendations to the College Planning Council (CPC) to inform board decisions.

Cabrillo continues to evaluate its staffing needs on an on-going basis through a regular planning process that includes instructional program planning and administrative departmental review. However, in the past several years, state budget reductions have had a major impact on the College’s ability to hire faculty and staff. Given staffing realities in light of available financial resources, the College continues to evaluate the scope of services and programs possible. As previously stated, the academic Program Reduction/Elimination Task Force develops numerical
criteria to rank academic/instructional programs. The Task Force recommendations are advisory to decisions regarding reduction and elimination of academic programs and are reviewed by Faculty Senate before information goes to the College Planning Council (CPC). Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs) also guide program planning. Additionally, the recently established Services and Program Reduction Advisory Committee (SPRAC) serves in an advisory role regarding decisions in the reorganization of programs and/or reduction of services involving classified staff. SPRAC provides advisory reports to the College Planning Council (CPC).

PLANNING AGENDA

None.
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Standard IIIB: Physical Resources

Physical resources, which include facilities, equipment, land and other assets, support student learning programs and services and improve institutional effectiveness. Physical resource planning is integrated with institutional planning.

1. The institution provides safe and sufficient physical resources that support and assure the integrity and quality of its programs and services, independent of location or means of delivery.

DESCRIPTION

The Cabrillo Community College District is comprised of the following locations:

- Aptos Campus
- Watsonville (Education) Center
- Scotts Valley (Outreach) Center
- Bonny Doon 7.3 acres (instructional lab site for Anthropology/Archaeology Technology)

The District consists of one campus in Aptos, one permanent center in Watsonville, a satellite archeology site in Bonny Doon and an outreach center in Scotts Valley. The latter was opened in spring 2007 after many years of planning, to address the need for access to Cabrillo programs for students living in this most remote location of its service area. All locations are evaluated on a regular basis to assess the effective use of facilities, primarily through student and campus-wide surveys. The District continues to improve and support the instructional programs through the expansion and modernization of its facilities. The most recent major projects are the construction and renovations to: the Visual, Applied and Performing Arts (VAPA) /Arts Education Complex (AEC); the 300 building which houses most of the classes in the Business, English & Language Arts (BELA) Division; the Health & Wellness complex in the Health, Athletics, Wellness & Kinesiology (HAWK) Division; the Solari Green Technology Center in Watsonville and various “smart classroom” upgrades at the Aptos campus.

Currently, the Aptos Campus has 748,166 gross square feet, with thirty-five primary-use buildings and an additional twenty-six auxiliary-use buildings, totaling 513,795 assignable square feet in support of educational programs and services. College-wide facilities support approximately 13,000 students as of the fall 2012 semester.

The construction of the VAPA complex brings a new level of sophistication and advanced technology to the arts program, along with instructional space that is much more suited to support student success than the former classrooms, having been many years in the planning. The five new buildings include a state of the art performance theater, a recital hall with practice rooms and classrooms, a three-dimensional art instruction building, a two-dimensional art instruction building, and a forum/division office building, all totaling 126,000 square feet.
In 2010, the new Health & Wellness complex also ensured greater support for student success with highly advanced learning environments for Dental Hygiene, Nursing, Radiologic Technology, Kinesiology and the Stroke Center, for a total of approximately 58,925 square feet. The extensive planning process to design and equip these buildings also took years of input.

The Watsonville Center currently consists of four buildings. The two older buildings (44,000 square feet) support educational programs and services for over 3,000 students. The two new buildings (14,000 square feet) completed in Fall 2012 are designed to support the Construction Energy Management program and the associated emerging Green Building Technologies program. These two new buildings are LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Platinum Certified, and besides their highly sophisticated “green” design, they serve as living laboratories, with their mechanical spaces serving as viewing rooms into the green technology of the future.

The Scotts Valley Center consists of approximately 10,000 square feet of leased space with five classrooms, serving just over 200 students down from almost 900 served at its peak in fall 2008 before course reductions due to budget cuts. It is important for the College to maintain a presence in Scotts Valley to provide access to residents there, and the District continues to seek partnerships with other educational organizations to use the classroom space effectively and conserve resources. Finally, the college owns 7.3 acres in Bonny Doon which is used by the Anthropology Department and Archaeology Technology Program as an instructional lab site.

a. The institution plans, builds, maintains, upgrades, and replaces its physical resources in a manner that assures effective utilization and the continuing quality necessary to support its programs and services.

DESCRIPTION

The District allocates more than $1,000,000 per year in base budget to Facilities Planning & Plant Operations not including staff costs (approximately 1.8% of the college’s budget). These funds support the general cost of repairs and maintenance to ensure that buildings and equipment are operational. The District also allocated what is referred to as state match funding, which was used to accomplish maintenance that the base budget could not reach and was further augmented by the State. At the beginning of fiscal year 2008, the State was no longer able to provide “scheduled maintenance” funds that required a match of District funds (50% state funds to be matched by 50% District funds). However, the Board of Trustees, with recommendations from Administration, recognized the need to assure that physical resources at all locations where it offers courses, programs and services are constructed and maintained to assure access, safety, security, and a healthful learning and working environment. Therefore, $500,000 in annual ongoing funding has been established to continue this essential support. $248,000 is slated for scheduled maintenance of equipment and facilities and the remaining $252,000 is set aside for the instructional equipment needs of the District. Internally, the
scheduled maintenance funding is allocated to projects based on a priority need as established by the vice president of administrative services with input from the director of Facilities Planning and Plant Operations. In addition, the significant amount of revenue generated from parking funds are used to support the maintenance and care of roadways, parking lots and associated infrastructures.

In 2010, as a result of evaluation and assessment for a more productive use of resources, the Maintenance & Operations department and the Facilities Development Office were combined under Facilities Planning and Plant Operations (FP&PO). The Director of FP&PO also chairs the College’s Safety Committee,¹ which meets regularly to review safety-related statistics, safety policy and procedures, compliance issues, resolution of safety concerns raised by students, faculty and staff, new initiatives and proposed legislation impacts. The committee representatives include stakeholders from Student Services, Instruction, Staff (including Union representation), Faculty, Sheriff, Health Services, Human Resources, and the Dean of Education Centers to ensure that safety issues at off-campus sites are also addressed. The Safety Committee provides input for the Safety website which makes safety and emergency response information accessible to all College personnel.¹

Maintenance personnel work at the Watsonville Center to ensure that off-campus sites are maintained at the same standard as facilities at the main campus, and FP&PO ensures that the leased space in Scotts Valley is also professionally maintained by the property manager. Institutional needs for equipment supporting Distance Education instruction are maintained by the IT department, one of the primary partners of FP&PO in maintaining adequate physical resources to meet instructional needs.

FP&PO utilizes an online maintenance tracker system to track and manage facilities maintenance requests. Requests are reviewed on a daily basis to ensure completion in a timely manner, and safety requests are prioritized to ensure immediate attention. While the system is antiquated, it provides essential functions associated with the end user’s needs. It does not contain a preventative maintenance module or adequate reporting functions. The IT Department is looking at alternative systems that will provide for a single platform approach for the end user and incorporate other needed functions. Planning is in place for a new work order system that will address both IT and FP&PO needs, and will allow the end user the ease of accessing services through a single web-based system.

In order to provide a better learning environment and to save on energy costs, the college has been implementing an energy management system in several buildings as resources allow. In addition, the college has been designing new buildings to meet “Savings by Design” standards as set by Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) in order to provide energy cost savings that can be used to augment instructional programs. The college received a rebate of $16,406 from PG&E for achieving energy savings of 15.3% below Title 24 requirements in the design of the Arts Education Classrooms project and a rebate of $21,075 for achieving energy savings of 29.5% below Title 24 requirements for the design of the Student Activity Center.
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Both the College’s Purchasing and IT departments have been negotiating extended warranties when possible on instructional equipment in order to ensure that the equipment is maintained throughout its useful life. Personal computers are purchased with four-year warranties to save in ongoing maintenance costs; projectors are purchased with three-year warranties, and copiers are purchased with guaranteed cost per copy contracts for five years from date of purchase.

Instructional program planning provides input into determining the equipment and facilities needs to support student success. Together with administrative/non-instructional program planning, this is also a venue for evaluating the effectiveness of the physical resources in meeting the needs of programs and services. For instructional programs, division deans and the Vice President of Instruction have instructional equipment budgets that can be used to replace or maintain equipment used in the classroom, and they are maintained informed of these needs through faculty and program chairs. Grant funding will sometimes fulfill a need that has surfaced through the planning process, such as the HSI Title III STEM grant that will fund the renovation of an older building to be a new STEM Center. The division deans schedule classes for the maximum possible use of facilities to the extent that resources allow.

State funding for projects prior to 2009, such as the 300 classroom renovation project ($1M equipment) and the Health Wellness project ($1.1M equipment), VAPA Complex project ($1.1M equipment) was awarded along with the state funds for the construction of the projects. These funds have greatly improved availability to equipment and essential resources.

For programs and services outside of Instruction, the most effective use of facilities and physical resources is sought. Several processes are in place to ensure effective use of physical resources, including the Facilities Planning Advisory Committee (FPAC) and the Space Reallocation Plan that addresses the secondary effects of construction and departmental moves to new spaces. On a departmental level, spaces are prioritized within the components to ensure the environments most conducive to student success.

b. The institution assures that physical resources at all locations where it offers courses, programs and services are constructed and maintained to assure access, safety, security, and healthful learning and working environment.

DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo College provides for the safety of students, staff and visitors through a variety of proactive policies and procedures. There are several key departments involved in monitoring and maintaining a safe, secure and accessible campus, including FP&PO, Disabled Students Program & Services, Health Services, Human Resources, the Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s Office (Cabrillo Division), Student Affairs and Administrative Services. For accessibility, several elevators improve ADA access to facilities at the Aptos campus and all three floors of the Watsonville Center are serviced by elevators. Several handicapped accessible pathways and ramps exist throughout the Aptos campus, with established corridors/routes of travel to
minimize elevation variance when crossing the campus. The Disabled Students Program & Services also provides a shuttle service during class hours for disabled students who require assistance. The Bond program has expended over $9,000,000 specifically on ADA compliance construction related improvements over the past 12 years.

The District was audited by the Office of Civil Rights in 2012 and received accolades for the level of accessibility made available to students, faculty and staff based on the improvements made during the past several years. The only areas requiring remedial action were TDD in connection with computers in isolated classrooms, Braille signage on isolated exterior doors, construction dates of buildings, one ramp near 800 building, certain buildings with non-levered door knobs, and inaccessible drinking fountains installed prior to current building codes.

The Human Resources department is responsible for the safety-related orientation of new employees. It shares with component managers the compliance required with tracking the Injury and Illness Prevention Program (IIPP), and ergonomic evaluations. All employees of the district are required to participate in the IIPP through the online interactive program. The online program allows users to review safety requirements and standards relative to their specific departments and daily work practices. Two safety consultants have been assigned to the college from the Northern California Community College Pool (NCCCP), the joint powers authority which provides the district workers compensation insurance. These consultants provide expertise and oversight of issues related to ergonomics, hazardous chemical storage and staff training.

Health Services has been instrumental in the purchase and placement of defibrillators at both the Aptos campus and the Watsonville Center, in addition to providing students and staff with a multitude of safety-related services in the area of physical and mental health. The defibrillators provide the best emergency response possible to life threatening situations, and CPR training is offered to employees in addition to the sessions mandated for specific programs and staff.

The college contracts with the Santa Cruz County Sheriff Department for campus security at the Aptos campus, and with the Watsonville Police Department at the Watsonville Center. The officers assigned to the Aptos campus are also on call as needed for security issues at the Scotts Valley Center, although for all emergency situations staff are encouraged to dial 9-1-1 instead of waiting for a Cabrillo deputy to arrive. The District provides a satellite location for the Sheriff’s Department on the Aptos campus, and several safety-related services are provided.

The College has also installed 18 blue light emergency phones on the Aptos campus (including 5 solar-powered in the parking lots), and one in the Watsonville Center parking lot.

The District has implemented an Emergency Operations Plan to address procedures to be followed in case of emergency. The plan lists the Incident Command Structure, provides emergency phone numbers for key local agencies and college personnel, and also provides direction regarding what employees and assigned leaders are to do when specific events take place. Numerous trainings have occurred in order to meet the required standards set forth by California Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). All key Maintenance, Grounds and Custodial staff members have been issued District radios to enable quick response to safety-related issues on campus as they occur.

The District has maintained an extremely low Worker's Compensation experience modification rating for the past nine years. This rating speaks to excellent safety programs and staff training, follow-up to safety related issues on campus, and the participation in a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) self-insurance pool, which provides ongoing, involved and professional safety analysis, oversight and consulting."

**EVALUATION**

Since 2007, the District has completed the majority of the capital construction projects from the Facilities Master Plan. Security has been enhanced by improvements in the alarm and key distribution systems. The long-range nature of Facilities projects is apparent in the fact that these were identified in the College's Facilities Master Plan (FMP) generated in 1999 and reflect the educational goals and physical resource requirements from the previous College Master Plan (CMP) of 1996.

In the course of compiling this Self Evaluation, certain areas were identified as concerns with regards to physical resources:

- The current budget presents a challenge in providing enough operating budget to properly maintain facilities (custodial, maintenance and grounds). This issue has become more of a problem as the new buildings come on line with a higher level of sophistication. State funding for scheduled maintenance and instructional equipment is inadequate to support maintaining facilities and equipment in the current state of operating condition. There has been a commitment from the Board to support an ongoing funding source [Meeting minutes from 2010 or 11] and this should be established to ensure maintenance of a positive learning environment.
- A plan is underway to improve campus burglar alarm and key control systems, but adequate staffing will be essential to monitor, service and further improve the systems.

In the *2010 Campus Climate Survey* the students expressed favorable opinions on the Cabrillo Campus itself, the maintenance of buildings, roads, and lawns, and the quality of police protection. However, parking remained an area of low ratings.
2. To assure the feasibility and effectiveness of physical resources in supporting institutional programs and services, the institution plans and evaluates its facilities and equipment on a regular basis, taking utilization and other relevant data into account.

DESCRIPTION

The long term capital planning for the District that has the most impact on the current facilities began in 1996 with the last Education plan that recognized the need for growth in order to accommodate the anticipated increase in student population. In 1999 and 2004, these plans were solidified with the Bond measures that provided the funding needed to execute the capital growth. As stated previously, the reduction in state funding has forced the District to reduce its overall budget limiting its ability to support the new facilities.

The College uses Fusion, a web-based application supported by the State Chancellor’s Office, to store essential data regarding the College’s facilities. This information includes space inventories, capital construction state funded projects, and five-year scheduled maintenance and master plans. The system also allows for tracking facilities conditions and projects status. It is also a collaborative tool in communicating the scheduled maintenance and capital construction needs to the state chancellor’s office.

The Facilities Planning Advisory Committee (FPAC) provides a platform to bring the various college components together and make recommendations to the Administration associated with capital construction and facilities needs. This committee consists of students, staff, faculty, representatives from the Student Services, Instructional and Administrative Services components and from other functions of the college as needed. FPAC established a subcommittee in 2008 to provide a space allocation concept in order to utilize existing spaces available to the college for instructional and non-instructional purposes. Proctored sites are only located on campus (Aptos, Watsonville or Scotts Valley); there are no off-campus proctored sites.

Based on the information from Fusion, the analysis of cap load ratios, anticipated program needs, and input from FPAC, the college determines physical resource priorities. This process includes planning for equipment used for course offerings in DE mode, which are included in the anticipated program needs for departments going through program planning. Based on the capital priorities of the college, the Facilities Planning Department prepares a Five-Year Capital Outlay Plan which is submitted annually to the Chancellor’s Office. From this list Facilities Development staff prepares initial project proposals (IPP) and/or final project proposals (FPP) for those projects where state funding is being requested.

a. Long-range capital plans support institutional improvement goals and reflect projections of the total cost of ownership of new facilities and equipment.
DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo College has expanded its footprint by the addition of almost 200,000 gross square feet in buildings since 2009 by way of Measure C & D Bond funds, which have also provided resources to replace numerous aging elements of existing structures that were in need of urgent scheduled maintenance. Examples of these are roofs, gutters, paint, sewer, lighting and electrical systems, heating venting and air conditioning (HVAC), floors, windows/doors and door hardware, ADA accessibility components and similar infrastructure needs.

Despite the fact that the Bond program has been effective in accomplishing scheduled maintenance related projects, it has also added new technologically advanced systems that require a higher level of attention. These systems compete for maintenance funds and while the District is committed to preserving its facilities, it has proven difficult to balance the “Total Cost of Ownership” relative to physical assets while reducing its overall budget. The total cost of ownership is defined by all aspects of physical assets for the purposes of establishing facilities funding.

Figure 3: Total Cost of Ownership

The initial cost to construct a building typically represents only a small portion of the actual cost to own the facility over its lifetime.


The District has revised its Educational Master Plan as of January 2013, and the revision of the Facilities Master Plan will be tied to this and will be submitted for Governing Board approval in June 2013. It will provide analysis of physical resources and guidance for future long range goals and projections needed to address the total cost of ownership.
A significant element of Total Cost of Ownership is staffing. FP&PO is currently undergoing program review as the new merged department, but the last program review of Maintenance and Operations in 2001 revealed that based on benchmark data from the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers (APPA), M&O funding for Cabrillo College was 15% below the national average. This report was based upon the square footage of the District in 2001 (533,000 square feet). While there was an increase in staffing in 2004 through 2010 to accommodate the increase in square footage of new buildings, budget reductions returned staffing to the 2001 level. Certain unoccupied spaces have been leased to educational partners in order to offset facilities management expenses, and other unoccupied spaces are kept “offline” if not needed in order to reduce the impact to staffing shortages.

The Facilities Development Office (FDO) facilitates the Capital Construction activities which expand the District. Originally organized to generate the scope of work necessary to initiate construction projects funded by public bonds starting in 1997, this scope is developed into building designs and specifications that project managers guide through the bidding process for construction to commence. FDO works with the Purchasing Department to execute formal agreements for construction project management services (CPMS) and architectural services for all capital construction. The Information Technology (IT) department and the Business Office are also integral to the development of capital construction projects.

The College’s Facilities Master Plan (FMP) guides the development of the facilities in support of the educational goals and physical resource requirements identified in the Educational Master Plan and College Strategic Plan. The FMP is updated twice a year in reports to the Governing Board.

**b. Physical resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. The institution systematically assesses the effective use of physical resources and uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The program planning processes for instructional and non-instructional areas are key indicators in guiding facilities decisions, and the surveys conducted as part of these processes provide input into facilities development. Institutional needs for quality instructional areas and other physical resources that support student success also guide the process for facilities development and physical resource allocation. In the space reallocation process, student success support was a primary criterion as the committee developed its recommendations. When prioritizing needs for equipment purchases, the highest priority is given to equipment that needs to be replaced for safety considerations, then for instructional support in the classroom and then for all the activities that support student success. Division deans allocate funds as necessary for these purposes, as do other department heads and the Vice Presidents of all three components. Recommendations are taken to the College Planning Council (CPC) for one-time unallocated
funds, and CPC will advise the President regarding these recommendations. In addition, many grant opportunities exist through the Cabrillo College Foundation for faculty and staff to request funds for instructional support, and often equipment is purchased to support student success with these grants.

In addition, FP&PO have recently written an Administrative Unit Outcome and will be assessing it in Spring 2013 as part of the department’s program planning process. The insights gained from the assessment results along with the self-reflective program planning process will provide opportunities for FP &PO to scrutinize their services and evaluate how to improve them.

As programs and services are evaluated, deficiencies in physical resources and equipment are prioritized for funding within the parameters of available funds.

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard. Evaluation of facilities and equipment is done on a regular basis, taking utilization and other relevant data into account. Broad input into the process of reallocation and renovation of existing space is solicited through the Facilities Planning Advisory Council (FPAC) and also CPC. Physical resources support institutional programs and services effectively. Room for improvement exists in finding ways to provide sufficient facilities staff to maintain resources in optimum condition for longevity and a positive learning environment, as well as a dedicated funding stream to address maintenance and repair issues.

**PLANNING AGENDA**

None.
STANDARD IIIC: Technology Resources

Technology resources are used to support student learning programs and services and to improve institutional effectiveness. Technology planning is integrated with institutional planning.

DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo College information technology services support students, faculty, and staff as described in the 2012 Technology Plan and Program Review [1], and the 2011–2014 College Master Plan (CMP). [2] Planning for the technology-related needs of the college has been increasingly formalized and integrated with college-wide planning. The Technology Plan was constructed within the framework of college-wide strategic planning and represents a confluence of the College Master Plan, its key performance indicators (KPIs) and deliverables for technology utilization, and expanding technology integrations in all aspects of college life. The Technology Plan provides an understanding of how Information Technology (IT) operates and plans for technology needs, and how technology utilization relates to the budget planning process.

1. The institution assures that any technology support it provides is designed to meet the needs of learning, teaching, college-wide communications, research, and operational systems.

DESCRIPTION
The Technology Plan is more fully integrated with, and informs, the College Master Plan, the Facilities Master Plan, and the Distance Education Plan. [3] The Distance Education Plan [3] contains stated goals and measures for distance technologies used in online, hybrid and web-enhanced courses, and are also aligned with the College Master Plan. A key performance indicator of the CMP addresses enhancing teaching excellence by increasing the use of current and emerging technologies for student support and for teaching, both on campus and via distance learning. [2] In an effort to modernize facilities as buildings are remodeled, the college has increased the number of smart classrooms by installing new technologies. Programs have also leveraged grant opportunities to upgrade instructional technologies to improve student success. Since the summer of 2011, the Title V grant has funded upgrading nine smart classrooms. To improve student performance in distance education courses, there has been increased faculty development in the use of learning management tools to track student performance in both online and hybrid classes. [6]

The College Master Planning process is again underway and two primary goals have been identified: increasing student success, and enhancing College effectiveness. To align with these new goals, the Information Technology department has two missions: to support Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and to support Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs). [1] Within the construct of campus technology resources, information technology services (1) provide students with technology that supports learning and positive outcomes, and (2) provide faculty and staff with technology and services to support a successful college environment. [1] Technology
utilization across all components is assessed through the program planning process for their alignment with college-wide goals and initiatives.

The institution evaluates the effectiveness of its technology in meeting a range of user needs. The goal is to ensure that those needs are met effectively. One such example is the IT’s response to the identification and mitigation of using extremely old desktop computers. Many areas need new clients so users can access newly implemented Colleague modules (Ecommerce 4.1 ensures PCI compliance with credit card and a new Colleague User Interface (UI) version enhances the ability to perform simple data queries from the Colleague system). IT proactively identified the need and installed over 90 new machines. To meet established deadlines, the machines were purchased and deployed in less than two months. [1]

**a. Technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and software are designed to enhance the operation and effectiveness of the institution.**

**DESCRIPTION**

Technology services at Cabrillo are utilized by students to learn what the college has to offer, register for classes, and complete coursework. The faculty use technology both to manage their courses and deliver instruction. This includes, but is not limited to, developing curriculum (CurricUnet), managing class rosters and grades (WebAdvisor and Blackboard), communicating with students (campus email and Blackboard), and teaching in a distance-learning environment (Blackboard). [5] Staff employs technology for purchasing, scheduling, managing student data, communicating, and managing their daily work. Cabrillo provides access to important data to all segments of the college for the purpose of integrating data-driven resources into the program planning process. [19] Faculty have access to enrollment data (Enrollment Tracker), as well as MIS resources (Datamart) for statewide comparisons in the areas of success and retention, and student achievement. [14]

There are ample provisions for reliability, disaster recovery, privacy and security of data, including measures to ensure that the technology platform for DE courses is reliable and sustainable. The platform for Distance Education courses is Blackboard which is hosted for Cabrillo by the vendor. Blackboard has a fully redundant infrastructure ensuring that neither faculty nor students experience service interruptions, and data archiving is regularly performed. Redundant and fault tolerant circuits from the college campus to the Internet have been configured for maximum utility, and, great effort has been taken to incorporate a Colleague interface with Blackboard using Active Directory to provide credentials for user authentication.

The Computer Technology Center (CTC) at both the Aptos campus and the Watsonville Center provides access and support for academic computing to all enrolled students. [13] CTC staff maintains system hardware, software, and infrastructure necessary for smart classrooms and labs. Additionally, CTC student teaching assistants provide application support to students. The
Integrated Learning Center at the Watsonville Campus also provides academic computing for students, as well as tutoring services.

Information technology resources includes access to the most widely used student services; online registration, transcripts and grades, and academic support services. All faculty, staff and students have access to the following information technology services: the campus Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data system (Ellucian Colleague), WebAdvisor, web-based resources for e-mail (Correo), room/event scheduling and analysis (Astra Schedule), a curriculum database (CurricUnet), online faculty/staff directory (Salsa), Google Apps (docs, calendar, and sites), online course management system (Blackboard Learn), online student orientation and assessment, online advising, help desk, maintenance service requests, network security, telecommunication, and wireless access. Additionally, Managers and Program Chairs rely on technology for data and statistical analysis to support planning and decision-making. Cabrillo has made a concerted effort to integrate information technology into instructional curriculum via smart classrooms, computer labs, and online resources.

The IT department includes three functional groups; Applications, Operations, and Client Services supporting the technical needs of students, faculty, and staff. The Director of Information Technology is the Chief Information Systems Officer (CISO) for Cabrillo and reports to the Vice President of Administrative Services. The IT Department has a staff of 25 including the Director. Student workers provide help desk and desktop support, web development, network support, and technical assistance for students at the CTC.

Application projects that interface with Colleague provide value to all members of the college community. One such project was to develop a SQL data warehouse to create a definitive single-source reporting of Cabrillo’s enterprise data, which was integrated with the goal of developing a Faculty Inquiry System using a SQL-based ‘just in time’ data warehouse to provide faculty with student achievement information that would help them improve instruction. Another project, implementing an advanced document management system (SoftDocs), included creating an interface with Colleague and a cluster of servers used to store Financial Aid documents required of each student. Now, a completed document package is stored and viewed by students and staff for each applicable student record, assisting students in managing their own successful application and reducing the call volume to the Financial Aid office dramatically.

Additional application projects have been implemented to deliver critical services to the Cabrillo community. A Blackboard team works together to support Distance Education and is comprised of the Director of the Teaching and Learning Center, the TLC HelpDesk Support Assistant, the CTC Director, and a Computer Systems Technician. This team worked on transitioning to Blackboard 9.1, a major upgrade that required analyzing all processes to meet new criteria for authenticating, developing new standards for delivery and application management, developing online support resources for faculty and students, and retraining faculty. From the IT side, the upgrade required a rewrite of all scripts that generate the Blackboard accounts and section enrollments. An assessment was made, and results indicated that moving to Blackboard-
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managed hosting was necessary to support our growing user base in both distance and on-campus courses. This allowed us to reduce risk with improved scalability and security, uptime guarantees, and product enhancements that better support the teaching and learning process. The move also improved helpdesk services to students and faculty by providing access to top level tech support for issues that arise in course content creation and management. Faculty can now utilize more robust student performance and tracking tools, assessment tools, and the administrative interface is easier to manage.

Our last accreditation self-evaluation (2007) pointed to a need to maintain transparent evidence documenting related department activities. This in turn lead to the initiation of efforts to develop an IT Intranet site which was eventually developed using Google Sites. The first content included meeting agendas and minutes documented on the Accred3C site, and quickly changed into a full blown department Intranet containing project documents and other related documentation under each of the three IT groups. It was designed as a collaborative site with a wide span of content for any Cabrillo employee. Faculty and staff receive training for Google apps in the (TLC), learning how to integrate the use of sites, docs, and calendar events to meet instructional and program needs.

Information Technology is a well-known energy and power consumer. One of the stated goals of the 2012 Technology Plan is to maximize effective use of resources. The improvement of operational systems is evidenced by a significant effort to reduce energy consumption in primary areas including data center and desktop power utilization. [1] Close to 70% of servers have been virtualized reducing the power requirements in the Data Center. [8] Although there are 40 physical servers remaining, future projects will include additional virtualization. [1] The new Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) project promises to reduce the power consumption by desktops. Cabrillo is starting with 32 zero client machines in early 2012 with plans to deploy as many as 250 more machines by the end of the year. IT has deployed close to 400 smart strips, an energy saving promotion from PG&E that Cabrillo took advantage of to provide a savings in desktop power consumption. [1]

b. The institution provides quality training in the effective application of its information technology to students and personnel.

DESCRIPTION
Training for students and personnel are provided through multiple venues and formats, and participants evaluate the training to provide feedback to ensure that the training is appropriate and effective. Much of the faculty training is conducted during FLEX week, and each participant completes one evaluation form per workshop. Additional feedback is gathered via the annual Staff Development Survey, and augmented with data collected by CCEU in their surveys. The Chancellor’s Office also provides and online distance education survey for students and faculty, allowing us to evaluate our results against those submitted by other colleges. The needs of
technology-driven courses are addressed in a number of ways. Support and maintenance for classrooms providing student technical training and technology access has been addressed through cooperative efforts between the CTC and IT. Instructional departments are actively involved in specifying technology use, but outside of the classroom there are additional support services for training students: Library information literacy workshops and courses, Library laptop loaner program, computing labs, and individualized learning centers. [11] Additional instructional labs include those in the following disciplines: computer information systems, computer science, digital publishing and web media, computer applications/business technology, Academy for College Excellence, Title V learning communities, construction and energy management, engineering technology, physics, photography, biology, chemistry, math, music, nursing, English, and the Library.

The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) provides on-going training for all college employees with an emphasis on instructional technology and distance education. [6] A variety of training opportunities are available through flex week workshops, one-on-one assistance, and on-demand specialized training held throughout the academic year. Since 1997, faculty and staff have participated in workshops, classes, and received drop-in (“just-in-time”) services to improve faculty and staff skill levels with traditional desktop software packages such as Microsoft Office, web authoring, and use of a learning management system. Additionally, the TLC provides coordination for the Distance Education Program, including instructional design services, training for distance instructors, application administration and student and faculty tech support.

The TLC coordinates the College Flex Calendar which provides ten days per year for faculty and staff to attend workshops, division and department meetings, and all-college convocations. Workshops cover topics relevant to improving teaching, including instructional technology [6]. The following academic technologies are supported: Blackboard Learn, iTunesU, EduStream, and various web development applications [6]. Departments on campus maintain the content of their own web pages using software that allows for timely updates of information critical to students. Additional data-driven pages were developed to display degree requirements, course descriptions, and department contact information.

The staff members of the Information Technology Help Desk and the TLC Help Desk provide training and support via phone, email, and webinars. Improved online resources for student self-help include WebAdvisor, online frequently asked questions, and expanded web site information [11], including orientation videos for distance students. Disabled Student Services and Programs provide information technology training in the CTC for students with disabilities, as part of regular courses.

A “Train the Trainer” method for faculty and staff has been established for Colleague projects. Initial training is provided by Information Technology staff and then expertise is disseminated by those trained staff members to their co-workers. [1] Additionally, IT established contractual partnerships with several reliable, knowledgeable vendors, which provide training to staff.
college regularly engages employees at Ellucian regarding concerns and to offer suggestions for product improvement. IT maintains frequent contact with other institutions, both statewide and nationally, to stay up to date on best practices and to ensure that we use state of the art technology solutions to run network services, and provide hardware and software to the college.

Some faculty and staff choose to attend webinars, conference workshops, or on-campus training. Employees may also attend regular classes, such as CIS, CABT, and DM courses for professional development or advancement on the salary scale. [21, 22] Desktop and in-person training for Cabrillo employees is available at the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) This includes assistance with standard Microsoft Office applications, Adobe applications, and specialized applications for web-based technologies. Cabrillo’s IT Department offers limited training on certain applications and systems used at Cabrillo, such as Colleague and Web Publishing. Online and face-to-face training is available for IT staff in addition to specialized training through 3CDUG and CISOA. Teaching and Learning Center staff participates in Blackboard sponsored training, and @ONE training for distance education topics. This allows them to stay current on best practices, state standards, and federal distance education policies. Technology personnel work with statewide and national groups to keep current and knowledgeable with best practices. Participation in Chancellor’s Office Committees that set statewide standards for technology allows the institution to stay current without straying too far into proprietary directions.

Beyond the committee work, individuals working with technology keep current and knowledgeable with best practices, and participate in statewide and national groups, beside DUG and 3CDUG, include, the Telecommunications Technology Advisory Committee [10] to the Chancellor’s Office, the Distance Education Advisory Committee to the Chancellor’s Office, and CaliBUG (California Blackboard Users Group). [3] The Technology Plan and Program Review is greatly influenced by the expectation of future technology trends and the future needs of the college as a whole, including demands placed on it by students, faculty, administration and the community. Continual assessment of effectiveness is made through the technology planning process and program planning process. [1,9]

c. The institution systematically plans, acquires, maintains, and upgrades or replaces technology infrastructure and equipment to meet institutional needs.

DESCRIPTION

The decision-making framework at Cabrillo ensures technology investment decisions are aligned with overall college priorities as outlined in the College Master Plan [2] The Technology Plan & Program Review informs the College of technology needs and proposed solutions. [1] Annual evaluations of infrastructure and systems are made and may result in the addition of new services and improved infrastructure. As regular evaluations of existing equipment for currency
is made (faculty and staff computers, smart classroom equipment, printers, scanners, and other necessary peripherals) this leads to subsequent recommendations for the replacement of outdated equipment or upgrade to a newer technology. Office technology is provided to each full-time employee and access to equipment is provided on shared basis to part-time faculty and part-time staff. The detailed inventory of all desktop equipment allows for repurposing desktop resources if required as older machines become unusable.

Through the master planning process, and program planning process, the faculty, staff and administrators determine and prioritize lists of equipment needs, including technology. [9] This process allows all members to provide input and advocate for resources needed to improve student learning and student support. Instructors identify instructional technology needs and submit requests for instructional equipment funds through their Program Chair (PC). For classroom technology, the PCs and Deans develop a prioritized list within each Division, which are then submitted by the Deans to the Office of Instruction and the Instruction Council, which collaborates with Information Technology for recommendations on standard equipment. These recommendations include consideration of long term maintenance and repair costs, as well as staff resources needed to implement the technology. Technology purchases are facilitated by the Purchasing Department and often include vendor demonstrations, negotiating pricing, license agreements, warranties, and State special purchase agreements. [17]

Non-instructional technology needs (all of the offices and departments outside of the classroom) are assessed when components identify and prioritize needs in consultation with IT. There is more than one process to evaluate need, depending on the scope or complexity of the technology request. Hardware and software are evaluated for their effectiveness in helping components meet their program outcomes. Technology requests generally include identifying budgets, resources, specifications/requirements, compliance issues, and establishing priorities.

The budget augmentation process has historically been used to guide technology requests for both instructional and non-instructional technology needs. [15] A prolonged period of state budget reductions and absence of State Instructional Equipment money has suspended the process in recent years. The Technology Plan & Program Review outlines the budget augmentation process; what reviews and approvals are needed, and the steps in requesting new or replacement technology based on budget source. [1] All technology requests are vetted through the component heads of divisions and departments. Sometime in early fall, the Vice Presidents look at State Instructional Equipment (SIE) funds and initiate a technology acquisition process that starts with consultation with the Deans of those components. The Deans vote on how to spend those funds and rank requests in collaboration with the IT department. IT makes recommendations for technology specifications, and additional equipment needed to support the technology. IT also assesses when new technology should be allocated and existing resources can be re-allocated into different components to meet new or existing needs.

Another avenue for equipment replenishments exists in early spring. The Vice Presidents look at non-classroom needs and any classroom needs they did not have money for in the fall
assessment. At the end of the academic year, the Vice Presidents come forward with technology requests that can be funded with one-time funds. There are several primary funding mechanisms considered during the budget augmentation process; SIE funds, carryover funds in components, and one-time funds. Additionally, funds with defined restrictions may be available for technology purchases. They may include bond money, restricted to secondary effects of instruction, lottery funds, and grant funds.

Regular updates and maintenance of technology generally occurs within the context of a department’s specified budget using the campus requisition process. However, it is often necessary to replace technology or purchase new technology that affects multiple areas of campus and requires consultation with IT. This is when the budget augmentation process is initiated. Such projects may include the installation of classroom technology, upgrading the network infrastructure, or adding new technology to support student services. Depending on the funding mechanism, some projects may require VP approval (Level 1), while larger projects may require approval of the College Planning Council (Level 2). [1] The Technology Committee advises on long term technology directions and large projects are brought by the IT Director to the committee for consultation. [4] Standards for implementation, maintenance and support are defined and described by the IT Director. Technology requests that touch multiple components are vetted through Cabinet and the College Planning Council. College Planning Council approval is needed when additional funding is required beyond funds allocated by the Instructional SIE Process (State Instructional Equipment funding). [18]

Deployment and subsequent management of technology is the responsibility of the college’s IT department. Some funds for technology are also available, on a limited basis, from the Student Senate via a proposal process once a year called “Instructional Support Grants.” [1] There is also a yearly Faculty Grants Program, sponsored by the Cabrillo College Foundation, to which Cabrillo faculty can apply for funding of special needs items for teaching, including technology. [20] Technology funding may also be augmented by grants such as block grants and categorical funding. Small pockets of money are available for emergency purchases, primarily through salary savings.
**d. The distribution and utilization of technology resources support the development, maintenance, and enhancement of its programs and services.**

**DESCRIPTION**
The college maintains a large number of workstations and servers over a complex network, which is segmented by Instruction and non-Instruction (commonly known as Administrative) networks located at the Aptos and Watsonville Campuses and at satellite locations. Cabrillo is continually developing standards for network software and protocols. [1] There are 1,200 PCs and 304 Mac desktops on the Instruction network, and another 891 PCs and 255 Macs for staff and faculty on the Administrative network. IT manages 122 smart classrooms, 46 computer labs, and over 300 printers. On the infrastructure side, the department manages 129 physical and virtual servers, support 53 network closets, 3 data centers, and over 250 switches. IT completes over 1500 support work orders per year, and provides both internal and external web environments saving over 57,000 web documents. There are over 1500 network accounts, 1200 IP phones and 1000 voice mail user accounts. [1]

Each project is initiated, planned, executed, and closed among each of the three IT departments: Applications, Operations, and Client Services. Once a request is made (external or internal to IT), a simple analysis is conducted to estimate the three primary knowledge areas: scope, time, and cost. A project is also evaluated with other factors, such as overall priority or impact, and will be considered depending on the complexity of the project. In some cases analysis is not required because proceeding is the only option; many times a compliance issue with the State Chancellor’s Office or with Federal requirements requires mandatory effort. A priority process is initiated, including collaboration between the user community and IT management [1]. The IT Planning & Project Charter is a planning document outlining important details that impact a project, such as constraints, timelines, budget, and approvals. This document provides a basic scope of information necessary in implementing the technology request [1].

**EVALUATION**
The college meets the standard. Many industry standard principles are now utilized to manage projects and the scope of information associated with them. The primary objective is successful deployment of the project, through communication, a clear understanding of the requirements, management participation, and documentation. The IT Project and Planning Charter insures proper documentation for establishing the validity of a project, and many other details are included to ensure that project requirements are verified. [1]

Since the last accreditation visit, Cabrillo’s information technology accomplishments include development of an integrated college web site, implementation of Alert-U, and emergency response application, implementation of a disaster recovery plan for IT, significant upgrades to the college network infrastructure, and voice over IP (VOIP) telecommunications for all offices and the majority of classrooms. [1] The installation of a new storage area network (SAN) and
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Completion of the R18 conversion to Colleague has improved services to all students, faculty, and staff. [7] Over 200 faculty and 16,000 students each year are using Blackboard Learn, the learning management system used for online, hybrid, and web-enhanced instruction. [3] The Distance Education Committee, in collaboration with the CCFT Distance Education Task Force wrote a Distance Education Plan, and the faculty contract and faculty evaluation process now contains performance standards for online teaching. [3]

A new Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) project has provided a new direction for the technological landscape at Cabrillo. Leveraging an opportunity to redesign Labs in the Building 300 renovation project, the server infrastructure and requirements for zero clients were planned and implemented for use in spring 2012. The new VDI strategy will save significant costs with the service and support needs for the Lab. Whereas the goal for 2012 was to deploy 250 virtual clients for both new and established labs, 330 was the actual number of clients deployed.

The survey conducted in late 2011 indicated an overall positive trend in staff and faculty satisfaction with the IT Department. Additionally, IT communications and services are relevant and timely. [1] However, almost twenty-percent still feel their assigned computer does not meet their needs. In addition to the loss of productivity and frustration that exists with employees using old equipment, there is a more significant support requirement for older equipment as well. One of the primary objectives of the IT Department is to develop and implement a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) for use throughout Cabrillo. Additionally, classified staff would like to see more time for training on applications. Schedules often restrict access, and obtaining release time to train can be an issue. [16] One other area to address based on the current survey includes the following two areas; wireless connectivity at Cabrillo (Hawknet), and effective smart classrooms. The IT Department’s goal will be to conduct a wireless coverage audit to identify gaps in coverage and areas of excessive overlap.

The Information Technology Department has three primary goals. Each of those goals contains multiple short term and long term objectives. They are summarized as:

1. Improve College effectiveness through enhancements to the following systems: Colleague, MIS reporting, SQL data warehouse, document management, and web.
2. Enhance student, faculty, and staff technology use with improvements to infrastructure development, data access, and security.
3. Improve efficiency of College services through development of technology solutions to support a successful college environment.
2. **Technology planning is integrated with institutional planning. The institution systematically assesses the effective use of technology resources and uses the results of evaluation as the basis for improvement.**

**DESCRIPTION**

College technology decisions are guided by the College Master Plan, state guidelines and the Technology Plan and Program Review. [1,2] All major technology projects are integrated with the institutional planning process. Since 2007, deployment of technology at Cabrillo has focused on the following goals: designing and implementing a comprehensive, effective enrollment management plan, using a combination of human and computer supported systems; increasing the effectiveness of outreach and enhancing enrollment; and increasing use of current and emerging technologies for student support and for teaching, both on campus and via distance learning. [1]

College strategies addressing technology are evaluated and updated annually by the Technology Committee and the CPC for consistency with the College Master Plan. The Technology Committee is a standing committee, meeting on a regular schedule (usually monthly) comprised of representatives from all three components Student Services, Administrative Services, and Instruction. Members represent all employee categories at Cabrillo including, management, faculty, and classified staff, with representatives from both CCFT and CCEU. The Technology Committee is chaired by the Director of Information Technology. The Technology Plan and Program Review is updated annually by the Director of IT and reviewed with the Technology Committee and College Planning Council for consistency with the College Master Plan, and subsequently reviewed by the Board of Trustees. [2]

Cabrillo relies on our shared governance process to review and provide input into our plans, including technology decisions. [4] The Technology Committee serves as the conduit between IT, Instruction, Student Services and Administrative Services on matters of institutional technology, and in this capacity assesses the effectiveness of campus-wide technology efforts.

The Cabrillo IT Department follows a specific strategy when new technology requirements develop. They can come from any area of the College and are specifically identified on the Technology Request Flow Chart in the 2012 Technology Plan and Program Review. [1] Essentially, recommendations flow through the chain of command of the Component where the request originated. The ideas are evaluated by the responsible and pertinent management involved with the suggestion. Once the recommendation gets to the IT Department, the idea is assessed.

**Step 1: Assess.** Using the College Master Plan, Tech Plan, Facilities Master Plan, Education Master Plan, Distance Education Plan, Program Planning, User Feedback, Planning & Research data, Compliance issues from the State Chancellor office or from Federal requirements ideas are analyzed. The important criteria includes impact on the College both with and without the recommendation. The impact on the IT Department
is evaluated with respect to resources and timelines. Costs and budgetary constraints are also taken under consideration. A feasibility analysis of the idea is also addressed.

**Step 2: Plan.** Once the recommendation has a positive potential outcome, a negotiated process (where user expectations are aligned with IT expectations) takes place to ensure a proper deliverable. Also, the newly minted requirement (which has now become a project) has a project lead or manager assigned and must be prioritized with the current work in process of department. Also wherever possible a key user or group is established. An interface between the project manager and the key user is critical to identify the scope of the project. Priorities, which may cause conflict with other projects or requirements, are set at the executive management level. Documentation such as a Project Charter is helpful prior to beginning implementation.

**Step 3: Implement.** As the project becomes in process, several simultaneous activities evolve. An important goal is for the project lead to communicate the project’s status either to the end user or to IT management. This process is related to setting the goals and objectives and helps to keep the deliverable in line with expectations. Also during the implantation phase, training considerations are evaluated both for the IT resource and for the user on the receiving end of the project. Testing in a development environment will assist as a reality check of scoped expectations. A clear hand-off of the project to the key user or group is valuable for clarity once it has been completed.

**Step 4: Evaluate.** In the evaluation phase, tracking and monitoring takes place to ensure that the deliverable has been designed to specifications that were laid out in the planning phase. Tracking and monitoring the progress of the project is a key method in providing good customer service. The end of the project is also a good time to learn from the experience and apply lessons learned to future similar projects.

Figure 4 depicts the Continuous Improvement processes that are followed in Information Technology for Project Management. This iterative process provides a good model and approach to project scope ensuring that the deliverable aligns with expectations.

**Application of Planning Cycle:** One example of this strategy includes Cabrillo’s data reporting procedures. To improve accuracy of reporting processes required by the Chancellor’s Office, a newly defined methodology has been implemented. This plan includes detailed strategy in the Data Management Roles and Responsibilities Project where each level of responsibility is defined. [12] Data Stewards oversee the functional areas that capture, maintain, and disseminate data for their function. They are the managers of administrative functions and services. Data Experts are operational staff within a functional area with day-to-day responsibilities for managing business processes and establishing business rules for the production transactions systems. The Data Managers include the IT Analyst staff responsible for supporting the functional areas corresponding to those of the Data Experts. The Data Managers will have close liaison with the corresponding Data Expert. The Data Administrator has overall
responsibility for co-coordinating and monitoring the data administration process. This function has technical responsibility for the Meta Data Responsibility and Data Integration Modeling. Data Users are individuals who access Institutional data in order to perform their assigned duties or to fulfill their role in the community. Data users are responsible for protecting their access privileges and for proper use and protection of the data they access. As these roles have been identified, it is also important to setup and manage a college-wide group, to review the operational effectiveness of data management policies and procedures and to make recommendations to the Cabinet for improvement or change.

Figure 4: Continuous Improvement Processes in IT Project Management
EVALUATION

The college meets the standard. The institution ensures that technology and facility decisions are based on the results of evaluation of program and service needs, including those for Distance Education, and that those needs are met effectively as a result of prioritization and plans for improvement.

PLANNING AGENDA

None.
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Standard IIID: Financial Resources

Financial resources are sufficient to support student learning programs and services and to improve institutional effectiveness. The distribution of resources supports the development, maintenance, and enhancement of programs and services. The institution plans and manages its financial affairs with integrity and in a manner that ensures financial stability. The level of financial resources provides a reasonable expectation of both short-term and long-term financial solvency. Financial resources planning is integrated with institutional planning at both college and district/system levels in multi-college systems.

The overall budget for the College is $75 million, and resources are sufficient to ensure financial solvency and support educational improvements. Finances are managed with integrity in a manner that ensures financial stability, as evidenced by the development of “best” “mid” and “worst” case scenarios in budget scenarios shared with the college community and the tendency towards fiscal conservancy in the planning process. The resource allocation process provides means for setting priorities for funding institutional improvements through the College Planning Council (CPC), which is the highest level of participatory governance at the district.

1. The institution relies upon its mission and goals as the foundation for financial planning.

a. Financial planning is integrated with and supports all institutional planning

DESCRIPTION

CPC serves as the main forum for discussion around institutional and financial planning and other relevant policy matters (26). The President chairs CPC meetings, with membership including administration, faculty, staff and student representatives (31). CPC was initially created for the specific purpose of developing, reviewing and monitoring college master plans. CPC is also responsible for integrating budget development and other fiscal and budgetary matters with institutional planning and with the institution’s overall Mission and Vision statements (26). Accordingly, CPC utilizes the institution’s Mission statements as well as the College Master Plan to evaluate program review reports, new program proposals, service proposals, resource allocation matters and resource reduction proposals. CPC formulates recommendations to the President, which are integrated with those of the cabinet, and are subsequently presented to the Governing Board for discussion and approval.

Working in conjunction with CPC, financial and institutional planning also takes place at various levels within the organization. Instructional departments review and develop program plans and student learning outcomes, along with the resource needs to achieve desired outcomes. These instructional plans are presented and reviewed by the Council for Instructional Planning (CIP), which ranks and forwards the top third to CPC (23). Non-instructional departments also conduct program and planning reviews for CPC consideration.
The Facilities Planning Committee plans capital outlays, and all major construction and remodeling projects to be consistent with the goals and objectives of the college (10). The resulting Facilities Master Plan guides these expenditures, and is reviewed bi-annually by the Board (21), the president and vice president of administrative services.

**b. Institutional planning reflects a realistic assessment of financial resource availability, development of financial resources, partnerships, and expenditure requirements.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The Vice President of Administrative Services, acting as the District’s Chief Business Officer and member of the College Planning Council (CPC), insures that consideration is given to critical financial implications associated with all institutional plans presented to CPC (26). CPC insures that the institution’s Mission statement, as well as the College Master Plan are considered in the decision making process regarding the allocation of resources. Central to all discussions is student success outcomes as evidenced in the ‘Budget Reduction Process Commitments, Criteria and Strategies’ document (21), and also evidenced in the ‘Academic Staffing Process’. The Office of the Vice President of Administrative Services works closely with the Business Office to insure that budget development incorporates institutional plans and decisions developed and reviewed by CPC and accepted by the President.

Revenue and expense assumptions, along with multi-year projections and ‘Best-Worst Case Scenarios’ are reviewed by CPC during its participation in the annual budget development process as well as in its efforts to integrate institutional and financial planning for the District (22, 31, 32). This information is also disseminated to all constituent groups represented on the CPC. The budget development process is repeated for the final budget, allowing the District another opportunity to incorporate updated information from the State and the District itself.

Budget to actual variances are analyzed annually and used as a metric indicator for reliability in the budget and planning process. For the past five years, budget to actual variances for revenues have averaged approximately (+/-) 2% and for expenses approximately (+/-) 4%. The ending fund balance is also examined annually as significant efforts have been made to build the required reserve as well as to build sufficient resources to accommodate the apportionment deferrals instituted by the State (the District currently experiences $9.6 million in deferrals at year end) and to build resources for unexpected downturns. For the past five years, the District has experienced increases to its fund balance (from $11.8 million to $17.4 million). However, as part of the District’s short term plan to address its structural deficit by partially using one-time resources, fiscal year 2011-12 closed with a $12.4 million fund balance, marking the first planned decrease in the past five years (32).
c. When making short-range financial plans, the institution considers its long-range financial priorities to assure financial stability. The institution clearly identifies and plans for payment of liabilities in future obligations.

DESCRIPTION

The College Planning Council considers both the short and long term interests of the District in its recommendations to the President regarding institutional and financial plans (which includes the planning for long-term liabilities and obligations) (31).

Various tools such as multi-year projections, population demographics, fund balance projections, cash flow analysis and ‘Best-Worst Case Scenarios’ are presented to CPC and are used by the Council (31) to inform their discussions and their final recommendations to the President. Additionally, as part of long term planning, existing and potential liabilities are identified and considered related to the payment of long-term liabilities and obligations in the budget development process and multi-year planning projections are provided to the CPC and the Governing Board (21, 31, 32). Planning for Distance Education is included in the instructional planning processes and integrated in department planning.

The final stage of process includes the President’s recommendation to the Governing Board, which is ultimately responsible for the long term stability and health of the institution (21, 32).

d. The institution clearly defines and follows its guidelines and processes for financial planning and budget development, with all constituencies having appropriate opportunities to participate in the development of institutional plans and budgets.

DESCRIPTION

The District’s annual ‘Budget Calendar’ clearly outlines and defines the financial and budget development process (15). Prepared by the Office of the VP of Administrative Services in conjunction with the Business Office, the Budget Calendar outlines milestones and deliverables to complete the budget, including when key fiscal information will be shared with CPC for review and input (thereby insuring interested members of the community an opportunity to participate). The Budget Calendar is specifically designed to include opportunities for the constituencies at CPC to provide advice on proposed re-allocation or reduction of resources, planning parameters, multi-year projections, key information released by the State, and completion dates for both the preliminary and final budgets. The College’s instructional and non-instructional programs provide input to CPC via their program reviews and planning which takes place annually, or in some instances, on a five and six year cycle (31).

CPC’s role of overseeing and integrating institutional and financial planning is ultimately fulfilled through the committee’s recommendations presented to the President. The President after consulting with cabinet presents the plans to the Board, first as information items and subsequently for action. The Governing Board holds an annual retreat to develop Board goals,
which are used as a basis for decision making and resource allocation. These goals have been used to guide the negotiation process with all bargaining units.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Financial planning is conducted with transparency, in accordance with the District’s mission and goals, and with responsible allocation of resources to maintain fiscal solvency and support institutional planning.

2. *To assure the financial integrity of the institution and responsible use of financial resources, the financial management system has appropriate control mechanisms and widely disseminates dependable and timely information for sound financial decision making.*

a. *Financial documents, including the budget and independent audit, have a high degree of credibility and accuracy, and reflect appropriate allocation and use of the financial resources to support student learning programs and services.*

DESCRIPTION

The budget development process is guided by the College’s Master Plan (31) and incorporates input from both instructional and non-instructional program planning. Ultimately, this information is presented to the College Planning Council (CPC), which insures integration of institutional and financial plans, and that student learning programs and services are supported through these efforts as evidenced by the ‘Academic Staffing Process’ (31) which insures that funds are allocated in accordance with the institutions mission statement and institutional planning goals (21, 31). CPC presents its recommendations to the President who in turn presents to the Governing Board for final approval.

Integrity of financial operations is insured by means of established, internal controls and through annual independent external audits (1). Each year, The Board reviews the findings and recommendations made by the auditors as part of the audit report (21). The office of the Vice President of Administrative Services with the Business Office, prepare a management report in response to the annual audit that includes actions taken or planned in response to the auditor’s findings and recommendations. Recommendations made by the auditors are either fully implemented or if they are not, an explanation is provided by management. As of the most recent reports available from 2011, no significant “disagreements with management“ were noted in reviewing the college’s financial practices (1, 7, 9).

The Board also receives monthly financial reports, foundation updates, investment reports, cash flow projections, bond reports and financial updates which provide timely fiscal information to the Board to assist in the Board’s understanding of the college’s financial condition and to facilitate decision making (21).
\textit{b. Institutional responses to external audit findings are comprehensive, timely and communicated appropriately.}

\textbf{DESCRIPTION}
Audit reports are presented to the Board annually, as soon as they are available (21). Through the audit report, the Board is made aware of any audit findings and recommendations provided by the auditors, along with the Administration’s response to each finding and the management report. Administration’s response includes actions taken and/or planned in response to the auditor’s findings and recommendations. Recommendations made by the auditors are either fully implemented or if not, an explanation is provided by management. Each annual audit report also includes the previous year’s audit findings and recommendations, along with a summary of corrective action taken by the District (1,7,9).

\textit{c. Appropriate financial information is provided throughout the institution, in a timely manner.}

\textbf{DESCRIPTION}
Key financial information is disseminated to the college community throughout the year using a variety of communication methods. The Vice President of Administrative Services regularly attends CPC meetings providing updates and projections regarding the budget. Presentations of financial information include easy-to-follow materials outlining possible scenarios and courses of action. Furthermore, the Vice President (and/or her designee) thoroughly explain the details included in their materials, and answer questions from the Council. Examples of information shared are: ending balances for the unrestricted funds ($10.6M for FY 11-12, $15.5M for FY 10-11 and $13.4M for FY 09-10), amounts borrowed through mid-year and regular TRANS as well as monthly updates regarding cash flow analysis for the district (21, 31, 32). Annual budget projections are always presented in a manner that allows CPC to clearly understand worst, best and mid-range scenarios based on our many funding streams.

Most relevant financial information is accessible online (31). The Business Office maintains a web page with key fiscal information, such as the annual preliminary and final budget, annual audit reports, and OPEB actuarial reports (1, 4, 30, 32, 34). The Business Office site also includes materials documenting fiscal and budgeting processes, including the Business Guide and the current State’s Budget and Accounting Manual. The Office of the Vice President of Administrative Services also maintains a web page linking to current statewide information from the Chancellor’s Office and the Community College League of California (34). Finally, the College’s Governing Board web page includes all fiscal information presented to the Board, and is easily accessible to all community members including the public (21).

Other forms of communication include periodic emails to the college community with budget developments, fiscal and state budget updates, and reminders of critical dates and milestones on the Budget Calendar (18). In-person meetings including budget forums and town halls are held throughout the year (19). For these meetings to explain complex budget matters to the
entire campus community, the Vice President of Administrative Services and her office develop even more granular breakdowns of our budget. Additionally, CPC members routinely share fiscal information with their constituencies, fostering routine discussions of financial information within the Faculty Senate, Faculty Union (CCFT) and Classified Union (CCEU) (25).

In addition to these efforts, fiscal information is also made available to the college community on the college’s file server and also by accessing the District’s financial system which is available to every financial analyst assigned to each of the College’s Divisions.

**d. All financial resources, including short- and –long-term debt instruments (such as bonds and Certificates of Participation), auxiliary activities, fund-raising efforts, and grants, are used with integrity in a manner consistent with the intended purpose of the funding source.**

**DESCRIPTION**
Extensive process and procedures have been developed and implemented by the District to insure consistent use of resources and alignment with the goals and objectives of the funding source (14, 27, 30, 31, 32).

In addition to CPC and the Board’s involvement in the budget development process for all expense categories, including salaries, benefits, other operating expenses and capital improvements, processes are in place to align spending with potential funding restrictions (31, 32). For example, personnel costs, which currently account for approximately 87% of total expenses, are dictated by contractual obligations with union groups and by compliance requirements with State regulations such as the FON requirement and the 50% Law (6).

Capital improvements and other bond related projects are reviewed and overseen by a community bond oversight committee (8). All significant purchases are processed through a purchase order process, which includes review and vetting by both the Purchasing and the Business Office (30).

The Governing Board approves all grants, and budgets to guide grant spending appropriately are loaded to the college’s financial accounting system (21). Internal audits are conducted as needed to verify that grant spending is consistent with the goals of the funder. For example, Chancellor’s Office grants for CTE programs are audited and certified quarterly, for compliance with approved budget allocations and spending restrictions.

Collectively, through the efforts of the shared governance committees and administration’s oversight, the process of allocating resources is ensured to be aligned to the overall institutional and financial goals of the District.

**e. The institution’s internal control systems are evaluated and assessed for validity and effectiveness and the results of this assessment are used for improvement.**
DESCRIPTION
The Business Office routinely evaluates internal control systems throughout the year. This year, for example, a review was conducted of the established process and procedures related to signature authorizations on all existing business forms (24). This examination revealed the need for continued training in signature requirements for new employees with fiscal responsibilities, and identification of potential areas for streamlining and improved efficiency.

These internal reviews are augmented by independent external examination, since internal controls are part of the District’s annual audit by the independent auditors (1, 7, 9). No material weaknesses related to deficiencies in internal controls over financial reporting were identified in the most recent audit report for 2011. However, a deficiency in internal controls over compliance was noted, along with a response by the college that included a plan for corrective action (1).

EVALUATION
The College meets the standard. There are appropriate control mechanisms in place to assure the financial integrity and responsible use of resources, which give evidence of their effectiveness by occasionally bringing to light deficiencies that need to be corrected in internal processes.

3. The institution has policies and procedures to ensure sound financial practices and financial stability.

a. The institution has sufficient cash flow and reserves to maintain stability, strategies for appropriate risk management, and realistic plans to meet financial emergencies and unforeseen occurrences.

DESCRIPTION
The District has maintained a substantial unrestricted general fund balance in the past, though at the end of fiscal year 2011-12 there was a planned decrease in the ending balance. Even with the planned draw down to bridge state funding shortfalls, the District still maintains a fund balance greater than 21% of total expenses.

Fund balances are managed through careful budget preparation, continuous monitoring, and frequent updates to year-end balance projections. These efforts help the District maintain balances at levels deemed necessary to offset the risks associated with both anticipated State deferrals (both intra and inter year), and unanticipated emergencies. Additionally, specific reserves are established to accommodate the risk associated with known changes that have unknown consequences. For example, last year, a reserve was implemented to offset an unknown potential loss of revenue expected to result from increases in student fees (31, 32).
The District's cash flow is also closely monitored throughout the year. Monthly cash flow analysis is performed, and projected year-end balances are updated on the same cycle. When cash flow projections have predicted shortfalls, the District has participated in both mid-year and summer tax anticipation programs, which provide low interest, short-term borrowing against future tax revenues (21, 35). Active management of payments and receipts is also utilized throughout the year to maximize the availability of cash from payables and receivables. Combined, these efforts have provided the District the necessary cash to meet all of its obligations.

Both CPC and the Board are provided the cash and fund balance analysis throughout the year to assist their decision making as they guide the budget development process for the upcoming fiscal year (21, 31).

b. The institution practices effective oversight of finances, including management of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, contractual relationships, auxiliary organizations or foundations, and institutional investments and assets.

DESCRIPTION
The final authority over all fiscal matters lies with the Governing Board and the College President, who entrusts the office of the VP of Administrative Services and the Business Office to oversee all fiscal matters for the District.

Under the guidance of the Vice President of Administrative Services, the Business Office oversees financial recording and reporting of all fund types, including general unrestricted funds, restricted funds, debt service funds, special revenue funds, building and bond funds, auxiliary funds, and trust and agency funds. The current oversight structure enforces consistent and uniform application of accounting policies and principals and strengthens adherence to established internal controls, thus ensuring compliance with federal, state and local reporting requirements (1, 7, 9). As an example of the oversight efforts provided, the Business Office published a ‘Business Office Guidelines’ hand book (30) which addresses some of the more common business transactions conducted by the various departments and programs in the college. The Guidelines are intended to provide information as well as educate the community on the various process and procedures which need to be followed.

The Cabrillo Foundation is a separate entity from the District; however it also adheres to the same financial policies established at the College. In order to ensure consistency and continuity, the Vice President of Administrative Services is also an active member of the Foundation Board’s Finance Committee.

c. The institution plans for and allocates appropriate resources for the payment of liabilities and future obligations, including Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB), compensated absences and other employee related obligations.
DESCRIPTION
The Business Office reviews both short and long term liabilities as part of the annual budget process and allocates adequate resources (15, 17, 31, 32). Information related to all liabilities is presented as part of the annual budget and audit to both the College Planning Council and the Governing Board. For example, annually, the OPEB liability is reviewed as part of budget development and intentional efforts have been made to continue funding the liability in midst of significant budget reductions.

Other compensation related obligations such as the employee vacation accrual, are re-calculated annually and recognized as appropriate (1, 5). Expenses are recorded in the year they are incurred and adequate resources are set aside to cover the estimated long term liability portion.

d. The actual plan to determine Other Post-Employment Benefits is prepared as required by appropriate accounting standards.

DESCRIPTION
An actuarial study related to the District’s OPEB liability, is conducted bi-annually as prescribed by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB 45) (4). The estimated liability is recognized and reported in the annual audit (1). A description of the funding plan (a combination of pay-as-you-go with partial funding of the ARC) is also included in the external auditor’s report.

e. On an annual basis the institution assesses and allocates resources for the repayment of any locally incurred debt instruments that can affect the financial condition of the institution.

DESCRIPTION
As part of the annual, budget development process all debt obligations are recognized and sufficient resources are allocated for the payment of the upcoming fiscal year’s debt obligation. The District’s overall financial stability has been characterized as having a ‘very strong capacity to meet financial commitments’, as evidenced by the recent Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s rating of ‘AA’ and ‘Aa2’ received in June 2012 (36).

Both short and long term debt obligations are reviewed by CPC and relevant information is provided as part of the annual budget report to the Board. In addition, independent external auditors examine all debt obligations and related fiscal information as part of the annual audit process (1).

f. Institutions monitor and manage student loan default rates, revenue streams and assets to ensure compliance with federal requirements.
The District’s Financial Aid Office, under the guidance of the Vice President of Student Services is tasked with oversight and administration of all Federal and State funded aid inclusive of the student loan program. The District’s student loan default rates for the past three years are as follows: 7.2% for FY 2007-08, 13.2% for FY 2008-09 and 11.6% for FY 2009-10. Overall, the District has been pleased with relatively low default rates it has experienced as well as the current downward trend it has enjoyed for the past year. However, recent changes to the default rate calculation will require the District to continue working on improving existing process and procedures related to the issuance of student loans, with the aim to maintain and/or improve on the District’s student loan default rates.

Compliance with all Federal and State mandates and regulations is managed through established process and procedures and extensive use of internal control mechanisms. Federal and State funded programs are reviewed as part of the annual audit by the District’s independent auditors (1).

g. Contractual agreements with external entities are consistent with the mission and goals of the institution governed by institutional policies and contain appropriate provisions to maintain the integrity of institution.

DESCRIPTION

Contracts with external entities follow an established set of Board policies aimed at insuring consistency with institutional goals and objectives. Internal controls have been put in place to insure compliance with Board policies, dictating which contracts need Board approval, and which can be approved by senior administrators.

Contracts are first reviewed by the oversight department, which in turn forwards the documents to the Purchasing and the Business Office for proper vetting. Contracts deemed to meet the institutions’ goals and objectives are then presented to the Board for approval or (if Board policy dictates), are presented to the appropriate senior administrator for approval (21, 30).

h. The institution regularly evaluates its financial management processes, and the results of evaluation are used to improve internal control structures.

DESCRIPTION

Regular assessment of fiscal management processes takes places throughout the year both internally and by external entities.

Internally, all college departments go through program planning which includes self-assessment and identification of areas for improvement. Additionally, throughout the year, management analyzes and identifies potential areas for improvement. For example, the Business Services Office is in the process of examining cash flow needs for the District specifically in between fiscal
years as well as during key periods of the year when cash availability is strained. The results of this effort will impact budget development for successive years to come (31).

Externally, independent auditors annually examine the District’s finances, along with Foundation and Bond related activities (1). The results of these audits provide the catalyst for improvement.

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard. The financial policies and procedures in place ensure sound financial practices and financial stability.

**4. Financial resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. The institution systematically assesses the effective use of financial resources and uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement of the institution.**

**DESCRIPTION**

The College Planning Council is tasked with overseeing and integrating institutional and financial planning. The Council fulfills this responsibility by authoring recommendations to the President regarding all matters affecting the college’s master plans (31).

The Council was created with the specific purpose of developing, reviewing and monitoring college master plans (26). CPC has evolved to become responsible for developing, overseeing and integrating budget development and other fiscal matters with institutional planning. Accordingly, CPC utilizes the institution’s Mission and Vision statements to evaluate program review reports, new program proposals, service proposals, resource allocation matters and resource reduction proposals. Additionally, financial and institutional planning also takes place at various levels within the organization. Instructional departments review and develop program plans and student learning outcomes, along with the resource needs to achieve desired outcomes. These instructional plans are presented and reviewed by the Council for Instructional Planning (CIP), which ranks and forwards the top third to CPC. Non-instructional departments also conduct program and planning reviews for CPC consideration (23).

An assessment of the effective use of financial resources is conducted annually at various levels of the institution. Both instructional and non-instructional departments conduct the evaluation as part of their program review process. The results of this evaluation process are shared with CPC and are considered in the context of the District’s standing on the 50% Law, FON obligation, student success initiatives, and other relevant factors (2, 3, 21). Collectively, the information influences and helps shape CPC’s final recommendations to the President.

Efforts are ongoing to improve communication with all constituencies regarding important fiscal matters, to facilitate early identification and resolution of critical fiscal challenges. Different methodologies of delivering and presenting complex fiscal items such as cash flow and fund balance needs are often developed and refined as a result of audience feedback.
EVALUATION

The college meets the standard. The integration of financial resource planning with institutional planning takes place at all levels of program planning and is reviewed at a college-wide level by the College Planning Council, and the various programs systematically assess the effective use of financial resources and use the results to improve effectiveness.

Currently, the District continues to prioritize efforts to integrate institutional and financial planning. The District is committed to maintaining data integrity, transparency, and timely delivery of information, all within its participatory governance structure.

PLANNING AGENDA

None.

STANDARD IIID - REQUIRED EVIDENCE DOCUMENTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Audit Reports/Management Letters: last three yrs</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/businessoffice/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/businessoffice/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CCFS 311: last three years</td>
<td>in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Actuarial Study for Post-retirement health benefits: most recent</td>
<td>in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collective bargaining agreement; Board policies; Plan for funding liability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Copy of Foundation audited financial statements: last three years</td>
<td>in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Copy of minutes from Bond Oversight Committee:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/facilities/measured/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/facilities/measured/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Copy of Bond audit report: last three years</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/facilities/measured/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/facilities/measured/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Copy of Facility Master Plan: most recent</td>
<td>in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Copy of Educational Master Plan:</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• is updated every 15 years– update is in progress now.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Current EMP is 1997 version in O drive folder and also at:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/pro/accred/pdf/Educational%20Master%20Plan%201997%20%28All%29.pdf">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/pro/accred/pdf/Educational%20Master%20Plan%201997%20%28All%29.pdf</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Copy of Financial Aid Compliance Reports</td>
<td>contact FAO or Dennis?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Budget Education Packet</td>
<td>Admin. Services O drive: Board Study Sessions (by date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Instructional Equipment Request and Master Plan Goals and Objectives</td>
<td><a href="http://pro.cabrillo.edu/cmp/">http://pro.cabrillo.edu/cmp/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Budget Development Calendar: most recent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Budget Carryover Guidelines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Base Budget Planning Assumptions: 2012-13</td>
<td><a href="http://cbru.edu/internal/adminservices/budgetcenter">http://cbru.edu/internal/adminservices/budgetcenter</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Emails from vice president business updating budget issues</td>
<td>see email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Notes from Budget Forums on Budget Info Webpage, on left side, by year:</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>State Budget Updates from Community College League: at the following website under “Statewide Resources” <a href="http://cabrillo.edu/internal/adminservices/budgetcenter/other-resources.html">http://cabrillo.edu/internal/adminservices/budgetcenter/other-resources.html</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Updates are also preface inserts in the Preliminary and Final Budgets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>List of budget agenda items for presentation and action with the Board: last three years in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Priorities for budget augmentation from Instructional Planning Council ask Kathie Welch?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Business Office Meeting Minutes in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Faculty Senate minutes <a href="http://cabrillo.edu/associations/facultysenate/minutes.html">http://cabrillo.edu/associations/facultysenate/minutes.html</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Budget decision making process <a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/president/deicision%20making%20cycle.pdf">http://www.cabrillo.edu/services/president/deicision%20making%20cycle.pdf</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*also “2011-12 thru 13-14 budget reduction process” link on Budget Info Center webpage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Fiscal Year end deadlines and next year’s budget deadlines in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Maintenance and Operations Review and Assessment on VPA’s website, lower left under “Intralinks” - you must login with your Cabrillo login to access these documents</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>CPC minutes: last year <a href="http://cabrillo.edu/services/president/CPC.html">http://cabrillo.edu/services/president/CPC.html</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Preliminary and Final Budget Book: last 3 years <a href="http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/businessoffice/">http://www.cabrillo.edu/internal/businessoffice/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>PRO staff and Faculty Survey results <a href="http://pro.cabrillo.edu/pro/pro_reports/">http://pro.cabrillo.edu/pro/pro_reports/</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs) board items: last 3 yrs in O drive folder</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Standard IV: Leadership and Governance

The institution recognizes and utilizes the contributions of leadership throughout the organization for continuous improvement of the institution. Governance roles are designed to facilitate decisions that support student learning programs and services and improve institutional effectiveness, while acknowledging the designated responsibilities of the governing board and the chief administrator.

DESCRIPTION

Cabrillo College maintains a clear structure of governance, in which all college stakeholders work together for the progress and welfare of our students. While leaders throughout the organization engage in vigorous debate at times, all consistently work together with goodwill and commitment to serve the interests of students. In fact, Cabrillo College is distinguished by an atmosphere of dedication and cooperation throughout the institution.

Several developments, including; growth of the college, recent unforeseen and unprecedented budget cuts, necessary and growing reliance on increasingly complex technology, and college-wide implementation of the program-planning process, have taxed the college’s decision-making structures, practices, and procedures more than ever. Given the institution’s long-standing commitment to shared governance, these current challenges have required that the college’s leadership work together to develop and clarify decision-making structures and practices, even more than in the recent past.

At the College Planning Council (CPC), the subject of the overall decision making process was an ongoing topic which, after numerous iterations and edits and suggestions, resulted in approval in November 2011 of a graphic representation illustrating this process (see appendix A). As a part of the improvement cycle for institutional effectiveness, CPC approved a revision of the diagram in December 2012 (see following page for the final revision).

IV.A. DECISION-MAKING ROLES AND PROCESSES

The institution recognizes that ethical and effective leadership throughout the organization enables the institution to identify institutional values, set and achieve goals, learn, and improve.

DESCRIPTION

Cabrillo’s organizational chart with the President/Superintendent at the top (see appendix B) is one-dimensional and only hints at how the college is led and who performs the various tasks of leadership. Decision-making begins with relationships among people and leadership at Cabrillo is not exclusively a top-down affair. In practice, most decisions made on this campus involve a shared-governance or advisory committee. Those committees, while established in response to governance needs and requirements over the more than fifty years of Cabrillo’s existence, are built on relationships among their members—and among the groups they represent—continuously throughout time.

Real leadership is exercised, and governance takes place, when representatives from the various constituencies on campus get together to discuss issues, and to make plans and decisions concerning the direction of the college.
The various governance committees and councils represent affiliations—of people, of departments, of duties, and of responsibilities. The work of these committees and councils is informed by established processes that connect levels of performance to funding protocols and requirements. Because of the care that has been taken to establish these committees and to construct useful measurements of quality and effectiveness, the college has the structures and processes in place to carry out responsive, effective planning, both for the short-term and long-term. The diagram on the following page illustrates the decision-making process at the College, in which the Mission is central and there is continuous dialog among the institution’s components with CPC being the key venue for high-level dialog. It also notes the direct communication route to the Governing Board from the Faculty Senate regarding academic and professional matters.

As an example of how governance committees work together, in response to the state budget crisis and the subsequent reduction in funding, the Faculty Senate and Instructional Administrators worked together to develop a Program Reduction and Elimination Matrix that utilizes agreed upon data points to measure and rank all departments. In addition to the quantitative measures, all departments were encouraged to provide qualitative data for consideration in case the matrix would need to be used to determine which program(s) would need to be reduced or eliminated. (see Appendix C)

1. **Institutional leaders create an environment for empowerment, innovation, and institutional excellence.** They encourage staff, faculty, administrators, and students, no matter what their official titles, to take initiative in improving the practices, programs, and services in which they are involved. When ideas for improvement have policy or significant institution-wide implications, systematic participative processes are used to assure effective discussion, planning, and implementation.

**DESCRIPTION**
Regardless of the issue, the committee, or the discussion, leaders from all parts of Cabrillo value and encourage wide participation among the college community. We refer to this ethos as “the Cabrillo Way,” and find that college-wide participation maintains our focus on equity, diversity, and student success. Institutional leaders work to create an environment of college-wide participation, innovation, and excellence, a task that seems daunting unless leaders make conscious choices to act in service to others, instead of serving their own needs. For example, Cabrillo’s institutional learning outcomes or the Core Four were developed through a shared governance process in the Faculty Senate, revised with input from the Student Senate, and are commonly known and understood by all; they reflect Cabrillo’s belief that everyone has a part in facilitating student success. Cabrillo has a long tradition of “servant leadership,” which values contributions from all—not just those with an impressive title or at the top of the hierarchy.
Figure 4: Cabrillo College Decision Making

College Mission: Cabrillo College is a dynamic, diverse, and responsive educational community dedicated to helping all students achieve their academic, career and personal development goals.
The Welcome Center
An example of Cabrillo’s servant leadership approach is the concept of a Welcome Center. At an Enrollment Services Task Force meeting in 2008, a complicated discussion ensued about where to locate a “welcome center” that would serve as a central point for many of our students who are first generation college students and unfamiliar with how the institution functions or even where to start the process of applying or registering. A complication arose when it was mentioned that students arrive on campus via car, bus, on bikes or on foot, and would not even know a welcome center existed, much less how to find it.

That is when one of our classified staff—an Instructional Division Assistant (IDA)—spoke up and said: “I am the welcome center. Students park in the lot next to our division office and ours is the first door they see. They aren’t looking for a welcome center: they’re looking for answers or directions to an office or a building. So I tell them what I can, or I show them where to go, and, if there’s not a line at my desk, I walk them to where they need to go and introduce them to the person or place they’re looking for.”

This statement completely changed the direction of the task force and became the motto for the whole campus. The focus shifted from finding a place to locate a physical “welcome center” to identifying the most likely entrance points for students and to make sure those working at or close to those entrance points were ready to function as a “welcome center.” Response among committee members to the IDA’s contribution led to a solution that did not originate with a Vice-President, a President, a Dean, or a consultant—none of whom have the breadth and depth of experience being that welcome center. This solution was from one of the many valued classified staff at Cabrillo, and continues to be implemented in an ongoing manner.

Town Hall Meetings
Another example of Cabrillo’s desire to seek input from all stakeholders are its Town Hall meetings. In response to decreased funding from Sacramento and the necessity to make cuts in program and staff, the college President and the component Vice-Presidents convened a series of Town Hall meetings at which they reported on the budget, presenting the complexity of its various elements with clarity and precision. They also took questions from one and all and opened up the floor, encouraging anyone in attendance to contribute to the conversation whether to express their frustration or to propose potential solutions. Armed with a deeper understanding of the college’s finances, the college community was able to move forward with discussions about the conditions under which the college would have to downsize, and by how much. In addition, the Town Hall meetings provided a safe, welcoming venue for all college employees to ask questions and offer suggestions. (see Appendix D)

Staff Development Day 2012
The budget crisis provided another opportunity for dialogue and empowerment that exemplifies “the Cabrillo Way.” Historically, once a year the college hosts a lunch in appreciation of the classified staff. In the last few years, due to the ongoing budget crisis which resulted in cutbacks across campus, including in the classified ranks, the classified staff union decided to
not endorse the annual lunch. Instead, the classified union proposed to President King to have a Staff Development Day, not only for the classified staff, but for everyone, including administrators, classified staff, and faculty. A Staff Development Committee, representing all parts of campus, was convened to choose development topics and plan the day. The event turned out to be tremendous success, with strong turnout and the general feeling of those who participated was that the college was making an investment in them. The process was collaborative and had an effect of drawing together people from disparate functions and positions to work on a common goal. Because of its success, this day will become an annual event. (see Appendix E)

In an effort to better document the many and varied venues for shared governance as well as details concerning the charge of those committees/councils, their membership, and often their agendas and minutes, the old paper Governance Manual has been digitized. The new Governance Manual is now available on the President’s Web Page. (see Appendix F)

This is considered a “work in progress” as each committee chair is contacted and asked to provide any updates to their committee’s PDF page where all the pertinent information is kept. These annual updates ensure that the manual is kept current.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Institutional leaders create opportunities for staff at all levels and students to take initiative in improving the programs and processes with which they are involved. The institutional values, embodied in the Mission and the Core Four, are familiar to all and used at all levels of institutional practice and process.

2. The institution establishes and implements a written policy providing for faculty, staff, administrator, and student participation in decision-making processes. The policy specifies the manner in which individuals bring forward ideas from their constituencies and work together on appropriate policy, planning, and special-purpose bodies.

a. Faculty and administrators have a substantive and clearly defined role in institutional governance and exercise a substantial voice in institutional policies, planning, and budget that relate to their areas of responsibility and expertise. Students and staff also have established mechanisms or organizations for providing input into institutional decisions.

DESCRIPTION

Cabrillo has long had a tradition of working to ensure that policy planning and decision-making happens in venues that represent the many different stake holders at the college. Indeed, faculty and administrators hold very clearly defined roles in our governance structure (see appendix) and are regularly involved in decisions regarding all aspects of the college including our budget. During the years from 2008-2012 this involvement has been especially important considering the intense pressure that we have been under to make budget cuts on an ongoing basis.
The primary areas where important decisions are made at the college include the College Planning Council, the faculty senate and from within the administration. Widespread participation in college planning and decision-making is established through Board Policy 2130, as that is where the roles of various stakeholders are outlined [R]. The following provides an overview of the three central venues for discussion and decision-making at Cabrillo:

**The CPC**

Our College Planning Council is the most central shared governance group at Cabrillo. With broad representation from all sectors of the campus community, the Council meets regularly to discuss planning and specific decisions and initiatives that are being considered by the college. Although the CPC acts to make recommendations to the president in an advisory capacity, the dialog that goes on in its meetings allows the faculty, classified staff, students and administration (through their representatives) to provide input before significant policies are carried out. Issues important to the overall operation and mission of the college are routinely brought before CPC to ensure that decisions are made in a transparent manner.

**The Faculty Senate**

The faculty at Cabrillo enjoys a significant role in the overall decision-making processes of the college. As articulated in BP 2130, “In consulting collegially, the Governing Board will reply primarily upon the advice and judgment of the Faculty Senate on all policies and procedures related to academic and professional matters. The recommendations of the Senate will normally be accepted, and only in exceptional circumstances and for compelling reasons will the recommendations not be accepted.” This clearly stated intention on the part of the Governing Board to utilize primary reliance ensures that unless there are “exceptional circumstances” and/or “compelling reason(s)” the Board will accept the recommendations of the Senate. [R]

**The Administration**

Although at Cabrillo our decisions are made, overall, through a matrix of shared governance groups and committees, that is not to diminish the central role played by the administration in determining institutional policies, planning and budget. Through various levels of discussion, planning and review administrators bring their expertise to bear in guiding and directing the activities of college.

The ultimate decision-making committee at the administrative level is the President’s Cabinet, made up of the president and the college’s three vice presidents (VPI, VPSS, VPAS). Members of the cabinet bring ideas for discussion and action as well as consider those that have been raised by other stake-holder groups. The Cabinet functions as a way for the highest level of administrators to meet on a regular basis in order to strategize ways to implement decisions made by the president and review ideas and initiatives that arise from across the college.

Additionally, the President’s Cabinet receives input and advice from the other 30 or so Managers at the College at the monthly Managers’ Meeting. A smaller group of managers who
submit items for Governing Board agendas meet at Administrative Council, primarily to discuss these agenda items.

b. The institution relies on faculty, its academic senate or other appropriate faculty structures, the curriculum committee, and academic administrators for recommendations about student learning programs and services.

DESCRIPTION
Both the faculty and our academic administrators are deeply involved in planning and developing student learning programs and services. Two of the most important subcommittees of the faculty senate serve precisely to allow for this involvement: the Curriculum Committee and the Academic Council. Made up of faculty and administrators from across the instructional component, both of these groups meet throughout the semester. [Governance Manual] The Curriculum Committee meets on a regular basis and the Academic Council meets when necessary to address issues under the committee’s purview. Additionally, faculty members participate in their own programs in terms of developing and assessing SLO’s, creating and implementing curriculum changes and writing program plans that guide institutional decisions. The Outcomes Assessment Review Committee, a shared governance committee with representation from all components of the college, oversees all SLO and AUO assessment on campus. One of its functions is to note areas of concern in student learning that are occurring across the entire campus. When needed, it is empowered to initiate campus wide dialogue about student learning needs, a function it has not yet had to use. Academic administrators meet in the Instructional Administrators Council (IAC), chaired by the vice president of instruction and comprised of division deans, instructional deans and the library director. Recommendations about student learning and programs often form the basis of discussion in IAC. Ultimately, it the role of the vice president of instruction to coordinate and oversee all instructional programs and services.

EVALUATION
The faculty and our academic administrators are relied upon by the college for recommendations regarding student learning programs and services. According to survey results, strong majorities of faculty feel that their representation on CPC allows for effective input of ideas concerning policy and planning decisions. [Faculty Survey, 12/11] This representation is in addition to the ongoing work of the Faculty Senate, the Curriculum Committee, and the Academic Council and the Outcomes Assessment Review Committee which all provide avenues for faculty input on our programs.

3. Through established governance structures, processes, and practices, the governing board, administrators, faculty, staff, and students work together for the good of the institution. These processes facilitate discussion of ideas and effective communication among the institution’s constituencies.
DESCRIPTION
Cabrillo College is committed to shared governance and practices collaborative decision-making throughout the institution. All constituencies take part in committees and other venues to communicate with one another and share their ideas toward the goal of bettering the college.

Because serving the interests of the students is the focus of Cabrillo College’s mission, students have an active voice at all levels of college governance: through the Student Senate, at the Faculty Senate, at CPC, and on the Governing Board. Many DE students at Cabrillo are also taking classes on site and are able to participate in the established student government venues and student activities. DE students may also contact Division Deans or Student Services Deans by email for concerns and questions.

Faculty input on college matters is as varied as the types of issues about which the faculty are concerned. Each academic department holds regularly scheduled meetings throughout each semester, where the department as a whole, led by a program chair, discusses ongoing projects, functions, and needs of the department and its students. Further, where size allows, each department constitutes committees to discuss and develop responses to particular needs, such as curriculum development, curriculum offerings, basic-skills instruction, CTE, department majors’ requirements, and faculty staffing and hiring needs. Each Division Dean also holds at least one division meeting every semester. Those meetings give rise to many issues and concerns, as well as to innovations and possibilities for collaboration. Ideas and concerns discussed with and among faculty members are communicated to those outside of the department in a number of ways, the most immediate of which is when a faculty member serves on or attends one of the many shared governance committees on campus. The body that has primary responsibility for representing the faculty on all issues, but especially those concerning student learning, is the Faculty Senate.

In accordance with AB 1725, “the Cabrillo College Governing Board has elected to rely primarily upon the advice and judgment of the Cabrillo College Faculty Senate, in all the areas listed” here: curriculum (including establishing prerequisites and placing courses within disciplines), degree and certificate requirements, grading policies, educational program development, standards and policies regarding student preparation and success, district governance structures (as related to faculty roles), faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes (including self study and annual reports), policies for faculty professional development activities, processes for program review, processes for institutional planning and budget development, and other academic and professional matters as mutually agreed upon between the governing board and the academic senate. “This means that the recommendations of the Cabrillo College Faculty Senate will normally be accepted, and only in exceptional circumstances and for compelling reasons will the recommendations not be accepted. If a recommendation is not accepted, the Cabrillo College Governing Board or its designee...shall promptly communicate its reasons in writing to the Cabrillo College Faculty Senate.” (see Appendix G)
The classified staff provides input through shared-governance committees, many of which include representatives of the classified employees union, the Cabrillo College Employees Union (CCEU).

In addition to speaking at formally constituted bodies and processes, both staff and faculty often voice their concerns and opinions to their managers, who in turn convey these at the many meetings and committees they attend. Administrators have their own meetings, as well: the managers’ meeting, Deans’ Council, Admin Council, and Cabinet.

All of this collaboration among students, staff, faculty, and administrators has resulted in institutional improvements. An example of this occurred in the CPC in response to increasing budget concerns. The Services and Programs Reduction Advisory Committee, SPRAC, was formed as a sub-committee of the CPC and includes members from all of Cabrillo’s constituencies. The committee evaluates what the effects of cutting all or part of a position will be on the rest of the college and helps define the plan for coping with the loss, following up six months later to re-evaluate the effects of the cuts and to make sure the plan is working or whether some adjustment to the plan might be necessary. (see Appendix H)

The college has also involved members of the community with the formation of the Industry Advisory Groups, constituted to help career and technical programs ensure that their courses and programs reflect current industry demands. These groups meet regularly, and include faculty, students, administrators, staff, and community members who work in pertinent industries and fields.

College-wide collaboration has also resulted in an improved college website. Given our growing dependence on the internet and, more specifically, on the college’s website, to disseminate information since the last accreditation visit, our website has undergone a major overhaul, resulting in improved ease of navigation for all users. (see Appendix I) Further, the website now includes additional information, such as an updated Governance Manual (see Appendix J), the Board & Administrative Policies (see Appendix K), a calendar of administrative meetings, and various committee-meeting minutes. Because the budget has been a critical concern of late, budgetary information has been posted to the website, as soon as the budget is updated. Budget-centered “town-hall meetings” have been ongoing, and the notes from the meetings are also posted on the website (see Appendix L).

The college president sends frequent emails to keep the Cabrillo community apprised of budget updates and other newsworthy items. Vice-Presidents and Deans also utilize email to disseminate important and timely information, and the college’s Director of Marketing and Communication distributes a monthly e-newsletter. Cabrillo also has a presence on a number of Facebook pages as well as Twitter feeds.
EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Written policies on governance procedures specify appropriate roles for staff and students, as well as the academic roles of faculty in the planning of educational programs and services. Shared governance structures work collaboratively on behalf of institutional improvements, and clear examples of these improvements exist. Communication and dialogue at the College is widespread and effective.

4. The institution advocates and demonstrates honesty and integrity in its relationships with external agencies. It agrees to comply with Accrediting Commission standards, policies, and guidelines, and Commission requirements for public disclosure, self study and other reports, team visits, and prior approval of substantive changes. The institution moves expeditiously to respond to recommendations made by the Commission.

DESCRIPTION

As evidenced by the most recent favorable mid-term report to ACCJC in 2010, Cabrillo has been responsive to accrediting guidelines and has moved expeditiously in response to recommendations. The Governance Manual was updated and is available online. The College Website has been restructured and is now much more efficient, informative, and easy to use. Faculty and staff are being trained in the use of technology in the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC).

Many Cabrillo programs are accredited by appropriate outside accrediting bodies, demonstrating that the college conducts itself honestly and with integrity in its relationships with external agencies. (see Appendix M)

In terms of relations with the United States Department of Education, the College is in year three of a five-year grant cycle with Title V HIS grant and year one with a Title III STEM grant, as well as several ongoing NSF grants. Cabrillo also has favorable relationships with many other outside agencies on ongoing projects. (see Appendix N) USDE regulations concerning Financial Aid are strictly adhered to.

EVALUATION

The College meets the standard. Documentation shows that the response to past Commission recommendations has been timely and complete; communication to the public regarding educational quality at the College are accurate, and there are several indications of full and responsible compliance with USDE regulations.

5. The role of leadership and the institution’s governance and decision-making structures and processes are regularly evaluated to assure their integrity and effectiveness. The institution widely communicates the results of these evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement.
DESCRIPTION
The college currently uses two mains forms of evaluation in to review the institution’s integrity and effectiveness: Planning and Research Office Surveys and the Program Planning Cycle.

The Planning and Research Office (PRO) conducts longitudinal surveys among the faculty and staff to receive feedback on a variety of questions related to learning, college resources and operations, and governance. A survey committee was formed in 2003, consisting of key representatives from the college and chaired by the director of the Planning and Research Office. The survey instrument is regularly reviewed and updated as appropriate, with final approval subject to the College Planning Council (CPC). Upon completion of the analysis of a survey, PRO publishes the results for the review of the community on the PRO website. Results of the survey are formally presented to CPC and the Governing Board. The results also find their way into the discussions of all of the major governing bodies throughout the organization, as evidenced in the published minutes of the CPC, Cabinet, the Administrative Council, and the Board of Trustees. The last longitudinal study conducted was fall 2011. (see Appendix O)

Both Instructional Programs and Administrative Services undergo a regular cycle of Program Planning, whereby each body engages in self-study, which includes soliciting feedback from appropriate constituents—for instructional programs, the student body, and for administrative services, the campus community—in order to review their effectiveness in supporting student learning, and in performing their services. Of course, such reviews also aim at developing strategies and practices to improve meeting those duties and responsibilities. The study includes the evaluation of Student Learning Outcomes (SLO’s) for instructional components and Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUO’s) for Administrative components. PRO also provides cumulated enrollment, success, completion, degrees, FTES, WSCH, and FTEF data for analysis. (see Appendix P)

Instructional Programs report the results of their self-studies to the Council of Instructional Planning (CIP). Completed program plans are published internally on a publicly accessible network drive for the campus community. Administrative offices report the results of their self-studies to the CPC. All departments within Student Services recently completed their program plans with a report to the Governing Board in June of 2012. Both Administrative Services and Student Services publish their program plans on the websites of the Vice Presidents of both groups. A full schedule of the assessment of the administrative programs can be found online at the PRO website. As part of the program planning process, Administrative Services is incorporating and assessing Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs). The assessment of AUOs is being used as direct feedback to guide administrative planning and recommendations.

EVALUATION
The college meets the standard, but could do a better job of disseminating results of these self-studies. While the PRO maintains a well organized website that includes the results of their surveys, the results of the administrative self-studies are not as readily available as they could
be. A secure Google Site would provide internet access to information currently stored on internal network drives and make it easier for everyone to be more informed and involved.

PLANNING AGENDA
None.
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STANDARD IVB: Board and Administrative Organization

In addition to the leadership of individuals and constituencies, institutions recognize the designated responsibilities of the governing board for setting policies and of the chief administrator for the effective operation of the institution. Multi-college districts/systems clearly define the organizational roles of the district/system and the colleges.

DESCRIPTION

The duties and responsibilities of the Governing Board, which are in compliance with Education Code Section 70902, are listed in Board Policy (BP) 1020. Included in this list is to “determine the broad general policies which will govern the operation of the District.” The authority to maintain records, take action in an emergency and the power to contract and accept resignations is delegated to the superintendent/president in BP 1240. BP 2000 states that the Board “delegates to its Executive Officer, the Superintendent/President, complete responsibility for administering the policies adopted by the board and executing all decisions of the Board requiring administrative action.”

1. The institution has a governing board that is responsible for establishing policies to assure the quality, integrity, and effectiveness of the student learning programs and services and the financial stability of the institution. The governing board adheres to a clearly defined policy for selecting and evaluating the chief administrator for the college or the district/system.

DESCRIPTION

The Cabrillo College Governing Board is the publicly elected group of community representatives that develop and uphold policies regarding all aspects of the functioning of the college. The Board through its actions assures the quality of instructional programs and services. Furthermore, the Governing Board approves the allocations of necessary resources to support those programs and services. The policies and bylaws under which the Board operates are developed and reviewed on a regular basis.

The governing board’s role in establishing a policy for selecting and evaluating the President/Superintendent is the first duty stated in Board Policy 1020. The policy for selecting the President/Superintendent is BP 1430, and the process for selection of the last President/Superintendent was updated at the December 2012 board meeting for the 2013 search. The policy for evaluating the President/Superintendent is BP 2080.

BP 1000, the District Statement of Philosophy, addresses quality of programs, integrity of institutional actions, and effectiveness of student learning programs and services. In addition, the College Vision statement affirms that “We serve students who have goals of transfer, career preparation, basic skills, personal fulfillment and retraining through an inclusive and effective learning environment.”
a. The governing board is an independent policy-making body that reflects the public interest in board activities and decisions. Once the board reaches a decision, it acts as a whole. It advocates for and defends the institution and protects it from undue influence or pressure.

DESCRIPTION

The Cabrillo Community College District is a single college district. There are seven trustees on the Governing Board who represent defined areas within a tri-county area in Santa Cruz County, Monterey County, and a small portion of San Benito County. The terms are for four years and are staggered to provide continuity of membership. In addition, there is one student representative elected by the student body who has an advisory vote. If the student representative is unable to finish his/her term, a replacement is appointed by the Student Senate.\textsuperscript{xxix}BP 1030\textsuperscript{xl} states that “the Board shall consist of eight members, seven of whom shall be regular voting members elected at-large, and one an advisory voting student member elected by the students at large.

Current Board members, none of whom are owners of the institution, reflect public interest in the institution through a cross-section of professionals in the College’s service area. These include an attorney, three business people, two county non-profit professionals and a retired university administrator.\textsuperscript{xli}Two long-standing board members resigned in 2012 and their replacements were appointed after a special board meeting.\textsuperscript{xlii} They were elected in the November election after running unopposed.

The Board’s regular monthly meetings are open to the public. Held normally on the first Monday of the month, these meetings are announced with agendas widely posted in advance. The Board meets in closed sessions to discuss the business of the district relating to confidential, legal and personnel issues.\textsuperscript{xliii} Board agendas and meeting minutes are available on the college web site.\textsuperscript{xlvi} All decisions are made by majority vote.\textsuperscript{xlv} Board members may engage in robust discussions about campus issues, but once a vote is taken the Board acts as a whole, supporting the decisions of the majority.

The Board is committed to institutional integrity and operates under a written code of ethics\textsuperscript{xlvi}. The Board serves as an agent of the public, entrusted with public funds and working to promote the interest of all citizens without bias. Any conflict of interest is disclosed by Board members, and interested parties abstain from voting on related issues.

Two examples of how the Board protects the institution from undue influence or pressure can be seen in recent discussions, one regarding college leases and the other regarding the appointment of an interim trustee. In the case of college leases, the board member who is an attorney announced his conflict of interest, recused himself and left the room during the discussion.\textsuperscript{xlvii} In the discussion of the interim appointment, one board member noted that the community members who were speaking in favor of one of the candidates were connected to him professionally, so he recused himself to avoid any appearance of a conflict of interest.\textsuperscript{xlviii}
b. The governing board establishes policies consistent with the mission statement to ensure the quality, integrity, and improvement of student learning programs and services and the resources necessary to support them.

DESCRIPTION
The Board reviews and updates college policies on a rotating schedule, and 60% of Board Policies have currently been updated to the format recommended by the Community College League of California. These documents are available to administration, faculty and staff in paper and electronic form. Under the direction of the Board, the Superintendent/President is responsible for overseeing the development and updating of the *Policy Manual*, which contains all of the Board Policies. Members of the board, Faculty Senate, employee organizations, management personnel or members of the public may initiate additions or modifications of District policies. Following a shared governance practice, these proposals must go through a complete review cycle in the appropriate college representative committees, and are then taken to the Board for a “First Reading” as an information item and a “Second Reading” as an action item, to be approved by majority vote.

A *Board Book* is prepared by the President’s Office for each board meeting that includes agenda, previous minutes, information and action items, as well as numerous reports and background material used for board decision-making. The non-confidential parts of this book are now available in electronic form on the college website. The Board reviews and approves the annual college budget, as well as monthly and quarterly financial reports for the college. The Board gives approval for all new hires, educational programs, student support programs, and construction of physical facilities, requesting information from experts when appropriate. The Facilities Planning Advisory Committee reviews and reports the status of all facilities projects and other issues related to facilities planning and usage. The Citizen's Oversight Committee reviews and reports on the status of Measure D bond projects on a monthly basis to the Governing Board.

After passing through the college’s curriculum review process, all new and modified curriculum is presented to the Governing Board for approval. The course and program approval process supports student learning outcomes and assures that all state requirements are met for courses, articulation, degrees, and certificates. This year, the Faculty Senate developed a process for Program Review that will provide data and analysis to the Board regarding all of our academic programs. The date will also be used in the context of resource allocation discussions and decisions.

An example of policies that describe governing board expectations for quality, integrity and improvement of student learning programs and services can be found in BP 1000, the District Statement of Philosophy. In addition, the two overarching goals of the College Strategic Plan are to Increase Student Success and to Enhance Institutional Effectiveness, to which all other objectives are linked.
c. The Governing Board has ultimate responsibility for educational quality, legal matters, and financial integrity.

**DESCRIPTION**

As established by the California Education Code (Ed Code 70900-70902), the Board has ultimate responsibility for educational quality, legal matters, and financial integrity of the College. Its actions are independent and final; not subject to the actions of any other entity. The Board accepts and exercises this responsibility, as evidenced by their deliberative actions reflected in Board meeting minutes. For example, the Board received and discussed the ARCC (Accountability Report for Community Colleges) from the state chancellor’s office to note how this measurement of student demographics and success reflects the College’s efforts. In other discussions, the institution’s financial integrity is reviewed by the Board on a monthly basis through informational reports of all funds maintained by the district, including approvals of warrant registers and budget transfers. Board policy assures that an annual audit is conducted, reviewed and accepted at an open session of the Board. This audit is available to the public on the College website.

d. The institution or the governing board publishes the board bylaws and policies specifying the board’s size, duties, responsibilities, structure, and operating procedures.

**DESCRIPTION**

Board policies are available campus-wide in electronic form on the internal College computer network, and paper copies are available in administrative offices. The bylaws and policies cover such topics as: Board Membership and Eligibility, Election of Members, Conflict of Interest, Code of Ethics, Board Education, and Procedure for Developing Board Policies. The Board oversees the integrity of the institution by assuring that these policies are accurate and clear.

e. The governing board acts in a manner consistent with its policies and bylaws. The board regularly evaluates its policies and practices and revises them as necessary.

**DESCRIPTION**

In order to assure accuracy, the Board evaluates its policies and practices regularly and revises them to reflect current guidelines and practices of the college. The Board has developed a process for a systematic review of all policies and practices on a rotating schedule. During the review process, a draft of the regulations or bylaws is assigned to administrative and management personnel for review to ensure compliance with regulations and to reflect the decisions of the shared governance processes. The goal of the review process is to ensure that the standards of the organization, healthy dialog, institutional integrity, evaluation, planning and improvement are reflected and incorporated into the policies. Once policies are established, records of the Board indicate that its actions are consistent with these policies and bylaws.
f. The governing board has a program for board development and new member orientation. It has a mechanism for providing for continuity of board membership and staggered terms of office.

DESCRIPTION
BP 1150 states that “The superintendent/president and the Board shall assist each new member-elect to understand the Board’s functions, policies, and procedures before he/she assumes office. Such assistance shall include, but shall not be limited to, providing written materials and encouragement to attend meetings on a regional and/or statewide basis held as training/information sessions by other organizations.” Several board members have attended statewide and national conferences to further develop knowledge and skills. BP 1110 states that newly elected members of the board receive an orientation into the Board’s functions, policies, and procedures before he/she assumes office. In addition to an annual Board retreat, a calendar of events dedicated to leadership training/information sessions is developed annually by the Superintendent/President and Board chair, along with a process for determining which Board members will attend the various development opportunities. Included in the written materials and information sessions provided to new Board members is an overview of Accreditation Standards, process and expectations. The ACCJC website is shared with the whole board and the accreditation process is reviewed as part of the Board’s annual retreat each year.

BP 1040 states that the seven regular voting members of the Governing Board are to be elected by the registered voters from each designated trustee area. The terms are for four years each, with elections held in even-numbered years and staggered to provide continuity of membership. At the January 2012 Board meeting, the longest sitting Board member resigned. Following the resignation, the Board followed BP 1070 to appoint the replacement Board Member. This included public notice of the vacancy and application period and a special Board meeting in February to appoint the replacement Board member. In May 2012 another board member resigned due to plans to move out of the designated trustee area, and a replacement Board Member was made at a special Board meeting in June according to the policy.

g. The governing board’s self-evaluation processes for assessing board performance are clearly defined, implemented, and published in its policies or bylaws.

DESCRIPTION
The Board has a clearly defined policy regarding annual self-evaluation, stating that it is to take place each July. It generally occurs at the annual Board retreat in September, since for the past several years there has been no July Board meeting, due to the lack of need for Board action during the summer months. The current policy, which is scheduled for revision within the next 6 months, calls for an opportunity for input from the college community during the month prior to the board’s self-evaluation. In recent years, an electronic survey has been used to gather input from the campus community about the Board’s performance, which has provided an effective review from the standpoint of the college community.
h. The governing board has a code of ethics that includes a clearly defined policy for dealing with behavior that violates its code.

DESCRIPTION
The Cabrillo College Governing Board Code of Ethics was adopted in 1994, delineating the ethical standards to which the members of the board are expected to adhere. In addition, the Board has a detailed policy for the disclosure of any possible conflicts of interest. To ensure institutional integrity, the Board approved policies that spell out specific consequences for possible violations of the Code of Ethics in May 2007, acting in compliance with recently published guidelines regarding specific language. Since that time, there have been no questions or concerns regarding violations of the Code of Ethics.

i. The governing board is informed about and involved in the accreditation process.

DESCRIPTION
The Board is fully informed regarding the accreditation process. For the current accreditation Self-Study process, a Board member reviewed the draft of this standard and has given input from the Board perspective. During the entire accreditation review process, Board members have been given access to electronic copies of the meeting notes from all committees, as well as to the accreditation home page on the college’s internal web site. There have been oral and written updates on the accreditation process at board meetings, and Board members have provided input regarding specific areas of interest.

In addition to the review of the ACCJC website and accreditation process that takes place with new Board member orientations and at the annual Board retreat, publications such as the Guide to Accreditation for Governing Boards from the ACCJC and the Summer 2012 ACCJC Newsletter article on “Accreditation and Governing Board Roles and Responsibilities” have been shared with board members, who are also encouraged to take the ACCJC “Accreditation Basics” online course. The Board reviews and approves the Institutional Self Study, and has met jointly with the College Planning Council to guide and support strategic planning efforts. Trustees are informed of Commission recommendations and institutional reports due to the Commission through monthly information items at the Board meetings and weekly Board updates from the President/ Superintendent.

The governing board is committed to supporting recommendations and improvements planned as part of the Institutional Self Study and Accreditation processes, as evidenced by their requests for Accreditation updates and critical review of the progress made on recommendations. The Board also approves resources to improve student success and outcomes, such as reassigned time for the SLO coordinator and the faculty co-chair for the Institutional Self Study. Members of the Board provide key leadership for the Santa Cruz County College Commitment, reflecting a broad-based commitment to improving student learning outcomes. Board priorities are centered around student success, and the college planning goals approved by the Board each year are concerned with improving student success and
outcomes, as evidenced by the College Strategic Plan’s goals of Increasing Student Success and Enhancing Educational Effectiveness.\textsuperscript{lxxxviii}

\textit{j. The governing board has the responsibility for selecting and evaluating the district/system chief administrator (most often known as the chancellor) in a multi-college district/system or the college chief administrator (most often known as the president) in the case of a single college. The governing board delegates full responsibility and authority to him/her to implement and administer board policies without board interference and holds him/her accountable for the operation of the district/system or college, respectively.}

\textbf{DESCRIPTION}

Cabrillo is a single college district. The current president had been at the college since August 2004, and accepted a position as Chancellor with the Los Rios Community College District starting February 2013. The established board policy for conducting the search and selection for the President/Superintendent is found in BP 1420, and the process last approved for the 2003 search was updated for 2013. For the 2003 search, a thorough process was conducted that included two members of the board participating in a site visit to the applicant’s former institution along with other college representatives. For the 2013 search, the process discussed and approved at the December 2012 board meeting included three members of the board working with an interim and permanent search committee. An interim president was approved at the January 2013 meeting. Board Policy 2070.02 outlines the job description for the superintendent/president chief executive officer.\textsuperscript{lxxxix} The Board is legally responsible for the effective operation of the district. The president and his/her staff are accountable for administration of the educational program and the conduct of college business. The president’s employment contract is negotiated and agreed upon by the Board and the president. The president is given an annual, confidential performance evaluation based in part on the completion of annual goals and objectives. Every three years, the president receives an expanded performance evaluation that includes input from administrators, managers, faculty, classified staff, students and community members. Based on the outcome of these evaluations, the president’s contract is renewed by the Board.

The president implements and administers policies under guidelines set by the Board without undue interference or micro-management. The delegation of administrative authority to the President/Superintendent by the board is documented in BP 1240.\textsuperscript{xc} An example of how this works in practice is when the Governing Board sets targets for budget reductions\textsuperscript{xci} and the president works with administration, faculty and constituent groups to implement reductions.\textsuperscript{xcii} Working as a team, the president delegates appropriate responsibilities to the vice presidents of administrative services, instruction, and student affairs, assuring effective management of college affairs. An example of how the board focuses at the policy level is the discussion of the Performing Arts Complex usage fees at the September 2012 meeting. Rather than focus on the procedural details of the fees, board discussion focused on the principles of charging for community use and compliance with the California Education Code’s Civic Center Act.\textsuperscript{xciii}
The board conducts an annual evaluation of the President/Superintendent which takes into account his implementation of board policies and achievement of institutional goals, on the basis of which his contract is renewed or extended. In addition, the President/Superintendent submits weekly email updates to the Board regarding institutional performance and any other areas of concern. When necessary, the President/Superintendent communicates with board members in person ensuring that the board is able to fulfill their responsibility for overseeing the educational quality of the institution, legal matters, and the financial integrity of the college.

**k. In multi-college districts/systems, the governing board establishes a clearly defined policy for selecting and evaluating the presidents of the colleges.**

This is a single college district.

**EVALUATION**

Overall, the Governing Board policies and practices meet the criteria of Standard IVB part 1.

According to the data in the *2011 Faculty and Staff Accreditation Surveys*, 72% of the faculty and 68% of the staff agreed that the Board’s policies support the quality, integrity and effectiveness of student learning programs and services. In addition, the survey shows that more than two-thirds of the faculty (69%) agrees that the Faculty Senate is effective in making recommendations to the Governing Board in the Senate’s purview of academic and professional matters.

Despite the economic challenges facing community colleges, the dedication, leadership, and vision of Cabrillo’s Governing Board have contributed to the overall success of the college in the last few years. The ongoing public support for the college is reflected in the contributions to the Foundation for an endowment surpassing $16 million dollars, which places the college in the top 2 percent of the 112 community colleges in California, far exceeding the relative size of the institution.

Since the last accreditation self-evaluation, the Board has addressed areas for improvement by establishing annual retreats which are held in September and by revising its code of ethics policy (BP 1105) in 2007 to include consequences of any violation. The review of policies is ongoing and the Board utilizes the policy and procedures service provided by the Community College League of California.

**2. The president has primary responsibility for the quality of the institution he/she leads. He/she provides effective leadership in planning, organizing, budgeting, selecting and developing personnel, and assessing institutional effectiveness.**
DESCRIPTION
The president is responsible for assuring that the college serves its students by providing the highest quality education and support services possible. He does this largely by encouraging the college components (Instruction, Administrative Services, and Student Services) to evaluate how they deliver services, how they might better serve student needs, and to continually assess the effectiveness of the services that they offer.

The president serves as chair of the College Planning Council (CPC), a shared governance group that includes the three vice presidents of the college components (Instruction, Administrative Services, and Student Services) and representatives from various shared governance bodies: the classified and certificated unions, Faculty Senate, Student Senate, the division deans, and the management group. CPC meets twice monthly to discuss and make recommendations about college-wide issues dealing with budget, planning, facilities, staffing and processes for decision-making. Information and Minutes from CPC are available on the college website. By working together with leaders from all aspects of the college, the president gathers input, hears perspectives and ultimately brings recommendations to the Governing Board.

a. The president plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative structure organized and staffed to reflect the institution’s purposes, size, and complexity. He/she delegates authority to administrators and others consistent with their responsibilities, as appropriate.

DESCRIPTION
The President oversees an administrative structure appropriate for the size of the College and meets regularly with key leaders to develop plans to meet college needs, oversee implementation and evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing and new processes. He meets weekly with a senior leadership team (Cabinet) comprised of the President and the three Vice Presidents (Instruction, Administrative Services and Student Services). The President delegates to each of the Vice Presidents the responsibility for the functions within his/her area. Within his own component, the President’s purview extends to the functions of Marketing, Planning and Research, and the Foundation.

At least once a month following each Governing Board meeting, the President meets with Administrative Council, which includes the three Vice Presidents, all college deans, and the directors of Human Resources, Planning and Research, Business Services, Facilities Planning/Plant Operations, Information Technology, Marketing/Communications, Enrollment Services, the Cabrillo College Foundation, and the Library. He will occasionally convene this group more often to discuss key issues.

The President meets monthly with all managers as a group to ensure that all college administrators are informed of and involved in new, developing and ongoing college issues. Included in these monthly meeting are assistant directors, directors of smaller departments, and the Sheriff’s sergeant assigned to the college. The President also meets regularly with leaders of the Faculty Senate and the certificated and classified unions to discuss issues pertaining to these
groups. Information and proposals that affect college activities eventually come to the College Planning Council (CPC) to be discussed. Minutes of CPC are available on the college website. The College Planning Council makes recommendations to the President used in setting the direction of the college.

b. The president guides institutional improvement of the teaching and learning environment by the following:

- Establishing a collegial process that sets values, goals, and priorities.
- Ensuring that evaluation and planning rely on high quality research and analysis on external and internal conditions.
- Ensuring that educational planning is integrated with resource planning and distribution to achieve student learning outcomes.
- Establishing procedures to evaluate overall institutional planning and implementation efforts.

DESCRIPTION

The President has established a collegial process to guide institutional improvement of the teaching and learning environment by enabling shared information gathering and decision-making that involves those most knowledgeable about the various aspects of any given venture. One example of this was developing a Facilities Master Plan involving a Space Reallocation Process among departments and functions of the college that required many college-wide sessions with architects, department and division heads, faculty, staff and students. The President also needed to communicate the plan’s need for flexibility due to unforeseen shifts in the budget, grant funding, and program needs.

The President reinforces the institutional value of placing the students’ interests at the top of college priorities. He is instrumental in setting the tone for a data-driven culture at the college, ensuring that evaluation and planning is guided by external and internal data produced by the Planning and Research Office, which is recognized statewide and nationally for its excellence. The annual Fact Book (available on the college website) provides information about such things as student demographics, student success, and program accomplishments. This data is used for the program planning process in each department and service.

Using the College Strategic Plan to guide college priorities, the President assures that actions are taken to meet goals and timelines. The College Strategic Plan is available on the college website and was developed through a process that involved all levels of the organizational structure of the college. It was formerly the College Master Plan (CMP) and was changed to the Strategic Plan in 2012 to avoid confusion with the Educational Master Plan, which is in the process of being updated. The College Strategic Plan (CSP) is used to guide the allocation of resources for both direct and indirect support of student learning outcomes, and to evaluate
planning and effectiveness at the college.

For 2011-12, the CMP was extended for a year, and progress is being made on CSP planning for 2012-15. Last year, the college community participated in a Visioning Workshop and five goals were approved by the Governing Board, along with objectives and Key Performance Indicators. Goal Area Implementation Teams (GAIT) were established and regular meetings were held to review progress towards the goals.

The next stage of the 2012-15 CSP was to reorganize the five goals into two overarching goals, Improving Student Success and Improving College Effectiveness. A college-wide Strategic Plan Workshop was held in March 2012 to revise and develop objectives for the new goal areas. By the time of the accreditation site visit, the Strategic Plan will be clearly written, available online as well as in print, and will accurately reflect college-wide goals and strategies to improve student outcomes and institutional effectiveness.

c. The president assures the implementation of statutes, regulations, and governing board policies and assures that institutional practices are consistent with institutional mission and policies.

DESCRIPTION
The President is accountable to the Board for ensuring compliance with and implementation of statutes, regulations, and Governing Board policies. He provides oversight to ensure that institutional practices are consistent with institutional mission and policies, and to guarantee that a high standard of institutional integrity is both the intent and the practice at the college.

d. The president effectively controls budget and expenditures.

DESCRIPTION
In addition to weekly Cabinet meetings, the President meets with each of the three vice presidents individually on a weekly basis to review matters of the college. He has a strong understanding of budget and expenditures from his background as CBO and CEO with former institutions, and meets regularly with the Chief Financial Officer, the Vice President of Administrative Services, on fiscal matters.

The President exercises fiscal constraint and oversight on a college-wide basis, especially during the recent years when state budget reductions have curtailed normal college operations such as the replacement of vacant positions or the carryover of unused funds. For example, when the budget is constrained, the President’s Cabinet reviews all open positions to evaluate whether the greatest need for replacement lies within the department where a vacancy occurs or in another department, and whether any replacement is of an urgent nature.
The President seeks out opportunities for additional revenue to offset the deep budget cuts resulting from the statewide deficit. For example, there are leases in place with community partners in education at the Watsonville Center, the Scotts Valley Center and the Aptos campus for unused spaces to as a way to increase college revenue.

The President oversees efforts in various components to seek out additional funding through state or federal grants to supplement funds for new and planned projects. Since the last accreditation study the college has been awarded several grants, including two Department of Education grants through the Hispanic Serving Institutions program, a grant through the Economic Development Administration, and several regional and state grants, all supporting various initiatives at the college. The President is also an active participant in capital campaigns and ongoing fund solicitation efforts through the Cabrillo College Foundation, which raises an average of $4 million dollars annually.

The President chairs the College Planning Council (CPC), which consists of faculty, staff, and administrators. The diverse composition of the CPC, which serves as an advisory body to the president, fosters broad institutional input on budgetary issues. The CPC reviews matters that impact the budget, including new programs and service proposals, major expenditures of one-time funds, service reductions, and other resource considerations that are brought to CPC as information items.

The President supervises the Vice President of Administrative Services, who oversees the preparation of the budget congruent with available fiscal resources, and ensures that the College Planning Council is involved in the discussion and recommendations. The President meets regularly with leaders of the two college bargaining units and delegates authority for negotiations to the Vice President of Administrative Services as chief negotiator. The President and Vice President of Administrative Services lead college-wide “town hall” meetings on the budget in an effort to broaden the understanding among staff of the college financial situation, particularly when there are severe budget cuts imposed by the state deficit.

e. The president works and communicates effectively with the communities served by the institution.

DESCRIPTION
The President maintains contact with community and business leaders as the most high-profile representative of the college, and finds many opportunities for input regarding how the college can continue to best serve the community. He serves on community boards where he represents the college and interacts with key community leaders. He is frequently asked to speak at various organizations and clubs concerning higher education in general and Cabrillo College in particular. The President attends the events of local chambers of commerce, other city events, and both internal and external fundraisers. He carries out community outreach such as visiting local businesses and schools to see how the college can address their needs better.
The President is conscientious about attending events produced or hosted by the college that involve the community, such as the annual Principal’s Breakfast, open houses and art receptions, theater and choral productions, speakers, and student-organized events.

The President provides leadership for initiatives that will increase the success of students at the college, such as the Santa Cruz County College Commitment (S4C), a program launched in 2011 that was endorsed by all five area K-12 superintendents of the 16 local school districts to encourage young students to pursue higher education. Activities in this initiative include college tours for fourth graders, learning communities for new students who graduated from high school needing help in reaching college-level skills, guaranteed enrollment in a two-year transfer program for those who assess at college level for math and English, and guaranteed tuition paid for the first semester at Cabrillo.

In addition, the President participates in statewide organizations to represent the College in the greater statewide community.

**EVALUATION**

The College meets the standard.

The 2011 Faculty and Staff Accreditation Surveys ask respondents about the current administration rather than the president specifically, but a majority of the faculty and staff who responded (79% and 58% respectively) agreed that the administration provides effective leadership for the college.

By acting as a catalyst and change agent when necessary, honoring the shared governance process, and maintaining a high-profile presence and level of participation in the community, the president retains primary responsibility for the quality of services Cabrillo provides. He also serves as an effective leader in planning, organizing, budgeting, selecting and developing personnel, as well as assessing institutional effectiveness.

3. In multi-college districts or systems, the district/system provides primary leadership in setting and communicating expectations of educational excellence and integrity throughout the district/system and assures support for the effective operation of the colleges. It establishes clearly defined roles of authority and responsibility between the colleges and the district/system and acts as the liaison between the colleges and the governing board.

This Standard does not apply to our institution as this is a single college district.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PLANNING AGENDA</strong></th>
<th><strong>Lead Responsible</strong></th>
<th><strong>Completion</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Board will incorporate Accreditation standards into its annual self-evaluation</td>
<td>Chair, Governing Board</td>
<td>December 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ed Code 70902
BP 1020 – Duties and Responsibilities of the Board
BP 1240 – Delegation of Authority to the Superintendent-President
BP 2000 – Delegation of Responsibility
BP 1020 – Duties and Responsibilities of the Board
BP 2080 – Evaluation of the Superintendent/President
BP 1000 – District Statement of Philosophy
College Mission and Vision
BP 1080 – Election of Student Member
BP 1030 – Board Membership and Eligibility
Cabrillo College Governing Board webpage
June 2012 special Board meeting minutes, February special 2012 Board meeting minutes
BP 1130 – Closed Session
BP 1140 – Regular Meetings of the Board, Cabrillo Governing Board web page
BP 1150 – Quorum and Voting
December 2011Board meeting minutes
February special Board meeting minutes
Example of minutes
Cabrillo College Governance Manual, Cabrillo College Design Making Cycle, Sample – Board Policies First Reading, Sample – Board Policies Second Reading
Sample – Board Book - January 2012
Governing Board Meeting Website
Sample Board Item: Annual College Budget, Sample Board Item: Monthly Financial Reports, Sample Board Item: Quarterly Financial Status Report
Sample Board Item: Construction Change Order, Sample Board Item: New Extension Classes, Sample Board Item: Award of Construction Contract
Facilities Planning Advisory Committee
Measure D – Citizens’ Oversight Committee Web Page
Facilities Master Plan Project Status Report – May 2012
Curriculum Committee Actions - November 2011
Program review process
BP 1000 - District Statement of Philosophy
College Strategic Plan Update - June 2012
March 2012 Board minutes, page 7
Sample Board Item: Budget Transfers by Resolution, Sample Board Item: Register of Warrants
BP 4060 - Audits; Sample Board Item: District Audit Report
Board Policies
BP 1030 – Board Membership and Eligibility
BP 1040 – Board Elections
BP 1090 – Conflict of Interest
BP 1105 – Cabrillo College Board of Ethics
BP 1110 – Board Education
BP 1200 – Procedure for Developing Board Policies
BP 1210 - Adoption of and Changes to Board Policies, AR 1201 - Policies for Revision of Policies and Administrative Regulations
Governing Board Officer Rotation
January 2012 Board meeting minutes
February 2011 Board meeting minutes (see Trustee Ziel’s Board Member Report on Page Two), September 2010 Board retreat meeting minutes, December 2011 Board meeting minutes (see Trustee Garcia’s Board Member Report on Page Two)
BP 1110 – Board Education
BP 1040 – Board Elections
BP 1070 – Board Vacancies
January 2012 Cabrillo Board Vacancy Notice
February 2012 Special Board meeting agenda, February 2012 Special Board meeting minutes
BP 1310 – Board Self Evaluation
BP 1105 – Cabrillo College Governing Board Code of Ethics
BP 1090 – Conflict of Interest Code
BP 1105 – Cabrillo College Governing Board Code of Ethics
Accreditation Self Study Update – September 2012
September 2010 Board meeting minutes
Board Retreat Minutes – September 2009
College Strategic Plan Update – June 2012
Job Descriptions and Salary Schedules - BP 2070.02
BP 1240 - Delegation of Authority to Superintendent/President
2011-12 through 2014-15 Budget Planning Parameters, March 2012 Board meeting minutes
September 2012 Board meeting minutes
BP 2080 – Evaluation of Superintendent/President, AR 2080 –President’s Performance Evaluation
Governance Manual – College Planning Council web page
Governance Manual – College Planning Council web page
Cabrillo College Strategic Plan web page
Mission and Vision Statement Approval
June 2011 CMP Update and Renewal
Cabrillo College Strategic Plan web page
Watsonville Center Leases - June 2011, June 2011 Board agenda, June 2011 Board minutes
Board Resolution 037-11: Santa Cruz County College Commitment – August 2011
# APPENDIX 1: Leadership Groups at the College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEADERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP</th>
<th>CONSTITUENTS/MEMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governing Board</td>
<td>Board members elected from 7 areas of the district, one non-voting student trustee, 3 Cabrillo VPs sit at resource table; College President sits with trustees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Cabinet                                              | Superintendent/President
All VPs                                                                                       |
| Administration/Administrators – Senior College        | Superintendent/President
All VPs (3)
Division Deans (5)
Dean, Student Services (1)
Dean, Counseling & Educational Support Services (1)
Dean, Career Education & Economic Development (1) |
| Administrative Council                               | Superintendent/President, Chair
Vice President, Business Services
Vice President, Instruction
Vice President, Student Services
Division Deans (5)
Dean, Instruction, Career Education & Economic Development
Dean, Education Centers
Dean, Student Services
Dean, Counseling & Educational Support Services
Director, Business Services
Director, Personnel & Human Resources
Director, Marketing and Communications
Director, Planning, Research & Knowledge Systems
Director, Information Technology                       |
| Managers Group                                       | All Administrative & Management Personnel                                                                                                      |
| Instructional Administrators Council                  | Vice President, Instruction, Chair
Division Deans (5)
Dean, Instruction, Career Education & Economic Development
Dean, Education Centers                                |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instruction Council</strong></td>
<td>Vice President, Instruction, Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of Instructional Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of Career Education &amp; Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5) Division Deans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of Education Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Director of Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of Student Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President, Faculty Senate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Director of Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Instructional Procedural Analysts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Instructional Research Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Director of DE/TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinator of CTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Senate</strong></td>
<td>Student Body Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCEU</strong></td>
<td>Classified Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCFT</strong></td>
<td>Faculty Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faculty Senate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Senators:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BELA – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HASS – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAWK – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAS – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAPA – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CESS – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Senators-At-Large</strong> – 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Executive Committee:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Non-Voting Members:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Senate – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLO Assessment Coordinator – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watsonville Center Liaison – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCEU Liaison – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCFT Liaison – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VPI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Instructional Departments**               | Program Chairs and Department Faculty                                   |